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Ten years ago, as a White graduate student and a eecondletir
teacher, I wrote a book called Negro Literature' for High° School
Students, one of the NCTE's first books on minority literature, and
for Several years one of its best sellers. With annotations on
approximately 150 books, it was comprehensive, including almost
every literary .work br a black writer or with. a black main

. character that was in print at the time. In addition, a depressingly-
large number of out-of-print.books were inchided, for such classics

. as Gwendolyn Brooks' The Bean Eaters and Maud Martha, Wit-
Ibiza Derby's Beetiecreek, Ann Petry's The Street, and. Richard
Wright's Eight Men were all unay.. eliable in bdokstores.

Ten years ago- Negro Literature' fog High School Students was
complete had up-todate. The wealth of black literature published
since that time has made a new edition necessary. A new book was
desperately needed to direct teachers to the important new works
now available from black writers. And in addition to new books, a
new perspective was needed. As black literature has become'more-
popular, new insights have emerged from both critics and teachers.
We have now' recognized more honestly the impaetthat cultural

- '-_. preconceptions have on a person's ability to evaluate and to analyze
literature objectively. Many Contemporary black writers claim
that'their works are so far froth white traditions that white critics
have no right to evaluate them, and this rejeationis often extended
to white -teachers. When I first heard challenges to a white
teacher's ability to interpret black literature, I was upset and,

f angry, bqt I have since recognized the validity of the statement
. that white people do not interpret literature the same way black

people 'do. It is now obvious to methat my, reaction to the works of
Imamu Amiri Baraka is -very likely not the same as a black
person'areaction, and is probably not the reaction that the author
intended. J am not willing to quit reading and 'reacting and
sharing my reactions, but I am now more eager to compare my

-reactions to those of others and to learn more about bothliteratur
and myself as a result.
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ProJace

Ten years ago, neither I nor what was then the NCTE Publica-
tions Committee au ned whether a young white teacher could
-adequritely writel survey of black literature. So little had been
written on the subject that any effort seemed valid. Now, hWever,
we recognize that not only race but ethnic background, age, region
of the country, and size of the community influence a person'sP
feactionrto literature and limit the validity of any single point of
view. A blaik farm girl in Mississippi, a middle-class black
suburbanite fronkNew Jersey, a second-generation Italian immi-
grant from upstate New York, an Anglo-Saxon college- professor's'
daughter, and a Halyaijan of Chinese descent will all react diffei-
ently to the more controversial black writers. Some will identify
with the oppressed, others withthe oppresso The same scene will
appear totally false to one reader, realistic to another, and naively
positive to a third. Because of these differences in perception, this
new edition is a collaborative effort which included the work of a
black and a white author, as.well as suggestions from six con-
sultanti representing different areas of the country, and extensive
review by NCTE editorial staff and Editorial Board. Because
we recognize the way that background and experience tan influ-
ence perceptions, we have included the following information
about .oqrselves.

I (Barbara Stanford) am a white midwestelner :'I have taught in
an all-black school in St. Louis, Missouri; and in an almost all-
white schOplfin Boulder, Colorado. Iarn now teaching in a predomi-
nantly white college in upstate New York.

Karima Amin is a blaCk teacher from Buffal6, New York, who
"teaches in that city. For eight years she has taught English,
including a course in literature by and about black.writers, to both
black and white high school and junior high schoid students.

Black Literature for High School Students contains ten chapters.
Lwrote the Historical Survey of Black° Writers and the Biography
chapters. Karima wrote the-Adolescent Literature chapter and
several teaching units for the classroom uses of black literature
section. Each of us contrjbuted material for the supplementary
bibliographies. The introductory chapter contains ideas from both
of us. Both d, us reacted to each other's chapters; however, we did
not try to reach consensus or to disguise our differences` We felt
that it would be instructive for the readeito see the in
our approaChes and impressions.

To deal with different reactions from different parts of the
Country, we invited teachers from all regions to serve as consul-
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tents on the project Six people volunteered to assist: Norma
Register of New-Mexico;-Jaok-Busher of Colorado SpringsrGrace
Larkin of Oneonta, New York; Kay Kasberger and Sanford Phip-

114- pee o* Syracuse, New York; and B. Joyce Pettigrew of Rock Hill;
South/ Carolina. Their on the teaching ofbiacklitera;
ture /are iticluded in Chapter 1, and tlieit. suggeitions About

, specific titles were incorporated into the 'other chipterii.
we w,orkedon the revision of this book, we were encouraged .

die changes that 'have occurredin the past ten years:, Even
though the collaboration *with .a number of. rAople reelhjred extra
work, We feel that the final product was worth theffort. To some
extent, the'changes in the production ots,thjaarallel the
changes that have occurred in our soeiety.11i e differences among
us in race, region,- and ethnic bacitground are now being recog-0,
nixed and far more voices are Veins heard. The struggle for_ ___

equality and respect for all Americans is not yet . completed, _

however. Weall sincerely hope that after another ten years another
0.

revision of this book will be needed, and that it will reflect both the
-

appearlthce of many more new writers and additional growth in
our toddy% abilityoth recognize and respect cultural differences.

4

Barbara ?odds Stanford
Utica College
of Syracuse University
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first, most of us assumed.thit black literature could and
should be taught land interpreted in the same ways as white
literature. [hi the 1960s] the struggle vas for htegration, ansl both
blacks and whitesivere trying to groVe that we were all the same

'tinder the skin and. that the happy ending was only a few More
freedom marches away. Ten years later, we have been more open_
with ourselves and each other and are realizing thatthe experience
of blacks and' whites in this country is quite different and that the
evils ot three hundred. rare cainot be dissolved in one rousing
chorus of Ve Shall Overcome.'"

Barbara Dodds Stanford ,

,
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(1 Teaching Black Literature
fiTilodayVHigh Schools.

Barbara Dodds Stanford

NOt many years ago segregation reigned in most of the United.
- States. Whether by law or by custom, most cities in both the North

and Mot hatieparste and unequal schools; separate and unequal
t hotels, separate and unequal restaurants; and separate and un-

.% neighborhocids. Most 'school curricula did not even allow
blacks separate and unequal status. ".Whites Only" could have been
stamped on almosj every literature series for high school students
published.before 1965. The fact that such a warning did not appear
led insidiously to the conclusion that riiiblack;Deopleihad ever
written anything worthy of inclusion with suchmotables as Sarah
Eleanor Royce, Henry Timred, Frinci0 Hopkinson or Stanley
Vestal in a survey of American literature. Until the' late.960s, a

-.literature text that contained, even a couple' of spirituals, or a
' biography of George Washington Carver was Otte unusual. In,

1966, a survey 'of thirty-seyen literature textbooks showed that
. twenty did not have k single selection either by or about black "

people. A study by Nancy Larrick of five thousand children's books
published in 1962, 1963; and 1964 revealed that only 349, or 7
percent, included any black characters; and of this 7 percent,
almost 60 percent were set outside the United States or before
World War II. Quite clearly, the books used in Athertan schools.
were primarilj by and about white, AngloSaxon middle-class
People.-

4

The "Discovery" of Black Literature
.,

.

. - r . 1- .
. . ,

During the late 1960s, a change began to occur. As a result of the '-
civil rights movement, more attention began to befocused on black
Americans, and schools began fo recognize the needs and.interests .

of their black students. Publishing houses responded to the in-,4,-
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crewed interest in black people and published a wide_rangeofne
authors as well as reprints of older works. Encouraged by the
example of cities like Detroit, which refused to buy books for its

.
... school system that did not adequately' represent inigrities, text..

book publishers began to prepare special inner-city texts and to
. .., integrate their more general texts. Many schools began offering

# black literature-courses and mini-courses or incorporating black,
literature in traditional courses. In 1976, a quick survey of °

general and American literature texts displayed at the NCTE
.1: Convention revealed only one which did not include at least one
'.. ,. black *liter. Most of these textbooks contained between 8 and 20 . '

percent black writers, with a liberal sprinkling of writers Blom
_ , other nop-Caucasian backgroundsPnerto'Rican, Native Ameri- .

, .. , can,, Oriental, and others.
I.. Trade books for children, roughly a decade after Nancy Lar-

rick's study, also reflect change. A similar, recent study of a
'sample of children's Bpoks published from 1973 to 197f conducted
by Jeanne Chall.at Harvard University, showed that 14.4 percent
of such books depicted\black characters. Chap was quoted in the
New York Times as saying that the doublig of the percentage of #

__T books depicting blacks over the 11-year period "still leaves 86
. percent of children's trade books in an 'all white world,' to borrow

Larricks phrase of 1965" ("Children's Books Depicting Blacks,
. While Rising, Are Still Only 1 in 'f," by Edward Fiske, New York

Times, "Jan. 8, 19,78). '
At the present time, the teaching of black literature appears to '

be alive. and thriving.nowever, a few disturbing tigns.are begin-
ning ie-appear. Teachers make comments like these: "Black

....--:I literature? Oh, that was the fad of the sixties. We're into the basics -... now." or "We've already done .black literature." .Unfortunately,
some teachers seem to assume that black literature is something .

.. transient and faddiskrather than atrenduring part of the titera-
ture'curriculum

,

which deserves study and analysis as intensive
and al. -Ongoing as the British Romantic poets or thetranscen-`
dentarists receive...- .. .

'
-

. . Durinkthe past 'ten years, we have made remarkable strides in
filling 'gaps in our literary tradition, but even that task is less
'complete than manypeople like to think.. The six cdnsultants, fOr
thii projects inra'nirnously agreed that.,black literature is under-
represented in. the curricula of their schools. Only two of the
schools represented by' the consultants offered a black literature

, ebtirse, and all but' one consultant estimated that less than 5
percent of the literature in courses not labeled "flack literature"
visas written by blacks. So while black literature is certainly taught
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Black Literature and 7bdxsy's Teachers J

more frequently now than it was a few years ago, it still receives
little attention. , _,

Black Literature and Today's Ter.:hers .
- ..

The. quantity of black literature being taught is not the only
criterion which should be considered. While many teachers are
doing an excellent job of teaching black literature, the majority of $

English teachers have not had such thorough* training in the
analysis at black literature as they have had in other bodies of
literature. Many more critical 'studies are now available, and there
are now plenty of opportunities for teachers to acquire moreJ
thorohgh knowledge of black literature than there Were a decade
ago, but unfortunately:, most people now teaching were trained
more than ten-Years ago. . .

The experienceig the two authors of this book were probably
typical of the experiences of most of today's teachers. Barbara
Stanford graduated from the University or Illinois with a bache-
lor's degree in English ih 1964, hiving studied only one selection
by a black writer in her entire elementary, high school, and college
career: James Weldon Johnson's "The Creation," which was in-

3cluded in the eleventh grade literature anthology, She began r

teaching in a predominantly black School andtiscovered that that
: Same poem was the only selection by a black writer in the entire .

e curriculum. At first, she was frequently warned by other teachers
that departink from the curriculum could get one in trouble,
'though she later found the curriculum committee supportive of her
interest in teaching black literature. A master's degree program t
at Columbia University did.provide an opportunity to learn about
black literaturethrough independent study.

KarimaAmin fotInd only slightly:more opportunities for study-
ing black literature; during her elementary high school, and
colleie years, she was taught a ,,couple of poems by Langston
Hughes as well as 'The Creation." In 1968, when she student-
taught at an aft -black school, she worked with a supervising
teacher who sparked her interest in teaching literature by black
writers by introducing Langston Hughes', Simple' stories and

" Lorraine Hansbetry's A Raisin in thOun. When Karima taught
,., blackoliterature for the first time in 1971, she started with very

little preparation, studying independently and keeping cne step
'. ahead of her students.

Untrained and unfamiliar with the material, many teachers
during the late 1960s rose to the challenge, and educated them-

.
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6 Teaching Black literature

selves as the authors of this book did. Atiirst, most of us assumed
that black literature could and should be taught and interpreted in
the same wayi as4hite literature. At that time the struggle was
for integration, and both blacks and whites were trying to prove
that we were all the same under the skin and that the happy
ending was only a few more freedom marches away. 1bn years
later, we have been more open with ourselves and each other and
are realizing that the experience of blacks ,and whites in this
country is quite different and that the evils of three hundred years
cannot be dissolved in one rousing chorus of "We Shall Overcome."

Teachers today are helped in introducing black literature by
recent changes in concepts of what is appropriate reading for high
school students. The old convention of keeping all literature
incorporating sex, other adult themes, and street language taboo
until college, regardless of the facts of students' real lives, has
given way to a tendenc to see adult reading as appropriate for
high school students. A number of the consultants for this volume
mentioned instances of censorship of books by black writers in
high schools. Eldridge Cleaver's Soul on Ice was most frequently
cited as the cause of conflicts with parents and school boards,
though Dick Gregory's Nigger and Richard Wright's Native fgon
were also mentioned. A number of important works of black
literature deal with adult themes and -include street 'language.
This fact is mentioned in the discussions of the individual books.
Teachers will need to know the books they select for class use and
consider their choices in the fight of their experience with their
communities and their individual students. -

In the past ten years, black people's attitudes toward their own
self-image have changed considerably. Not too many years ago,,
many middle-class Negroes wanted to be assimilated into white
culture and therefore rejected any elements of their culture and
heritage crowned upon in white society, straightening their hair,
spurning watermelon and "chitlins,"and either learning opera and
ballet or taking prig' in their inability to sing and dance. Now
most black people are exhibiting a growing. identification with
their African heritage and enjoying without inhibition elements
from both African and European cultures.

Prior to the militancy of the 1960s the terms "Negro" and even
"Colored" were generally acceptable to most black people. Then
the "new-think" of Black Power advocates prompted a reappraisal
of these terms by many, who abandoned them in favor of "Afro-
American" and "Black." Now "Colored" is rarely used and is
offensive to many, and "Negro" is widely regarded as a term which
perpetuates a master-slave mentality. Today's black literature

14



Mack Literature as a Separate Tradition 7

reflects a widespread preference among blacks for the terms
"Afro-American," "Black American," "Black," and even "African."

Black Literature as a Separate Tradition

As black people have become more willing to recognize their
Afridan roots, they have taken a new look at black literature and
are beginning to recognize that it is not just a subclass of American
literature, but is also a descendant of African literary traditions.
which are only Row being explored by Americans. Likewise, those
of us who hid begun analyzing blacl literature with the same
assumptions and tools we used with white literature started to see
elements we were missing or misinterpreting.°

Black literature has some different traditions and aesthetic
values from literature descended from British traditions. Recent
analysis of black language patterns, folklore, rhetorical devices,
humor, and styles have demonstrated that contemporary black
culture retains more elements of African culture than hat!, pre-
viously been recognized. Although it is almost impossible to trace
completely.the complex origins of black American culture, it is
evident that the sources include many African and several Euro-
pean and American Indian cultures, as well as new inventions
needed for survival in the New World, The excitement generated
by the 1977 television screening of Alex Haley's Roots showed how
great Americans' curiosity about the African elements of their
national heritage has become. .

A . ire percentage of popular black Ameirican folktales can be
. found with minor variations in Africa. Harold Courlandet's A

,-
, Treasury-of Afro-American Folklore (Crown, cloth & pap., 1976)

contains a vast collection of folklore from black people throughout
the Americas and shows its relationship to African as well as
European folklore. The influence of complex African rhythms and
dance steps on modern American male, both black and white, is
well known, but the influence of these same rhythms on the poetry
of writers such as Lahgston Hughes and Ted Joans is less obvious.
A teacher who attempted to analyze a work like Hughes' Montage
cif a Dream Deferred by British-American rhythm schemes would
probably reach quite inaccurate conclusions. There also appears to
be some evidence that even though most black Americans accepted
Christianity, they retained some aspects of African styles of wor-
ship, particularly ceremonies and rhetorical patterns which found
their way into sermons and later influenced prose styles. Lan-
-gti4ge, too, has had Lfrican influences. The Black Book by Middle-
ton Harris ot al. (Random, cloth & pap., 1973) lists the followi.,g

1 5"
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8 , Teaching Black Literature

words which may be descended from African words: "o.k." from
"yaw kay," meaning all right; "hip" from "hipi" meaning aware,
"guy" frill!) "goy." meaning a young man of no standing; and
"banjo" from "banzar," a musical instrument.

Black culture has also been influenced by African aesthetic
ideals which differ from those of Europe. In most of Africa, art,
literature, and music were utilitarianused in community-wide
ceremonies or everyday life, not segregated to concert halls. Songs
acid poems were used by all, not just professionals, and were
shared by the whole community. Tales and stories were used to
teach moral principles. Black music has traditionally seryed many
of the same kinds of community functions in America as it did in
Africa, and many modern black writers are trying to return to the
communal sharing spirit with poetry and drama.

In addition to its African heritage, black Ainerican culture.
contains a number of other elements from the black ekperience in .

America not shared by most white Americans. Folk heroes such as
Stagolce, historic figures such as Emmett Till and Rosa Parks, and
.enterwisinig black entrepreneurs such as Madame C. J. Walker
(one of America's first woman millionaires) are often-referred to in
black literature and are known to most blacks, but unfamiliar to
the average white. The passage of time in black novels is often
marked by events in black history rather than events of white
society. For example, in black literature the period after the Civil
War is not the Gilded Ag ut the Age of Reconstruction and later
Jim Crow; afcer ar I carne the Harlem Renaissance, not
the Roaring Vwenties.

Of course, black people in America have alsq been influenced by
. European literary traditions and have shared many experiences

with all Americans. Some black writers have lived and written
almoit entirely in the European tradition, while others now use
predominantly black and African elements. Many contemporary
writers have rejected European influences and are trying to create
a black aesthetic based on black American and African values and
traditions. Literary allusions are made to black, African, and
Moslem cultural heroes instead of to Greek or biblical characters.
Language is manipulated to reflect black dialects and black
rhythms. Poetry and drama are created for utilitarian, community-
service purposes instead of being an end in themselves. Sophisti-
cated students and teachers may find a study of the critical works
of such writers as Imamu Amiri Baraka, Nikki Giovanni, Clarence
Major, and Ishmael Reed a challenging and exciting way of
gaining a new perspective on literary traditions. Even if these
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works and theories are not taught, teachers should at least be
aware that black artists they are teaching may be using different
traditions and different aesthetic principles from those commonly
taught in American colleges.

o

Affective Aspects of Biadk Literature

Besides beComing aware of black literary traditions, the teacher of
black literature needs to be sensitive to the effect of literature on
the attitudes and values of students. While some teachers will
argue that literature should be taught as art for art's sake, most
secondary school teachers have at least some interest in the value
of literature as a means of helping students understand themselvei
and other people better. .134th of the authors and all of the
.consultants for this project agreed that in selecting appropriate
literature to recommend for high school students, concern about
the effect& work of literature will have on the social attitudes and
values of their students is at least as important as the literary
"panties of the book.

While no definitive research has been done on the effect of black
literature on attitudes, a number of studies of attitude develop-
ment show that concepts taught in school do have an impact on
students' attitudes. R. 11 Hess and J. V. Toney in The Develop-
ment of Political Attitudes in Children (Irvington, 1967) report that
the eighth-grade students they studied had political attitudes and
opinions more similar to those of their teachers than to those of
their parents. Several studies have found that the personal opin-
ion); of the teacher have more impact on students than ideas from
textbooks, though most of the studies deal with textbooks rather
than hovels, which are more emotionally involving.

Most teachers who have worked with black literature feel that
the subject is of some benefit in providing students insights about
themselves and other people. Kay Kasberger of Syracuse; in
responding to a question asked of the consultants to this project,
stated, "I am hopeful any, well-written book will inform the
ignorant, deepen the awareness ,of the injustices blacks have
endured in our society, increase understanding of the joys and
griefs blacks, as whites, experience. Besides the differences, stu-
dents may see all the similarities between individuals of different
races. That is it, really., dne sees a part of himself in a character
and can feel, for a moindpt anyway, what we mean b) brotherhood
a kinship." liorina Register, however, in responding to the same
question, pointed out that there are limits to the insights that can

tt,



10 Teaching Black Literature

be gained from liteiature. "I definitely feel it is helpful in improv-
ing relations between blacks' and whites. But the amount of
attitude improvement that can result from reading the literature
of another people is limited. For one thing, one can't interact with
literature. One gets no feedback, Also, non-verbal cues and impres-
sions which one receives* face-to-face interaction can't be com-
municated through literature."

Although most teachers agree that black literature can have a
positive effect on people's understanding and attitudes, black
teachers and white teachers often differ widely in their opinions
about what kinds of bookshave a beneficial effect. Whites tend to
react favorably to books in which white people behave generously
and kindly, and often do not notice when behavior is somewhat
patronizing and fails to bring about meaningful change for black
people, To Kill a Mockingbird by Harper Lee (Lippincott, 1960;
pap., Popular-Lib, 1975) is probably the Best example of a book
which many white teachers feel promotes positive interracial
attitudes by showing Adieus' courage, Most black teachers, how.
ever, point-out that Atticus, in fact, compromised and survived in a
destructive,sociat system, and that for the blacks in the novel,
Atticus' "heroism" was a paternalistic insult. In a juit system, Tom
Robinson would-never have needed defending -and Atticus would
not have been a hero, Not ma Register describes the results of
teaching a novel with a similar "menage"

I once taught a science fiction novel (Alas, Babylon. by Pat
Frank) to an all-white suburban class. In the book, the Bomb
had been accidentally detonated and most of the world's
population had been dent eyed. However, a well-to-do young..
bachelor and his fami/y and friends and his loyal "Negro"
neighbors whom he had employed had all been spared. Though
the whites were kinder to the Blacks in some ways after the
disaster (some (blacks) even rode in the front seat of the hero's
truck), they still filled a subordinate role in the lives of the
whites. The author managed to have them prefer to eat alone,
and they still called the bachelor-hero "Mr. Bandy," But my
students failed to grasp what I am sure was an unintentional
but salient message of the novelthat even a nuclear holocaust
won't lead sane people to question their racist customs.

While books which portray patronizing attitudes toward blacks
anger black students and promote unhealthy attitudes among
whites, many teachers also feel that books that frankly portray
ghetto life and that use four-letter words cause some white stu-
dents to react negatively. toward black Veople. Jack Busher of
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Colorado Springs noted that while studying Dick Grtgory's Nig-
ger, "some students got so hung-up on `hate attitudes' that they
couldn't empathize with Gregory. Others over-empathized, and
lost their objectivity in the opposite direction."

Goals and Objectives for Black Literature Courses

Teachers who want to use literature to help their students under-
stand themselves and other people better and to improve relation-
ships between, the races need to consider their goals and objectives
as carefully as those who are interested in teaching literary forms.
The following four goals seem to us to be the most appropriate
aims for a teacher to attempt to achieve with high school student&

1. Developing Empathy

Students will recognize the basic human needs, desires and con-
cerns.felt by both backs and whites and the ways that these are
manifested in black culture. Students will be able to empathize
with black characters in a variety of situations.

The ability to empathize with other people, to feel what they
feel, and to understand what they believe and why they believe it
even if you disagree, is one of the most basic human relations skills.
To some extent, empathy is based on the recognition of the
underlying similarities among all people and the ways that the
differences among pe 'le are differences of degree, not kind.

Exposure to literat by black writers may enhance the black
student's self-image;pactscularly if selections which express black
pride, such as Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry and Song of the Trees,
both by Mildred D. Taylor, are studied. Some students will
discover through reading that some writers are "just like me."
Others will appreciate reading selections by writers who "tell it
like' I know it is." Students who have douhts about their own
potential may find their self-confidence rising after reading about

. people.who are similar to them and who have been successful.
White students, too, will often recognize that a black writer is

expressing their own experiences and feelings. But white readers,
and some blacktreaders, will also find that the experiences and
ideas in some books are quite foreign to them. They may need help
in recognizing the underlying human values and empathizing with
he characters. For white students who have had no contact with

blacks, or who come from areas where blacks are never mentioned

.
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in anything but a cruelly stereotyped manner, it may be helpful to
begin with books about black people of a similar ba:kground,
values, and social class. Such students, then, will not have to deal
with their regional and class prejudices 'along with their racial
bias. White middle-class *dents, even if they are from prejudiced
backgrounds, -gtiould be able to empathize with the characters in
It Good to Be Black, Ma r0 McLeod Bethune, and My Lifewith Dr.
Martin liu0er Jr. 'WOrking-class, urban white students may
find that they can identify with Althea Gibson, Connie Hawkins, or
Gordon Parks.

2. Understanding Black Culture

Students will recognize that black culture has ancient, meaning-
ful, and significant traditions.

The achievements of black people in Africa, America and other
parts of the world are not so completely ignored as they were a few
years ago, but most students still know little about the develop-
ment of black culture. All students will benefit from gaining
knowledge about black traditions for it is difficult to understand
contemporary black literature without some knowledge of its
"roots." A study of their heritage can instill pride in black students
and enhance: their self-image. Learning about the black heritage
will probably help white *students correct misconceptions, may
increase their ability to relate to black people, and may help them
better understand their- own traditions.

Roots by Alex Haley is of course, a very valuable book for
achieving this. objective. In addition, books about African culture
sutras Things Fall Apart by Chinua Achebe ([1959] pap. Fawcett
World, 1976) or books showing the relationship of black African
and black American cultures, such as Cour lender's A Treasury of
Afro-American Folklore, are useful. A historical survey of black
literature, using books discussed in Chapter 2, or a selection. of
biographies of black leaders throughout American history can
help students understand the black heritage. The course outline
"From Africa to America" in Chapter 6 also provides a way of
achieving this objective.

S. Understanding Effects of Racism

Students should have a thorough'Undeiitanding of the treatment
of blacks in America. They should know the historical and socio-
logical facts about slavery, Jim Crow laws, and contemporary
institutional racism.

20.
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It is easy to teach students-the facts about racism; but dealing
with the.accompanying affective issues is much more complex.
The natural result of learning about slavery, discrimination, lynch-
ing, and other forms of repression is rage, and since the proper
targets of this rage are dead or distant, students may vent their '
angeragainst other students or teachers, Anger is basically a

'healthy emotion. For 'many black people, a healthy expression of
anger ,:.has been the way of liberating themselves from more ,

damagingemotion2 such as self-hatred, inferiority feelings, or self-
Pit'. The problem with anger is that it hinders a person's ability to
think ationally and is often directed against inappropriate targets.

Usually the hest way to respond to student anger is to convey to
students that anger is an appropriate reaction to the situation and
that you are angry, too. At the same time, it is important to provide e.

healthy outlets for the anger and to protect innocent victims.
Sometimes open discussions of emotional reactions to books can
help students to deal with their anger. Sometimes the energy from
anger can be mobilized for a fight against injusticeA class or
individuals might be encouraged to undertake a project fighting
against a current injustice related to the injustice in the book.

In addition to anger, white students are likely to have other
emotional reactions to books which show white people as oppres-
sors and perpetrators of sadistic atrocities. It is difficult to
effectively teach the history of the Wick in America without en;
couraging in white children the kind of self-hatred which has been
so damaging to black children. White children do need to learn
about the evil that their ancestors have committed, but while they
are assimilating this painful information, they need to be able to
feel that their teacher respects them and cares for them. A teacher
who conveys the attitude that "I know you arP prejudiced and lam
going to make you admit it" is likely to cause students to reject any
comments he or she makes. If white children are to deal effectively
with the ugly facts of their history, they need to be able to discuss
their feelingstheir prejudices as well as their sorrow and frus-
trationwithout fear of reprisal.

Because of the strong emotions generated by books which Mous
on racism and hatred, it is usually best to alternate books of this
type with books which show people combating racism or depict
positive aspects of black culture. Teaching nothing but anger-
producing books may cause students to be so overwhelmed that
they begin to despair or to react negatively to black literature or

, even to black people.
Although this objective is a difficult one to teach', it is extremely
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14 Teaching Black Literature

important that both black and white students recognize the racism
which has been inflicted on black Americans. This knowledge may
help prevent such behavior in the future; it is essential for
underitanding and correcting the injustices that remain from the
racism of past generations, for blacks still suffer hi many ways
from past as well as present injustices.

Racism in America is so pervasive that almost all books by black
writers include some examples of it. Some of the most useful books
are Youngblood by John Oliver Killens, Black Boy by Richard
Wright, The Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman by- Ernest
Gaines, For Us; the Living by Mrs. Medgar Evers, and Captain
Blackman by John A. Williams. With students who are not yet
convinced of the positive aspects of black culture, it may be best to
use books which show the effects of discrimination on characters
who are able to maintain a strong and loving family and personal
dignity, rather than books in which fain and pride have already
been destroyed, such as Native Son or Manchild in the Promised
Land. Youngblood, for example, whi e a less powerful book than
Black Boy, portrays a family which all students can respect there ,

is no danger of anyone's feeling that the Youngbloods deserve the
treatment they receive.

4. Understinding Human Reactions to Racism

All students should recognize the various reactions both black and
;white people have had to racism and should understand which
reactions lead to positive change and which do not.

After students are aroused to anger through learning about the
injustices faced by black people, they need to carefully analyze
alternative ways of reacting to injustice. Many students will glibly
suggest that characters should fight back, without considering the
consequences of variotib ways of fighting. Others may premiturely
decide that situations are hopeless and give up. One of the most
valuable functions of literature is to help us analyze alternatives
and their consequences,without facing the consequences ourselves,
We can learn from others' mistakes, as well as their successes.

The unit "Eye + Mind + Heart = Experience" in Chapter 6 is
valuable for this objective. This course outline covers varied modes
of both active and passive resistance to oppression that black
people have used since slavery. Unit IL Part B of this outline,-
entitled "Constructive Reaction," delineates some mental attitudes
Which govern the way black people deal with dehumanization in
this society. Also listed there are several poems which describe

22 .
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these mental processes at work. The literature suggested in Unit
III of this outline, "Black Struggle for Survival," goes beyond the
initial psychological reactions to what one contemporary black
poet calls "survival action in motion." In this literature, survival'
tactics are expiiked, black people's reactions to oppression are ,
dealt with, and the results of suc,h reactions can be studied. While'

, this study should lead to an understanding of which reactions
resultin positive change and which do not, the teacher's sensitivity
to the black perspective is crucial. Also helpful would be some
knowleilge of the author's philosophy. Take a look at the following
poem by Ilaki R. Madhubuti (Don L Lee), a black poet who is well
known for his accomplishments in the fight for black liberation.

The New Integrationist
I

TT"

peopip.

I, .1

43

Obviously this poem concerns itself with integration, an important
survival tactic. But this integration is not tht black-white integra-
tion that we usually think of; this is the integration of varied black
minds. Black integration into white society is supposedly a positive
act with positive results, but all too often it is a superficial gesture
loaded with negativity that many black people can attest to. The
"new" integration, or black unity, on the other hand, has often been
looked upon with fear and derision, yet it has been largely
responsible for the emergence of black self-determination and
positive change, ,

It is difficult but absolutely necessary that a teacher looking at
reactions to oppression and the outcomes of such reactions devote
more than surface consideration to the question of which reactions
lead to positive change and which do not,.which are realistic and
which would work only in fiction. In many older junior novels>,
problems of discrimination are solved by "Oood Samaritan" white
people who help the hero or heroine, but leave the system intact
and also damage the, self-esteem of black people who have to

depend on others.
A few of the many boas which deal effectively with strategies

'for combating racism are ,The King God Didn't Save and Sons of
Darkness, Sons of Light by John A. Williams, A Woman Called

11 A.4J
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Moses by Marcy Heidish, Why We Cant Wait and Stride Toward
Freedom by Martin Luther Kid& Jr. and Revolutionary Suicide by
Huey P. Newton,

Among the greatest benefits of teaching, and particu Early of
teaching black literature, are the opportunities the teacher has for
learning and growth. As weistudy with our students, we are likely
to learn more about ourselves, about our past with both its positive
and its negative aspects, and about ways of working for the future
we.desire. 'Th.:aching black literature by itself will not eliminate
racism. But for those of us who are English teachers, achieving the
four objectives listed above, even with some of ,our studenti, can be
a significant contribution.
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2 A Historical Survey
of Black American Writers

.# 0

9.

Barbara Dodds Stanford. .
4.,

The first published poem by a black American writer appeared in
1760, a date which marks not the beginning of black literary effort
in America but rather, the first incorporation of the black literary
tradition into the European tradition. For almost a centuri and a
half before the appearance of Jupiter Hammon's eighty-eight-line
broadside, "Salvation by Christ,pith Penetential Cries," black
poets and storytellers had been creedag out of African oral
literature, plantation experiences, and such elements of European
traditions as they, were able to pick up, a. body of songs and folk
tales remarkable for their emotional power, humor and vivid
symbolism. For the modelik reader, the few stark; concise lines of
"Were You There?" or "I Got Shoes' convey farmore powerful
religious fervor than Jupiter Hammon's classical imagery.

For over three and a half centuries, black oral literature has
flobrished, in stories, ballads, songs, poems, and sermons "pub-
lished" as in Africa through community-wide gatherings, shared
and preserved in memory, not on paper, impinging only occasion- .

ally on the written literature of the European tradition, but
refreshing it whenever the, two interact. Unfortunately for us, a
history° of this literature is almost impassible -to reconstruct,
because it is a .literature of the moment, a celebration of this
particular birth, this death, this sorrow, or this escape to freedom,
for the people present. It is a living ,part of a community, not. a
series of monuments to individuals. It lives today, not as unique
pieces of writing preserved in an anthology, but in the images and
symbols used by a six-year-old child or a James Baldwin, in the
rhythms of the Temptations or of Langston Hughes, and in the '
songs sung in a small Baptist church. It does not crystallize into
completed. waits but constantly evolves, expressing the same ideas
in the new circumstances of each new generation.

Coming to the New World at about the same time as African

..,,
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traditions were European literary traditions. The Europeans, too,
hid a strong oral literature with ballads, legends, poem and
songi. In the early days, when black slaves and white indentured
sertTnnts toiled together, these traditions mingled. But the Euro-
peans also 'had. a written literaturea body of works kept locked
and hidion from the blacks as long as possible, foe it contained

the whites id not want to share. The tool of literacy itself was a

hidiona ' rotherhood, equality, freedom, and revolution which

weapon which made a slave a free person. The Europeans knew
this, for they had only recently broken the shackles of feudal
church and king through the power of the pririted word. So as.. ,
slavery became more and more entrenched, the denial of books to

' blacks became solidified in law. Evidence that a black person
could read, whether the slaire had learned from a kind master,
picked up the skill through careful observation, Or brought it from
Arabic-language Koran schools in Africa, was grounds for severe
punishment. ,

Before the Civil War, black and white literary traditions gen-
erally remained separate. The few blacks who wrote poetry,
autobiography, tracts, or sermons that. were published lived in
unusual, privileged circumstances. They like early whites, wrote
for. a purpose: net for pleasure. As the white colonists sharpened
their literary skills into weations for, the Revolution, black writers
saw the pen as a Weapon against slavery. Like early white Amert-
can writers, early black writers derived their style from what was
currentlyor slightly, ,earlier in vogue in England. New at the
business, and with their time occupied' in countless other ways,
tliey had neither the courage nor-the energy to innovate in style,

. ' though many were quite radical in their ideas: t . ..

. It was not until after the Civil War that black - Miters had the
leisure to write for entertainment or the freedom to incorporate
-styles and ideas from the black oral tradition. During the late ,.

1800s, Paul Laurence Dunbar anti Charles Chesnutt used black
oral. literature in European. forms, as Washington, Irving and
Nathaniel pawthorne had earlier used colonial legends and supet-
stitions in `traditional'`traditional' European forms to create aunique Ameri-
can literature. Limited severely by the tastes of: their white
audiences and by their bwn privilegid backgrounds, which re- sstricted their exposure to itlk material, these early writers still
created some quite good stories. But not until the Harlem Renais-
sance of the 19gOs were black writers affluent and unconstrained
inough to' freely manipulate both black and white literary forms.

ax
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It is with the Harlem Renaissance that the great black writers
Langston Hughes, Claude McKay, and Jean Toomer appear. Since
the 1920s, black writers have gained more and more freedom.
They have adapted elements of white American realist'', natural-

ism and romanticism, and have incorporated to varying degrees
the black oral" tradition. They 'range from writers like Frank.
Yerby, who use totally European themes and techniques, to writers
like Ted Joans, who use very little that is European. 4

This brief survey of black writers provides a very quick overview
of the history of black literature in America and more detailed
ascriptions of the writers and workeinost likely to be of use in high
schOol English, classes.he focus is primarily on novels, poems, i
short stories and plays. Historical, sociological and other nonfiction
worki are not included, and biographical and autobiographical
Works are described in Chapter 4. More comprehensive surveys of
black literature are annotated in the final part of this chapter.

the books included here-are generally of interest and. benefit to
older.adolescents, particularly eleventh and twelfth graders. Some
students, or their parents, may object to the language rr content of
some of these books. The teacher should read any book in this section
before recommending it to students. For junior high school students .
and immature high school students, the books listed in die junior
novel section are likely to be more appropriath. , -

How to Use This Survey

In the historical portions of this survey, writers are discussed, in
chronological order by date of birth. In the sections after the
Harlem Renaissance, they are arranged alphabetically. The biblio-

. - graphic information supplied in the text guides the reader to
editions of the works, most of which are available in print at this
writing. Where these differ from the original edition, the original
publication date *is also supplied. Paperback editions are cited
whenever possible. A .series of supplementary bibliographies
(Chapter 5) give information for broadening and enriching the
content of black literature courses, developing special units, and
responding to individual students' interests. The bibliography of
recordings ranges over the entire history of black American
literature, enabling teachers to bring the authors' own voices into
the classrooni or take Advantage of professional reading and

'performances. The Directory of Publishers at the back of the book
is a key to publisher abbreviations in the text and supplies

-addresses for ordering.,

.
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PreCivil WarWriters

A Historical Survey 0-

Before the Civil War, most black literature Was oral literature:
songs, poems, and tales produced by slaves to help them cope with
plantation life. 'In- the repressive atmosphere of slavery, simple-
sounding songs and tales often masked complex and revolutionary
-meanings: Songs like "Go Down, Moses" or ",,Steal*Away to Jesus"
might signal that Harriet Tubman or another, conductor on the
Underground Railroad was near, or might mean that a secret
meeting was to be held in a swamp or graveyard. "Follow the
Drinking Gourd" provided almost the only "map" the runaway
slave hadthe North Star in the tail of the drinking gourd, or
Little Dipper. Even slaves w,lio would not dream of running away
could let their imaginations rebel with animal stories which only
thinly disguised tales of slaves outwitting the master. Black oral
literature from this and later periods is available from many
sources. One of the best retellings of folktales for young readers is
Julius Leter's Black Folktales, described in Chapter 3 of this book.
A thorough, scholarly collection of tales, songs, poems, proverbs,
and miscellaneous recollections from the ,Caribbean and South
Atherica as well as the United States is Harold Courlander's A
Treasury of Afro-Alherican Folklore (Crown, cloth & pap., 1976).
pudley Randall's The Black Poets (Bantam, pap., 1971) contains a
good selection of oral poetii. .

The written literature of the period before the Civil War is of
much lower quality than the oral literature, and is notable more
for historic than for literary reasons. While the poems,' tracts,
letters, and essays of such early writers as Phillis Wheatley, Lucy
Terry, and Benjamin Banneker will probably not be read with
relish by many contemporary adolescents, the writers themselves
were fascinating people; nirore about them can be found in Chapter
4. They are an important reminder that from the earliest days of
our country, black people have functioned in a wide variety of roles
outside of slavery. The first known poem by a black writgr is "Bar's
Fight' (1746), Lucy Terry's account of an Indian raid on. the New
England frontier settlement where she lived. While her poetry was
rather humorous doggerel, Ms. Terry was apparently a formidable
orator, for she argued a land case before the Supreme Court and
appeared before the Board of Trustees of Williams College to

. successfully persuade them to allow her son to enter the school.
.7. While poetry and nonfiction were written by black people for

almost a century before the Civil War, the first novel by a black
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writer did not appear until 1853. It was Clotel; or The President's
Daughter by William Wells Brown, and told the story of the slave
daughters of Thomas Jefferson (Arno, 1969; pap., Macmillan,
1970). Three other little-known novels were published in the 1850s,
but not until almost forty years later did successful novels by black
writers- begin to appear.

,
Reitiamin Ranneker (1731 -1806)

Benjamin Banneker was, according to one version, the ddscendant
of a white woman, formerly an indentured servant, and an afisto-
cratic Mikan who had been captured as a slave, and whom she
bought and freed. Banneker became an important inventor and
astronomer during the period before and after the Revolutionary
War. Among his many accomplishments were publishing an
almanac, building one of the early clocks in the country, and
serving on the survey team that laid out Washington, D.C. His
writings include several significant letters and his almanac. Par-
ticularly interesting are his "Letter to the Secretary of State" and
"A Plan of Peace-Office for the United States."' The former is a
plea for justice for his race and an excellent example of argumen-
tative writing. My students enjoyed it very- much, and in fact
several nominated it as the best selection of the semester. Both of
these selections can be found in Benjamin Brawlers Early Negro
American Writers (Pete Smith, 1935). See also Chapter 4.

Phillis Wheatley (1753?-1784)

A slave in pre-Revolutionary Boston, Phillis Wheatley was edu-
cated by her- owners and became known in liteiary circkts in the
Colonies and in England. Her poetry, which compares fa'orably
with that of other poets of her .time, is in the neoclassic tradition,
with frequent mythological reference's. Often personal in its sub-
ject matter, it is largely imitative, with stilted vocabulary and
frequent lapses into forced rhythm and rhyme.

Collected originally in a volume titled Poems on Various Sub-
jects, Religious and Moral, Wheatley's poetry is available in a
modern collection, Poems of POWs Wheatley, edited by Julian D.
Mason (U of NC Pr, 1966). A sample of her better work is the third
stanza of "To the Right Honorable William, Earl of Dartmbuth,"
which glorifies freedom and would satisfy most students' curiosity
about her writing. Shirley Graham's biography of Phillis Wheatley
is described in Chapter 4.
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Frederick Doug kis 0817?-1890

Frederick Douglass, a slave in Maryland, learned to read and later
escaped to become famous as an abolitionist orator. A number of
his

is-
gpeeches merit study and cane be found in Brawley's Early

Negro American Writers, cited above. Douglass is best known for
Ms autobiographical works, The Life and Times of Frederick
Douglass and a shorter memoir, Narrative of the life of Frederick
Douglass, an American Slave. These are discussed in Chapter 4..

(See also the suggested lessorplan for Chapter One of Narrative.. .
under "Slave Narrative. and Autobiography," Chapter 7, and
"Blick Literature for a Unit on Prose Nonfiction" in Chapter 8.)

Post-Civil War Writers

The Civil War removed the most oppressive restrictions- upon
black thought. Learning to read was no longer considered inan-
proprirte for former slaves, and a black possessed of almost
superhuman drive could get an education. But the black writer
still faced many obstacles inclutling the prejudice of publishers,
_restrictions upon subject matter, and the problem of making a
living.

Much of the writing of this period is somewhat_conservative,
attempting to minimize the injustices suffered by black people and
to reassure whites that blacks appreciated their kindness. Because
of the unprecedented impriivements in their life during Recon-
struction, many blacks believed that they could become equal
citizens as soon as they became educated. Booker T. Washington,
whose autobiography, Up from Slavery, is discussed in Chapter 4,
was% spokesman for this position. }owever, by the beginning of
the twentieth century, Blacks had become thoroughly disillusioned
by the oppressive Jim Crow laws which were being passed, and a
strong protest movement began to grow, led by W. E. B. Du Bois. A
number of earlier writers had written protest novels, but many of
them tended to be pleas for special treatment for the educated
black person, not outcries against discrimination. Also, protest
writers such as Sutton Griggs and William Wells Brown were
unskilled Writers.

Like many white aukhors of the period, some black writers
attempted to use folk traditions of theimpeople. James Weldon,
Johnson, Paul Laurence Dunbar, and Charles W. Chesnutt, who
wrote a number of stories and novels, were quite successful. Other

13
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, writers imitated the genteel tradition to show that middle-class
blacks could be as refined as white people.

Charles Waddell Chesnutt (1858-1932)

An Ohioan by birth, Chesnutt began at fourteen to help support his
family by teaching at Howard School. ip Fayetteville, North
Carolina, while he continued his own studin. He became a teacher
and later principal of the Fayetteville State Normal School. His
study of law began after he taught himself stenography and moved
North to become a legal stenographer. After passing-the Ohio Bar
and joining a Cleveland law firm, he continued to write and
lecture, and worked for civil rights for blacks.

Chesnutt managed the rather difficult feat of meeting the
requirements of white publishers of the late nineteenth century
while effectively portraying some aspects of black life. Chesnutt's
first collection of short stories (The Conjure Woman [1899) Schol-
arly, 1977; pap., LI of Mich Pr, 1969), is a series of dialect tales
simaar to the Uncle Remus stories, supposedly told by Uncle
Julius McAdoo to a narrator who appears to be a white northerner.
Although the narrator..is amused by these tales of "conjures"
and ghosts, it soon becomes obvious that Uncle Julius is a more
complex person than Uncle Remus and .has plenty of interests
besides entertaining white people. In both "The Goophered Grape-
vine" and "Po' Sand''," Uncle Julius tries to keep white people
away from property that he is using by convincing them that it is
haunted. "Mars Jeems's Nightmare" describes what can happen to
a white man who mistreats blacks, and inspires the narrator's wife
to rehire Uncle Julius' grandson, who has just been fired.

Chesnutt's second collection, The Wife of His Youth ([1899]
Scholarly, 1977; pap., U of Mich Pr, 1968), pictures the lives of
black people after the Civil War in a wide variety of circum-
stances. The title story is interesting from both a literary and a
historical standpoint. It describes the society of the "Blue Veins," a
group Of highly educated people, most of them with more white
than black ancestry. One of the most eligible bachelors in this elite
society isout to be married when an cold, decrepit black woman
appears. She has been searching for twenty-five years for the
husband who had been separated from her during slavery. The
husband, of course, turns out to be the bachelor, and true love wins
the day. Other stories describe some of the less happy circum-
stances in which other black people lived during P^construction
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and the tragic events in their lives. Chesnutt's stories are interesi-
ing and well written, though styles have changed and modern
readers are likely to consider them a little stilted, sentimental, and
improbable.

Chesnutt's three novels are interesting and well written, though
their formal language and intricate plots based on chanCe reflect
the popular taste of their time. The House Behind the Cedars
([19001 pap', Macmillan, 1969) describes the problems of a mulatto
who can pass for white. In The Marrow of Tradition ([1901] Arno,
1969; pap., U of Mich Pr, 1969) the conflicts between two half-
sisters, one white and one black, are described. Included * a
terrible scene of an anti-black riot, in which the black sister's child
is killed. Some readers may find the long-suffering goodness of the
black doctor, who saves the life of the child of the fomenter of the
riot even after his own child is killed, rather unrealistic. Chesnutt's
last novel, The Colonel's Dream ([1905] Artio, n.d.; pap., Mnemo-
syne, n.d.) exposes the evils of the convict lease system in the South.

W. E. B. Du Bois (1868 -1963

Though grouped here with the postCivil War writers, William
Edward Burghardt Du Bois belongs in any of the following
periods, for his almost century-long life included six decades of
writing as well as significant contributions in publishing, teack
ing and political struggle. Descriptions of his autobiographies are
included in Chapter 4.

Born in 'Massachusetts, Du Bois studied at Fisk University and
was the first black to earn a Ph:D. from Harvard. A professor on
several campuses, including Atlanta University, he took part in the
founding of the NAACP in 1909. His stands on issues from black
autonomy in the 1930s to nuclear weapons bans and communism in
the 1950s made him a controversial figure throughout his long life.
He died in Ghana, the country he had adopted as his home on the
invitation of President Kwame Nkrumah.

One of Du Bois' best books for high school students is The Souls_
of Black Folk: Essays and Sketches ([1903] Reprints incl. WSP,
pap., 1970), a collection of well-written prose exploring historical
and sociological aspects of the race problem. Mani,' of the essays
are now of interest chiefly as reflections of the times in which they
were written; others appear quite modern. Du Bois was famous for
his of:position to Booker T. Washington's Atlanta Compromise, and
in the selection, `10f Booker T. Washington," he gives a calm,
reasoned, and powerful indictment of Washington's politics. The
essay would make a good text for studying the techniques of
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argument, or a good work for comparison with Up from Slavery.
Two narratives from The Souls of Black Folk might be used. "Of

the Meaning of Progress" is the poignant story of the backwoods
Community where Du Bois first taught school. It shows the tragedy
but also the beauty and strength of people barely managing to
subsist against nature. "Of the Coming of John" tells the tragedy of
an educated' black who refuses- to accept segregation.

Du Bois wrote one outstanding poem that is included in Most-
collections of black poetry. "A Litany at Atlanta" uses a series of
supplications and responses with vivid imagery to dramatize the
blacks' plea for freedom. and justice.

As a writer Du Bois js best known for his scholarly historical
and sociolOgical works:In addition to books, he wrote hundreds of
articles, founded and edited magazines titled The Moon, The

. Horizqn, and The Crisis (the NAACP magazine), and 'wrote a
weekly..newspaper column, poetry, and pageants. His novels are
The Queof of the Silver Fleece (Reprint of 1911 edition, Arno, 1970;
pap., Mnemosyne, n.d.), Dark Princess ((1928] Kraus Repr, 1975),
and The Black Flame; the latter, a trilogy showing black history
since Reconstruction, consists of The Ordeal of Mansart (1957),
Mansart Builds a School (1959), and Worlds of Color (119611 All
Kraus Repr, 1976).

James Weldon lohnfora1871-1988)

Born in" Jacksonville, Florida, where he became principal of a
black high 'school and practiced law, Johnson turned to writing as
a career in 1901, collaborating with his brother in New York on a
comic opera and Tin Pan Alley hit songs. After several years in the
diplomatic service in Spanish-speaking countries, he served as
national secretary of the NAACP,'1916-1980. Later, as a professor
of creative literature at Fisk University, Johnson continued writ-
ing magazine articles and poetry.

His poem "The Creation" is probably the most popular poem by
a black writer. It and other selections in God's Trombones (Viking
Pr, 1927) retell Bible stories in vivid modern language in the style
of a black preacher, but without dialect. The other poems include
"Listen, Lord-A Prayer,". "The Prodigal Son," "Go Down Death
A Funeral Sermon," "Noah Built the Ark," 'The Crucifixion," "Let
My People Go," and "The. Judgment Day." Both white and black
students enjoy reading these poems aloud, as choral readings or
with action, and a good number enjoy memorizing "The Creation,"
though it is quite long.
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More of Johnson's poems can be found in Cciroling Dusk, a 1927
anthology edited by Countee Cullen (Har-Row, 1974). The best of
these are "The Glory of the Day Was in Her Face" and "My City."
These poems, as well. as. 'Tay Years," are about the fiftieth
anniversary of the Emancipation Proclamation. "Since You Went
Away,", a dialect poem, and "Lift Every Voice and Sing," which
was known for many years-as the Negro national anthem; are in
Hughes and Bontemps' The Poetry of the Negro (Doubleday, 1973).

Johnson's novel, The Autobiography of an Ex.-Coloured Man
((1912j Knopf, 1933; pap., Hill & Wang, 1960, isebout a very light-
skinned man who as a child does not realize that he is a Negro. He,
is shattered when his school principal informs him of his race.
After the death of his mother and loss of) the money he had for
college, he spends some time in a cigar factory in the South. Then
he becomes a jazz musician arid with the help of a millionaire, goes
to Europe. He returns South to write Negro music, but forsakes his
race after lie witnesses a lynching. He finally passes for white and
marries a white girl.

The literary quality of the book is high, the style interesting and
not too difficult. The character development is strong. The theme
is tragicnot because a man falls after achieving something
significant, but because he never does live up to his potential. It
concerns the' loss of ideals, the conflict between social-financial
success and other goals, in the struggle between cowardice and
courage. The problems of race arediseussed at length but too often
in passages that a not related to the plot and slow the action.
Much of the discussion seems outdated and compromising. This is
the best early novel by a black writer, though it is not so good as
many recent books.

Along This Way, Johnson's autobiography (Reprint of 1933
edition, Da Capo, 1973; pap., Penguin, 1968) shows the life of a
middle -class black in Florida. The narrative is lengthy and tends
to become bogged down in details that were of considerable
significance to Johnson's Lamediate family but have little interest
for outsiders. This tame, middle-class life is not so interesting as
some of the other autobiographies. There are some excellent
passages, however, especially those about his first job as a princi-
pal and his struggles to become a lawyer. Some students may enjoy
it. (See suggested lesson plan in "Slave Narrative and Auto-
biography," Chapter ,7.)

4
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Ilfaul Laurence Dunbar 0872-1900

The most widely read of the early black writers, Paul Laurence
Dunbar was the first to make his living by writing. In his short
life, this prolific author completed several Volumes of poetry, a
number Of collections of short stories, and four novels. Not all,
however, are worth studying; Dunbar frequently sacrificed quality
for popularity.

He began writing as a child in Dayton, Ohio, but, though he was
an honors.graduate from high school, he could not afford college.
Until William Dean Howells reviewed his book of poetry, Majors
and Miura, pnd brought him national recognition, Dunbar
Worked in hbtels and struggled to publish with private hell), He
traveled in Europe and worked for the Library of Congress until ,

his health failed. His short stories appeared in national magazines
including the Saturday Evening Post and Harper's Weekly.

Dunbar's works are suitable for high school students because
they are easy to understand but demonstrate good poetic tech-
nique. Dunbar's topics are those that appeal to teenagerslove,
family life, humor, and inspirational subjects. His poems fall into
two categories: dialect poems that tend to use folk humor and
stereotype, and nondialect poems that frequently have no racial
overtones.

High school students may have mixed reactions to dialect
poetry. Some individuals may argue that it is degrading and helps
perpetuate unfliorable stereotypes. But discussing Dunbar in
cdtmeotion with other dialect writers such as 'biles 'Whitcomb
Riley can make them feel less self-conscious about dialectrAnd ..7
critical analysis of the techniques used can show them that dialect ,
writing is not necessarily of poor, quality: Despite these resetva'-i
Lions, most students tend to like Dunbar's writing, particularly if _i

poems such as "Littlq Brown Baby" are read by a class member ,21)
-,with some acting talent. i,.

w,
An interesting series of dialect poems for any level would be f.., ..1

"Little Brown Baby," "Scamp," and "Wadin' in de Crick," There iill
a nice progression from the "Little grown Baby," who is scared of ----

. the bogey man, to "Scamp," the tired toddler, to the schoolboy in
"Wadin' in de Crick." little Brown Baby (Dodd, 1940) is a collectKn
of Dunbar's poetry for children, -."...

-,,Other humorous dialect poems deal with love and courtship'-:., r'
"Discovered" is about two false lovers. "The Rivals" is about two,,,,, . ;` ,i.,,,,

. boys who fight over the same girl. "A Frolick" is also about boys

4
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chasing girls; and "The Old FrontGate" shows a father's view of
courtship. Another humorous poem in a different vein is "The
Lawyer's Ways," about a lawyer's tricks in describing one person
two diffeient ways.

An interesting variation in dialect poetry is the tragic poem,
"Puttin' the Baby Away." Here the dialect expresses poignantly a
father's grief at his child's death, and students can see how deep
emotions an be expressed well in simple words. .

Dunbar's nondialect poetry is good, but, not so appealing. One
group of poems in standard English that would, be useful for
students is his series about famous people: "Douglass," "Booker T.
Washington," and "Lincoln."

Dunbar's short poems are also useful for ,high school because
they are very carefully constructed with vivid imagery. Ream-

, mended poems are "Theology," "Resignation," "Love's Humility,"
"Distinction," "Dawn," "To a Captious Critic," and "We Wear the
Mask."

Many of Dunbar's poems are romantic, with a slightly bitter
edge. They tend to be short and end with a pithy comment
(Complete Poems of Paul Laurence Dunbar [Dodd, 1913]).

Although Dunbar is best known for his poetry, he also wrote
novels and short stories. The latter, generally humorous and spiced
with-local-color; looke-gentle-ftfirgrtM iro lo isiniess of mankind.
However, they often have a plantation setting and use the stereo-'
type of the black as a childish person to be humored by kind-
hearted plantation owners. Particularly objectionable by tedifs
standards are stories in his collection, In Old Plantation Days. In
one of these, Brother Parker, a black minister, is a party to his
young master's prank of frightening all the blacks away from a
rival preacher's service. Another story tells of a slave woman who
is given money by her master to buy a slave for him and does so
without any thotight of treeing him or buying her own freedom
(Reprint of 1903 edition, Negro U Pr).

Another of Dunbar's collections, Folks from Dixie (Reprint of
1898 edition, Negro U Pr, n.d.) has some stories that might be
suitable for students, though several still stereotype black people.
The Ordeal at Mt. Hope" is an interesting story eta well-educated

black preacher who goes to a small village where the people have
no goals or ideals. "At Shaft 11" is about black strikebreakers who
fight and win a place for themselves at the mine.

The Strength of Gideon and Other Stories (Repaint of 1899
edition, Arno, n.d.) contains more variety than Dunbar's other
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collections and fewer stereotyped characters. The stories concern
topics ranging from plantation life to political maneuvers. ThereI.."
are still some characters the old plantation owners would like, but
in several stories, Dunbar makes a strong prqtest against dis-
crimination and a plea for proper treatment of blacks. The
Tragedy at Three Forks" is a lynching story. A poor white girl sets
fire.to a house out of jealousy and then watches in horror as two
blacks are lynched for the crime. Her own lover is killed in a fight
ensuing from the lynching. .

Among other stories in this collection that would be useful for
high school students are "The Ingrate' "One Man's Fortune," and
"A Council of State," which show some of the problems of blacks in
getting ahead. ,"The Finish of Patsy Barnes" and "Johnsonham,
Junior" are interesting stories with almost no racial identification.

_ The Heart of Happy Hollow (Reprint of 1904 edition, Negro p
Pr, n.d.) is a collection of sentimental stories about a variety of
intriguing characters who live in Little Africa. There is- the

1-- political boss, Mr. Asbury, who in "The Scapegoat" gets revengeon
political enemies who try to use him as a scapegoat. "The Race
Question" pokes gentle fun at an old flutist who believes that
horse racing is wrong and tries to rationalize his enjoyment of it. A
more-serious- story' is "Old -Abe's-Co rpersion," in which an old
preacher learns to understand hii son's modern ways. In "The
Lynching of Jube Benson," ari old doctor tells sorrowfully of
lynching a friend by mistake.

Dunbar's novels, written in the worst genteel tradition, are
practically useless to teachers. Except for The Sport of the Gods
(Reprint of 1902 edition, Arno, 1969; pap., Macmillan, 1970), they
are all about white people, and the descriptions of blacks are
frequently offensive by modern standards.

4..

The Harlem Renaissance

The 1920s noisily hrought in the Harlem Renaissancethe excit-
ing period when outstanding black writers suddenly began to
appear and to assert the values of black culture instead of middle-
class white society. This was also a period when white writers
became intrigued with blacks, and Harlem became the most
exciting part of New York.

Several factors contributed to the blossoming of the Harlem
Renaissance. By the 1920s, education for blacks, though still
difficult, was not unusual, and a fairly large middle class and a
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small intelligentsia had developed. Harlem became a center for
j black culture, wliere writers and thinkers could meet to analyze

their Mork and share the problems of writing.
By the 1920s black writers were able to asstime a more mature

attitude toward white culture. They had attained enough freedom
to be themselvw; however, they had also experienced enough
discrimination to know that assimilation was not possible, so they
turned in the other direction, toward self-assertion. Earlier black
writings hid attacked the cruelties of white society; the writers of
the Renaissance. revolted against the. culture itself. The Harlem
Renaissance affirms that the white culture is weak, possibly
inferior to the black culture,,,and that the black, person should
refuse assimilation. White society encouraged this rejection, for
this was the Roaring Twenties, and whites were themselves reject-
ing their Victorian past. Many, came to Harlem peeking a new
culture.

Writing flourished. The black writers of this period were skilled
enough to stand on their own merits in competition with other
American writers.

Claude MeKQ (1890 -1948)

Claude McKay educated himsqlf in his native Jamaica with the
help of an elder brother and au English collector of folklore. He
begin to write While supporting his brothers and sisters as a
cabinetmaker's apprentice and liter as a member of the Jamaican
Constabulary. Two early collections oI his poetry were published
and won him a scholarship, on whicj he came to the United States
to study. He worked in hotels aneon trains in the U.S., visited
England, and, after gradually winning recognition for his writing,
became associate editor of a .magazine, The Liberator. McKay
traveled and wrote in the Soviet Union and Europe in the tnties
and thirties, then returned to Harlem.

McKay was One of the most outspoken of the Harlem Renais-
sance writers, openly embracing ideas generally considered re-
pugnant. He pointed out the weaknesses of the white culture while
predicting its downfall. He gloried in both the virtues and what
others may consider the vim; of blacks and advocated revolt
against whites and their culture. Many of his ideas are now being
popularized by contemporary writers. -

McKayi poetry is mature and shows a careful' artistry. His
poetic technique is well developed, and his effects are often subtle.
His poetry does not have the folksy appeal of Johnson's or Dunbar's
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.and is generally more appropriate for advanced and intellectually
able students. His works include very sensitive, nostalgic nature
poems about his homeland, Jamaica, that are generally too subtle
fot high school students. Some of his Protest poeths are violently
anti-white, and some of his romantic lyrics deal a little mute
openly and intimately with the sex act than most school boards
might approve. 4

Selected Poems of Claude McKay ([1953] Twayne, 1971) contains .

enuMber of poems that are usable in high school. "Flame-Heart"
is a long poem about memories of McKay's childhood in Jamaica.
"Sunimer Morn in New Hampshire" is a delicate poem about night
and dawn far awaffrem love. "Baptism" combines the strength of
character of his more violent protest poems with a less violent
attitude. "If. We Must Die" portrays vividly the militant spirit of
the fightagainst oppression. "To the White Fiends",explains that
blacks are better than whitei because they show the light of
-humanity instead of 'trying to match the whites' cruelty. "Truth"
might appeal to adoleseenti who are confused about the meaning
'of tru "America" demonstrates the blacks' conflicting feelings
about meriealove for "this cultured hell that tests my youth"
and r hellion against it.

e HailenT,DatiCei"- is a sympathetic picture of the falsely
'smili Owe of a girl dancing for prostitutes and their ebstomers.
"The Wild Goat" compares the wild goat who languishes in
rapt' ty with the poet who wants freedom. "On Broadway"
exp saes loneliness amid the bright lights of the city "A Song of
the oim'shows how moonlight loses its magic in thecity and sb
mu return to the country. "The Castaways" contrasts the beauties
of n tune with the dregs of humanity, which the poet cannot bear

cKay's novels are inferior to his poems. All of them attempt to
of the primitive blAck against decaying Western civilization.
H' to Harlon (Reprint of 1928 edition, Chatham Bkseller, 1973)
an its sequel, Banjo ([1929] pap., HarBraceJ, 1970), both follow
th life of a free, primitive, vagabond black man as interpreted by

yo a yoing intellectual who wants to be free. Banjo is a long
series of slightly related incidents in the lives of the beachbums of
Marseilles: The characters are lively and human, but the plot is
almost nonexistent. The style is generally vivid, but Ray has too
many soliloquies expounding McKay's philosophy. McKay's third
novel, Banana Bottom (Reprint of 1933 edition, Chatham Bksetler,
1971; pap., HarBraceJ, *1974), contrasts. Jamaican folk culture
with the stifling missionary culture.

OP,
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McKay's novels,in many ways are similar to Langston Hughes'
Simple stories. Both affirm the folk black culture in contrast to
refined white culture. Both are a series of slightly related inci-",
dents, and both have a folk character and an educated interpr ter.
McKay's novels are a little more radical, dealing with people the
ragged edges of society, and developing the 'black versus bite
theme more thoroughly. \Hughes, however, is more psable with
high school students, for his works are shorter, more thodern, and
generally 'easier reading.

Jean Toon\er (1894-1967)

After attending the UniversityokWisconsin and the City College
of New York, Ibioner began writing fiction, poetrrand criticism
for periodicals. His major work, dcfne([1923] Liveright, cloth &
pap., 1975), greW out of experiences With Southern rural black
people,. gained while-he was principal \of a high school in Sparta,
Gebrgia. Toomey traveled widely, maintained ties with many
writers and artists, and, in his later years in Pennsylvania, became -
a Quaker. .4

Robert Bone in The Negro Novel in America says:,
Cane is an important American novel, By far the most

impressive product of the Negro Renaissance, it ranks with
Richard Wright's ',Son and Ralph Ellison's Invisible
Man as a measure of the Negro novelist's highest achievement.
Jean Toomer belongs to that first rank of writers who use
words almost as a plastic medium shaping new meanings from
an original and highly perional style. Since stylistic innovation
requires great technical dexterity, Toomer displays,a concern
for technique which is fully two decades in advance of the
period. While his contemporaries of the Harlem school were
still experimenting with a crude literary realism, Toomer had
progressed beyond the naturalistic novel to the "higher realism
of the emotions," to symbol, and to myth (Rev, ed. [Yale U Pr,
1965], p. 81),

C ane is an unusual book, a series of vignettes and poems about
life among blacks in the South. It creates an impression like a
photograph album of a trip. Some of the pictures, like that of
Robert, are only character sketches; "Kabnis" is almost a novelette;
many are poems, andother selections vary in length. Subjects, too,
vary from the tender story of lonely Fern, who could not find love
with anyone, to the story of Bessie, the outcast white woman with
two black children. Although Toomer's themes are often of vio-
le and oppression, his characters are drawn with sympathy and
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understanding. Jean Tbomer did not fulfill the promise of his
remarkable work, but instead disappeared from the literary scene.

Area Bontemps (1902-1973)

Bonterrips' works span half a century from the Harlem Renais-
sance to the 1970s, and as wide a range of genres, including poetry,
novels, critical works,. children's books, biographies, short stories
and anthologies. Born in Louisiana and reared in the Us Angeles
area, he wrote during his years as a high school teacher and
principal, 1924-41. He became head librarian and later public
relations director at Fisk University and was an established
author by the time he completed an M.A. at the University of
Chicago in 1943.

Bontemps' best novel is Black Thunder ([1936] pap., Beacon Pr,
1968), a highly fictionalized account of one of the most successful
slave rebellions, led by Gabriel Prosser in Virginia. Gabriel is the

, central character, but the action shifts through the thoughts and
deeds of a number of minor characters, both black and white, who
figure in the rebellion. With this panoramktechnique, Bontemps
successfully maintains suspense.

Black Thunder appeals on several levels to high school readers.
Gabriel, though uneducated, is depicted as a wise and powerful
leader who commanded respect. Revolt, adventure, escape, and
just a touch of romance give the book a high interest rating for the
mirage adolescent. For the more serious student, the book is a
careful attempt to anal the motives and problems behind an
importadt historic The yearning for freedom is a theme all
should respond.

Bontemps wrote two other novels, God Sends Sunday (Harcourt
Brace, 1931), about the sporting world of racetrack gamblers, and
Drums at Dusk (Macmillan, 1939) about ,the Haitian slave rebel-
lift of 1191-1804.

Selections from Bontemps' poetry are included in almost all
anthologies of black literature and are also available in his collec-
tion, Personals ((1963) 2d ed., Broadside, 1974). His poems are

, concerned with history, with the injustices suffered by black
people in the past, and the rather pessimistic possibilities of the
future. Most of them use nature imagery, a rather restrained tone,
and somewhat traditional forms. "A Black Man Talks of Riaping,"
one of his,most popular poems, contends; "'mall wonder then my-
children glean in fields/ they have not sovn, and feed on bitter
fruit," since they hive been denied tkerldgitimate harvest of the
crops they have sown.
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One of Bontemps' finest works, and one which is quite effective
with high school students, is the short story "A Summer Tragedy,"
in which two elderly people who no longer have any means of .

support lovingly eammit suicide together. This and other stories
are available in Bontemps' collection The Old South: A Summer
Tragedy and Other Stories of the Thirties (Dodd, 1973),

In Chariot in the Sky: A Story of the Jubilee Singers ([19511
HR&W, 1971), Bontemps retells for young people the story of the
group of black musicians who brought Negro spirituals to a wider
audience after the Civil War. His narrative centers on one of the
founding members of the Fisk Jubilee Singers, a young slave
named Caleb. It follows Caleb as he attempts to escape, is appren-
ticed to a tailor, sold away from his family, and finally freed by the
Civil War. In the frightening, dangerous years after the war, Caleb
teaches school, replacing a friend who is shot by white-.robed
Klansmen, and struggles to keep up with classes at Fisk.

When the financially destitute school appears ready to close,
Caleb and a few other singers go North with the school treasurer to
try to raise money through concerts. At first, they are barely able
to pay expenses, but when they begin to sing spirituals, they
become tremendously successful, raising,more than twenty thou-.sand dollars to save the school.

While generally optimistic and hopeful, Chariot in the Sky also
portrays the trandies of slavery, the attempt's to continue a
slavery-like system after the Civil War, and the courage and
strength of both blacks and whites who struggled for a new life.
The fictionalized account is both well written and easy to read.,

Bontemps is also the author of two excellent children's books,
Sad7Faced Boy ZHM, 1937) and Lonesome Boy (HM, 1955), and
several biographies. Also of interest to students are his historical
works: The Story of the Negro (Knopf, 1958) and One Hundred Years
of Negro Free.d,om. (Dodd, cloth & pap., 1961), as well as his
anthologies: Great Slave Narratives (Beacon Pr, 1959), Hold Fast
to Dreams (Follett, 1969), Golder Slippers: An Anthology of Negro
Poetry (Har-Row, 1941), and American Negro Poetry (rev. ed., Hill
& Wang, cloth & pap., 1974).

Langston Hughes {1902- 1967)-

'Hughes, perhaps more than any other author, knows and loves the
Negro masses," wrote Robert ,Bone in The Negro Novel in America
(Yale U Pr, 1965, p. 75). That is why Hughes appeals to the masses
of high school students. Both verse and stories are easy to under-
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stand and written with skill. Hughes did not write about the
cultured, intellectual elite, who are unpopular with st.. ents, nor
did he glory in gory lynchings and sex perversions, w ich are
uhpopular with school boards. He wrote about poor, dinary
people with a strong sense of humor. When asked what black
writers they like, students and teachers invariably list Hughes.

. Hughes, who grew up in Cleveland, Ohio, once said he began
writing poetry after being elected class poet in grammar school.
He tells of his youth in The Big Sea, discussed below. Hughes spent
much of his life in Harlem, and after becoming known as a poet,
toured the country giving readings. He roamed Europe, and in
1933, wrote a film scenario in the Soviet Union. His works have
been translated 'nto a number of European and Oriental lan-
guages.

Langston Hughes is difficult to classify as a writer. He was
among the leaders of the Harlem Renaissance, but he continued to
write later than most others of this period. He wrote poetry, short
stories, novels, essays, and edited many collections of black litera-
ture.

Hughes' short stories are collected in Laughing to Keep from
Crying (Henry. Holt, 1952), Something in Common and Other
Stories (Hill & Wang, pap., 1963), and The Ways of White Folks
(Knopf, 1934; pap., Random, 1971). Most of them are humorous,
but one always knows that much of the laughing is a defense
against bitterness. Topics vary from white tourists in Harlem to
brothels in Cuba to standard problems of getting a job and family
spats. Although many of the stories deal with prostitutes, drink-
ing, and the seamy side of. life, Hughes rarely uses four-letter
words or explicit descriptions of sex. . .

Among, the best of Hughes' stories for high school students is
"Thank You, M'am," the tale of a young boy who tries to snatch a
purse from a strong, motherly woman, who takes him home and
feeds him (in Something in Common). "On the Road" is a powerful,
symbolic story of a black who tries to tear off the door of a church
that would not help him when he was freezing and starving. The
Big Meeting" tells of two black boys who come to a revival to laugh
but are offended when whites make fun of their mothers. Both the
whites and the boys are finally deeply affected by the sermon (both
stories and in Laughing to Keep from Crying).

The Simple stories form another large body of Hughes' writing.
They are collected in Simple Speaks His Mind (S&S, 1950), Simple
Takes a Wife (S&S, 1953), Simple Stakes a Claim (Rinehart,.1957),
The Best of Simple (Hill & Wang, pap., 1961), and Simple's Uncle

a.
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Sam (Hill & Wang, pap., 1965). All these co lections give vignettes
of Simple, an average, Alabama-born Harlem man who comments
on current situations from a bar stool to his college-educated Pal.
Discussions range from the space race to Mississippi to Cousin
Minnie, but always bring up the race problem in some way. The
humor and interest in the Simple stories come from the variety of
well developed characters including the wife, Joyce, who wants to
move to the suburbs and enjoy cultures ugly Cousin Minnie, whom
Simple had never heard of before the appears asking him for
money; and Simple himself, one of the most original philosophers
of our times. His discussions on race are presented with delightful'
humor that does not quite mask their depth of bitterness and
injury.

Not Without Laughter ([1930j pap., Macmillan, 1969), Hughes'
first novel, was written while he was still in college and still
strongly influenced by the Harlem Renaissance. Though some-
what defective as a work of art, Not Without Laughter has
possibilities for use with high school students. Not exactly autobio-
graphical but based art Hitglies' experiences as a child, the book
tells of the problems of a poor boy growing up in Kansas. Poverty is
the villain that separates his parents, sends his aunt into prosti-
tution, causes his grandmother to die ft. m overwork, and forces
his 'success:id aunt to cut all ties with her poor family. Sandy is
sent around from one member of thefamily to another but, with a
strong will and encouragement from all, manages to keep out of
trouble.

There is not ,muc excitement, and the plot is rather formless.
The main interest of the book is in the characters, who are
realistic, alive, and humorous: Jimboy, the fun-loving, roving
father; Angee, the dreamless, stay-at-home wife; adventurous
Harriett, who finally makes good on the stage; and Hagar, the
long-suffering grandmother. Not Without Laughter deals very
real:stically with all the problems faced by a child growing up in
poverty and finding the strength necessary to overcome it.

Hughes' second novel, Tambourines to Glory ([19581 Hill &
Wang, 1970), is about Essie Belle Johnson, a deeply religious but,
not very intelligent woman who pairs up with Laura, a very clever
but qtlite irreligious opportunist, to form a church. Starting as
sidewalk preachers, they ever.tually work up to the liiggest church
in Harlem. Essie's main interest is in getting hef lovely young
daughter Marietta to come to New York, and Laura's main
intexst is her handsome hustler, Buddy. When Buddy proves
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unfaithful, Laura plots to get rid of both Buddy and Essie by
killing Buddy and blamitig it on Essie. But the schetne backfires,
and it is Assie who eventually becomes the leader of the church.

The plot is contrived and not meant to be taken seriously. The
..characters, though verging on stereotypes, are quite well deline-
ated and human. The scheming, unprincipled Laura is especially
lively. The style ikfairly humorous. Some students might find the
book offensive use of the way it makes fun of both blacks and
religion. improperly it could contribute to an unfavorable

The Big Sea ((1940] Ijill & Wang, cloth & pap., 1963) is Hughes'
autobiography; and his life provides a fascinating subject. Shunted
around from relative to relative, he seemed to learn something
from each one. Pride from his giandmother. religion from Auntie
Reed, and courage from his mother were his heritage. At seven-
teen, he went to Mexico to visit his father, whom he began to
dislike, for his father was interested only in making money and
was contemptuous of the poor, common people whom Langston
loved.

After a year at Columbia University, Hughes began work as a
sailor, and the next section of the book relates his adventures in
Africa and Europe, where he was often stranded without money or
food. By the time he returned to America, the traits that so enliven
his writing were well established: a love of the common people, and
a sense of humoethat can laugh at the most serious problems. The
Big Sea is an exciting- book. It is likely to be interesting to
adolescents because it deals with problems of becoming an adult
and finding one's place in the world. Also its anti-middle class
values should give them something to think about. '

Five Plays by Langston Hughes, edited by Webster Smalley
(Ind U Pr, cloth & pap., 1963), has several selections appropriate
for high school classes. Simply Heavenlg a play made from
the Simple stories, might be the, most gntertaining. It is a comedy
centering on Simple's, attempts to marry Joyce and escape the
clutches of his former wife, Isabel, and his former girlfriend,
Zarita. Comedy develops around Simple's bar companions and
Zarita's schemes to steal him from Joyce. . .

Little Ham is a funny play about numbers racketeers and fights
over girlfriends. Tambourines to Glory is based on the novel of the
same name. More serious is Mulatto, a bloody play about the
mulatto son of a planter, who refuses to be a slave and eventually
kills his father. Soul Gone Home is an ironic play about a mother

I.
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who. films sorrow for her dead son, who comes back to life to berate
er hypocrisy. Only four pages long and requiring only two
aracters, this play could easily be presented in the classroom.
The ',Selected Poems of Langston Hughes (Knopf, 1959) is a

treasure-find for English teachers. Hughes' poems are about
things teenagers are concerned with, such as romance, dances,
dreams, and jobs. And they are written the way teenagers talk,'

.with modern jazz rhythms, everyday words, sometimes even slang.
Furthermore, they are easy to understandat least the surface
meaning is simple. From the teacher's standpoint, they are perfect
for illustrating the basic principles of poetrycompression and
the connection between metrks and meaning.

Hughes, has a number of very short poetic sketches which,
haikulike, capture a mood in a three- or four-line image. Ainong
the poems of this type are "One," !Garden," "Troubled Woman,"

j.) "Sea Calm," "Luck," "Ennui," "My People," and "Suicide's Note."
- In Montage of a Dream Deferred, a book-length poem (1951. In

Selected Poems), Hughes experiments with sketches of Ilarlem life
ini bop rhythm. Teachers can make use of the entire poem or short

'selections from it, notably "Freedom Train," "Boogie: 1 A.M.,"
"Deferred," and "Harlem."

The Dream Keeper and a Poems (Knopf, 1932) is another
short collection, an attractive book illustrated by Helen SewP11.
Again, all of the poems are easily understood by high school
students and deal with appropriate themes. Among the most
effective are "The Dream Keeper" and "Dreams."

Lost dreams form a major theme of Hughes' writing. Unful-
filled promises and the ruined life are Oictured in a number of
poems which capture the tragedy of the black experience in
America. "As. I Grow Older" is a long poem which shows how a
dream flees from color. "Dream Variations" expresses the poet's
longing to express and enjoy his racial heritage. "Litany" is a
haunting poem that accuses even Heaven of having no love.
"Vagabonds," "Delinquent," and "Troubled Woman" depict people
who have finally been destroyed. "To_Be Somebody'tagain pictures
the almost hopeless dream.

Hughes also wrote several poems about the American Dream:
"Freedom's Plow," "I, Too, Sing America;' and "Let America Be
America Again." One of his Most beautiful and moving poems,
"The Negro Speaks of Rivers," tells the history of the black race in
terms of the rivers it has lived near.

The Panther and the Lash (Knopf, 1967) is Hughes' last collection
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of poetry. Many of the poems deal with events in the civil rights
struggle of the 1960s, both in the U.S. and around the world. Like
all of his works, they assert the rights of black people to ibe

. themselves and to be proud of themselves, and they point out the
_absurdity, the foolishness and the cruelty of oppression and of the
attitudes of oppressors. In "The Backlash Blues," he warns that
there is a "Great big world, Mister Backlash,/ Big and bright and
round/ And it's full of folks like me who are/ Black, Yellow,
Beige, and Braf n,".and that "I'm gonna leave you, Mister Back-
lash,/ Singing your mai old backlash blues" (The Panther and the
Lash, p. 9).

Countee Cullen (1908-1946)

Countee Cullen (pronounced COun-tay') was one of the most signifi-
cant miters of the Harlem Renaissance. He grew up in New York
City,- began writing in his teens and in 1926, a year after gradu-
ating from New York University, became assistant editor of
Opportunity magazine. After earning an M. A. from Harvard_and
studying in Paris on a Guggenheim Scholarship, he taught in the
rcAv York City Public Schools while continuing to write.

More middle clasi than McKay, Cullen wrote with pathos and
understatement instead of violence and'passion. On These I &wird
(Har Row 1947) is his own selection of his best poems. The poems
from Color (Reprint of 1926 edition, .Arno, 1970) deal with the
black's search for identity and the meaning of race. "Yet po I

_Marvel," one of Cullen's most famous poems, asks how God dbuld
make a poet black and bid him sing. "The Shroud of Color" is a
long poem that explores the meaning of color in a kind of mystical

. vision. "Heritage" contemplates blacks' relationship tc, their Afri-
can heritage. Two other poems with milder racial underlones
which should be useful with high school studints are "Saturday's
Child," about a child born. into poverty, and "Tableau'," about a
white boy and a black walking together.

Cullen's !Epitaphs" are short, but convey much meaning-in a
few word& Among the most interesting are "For My Grand-
mother" and 'Tor a Mouthy Woman." In a group.of poems titled
"Varia," "She of the Dancing Feet" and "The Wise" stand out.

"The Black Christ" (1929), a very long poem, is quite difficult In
it, Christ returns to substitute for a black boy who is to be lynched
(The Black Christ and Other Poems: [Harpiri- 1929])-.

Along with original poetry, Cullen comp4sed a new version of
Euripides' Marka in-simple prose (The Medea and Some Poems
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[Harper, 1935D. He also wrote a novel, One Way to Heaven (Reprint
of 1932 edition, AMS Pr, n.d.). The story starts with Sam Lucas, a
fake penitent, who puts on a demonstration for a Harlem congre-
gation and converts Mattie Johnson, who falls in love with him.
After the unregenerate old sinner marries Mattie, the scene
switches to Mr& Brandon, the head of the new black elite for whom
Mattie works. Mrs. Brandon starts her social season by givihg
Mattie, her former maid, a fabulous wedding that ends with a
speech by a rabid Southern segregationist. Among Mrs. Brandon's
unusual guests are a number of writers and duchesses of the back-
to-Africa campaign,_ The story finally returns to Sam, who has
grown tired of Mattie but dies faking a deathbed conversion for
'M.

Cullen's style, humor, and excellent description Make this book
of higher quality than most black writing of the period. Charac-
terization, though humorous, is excellent, and the portrayal of
society is reminiscent of Henry James. While some students might
resent Cullen's poking fun at blacks and his use of the stereotype of
the religious fake, his humor is sympathetic enough that readers
are unlikely to be seriously offended.

4

Past Becomes Present (1930-1950)
.

The Great Depression of the 1930s ended the Harlem Renaissance
and caused a change in the focus of black writing. The economic_
problems of the Depression hit black people hardest, and writers
became concerned simply with the problems of survival rather
than with cultural expression. Instead of flocking to New York,
writers lived and found their subject matter in the cities of the
Midwest and the rural areas of the South, and they told more
openly and more graphically about the suffering and frustration of

_poor black people confronted by vicious racism and overwhelming
poverty. The poor in the writings of Richard Wright and William
Attaivay are not cute, quaint or exotic, as they were often por-
trayed in earlier writing. Like the poor in the writings of white
naturalistic writers of the early part of the century, they are
portrayed as helpless, almost mindless, victims of a violent, 'sordid
environment.

Richard Wright easily dominates the two decades from 1930 to
1950. In fact, in the shadow of Native Son and Black Boy little else
is visible. These two books brought Wright recognition as a major
American writer and began a new direction in black American

.
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fiction. Wright's novels are tough and relentless. He said about
Native Son that he wanted to create a novel which "would be so
hard and deep that they [the white readers] would have to face it,
without the consolation of tears." Wright stripped away the
"Laughing to Keep from Crying" facade adopted by so many of the
post-Civil War and Harlem Renaissance writers to expose the
brutal racism of American society and the hopeless agony suffered
by America's blacks. Inspired by Wright's success with a natural:
istic, vivid portrayal of evil, most black writers since Wright have
been much less squeamish about describing the sordid details of
their own experiences. .,,,,-

Despite the acclaim given to Richard Wright, little note was
taken of other black writers during the period. Indeed it was a less
productive period than those which preceded and followed it. Many
of the authors of the Harlem Renaissance, particularly Langston
Hughes, continued to write and produce important works, but few
new writers achieved acclaim during the 1930s. During the 1940s
four interesting new writers appeared: Ann Petry, Chester Himes,
Frank Yerby and Willard Motleyinteresting because all four
departed in some way from black literary traditions. Petry, Yerby

. and Motley all chose white characters and settings for at least one
of their major works, and Yerby and Himes both gained their
greatest fame with popular fiction- -Yerby with a steady stream of
very popular historical romances and limes with his Harlem
detective novels. Versatile writers, all four produced successful
works of several types, and Petry, Yerby and Himes are still
writing today. Motley, who used naturalistic techniques similar to
those of Richard Wright in his best known novel; Knock on Any
Door (Appletonentury-Crofts, 1947), died in 1965.

Three important poets began their careers during the 1940s:
Gwendolyn Brooks, Margaret Walker, and Robert Hayden. All
continue to write today, and Brooks and Hayden could well be
classed with the most contemporary of writers.

William Attaway (1912- 5

The son of a Mississippi physkian who moved his family to
Chicago, Attaway later userthe theme of the disintegration of
Southern black folk culture in the industrial North in his writing.
His first novel, Let Me Breathe Thunder (Reprint of 1939 edition,
Chatham Bkseller, 1969), published when he was twenty-five,
d9alt with two white migrant farm workers whose encounter with
Hi Boy, a tep-year-old Mexican, gives their lives new meaning.

-10
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Blood on the Forge (Reprint of 1941 edition, Chatham Bkseller,
1969) the better of the two novels, was somewhat eclipsed by the
sensation caused by Richard Wright's Native Son. It is the story of
three brothers who flee the oppression of the South to an Allegheny
Valley steel town and gradually disintegrate there. It depicts
much sex and violence, but unlike-most naturalistic novels, it has a
profound theme and can be used with students who are mature
enough to look for ideas and not just sensationalism.

"Not much is known of him, although part of Attaray's ano-
nymity is undoubtedly of his own doing," Edward Margolies wrote
in his introduction to a 1970 edition of Blood on the Forge (Collier.
Macmillan). 4ttaway attended public schools in Chicago, and
interrupted hih college years at the University of Illinois for an
interlude as a hobo,' laborer, seaman, and actor. He subsequently
wrote for radio and TV, developing the script for an hour-long
special on black, humor, screened in the late sixties. Recently, he
has lived on the island of Barbados in the Caribbean with his wife
and children.

Gwendolyn Brooks (1917-. )
Gwendolyn Brooks is the only black poet to win the Pulitzer Prize,
and a contemporary poet who has definitely won a lasting place in
American literature. She was born in Topeka, Kansas, and has
lived most of her life in Chicago, where she attended junior college.
Since she became established as a writer, she has lectured at
colleges and universities.

Brooks' imagery is strong, maltisensory. In a few lines, she can
recreate a life and a scene, complete with smells and feelings. Her
poems are powerful, but unfortunately are rather difficult for
unsophisticated readers.

Her earliest collection, A Street in Bronzeville (Harper, 1945),
includes some of her most memorable visions, such as "Kitchenette,
Building," in which the smells of onion fumes and garbage choke
dreams; also, "A Song in the Front Yard," about the "good little
girl's" envy of the "bad children"; and "The Preacher Ruminates
Behind the Sermon" feeling sorry for God who has no one to slap
Him on the shoulder or buy Him a beer.

Annte Allen (Reprint of 1949 edition, Greenwood, 1972) contains
a collection of poems about" womanhood. Particularly powerful,
though fairly difficult for high school students, are the series of
sonnets called "The Children of the Poor."

The Bean Eaters (Hrper, 19.0 enoonmasseS.a_wider_variety of......_ .... 41.
-
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subjects than the earlier collections. Some of the most appropriate
poems are the following: "The Explorer," which tells of a youth
searching for peace while confronted by all the choices he must
make; "My Little 'Bout Town Girl," a sensitive poem about a cheap,
painted girl; and "We Real Cool," a clever, "hip" poem about
dropouts that would be appropriate for any reading level.

Several of the poems explore the feelings of white people which
,-., led to anti-black behavior. In "The Chicago Defender Send?. a Man.

to Little Rock," the puzzled reporter cannot reconcile his i v
(11,

eep-
tion that "they are like 'people everywhere" with images of these

?ig same people "hurling spittle, rock, garbage and fruit ..." "The
Lovers of the Poor" with their contradictory innocence and cruelty
are shown in their fat offensiveness through the eyes of the "not-so-\ .
worthy-poor." "The Ballad of Rudolph Reed" is the story of a man\
whose family moves ipto a white neighborhood where they are so
crmented that he attacks white people with a butcher knife until

he\ is killed. The collection ends with "In Emanuel's Nightmare:
Anther Coming of Christ," which shows Christ coming "to clean
the earth of the dirtiness of war," and returning in tears because
"He fauTd how much the people wanted war."

In th 'Mecca (Har-Row, 1968) is a long poem showing the
reactions ,af the people in an apartment house to the search for a
lost girla d thereby showing the lives and attitudes of a black
community. he book also contains several short poems, including
a memorable escriptiorr of Malcolm X.

Gwendolyn Brooks' novel is Maud Martha (Reprint of 1958
edition, AMS Pr, n.d.), the sort of _sensitive, subtle piece of prose
one might expect from a poet. Maud Martha is a series of episodes in
the life of a black girl. Maud is not a pretty girl like her sister, and
she worries about being unable to keep her handsome husband.
Students may at first have trouble with the somewhat fragmented
s- tyle; the episodes at first appear unrelated. However, the reader
soon becomes accustomed' to the technique. Maud Martha has
little plot and little action' except the birth of the baby, which is
described in some detail. However, the characters are developed
with great insight, and the vignettes are very human and occa-
sionally humorous. Maud Martha would probably not be a popular
book for young people but could be enjoyed by the more sensitive
readers.

Gwendolyn Brooks is to some extent a forerunner of the modern
black poets. The contemporary themes were all there ten or twenty

-- years before-the current Nets liegarrikiitiiii-:diiTi:id-4-iiiir
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. ,.
appreciation for the ghetto black, the disillusionment and rejection
of white culture, the honest vision of both good and evil. Gwendolyn
Brooks, both as a poet and as a person, has been a major influence
on contemporary poetry.

A Street in Bronzeville, Annie Allen, Maud Martha, The Bean
Raters, In the Mecca are all collected in The Work/ of Gwendolyn
Brooks (Har-Row, 1971).

Owen Do .1.sOn (1914-: )
`,After taking a master's degree in drama at Yale, Brooklyn-born
Owen Dodson' had a career in college theater which included
heading the drama departments at Howard University and
Atlanta University, directing summer theater and reading his
poetry on various campuses. He has also written two operas, but is
primarily known as a poet. His collection Powerful Long Ladder
is difficult but good ([1946] FS&G, cloth & pap, 1970). His poetry
can be found in most anthologies of black literature.

Dodson's novel Boy at the Window (Reprint of 1951 edition,
Chatham Bkseller, 1972) tells with sensitivity the story of a young
boy growing up in a poverty-stricken home. His mother, paralyzed
from a stroke, eats cheap, inadequate food so her children cal have
something more substantial. The father struggles to provide
enough money at his low-paying job, but loses his pride as he fails.
The older brother gets into troqble, and the older sister is made to
sacrifice marriage to help her !family. The main events in Coin's
life are his religious conversion, the death of his mother, and his
trip to Ws;shington tp stay with his blind beggar uncle.

Boy at the Windo4 though written from a child's point of view,
is an adult book. Its interest and effect come through the devejop-
ment of ideas with Coin's impressions. The character portraits,
especially of people in the neighborhood and the church, are
excellent. However, there is little action and not really much plot,
so probably only the more sensitive and mature students will
respond to this novel. It is a well-written book that could be
valuable for adolescents, hutene has the impression that Dodson is

*too much a poet trying to be a novelist. t
Robert Hayden (1918- )

Robert Hayden was born in Detroit 'and hes-drawn on the experi-
ences of his youth in the city's slums for subjects for his poetry. He
attended Wayne State University and the University of Michigan
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and taught English fot over twenty years at FisktIniversity. Since
1969, he has been on the *WV of the University of Wealigan.
Among his many awards for poetry have been the Grand Prize for
Poetry at the First World Festival of Negro Arts' in Dakar,
Senegal, 1965, and the 1975 Fellowship the Academy of Ameri-
can Poets.

.

Hayden's careful artistry may be too difficult for niany, adoles-
cents to appreciate, but his poems reward close. study. Two,pf his
best poems for high school students have historical themes: "Mid-
dle Passage" vividly describes the journey, of a slid ship, and
"Runagate Runagate" recaptures the frantic struggles uf a run-
away slave. Another popular poem, "Those Winter Sundays," is
about Hayden's foster fattier. These works-eati be found' in Selected
Poems (2d ed., October, 1966)1_,<.-'

Poetry collections by Hayden include Heart-Shape in ,the Dust t
.(Faleon Pr, 1940), Thellion and the Archere with Myron O'Higgins
(Remphill, 1948), A Ballad qf Remembrance (Bremen, 1962),
NightBlooming .Cereus (2d id., Broadside, 1972),"and Angle of
Ascent: New and Selected Poems (Liveright, cloth & pap., 1975). He
also edited a populir anthology: Kaleidoscope: Poems by American.
Negro Poets (Hari:treed, 1968).

Chester Himes (1909- )
Himes grew up in Augusta, Georgia; Pine Bluff, Arkansas; St.
Louis, and Cleveland, and attended Ohio State University. He
began publishing stories in magazines in the 1930s and novels in
the late forties. .

The Third Generation (Reprint of 1954 edition, Chatham
Bkseller, 1973) probes the psychological problems of a middle-
class black family. The mother is very light skinned and resents
the fact that she mL t live with blacks. The father is verrdarli and,
though he is a college professor, is never able to gain the respect of
his wife. Tragedy seems to plague the family as one son, W lliam, is
blinded in an accident and the younger son, Charles, is ijjured at
work.

A very well-written, cohesive novel, The Third Generation shows
the deterioration of the family and Quirks' attempt to build a new
.life. Like John A. Williams' Sissie, it develops the theme that the
children.must overcome the effects of their parents'. problems on
their lives.

Chester Himes is best known to many readers for his detective
fiction, particularly Cotton Comes to Harlem (Reprint of 1965

JIi
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edition, Chatham Bkseller,- 1975), which will interest the large
number of students who enjoy mysteries. Other works by Himes
include If He Hollers Let Hite Go (Reprint of 1945 edition,
Chatham Bkseller, 1973; pap., NA.L, 1971), Lonely Crusade (Re-f

virint of 1947 edition, Chatham Bkseller, 1973), and Cast the First
Stone (Reprint of 1952 edition,'Chatham Bkseller, 1973; pap.,
NAL, 1972)..

Zora Neale Hurston (1901?-1960). 0

Born in village in central Florida, Zora Neale Htirston began to
write while putting herself through school by working as a maid

-and a manicurist She graduated from Barnard College on a
scholarship and served as secretary to novelist Fannie Hurst while
submitting her own work to magazines. Although her major works
were published later, she was a key-figure in the literary circles of
the Harlem Renaissance. On private grants, she studied folklore
and anthropology and did folklore research in the West Indies. Her
later career included producing black folklore programs and writ-
ing for films.
- Hurston is a writer whom many contemporary critics, particu-

larly feminists, feel has not received adequate recognition for th,:
quality of her work. Mary Helen Washington claims that Their
Eyes Were Watching God (Reprint of 1937 edition, Negro U Pr,
n.d.; pap., ITO Ill Pr, 1978) is "probably the most beautiful love
story of a black man and woman in literature." Whether or not that
claim is true, the novel is very well written. It has a sensitivity of
linguage that at times becomes poetic. Theme and character are
developed veil: From tender adolescent dreams, Janie is forced
into a tgespectabls but loveless marriage. She soon runs 9 4 with
another ma9 in a, spirit of romance, but this relationship too
becomes respectable, and she finds herself the mayor's wife,
thouffh still not in love. Finally, as a forty-year-old widow with s
fortune, she throw' over her respectable position for a young
gambler who offers nothing love. Although her two years
with Tea Cake bring terrible suffering, Janie feels she has found

. fulfillment. .

The novel is not only enjoyable re/ading, but also an excelleht tool
for the study of dialect, use of symbolic language, and itnagery.
Since Hurston symbolically recreates the Creation, the Fall, did
the Flood, the book could also be used to study the influence of the
Bible On literature.

Hurston's Mules and Men (Reprint of 1935 edition, Negro U Pr,
PM
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n.d.),, a collection of folklore, tales, mu tic,
,

and hocidoo rituals
recorded within a framework of Southern black speech and social
life, is the product of a year of research in rural Florida New
Orleans, and other parts of the South. Anthropologist Franz 'Boas,
in his foreword to the book, says, "... it throws into relief also the
peculiar amalgamation of Afriean and European tradition which
is so important for' understanding historically the character of
American Negro life, ... "

,...
Men. Petry -(19HL )

. .

'Ann Petry is -ia sensitive wtiler whose reputation has steadily
increased since the publication of her novel The Street in 1946.
After studying at the University of Connecticut, she worked as a
pharmacist, advertising salesperson, reporter, woman's page edi-
tor, and teacher while establishing herself as a writer of fiction.

The Street (Pyramid Pubns, pap., 1969) portrays a black coun-
terpart of Sister Carrie or Jennie Gerhardt. Like Jennie and
Carrie, Lutie Johnson is trapped in an, environment from which
escape is impossible, and Lutie also has a young son ,whom she
wants to see-grow up right. Unlike Jennie and Carrie, she refuses
to yield to the men who offer her escape. But for Lutie, virtue is not
rewarded, as one of her spurned suitors vengefully tricks her son

. into crime. Finally she kills one of the men who have been
molesting her.

The Street is strong reading for high school students, but
students who consider poyerty to bet result of personal weakness
need to read such-a book to give them a more balanced view.

Petry's next two novels, Country Place (Reprint of 1947 edition,
Chatham Blcseller, 1971) and The Narrows (Reprint of 1953 edition,
Chatham Bkseller, 1973), are both set in small New England
towns, and both examine complex social relationships. Country
Place shows the effects of World War II on the town, and The
Narrows examines relationships within the black ghetto and
between members of that community and the white community. In
The Narrows, everyone is that mixture of the heroic and the
ludicrous that we humans like to pretend we are not. Abbie
Crump, the virtuous and rzspectable widow, honors the memory of
her dead husband, but cor51etey forgets her adopted son for
several months. Mr. Powther, the polished butler, so loves his wife
that he ignores her many lovers. Bill Hod, who appears to run all of
the illegal and sinful establishments in the area, takes care of the
forgotten eight-year-old. The action which affects all of these
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people concerns Link Williams, Abbie's adopted son, who falls in
love with a white giri,, not knowing that she is a wealthy heiress
and married. Refusing to play the role of the rich girl's toy, Link
breaks off the relationship, but as a result of the girl's revenge and
several other slightly contrived circumstances, lie is killed, The
Narrows is an adult book, but one which will appeal to many
adolescents.

Ann Petry is a skilled writer. David Littlejohn writes of her:
There is, ea, more intelligence in her novels, paragraph for
paragraph, than in those of any other writer! have mentioned:
solid, earned, tested intelligence. This woman is sharp. Her
wisdom is more useful, even, more durable than the brilliant,
diamond-edged acuteness of Gwendolyn Brooks.

This wisdom, secondly, reveals itself in a prose that is rich
and crisp, and suavely shot with the metallic threads of irony.
It is a style of constant surprise and delight, alive and alight on
the page.... And out of the female wisdom, the chewy style,
grow characters of shape and diniension, people made out of
love, with whole histories evoked in a plige. There is not one
writer in a thousand who owns so genuine and generous and
undiscriminating a creative sympathy (David Littlejohn,
Black on White [Penguin, pap., 19691 p, 155).

In addition to her novels, a numb.er of Petry's short stories such as.
The Winditit-Sheet" are useful with high school students.

J. Saunders Redding (1906- )
Born in Wilmington, DAlaware, and educated at Brown
University, Redding has taught on college campuses for most of his
life and is currently Ernest I. White Professor of American
Studies and Humane Letters at Cornell University. His Stranger
and Alone (Harcourt Brace, 1950) is a tragic novel. It deals with
the empty world of the "white man's nigger," The hero, or anti-
hero, Shelton Howden, the son of a black woman and a white man,
is born in isolation. Raised ;in an orphanage, Howden works his
way through college up to a r.osition as a professor. But because he
was raised without love,. he never develops the capacity to feel for
other people. Instead, he learns the techniques of getting ahead in
a white man's worldof playi9g dumb when asked to play dumb.
Eventually he sells out his people, with almost no sympathy.

Stranger and Alone shows the destructive effects of racial
discrimination from an unusual the viewpoint of the
black who does manage to get ahead. It would make an interesting
comparison with Black Boy or 'another book which shows the

.
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struggle from the bottom.
Stranger and Alone is not an outstanding novel. The characters

tend toward caricaturethey are exaggerated and seem to lack
basic human feelingsthough it might be argued that this is the
pdint the book makes. Still, a person who can walk out of the room
whiles his roommate is dying, witio can marry one girl with no
regrets while he is sexually involved with another, is less than
believable. Dr. Posey, the sarcastic racist preacher; resident
Wimbush, controller of all the blacks in the state, and his sex-
crazed daubhter also seem two-dimensional. Character develop-
ment of Howden, however, is excellent. The progressive stages of
his betrayal are very well handled.

Melvin B. Tolson. (1900-1966)

A professor of English and speech who was educated at Fisk,
Lincoln, and Columbia Universities, Tolson spent much of his
teaching career at Wiley College and Langston University. He was
for four terms mayor of Langston, Oklahoma, directed The Dust
Bowl Theatre, and organized South Texas sharecroppers. Though
his work was acclaimed by such writers as Karl Shapiro and
Robert Frost, he received little attention from critics during his
career.

His collection Rendezvous with America (Dodd, 1944) tells about
the American dream of freedom and democracy through the
history of the nation. The second group of poems, "Woodcuts for
Americana," gives short sketches of various people around)
America, for example, an old farmer, Michael, who is trying to
root the tares out of his field.

"Dark Symphony" uses a symphoniC form to tell of the
contribution of blacks to American history. It is a fairly difficult
poeni and would probably require explanation by the teacher, but
it is significant and incorporates much black history. The other
selections in the book: "Song for Myself," "Of Men and Cities," "The
Idols of the Tribe," and "Tapestries of Time," could be used with
high school students but are less interesting.

Libretto for the Republic of Liberia ([1953] Twayne, 1971; pap.,
Macmillan, 1970) is a lengthy, very difficult modernist poem
which in jazzy, energy-charged rhythms celebrates black history
and culture.

Harlem Gallery Book I: The Curator ([1968] Twayne, 1971; pap.,
Macmillan, 1969) has received high praise frOm critics. Unfor-
tunately, it is far too difficult for most high school students.

.
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Margaret Walker (1915- )
Margaret Walker, who grew up in Alabama, the daughter of a
minister and a teacher of music, began planning a novel about her
great-grandmother while studying at Northwestern University,
but it was her. poetr' which first attracted national. attention.
After college, she worked in Chicago as a typist, repotter, and
editor. Her poetry collection, For My People (Regint. of 1942
edition, Arno, 1969), was published in 1942 as a winner of the Yale
Award for Younger Poets. Walker was then teaching at
Livingstone College in North Carolina. It includes a number of
poems of interest to high school students, among them "Molly
Means," an eerie narrative about a conjure woman, and'IFir My
People," a free-verse poem in which Walker prays for a new earth.
A longer work, "Harriet Tubman," about the conductor of the
Underground Railroad, is written in folk rhythm and makes an
effective choral reading.

Walker has taught on several campuses, currently Jackson State
College, Mississippi. She completed her long-planned novel,
Jubilee, on a fellowship at the Creative Writers' Wopkshop at the
University of Iowa. Jubilee (HM, 1966; pap., Bantam, 1976) re
counts with pride the lives of Walker's ancestors under slavery.'It
is primarily the story of Vyry, a young woman with a strong and
optimistic spirit, of her life on her master's plantation, and her
attempts to build a home for her family after the -slaves are
emancipated by the Civil War. Though its length (nearly 600
pages) may discourage some students, Jubille is fast moving aid
well written in a very readable style. Walker's account, How I
Wrote Jubilee (Third World, pap., 1972) would be of interest to
students who like literature and are interested in the "Roots"
phenomenon.

Richard Wriiht (1908-1960)

Richard Wright is the first blab) be recognized as an outstand-
ing American novelist. The themes for his fiction center on the
agonies of the black experience as he knew it during a painful
youth in Mississippi. (See the discussion of Black Boy, below.)
Wright's formal education ended with the ninth grade. After a
series of unskilled jobs in Jackson, Memphis, and Chicago, he __

became a postal clerk and a publicity agent for the Federal Negro
Theatre. During the thirties, Wright worked with the Federal
Writers Project. The stage version of Native Son, on which he
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collaborated with Paul Green, was a success in New York in 1941.
For the last fourteen years of his life, Wright lived abroad, writing
and lecturing.

Native Son (Reprint of 1940 edition, Har-Row, 1969; pap., n.d.) is
without dqubt one of the important American novels of the period.
It is also without question a book which teenagers can easily
become involved with. However, it is also a very violent book which
does not attempt to hide sex, rough language, or hate. Immature
students might find it disturbing, but mature students with good
guidance can profit from studying it. A classic of Amet ican
naturalism, Native Son provides a thorough study of society's
stranglehold on an individual. The book holds society responsible
for Bigger Thomas' destruction just as clearly as society holds
Bigger responsible for Mary's death. The communist characters
provide excellent mouthpieces for Wright's denunciation of soci-
ety, and the mobs demonstrate society's cc uptness.

Native Son deals with the problems a black has attaining
manhood in a society that conspires against him. The story begins
by showing the difficulty of achieving normal human relations in
the squalor of a Chicago slum. Bigger Thomas has what appears to
be amazing luck when he gets a job as a chauffeur with a wealthy
family. Howev r, in fear and confusion, he accidentally kills the
daughter. He tries to escape, but is caught and tried for murder.
The events seem to be a long nightmare over which Bigger himself
has little, if any, control.

Uncle Tom's Children (Reprint of 1936 edition, Har-Row, 1969;
pap., 1965) consists of four horror stories about the plight of blacks
in the South. "Fire and Cloud," which has possibilities for class-
room use, is the story of a preacher who leads his people in a
communistinspired march. Although the situation involves vio-
lence, the story has good character development. The blacks in
these stories, pressed by circumstances into crime, are punished by
whites, who appear to be looking for blacks to torture. Of the eight
major black characters, one is burned alive, four are shot one is
raped, and one is severely beaten.

Eight Men ([196,1] pap, Pyramid Pubns, 1969) includes stories
and novelettes, shorter than some of the stories in other collections
aiid less emphasis on violence. "The Man Who Lived Under-
ground" is a nightmarish story, strikingly similar in both mood
and symbolism to Invisible Man. "The Man Who Saw the Flood"
shows nature and whites conspiring to destroy the blacks' chances.
"Man of All Work" is an exciting story about a man tvho is so
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desperate for work he dresses in women's clothes. The other stories
in the collection are powerful literature, full of-symbolism and
imagination, but too harsh for many high school students.

Black Boy: A Record of Childhood and Youth (Reprint of 1945
edition, Har-Row, 1969; pap., n.d.) is one of the bleakest accounts in
literature of the effects of poverty and prejudice on a child.
Wright's vivid memories include burning the house down at the
age of four, being beaten almost to the point of death by his
parents, being a drunkard at the age of six, and always being
hungry. From these revelations, it is easy to see how Wright
developed his philosophy of suffering and fate. Everything in his
environment conspired to keep him from his manhood. Not only
did white people force him to be obsequious, but his own people,
out of fear, begged him to endure insult and even kept him down
themselves. Yet he maintained a remarkable integrity, refusing to
compromise his own worth. This integrity and courage make
Black Boy an outstanding challenge for .teenagers.

Black Bay is one of the best books of any kind for use with high
school students. It is so absorbing that even reluctant readers find
it hard to put down. In terms of literary quality, both Black Boy
and Native Son are among the best works by American authors.
Wright's strengths as a writer, his vivid description of action, his
effective creation of mood, and his memorable characters are
qualities that high school readers appreciate as much as mature
critics do. For the teacher concerned about teaching human
relations, Black Boy is one of the most effective books possible for
helping students understand and respect black anger, and for
showing the value of literature ai a means of liberating a person
from psychological oppression. .-

(4

Frank Yerby (1916- )

While most black writers have probed their racial heritage for
their subject matter, Frank Yerby has made his reputation and his
fortune with white, European historical romances. He has written
over twenty novels including The Foxes of Harrow (1946), The
Vixens (1947), The Golden Hawk (1948), A Woman Called Fancy
(1951), Floodtide (1967) and Pride's Castle ((1968] Reprints of all
titles, Dell). Sales of Yerby's novels have totaled more than 21
million copies.

In The Dahonisan ((1971] pap., Dell, 1972) Yerby finds that the
African heritage also provides opportunity for romance and ad-
venture. Nyasanu, the son of a chieftain, grows to adulthood,
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falling in love; enduringinitiation rites and marrying his child-
hood sweetheart Conscripted to fight in an unjust war, he becomes
a hero, but begins to recognize and resent the despotic monarchy
that rules Dahomey. As a result of his bravery and honor, Nyasanu
rises high in the government and marries a-princess, but even-
tually intrigue overthrows him and he is sold as a slave to America.

-In the introduction, Yerby points out that the customs deicribed
in the book ,we based on anthropological research and portray both
the poSitive and negative qualities of African society. "... truth,"
he says, "is an uncomfortable quality.; ... neither the racist, the
liberal, nor the advocates of Black Power and/or pride will find
much support for their dearly held ... myths herein." While his
portrayal of African society may be objective, the extreme stereo-_.. .

typing of homosexuals is a regrettable flaw.
The Dahomean is by no means a great work of literature, but it is

an enjoyable and exciting book which is likely to appeal to the kind
of student who finds Alex Haley's Roots too long and Chinua
Achebe's Things Fall Apart too difficult. -

Before his success on the best seller lists, Yerby published
several short stories in the naturalistic tradition. One of the best,
"The Homecoming," is in several anthologies, including John
Henrik Clarke's American Negro Short Stories (Hill &Wang, cloth

- & nap., 1966). A Georgian, Yerby taught English and worked in
industry until he became established as a writer. He has lived in
Europe since the 1950s.

Contemporary Black Writers (1950-1965)

The period from 1950 to 1965 saw some of the most significant
achievements by black American novelists. Although it is a period
without a name and is often ignored in favor of the Harlem
Renaissance or the new black poets, the 1950s and early 1960s saw
a steady.increase in significant works b# blacks. Some of these are
now recognized as modern classics.

' Ralph Ellison's Invisible Man, judged in a 1965 Book Week poll
of critics, authors, and editors as the "most distinguished single
work" published in America between 1945 and 1965, has taken its
place with such works as Moby Dick, Huckleberry Finn, and The
Great Gatsby as one of the masterpieces of American literature.
Invisible Man was followed the next year by the first novel of
another of the major black novelists, 'James Baldwin's Go Tell It on
the Mountain. While none of his individual works have been quite

,.
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so highly praised as Invisible Man, Baldwin proved to be a more
prolific writer, averaging a book every two years for the next
decade, and he quickly dominated the field.

Ellison and Baldwin were highly visible, noted, ticelaimed and
discussed by the established white critics, causing other black
writers whose works were_largely ignored to complain that the
press had room for only oneblack writer-at a time. The complaint
perhaps had some validity, for books that were ignored and even
went out of print in the 1950s quickly became popular in the late
1960s, when black literature again became the vogue. SO while
their works did not become popular until the time of the new black
Poets, described in the next section, most of our contemporary
novelists had already produced some significant work before that
movement began. In addition to Ellison and Baldwin, the petiod
from 1950 to 1965 introduced. William Demby, 'Ernest Gaines,
Kristin Hunter, William Melvin Kelley, Julian Mayfield, Paule
Marshall, Herbert Simmons, and Margaret Walker, the latter
already known for her poetry. Writers from earlier periods also
produced significant novels during this time. W. E. B. Du Bois'
trilogy The Black Flame was published froni 1957 to 1961. Richard
Wright published The Outsider, The Long Dream, and Lawd
Today. Ann Petry, Chester Himes, and of course Frank Yerby
continued to write.

While an extraordinkry number of novels were published, there
was no distinct literary movement in the 1950s and 1960s com-
parable to the Harlem Renaissance or the new black poets. The
writers were individuals rather .than a community, and while
some, such as William Demby, experimented witl? new forms of
the novel, there was no new aesthetic. Rather it seemed as-if the
writers were responding to their new freedom to openly explore
violence and repression, as did Richard Wright, and to techniques
for analyzing the subtle subconscious effects of racism, as demon-
strated by Ellison. Freed from previous constraints on black
writing, the younger writers explored a variety of themes and
styles.

Although most of the important writing of the fifties and sixties
was in the form of novels, one significant dramatist should be
mentioned. Lorraine Hansberry's A Raisin in the Sun became a
highly successful play and movie, achieving the longest run on
Broadway of any play by a black playwright and winning the
Critics' Circle Award. In theme, style, and content, it is not closely
related to the new black theater, which followed it, but by
demonstrating that a serious black drama could be a box office

I
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success, and by advertising the talebte of a number of black actors,
it helped to make this later movement successful.

Few new poets appeared during this era, but a number of
important poetic works were published by the poets who began
their- careers during the 1940s. Melvin B. Tolson and Robert
Hayden broughtout new poetry collections, and Gwendolyn Brooks
published a number of new works. Owen Dodion wrote both fiction

,and poetry, and the poems of Dudley Randall and James Emanuel
began to appear in magazines. LeRoi Jones' Preface to a Twenty
Volume Suicide Note appeared in 1961, but his works are discussed
in the next section because of his important role in the movement
which beganin the late 1960s.

James Baldwin 11924- I'
James Baldwin is without doubt one of the moot significant _.,
moaern AmeL novelists and has few challengers as the leading'
contemporary black novelist. Unfortunately, his writings possess
several qualities which make them less than ideal for the average
high school reader. First, most of his works, except If Beale Street
Could Talk and The Amen Corner, are rather' difficult. The
beautifully constructed sentences and the deei5 psychological in-
sights which delight the mature reader tend to confuse and bore
the unskilled reader. Also his delightfully vivid descriptions of
sexual acts and his blunt handling of controversial themes disturb

, some parents and school boards. However, for those student% who
are mature readers, Baldwin's works are highly rewarding. His
works have a remarkable honesty and integrity. His power lies in
his ability and willingness to penetrate the masks of hypocrisy
which all people. wear and which keep them from faang.them-
selves. Baldwin's characters apeilence painful, progressive self-
revelation, and his writing is so powerful that it forces readers to
identify with these characters and recognize hidden and some-
times taboo emotions as their own. ..

James Baldwin has said, "I began plotting novels at about the
time I learned to read" '("Autobiographical Notes," Notes of a
Native Son, (1955] pap., Bantam, 1971). As a boy in Harlem, he
helped look after numerous brothers ana sisters while reading
widely. After Preaching several years during his teens at his
father's urging, he turned to various jobs, including waiting tables
in Greenwich Village and writing book reviews. Early novels
yielded fellowships but did not attract publishers. Finally, Bald-
win went to France, where he completed Go Tell It on the Moun-
tain. He lived in Europe for a number of yeirs. .
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Of all Baldwin's works, the most suitable for high school
students is If Reale Street Could Talk (Dial, 1974; pap., NAL1975).
A beautiful love story about two teenagers, the novel is narrated by
the girl and is shorter and simpler in style than his other works.
Tish and Fonny grow up together and gradually fall deeply in love.
They plan to be married and are looking for an apartment in the
Village where Fonny will have room to work on his sculpture. But
then, Fonny is arrested and falsely accused of raping a Puerto
Rican woman. Although bgth Tish -and another Maud-we're-with
him at the time of the crime and the rest of the evidence is very
'weak, he is jailed. And Tish discovers that she is pregnant. Tish
and her ;family work .hard and sacrifice to try to get Fonny
released and to provide a home for the unborn child, but the system'
seems determined to crush young, spirited, black males. And
although at the end it appears that Fonny will be released, it is
apparent that he will never be allowed to be completely free.

If Beale Street Could Talk is a beautiful and powerful book about
proud and determined people who refuse to give in to destructive
forces. This is an excellent novel for high school students.

A second Baldwin work appropriate for younger.readers is The
Amen Corner (Dial, 1968), Baldwin's first play, and the simple,
moving story of Margaret, the dedicated pastor of a holiness
church; Luke, her jazz trombonist ex-husband; and her son David,
who is torn between the church and the world. The conflict
between Luke, David, and Margaret is compounded by the argtt-

. ments of the not-always-so-holy church members, who depose
Margaret as she finally realizes that loving others, no matter what
the cost, is what faith is really all about.

Several of Baldwin's books are suitable content fcir high
school use, though in style they are so difficult that only fairly
advanced students will be able to read them without difficulty.

Go Tell It on the Mountain (Dial, 1953; pap., Dell, 1965) is
Baldwp's first novel. In this story, John, an adolescent boy, is torn
between his desire to be saved and

are

desire to be a regular
teenager. Compounding his problem are his resentment against
his self-righteous father and his dislike of his obviously favored
brother. His inner struggles are further dramatized by flash-
backs into thr.: lives of his aunt, Florence; his father, Gabriel; and
his mother, Elizabeth. As their soul-searchings go on, the reader
gains insight into John, who is not actually Gabriel's son,. but the
son of Richard, who died before he could marry Elizabeth. Gabriel
also falls from his holiness and fathers an illegitimate child, who
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liter dies. John finally leaves the church, hoping to lead a life of
holiness but aware of the suffering that must be borne by the black
person.

The character development is excellent. The technique of using
flashbacks to show each character's history and thoughts during
the emotion-packed church service is very successful. The interest
level is high, for there is continual action and a good build-up of *.

suspense. However, poor readers may have trouble following the
story and keeping the characters Straight !The content is very
worthwhile for teenagers, showing an adolescent's struggle to find
himself and deal with family, religion, and society.

Nobody "Knows My Name (Dial, 1961; pap., Dell, n.d.) is a
collection of essays on topics including the thoughts of an Ameri-
can Negro expatriate, life in the HarlOm ghetto, and segregation in
North and South. There are also essays on William Faulkner,
Ingmar Bergman, Richard Wright; and Norman Mailer.

The style is sensitive and vivid. Baldwin's honesty about himself
brings us a penetrating understanding of people. Baldwin lays
bare the human psyche, in all of its contradictions. At the heart of
the essays is every person's search for identitya search which
mature students can identify wjth. The essays fall into several
groups: "The Discovery of What It Means to Be an American" and
"Princes and Powers", are both on a high intellectual level. "Fifth
Avenue Uptown," "East River Downtown," "A Fly in the Butter-.
milk," "Notes for a Hypothetical Novel," and "Nobody Knows My
Name" are more readable narrative essays about segregation.

A second nonfiction work, The Fire Next Time (Dial, 1963;
Pap., Dell, 1970), contains a letter on the one-hundredth anni-
versary of Emancipation and a long, somewhat autobiographical
piece concerned primarily with Baldwin's experiences, with and
thoughts on Christianity and the Nation of Islam. Baldwin power-
fully indicts white American racism and warns that the Black
Muslims may be correct in predicting the fulfillment of the
biblical prophecy as expressed in a spiritual: "God gave Noah the
rainbow sign,/ No more water, the fire next time." In addition to
being worthwhile reading in its own right, the essay could provide
interesting-material- for-an analysis of the-way an author Weaves
his own experiences and ideas into a novel. The Amen Corner, Go
pu It on the Mountain and Another Cow fry are closely_ related to
the themes, from this essay.

An additional essay collection, Not of a Native Son ([1957]
pap, Bantam, 1971), and a short story collection, Going to Meet the
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Man (Dial, 1965), might be useful with some students.
Baldwin's other works have little place in high school curricula.

Tell Me Hod, Long the Train's Been Gone (Dial, 1968; pap., Dell,
1975), a novel about an actor's search for identity, would probably
be more meaningful to middle-aged people than to adolescents.
Blues for Mister Charlie (Dial, 1964; pap., Dell, 1964), a play about
a lynching, -and Giovanni's Room (Dial, 1956), a novel about a
homosexual love affair, are better appreciated by mature readers.
Another Country (Dial, 1962; pap., Dell, 1370) would probably be
tbo disturbing for many adolescents.

Eldridge Cleaver (1985- )

The Arkansas-born son ofjaboring parents, tleaver continued his
education in California prisons while serving time. His writing
career began, at Folsom, where he was imprisoned for assault with
intent to commit murder and assault with a deadly weapon. -

Paroled in 1966, he became senior editor and a contributing writer
for Ramparts magazine, which had campaigned fot his release,
His involvement with the Black Panther Party for Self-Defense in
Oakland, California, led. to further confrontations with the law.
Due to enter prison in 1968 as a xesult7of a gun battle, he fled the
country and lived in Cuba and Algiers before retuning in 1976 to
await trial. - . .

Cleaver's Soul on Ice (McGraw, 1968; pap., Dell, '1970) is one of
the most popular, but also one of the most controversial, books by a
black author currently used in high schools. A collection of essays
written while Cleaver was in prison, Semi on. Ice analyzes the
mental and emotional colonization of the minds of black people by
white societya theme that was startlingly new to most readeriin
the late 1960s, but which is almost commonplace today. Although a
few of Cleaver's themes have gained wide acceptance, and despite
the fact that Cleaver and society have changed a lot in the last ten
years, the boOk is still a powerful, honest tribute to human
potential for growth, even in the most unlikely situations. While
critics often revile it as full of hite, its message is really one of
personal growth and love in spite of a hate-filled world. Cleaver
himself sums up.his philosophy: "The price of hating other human
beings is loving oneself less" (Soul on Ice, p. 28).

William Demby (1922-
.

Demby, who was born in Pittsburgh, wrote for Stars and Stripes
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during his Army service in Europe in World War II. He studied at
West Virginia Suite College, Fisk University, and the University
of Rome..Besides performing as a jazz musician, he has been a
screen writer for Roberto Rdssellini in Rome, has taught, and has
worked advertising. ,i

His novel Beetlecreek ((1950] pat., Mon, 1967).is oft of the Best
books by a black author for mature high school students. The story
revolves around three characters. Joh)my .is a young..boy frqm
Pittsburgh wh6 struggles with conflicting desiresto. be a part'of

. the gang and to 4o right.. Johnny's uncle, Diggs, feels trapped in .

Beetlecreek and wants to escaloe to the North. Bill Trapp, an old
white man who has been a hermit for fifteen years, finally decides
he wants human companionship. When Billattempting to become
part of the community, invites some little girls of both races to his
house for a picnic, he is accused of molesting them. But neither
Johnny liar Diggs, who Kaye been his friends, stand up for him.
Johnny gives in to his desire to be a Part of the gang and burns the
old man's house. Diggs deserts the village for Detroit and -leaves
his wife for an old college sweetheart.

Beetlecreek is a unified , I Pk. Characters, action, style, and
symbol all develop the tn. _ , k of men who lack the courage to be.
Like Baldwin, Dembr forces his readers to 'face babes* the

- weakness within themselves. ,

The Catacombs (Pantheon, 1965) is it significant experimental
novel, but becausie of its extremely difficult style, it is not suitable
for most high school students. Set in Italy, it is an unusual mixture
of fantasy, newspaper reports, and true experience mixed in what
the author calls cubistie time. Beading it is almost a psychedelic

. experience. -,- .

. .

, Ralph Ellison (1914:- ) . .
The author of Invisible Man, one of the greatest novels by a black

',author, was born in Oklahoma, studied music at Tuskegee Insti-
Lute; worked in the thirtiei with the New York City Federal
Writers Project, and served in the Merchant Marine during World
War IL Since the publicatidtrofItirialiWaii(Rilkfom, -1951;
'Pap., 1972), he has taught literature and writing on campuses
including Bard College and Rutgers University and has published

o literary criticism.
Invisible Man, like Moby'Dick,.is a nightmarish novel of a man

trying to comprehend the confusion of myth, experience, and inner
-reactions that control his life. The symbols of Appression-:

.. \
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invisibleness, the forbidden white woman, the leering note that
asays "keep that Nigger-boy running," and loss of manhood.

) appear and reappear as ;- a nightmare: The bizarre plot of this
novel, which 'seems half rt . half dream, creates a deep sense of
disillusicinment

Invisible Man unmasks the various kinds or escape the black
. might seek, to keep from dealing honettly with his heritage.

Escape into the middle class proves to be fraudulent in the
protagonist's experiences at the Negro college. Later in the book,
escape into communism proves just as hopeless. Throughout the
book there is a groping for meaning, fora way of becoming visible,.

Despite its importance as literature, Invisible Man is not appro-
priate for most high school students. The language is earthy, and
several scenes are very raw, especially a rape ,ibene and the i

castration dream at the end. An even more serious drawback for
-. the high school student is that the book is very difficult. Invisible

Man calls for the same ability to comprehend symbolism and myth
. .

that Faulk- or T. S. Eliot requires, and not all high school
students have this ability. However, the few outstanding students
who can read it will find it an extremely valuable book, both for its
literary qualities and for its sociological and psychological in-
sights. This is probably one of the four or five greatest works of- _

American literature, but like Moby Dick, it should be &ollege
reading for most students.
- Ellison's other major work is a collection of critical essays,

. 'interviews, and book Levieweentitled Shadow and Act ([19641PaP.,
Random, 1972). He has alio published a !lumber of short stories,
availableAn many anthologies. The best of these are "Flying
Houie" and "King of the Bingo Game."

t Ernest J. Gaines ( 1933- ) A

Rural Louisiana, which figures in his fiction, was Ernest Gaines'
birthplace. He studied at San Francisco State College, did gradu-
ate work at Stanford, and now lives and writes in San Francisco.
Qne of the most artistically skillful of contemporary black writers,
Gaines has written works that both delight the literary critic and
interest the adolescent readerMost of his fiction is sot in the rural
South and combines a deep sensitivity to the culture of the people
with the theme.of desire to maintain one's humanity.

The Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman (Dial, 1971; pap.,
Bantam, 1972) has become justifiably popular, with interest en-
couraged by a very fine television special based on it. Supposedly
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the recollections of atlack woman' whose life spanned the century
from the Civil War to the civil rights campaign of the 1960s, the
novel tells the story of an ordinary woman who endures tragedy
and oppression throughout her century-long life, but who remains
indomitable end full of spirit.

Born in ii.svery on a Louisiana' plantation, Jade is freed at the
end of the Civil War. From the first _chapter, when she offers.a
drink,bf water to a Yankee soldier, until the end, when she goes to
deMonstrate for the right to drink, frum the water fountain in the
courthouse, Jane retains her dignity. With candor, compassion,
wisdom, and a sense of tumor.. Miss Jane tells her story and the
stoiiesof slavS masters, hotoes, cowards, lovers, murderers, mar-
tin, ordinary men and women, blacks and whites, who have
touched her life. She has seen it all; and her recollections provide
the reader with a deeper insight nut only into the history of black
people but into the history of Amerif.a. In addition to Miss Jane's
pride and dignity, the reader will remember the white chiuvinism
of the plantation owner Mr. Bone, the determination of Ned, who
wants to build a school for blacks though he knows it will mean his
own death, the death of Joe Pittman and his love for Jane, the cold -
bloodedness of the murderer Albert Cluveau, and the youthful,
freedom-fighting militancy of Jimmy, whom Jane knows is the
One.

In Miss Jane, young readers wilt find a character deeply human
and believable. The authenticity that Gaines brings to this work
may make separating fiction from nonfiction difficult. The genre
of, autobiographical novel may confuse some young readers and
shJuld be explained by the teacher.'

For young people, one of the great values of Gaines' werks,
particularly The Autobiography, isthe sense of, perspective they
offer. The book could have been four short stories about men who
worked for change and died tragically in the attempt, apparently
in vain. But through Miss Jane's c;es, we see that their work was
continued by the unheroic and the uneducated who, like Miss Jane,
appear not to resist or even oppose change but, in the end, are the
inexorable force that eventually 'brings it about.

Btordline ([1963] pap., Norton, 1976) is a collection of five kris
short stories set in the rural South. The first two stories, "A Long
Day in November" and "The Sky Is Gray," frequently antholo-
gized, are narrated by young boys seeking to survive, understand,
and grow into strong men in a troubling, confusing world. The
theme of the search for manhood in a world that encourages
subservience from black males is strongest in the next two stades:

63
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"Three Men," in which a young man in prison tries to decide
whether to ask a white man to help him get out or to take whatever
punishment is meted out tp the ungrateful; and "Bloodline," in
which the black nephew of the last member of a wealthy white
family returns to demand his birthright. The final story, "Just
LikP a Tree," describes an old black woman who refuses to leave
her home. She is seen through the eyes of all of the people attending
her going-away party, which turns out to be a funeral.. The
skillfully and subtly developet characters, the imaginative use of
point of view and the carefully revealed themes will delight
sophisticated readers but m# go unnoticed by the less mature,-
who may find that only "Bloodline" has enough plot and suspense
to hold their interest.

In Interviews with Black Writers, Gaines describes the theme of
his works:

You must understand that in this country the black man ilas
been pushed into the position where he is not supposea to a
man... . As Joe Pittman says in Miss Jane Pittman, a an
must do something, no matter what it is, he must do son mg
and he must do that something welt My heroes just try ,to be
men; but because the white Man has tried everything from the
time of slavery to deny the black this chance, his attempts to be
a man will lead toward danger. In the case of Tee b and
Jackson (in Gaines' novel Catherine Cannier], they w re vic-
tims of the past. They tried their best to escape the infl ence of
the past, and I think tl-eiti attempt to do this can lead to
someone else picking up w4re they left off. This is th kind of
thing I am doing in all of my, work.. , . to break away rom the
past, from one philosophy to another, is a burden hat-one
person cannot endure alone.; Someone else must pick p from
there and go on (John O'Brien, ed., Interviews Black
Writers (Liveright, 19731 Pp. 86, b4).

Gaines' two other novels may also be of interest to slime readers.
Catherine Cannier (Reprint of 1964 edition, Chat m Bkseller,
1972) is the story of a young man who returns South a r studying
in the North and finds he cannot readjust. In Of and Dust
(Dial, 1967) a young man revolts against the plantation stem and
is killed.

Alex Haley (1921- )
Haley, who, was born in Ithaca,, New York, and studied t Eliza-
beth City Teachers College, North Carolina, began his c reer in
journalisin in the U.S. Coast Guard, in which he served 1
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His national reputation 4.iegan with the publication of The Auto-
biography of Malcolm X {grove, pap., 1965), written jointly with
Malcolm X.

Haley's name became a household word with the 1977 screening
on television of Roots: The Saga of an American Family, a twelve-
hour film based on his book about his search for his ancestor's. The
TV special was viewed by the largest audience in the history of
television and changed many people's consciousness of American
history.

The story of the writing of Roots, which the author expects to
publish in the near future, is perhaps even more exciting than the
book itself. For in a twelve-year search, Alex Haley managed to
piece together his family history and the oral histories of an
African village, tracing his ancestry not only back to Africa but for
many generations further.

Roots (Doubleday, 1976; pap., Dell, 1977) begins in 1750 In the
village of Juffure in The 'Gambia, with the birth of Kunta Kinte,
son of Omoro, son of Kairaba Kunta Kinte, a holy man from
Mauritania. Kunta's boyhood in Africa is described in loving
detail: his education in the work and ritual of his people and his
own passing on of this knowledge to his little brother, his travels to
surrounding areas, his initiation into manhood, and finally, his
capture by slavers.

The gruesome Middle Passage and the arrival in America are
described through the eyes of the proud, devout Muslim. We see
the relentless efforts to deprive him of his culture: he is forbidden
to use his language, to play drums, or to practice his religion
except in secret. Even his name is taken from him. Although
disoriented, unfamiliar with the terrain, and kept in ignorance,
Kunta continually tries to run away. But with dogs, patrollers,
horses, and guns, he is caught each time. Each time he is beaten
almost to death, and the last time his foot is cut off.

The story continues as Kunta, now known as Toby, unwillingly
adjusts to plantation life, marries, and desperately tries to pass on
to his daughter, Kizzy, something of his history and culture. When
Kizzy is sold away and raped by her white master, she maintains
her own dignity by telling her son the story of his ancestors. Kizzy
is a field hand; her son Chicken George makes his master's fortune
through fiis skill as a cockfighter. But when his master (and
father) loses a huge bet, he gives George to the winner and sellsh.t
wife and children. Eventually, Emancipation comes and George
goes West with his grown child ., who find that the end of slaved,

e i,
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has not necessarily brought freedom. From there the story is
quickly summarized through the three generations until the author
traces the story back to Africa. ?

Roots is a powerful story. Like no other book, it docum- ents the
4 .......4

history of black Americans. It is a monumental work. Many
students may find its 587 pages much too long, especially since the
first one hundred pages, which describe Kunta Kinte's life in
Africa, are fascinating descriptions of a culture, but rather un-
eventful. I would not hesitate -to direct less able readers to the
condensed version published in Reader's Digest, or the serialized
version which appeared in many newspapers. Students should not
howeier, assume that if they saw the television version, they do not
need to read the book. The television version did not follow the book
closely. The book presents a much more detailed and more accurate
version of American history.

Roots deserves the 4 Adience it has reached, and is an excellent
book for both English teachers and social studies teachers to
recommend. Judged by purely literary standards, it is of uneven
quality and not quite so well written as Jubilee or The Auto-
biography of Miss Jane Pittman, but Roots contains far more
history and human experience than either.

Lorraine Hansberry 0930-1965)

A 'Chicagoan, Lorraine Hansberry was the daughter of a real
estate broker who challenged a white neighborhood's right to bar
him because of race in a case that was eventually won in the U.S.
Supreme Court. She studied painting at the Art Institute of
Chicago and in Mexico. After further work at the University of
Wisconsin and the New School for Social Research, she lived in
New York City and supported herself with various jobs while
writing plays and short stories. A Raisin in the Sun, which won the
New York Drama Critics' Circle Award for 1958-59, was the first
Broadway play to be written by a black woman and marked the
first time a black director had worked on Broadway since 1907.

In two years, my students wore out at least fifteen copies of A
Raisin in the Sun (Random, 1969; pap., NAL, 1961). I have used it
to entice reluctant readers and have not found one who did not like
it. Memories of the movie often kindle their interest, but students
are soon enthralled by what for many is their first encounter with
literature about modern urban blacks.

Here are chaIacters that black students can identify with, and
all of them are magnificently strong and alive. Walter, the hus-
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band and son, is fighting for his manhood against a mother who
still treats him* as a child, a wife who does not believe in hima
community that still calls him a boy, and black friends who are
ready to hustle him out of his money. Mama is a strong, proud
pioneer woman who has held the family together, but sees it
crumbling around her. Ruth, Walter's wife, is just a woman who
wants to raise her children right, and Beneatha, Walter's sister, is
a young intellectual who wants to escape by becoming a doctor or
marrying an African.

A Raisin in the Sun is one of the better modern Broadway plays
and probably the best work about blacks available for high school
students. Both white and black students should find it an en-
lightening experience. Few books for adolescents are so full of life.

Another of Lorraine Hansberry's works, To Be Young, Gifted
and Black: Lorraine Hansberry in Her Own Words, edited by
Robert Nemiroff (P-H, 1969; pap., NAL, 1970), also has a strong
impact on adolescent readers. A collage of her public and private
writing put together and produced for the stage after her untimely
death, this autobiographical work conveys a portrait of a proud,
courageous human being. Hansberry's second full-length play, The
Sign in Sidney Brustein's Window ([1965] pap., NAL, n.d.) deals
primarily with white characters and with themes more distant
from the concerns of most adolescents (anthologized in John
Gassner and Clive Barnes, eds., Best American Plays, 6th Series
[Crown, 1971]).

Kristin, Hunter (1981- )

A successful writer of both-adult and adolescent fiction, Kristin
Hunter, a Philadelphian, also teaches at thenniversity of Pennsyl-
vania. Her novel God Bless the Child (Scribner, 1964) deserves to
be better known than it. is. I found it to be one of the most successful
books I ever taught to high school students. It has most of the
elements which have made Hunter's adolescent novel The Soul
Brothers and Sister Lou so popular: a lively plot and vibrant char-
acters that the reader can love and worry about. God Bless the
Child is an adult book, much better written, though not quite so
easy to read.

The title comes from a blues song with lines like "Money, You've
got lots of friends," and "God bless the child that got his own," and
it tells, perhaps as convincingly as any book, the hopelessness of the
black ghetto. Rosie is a girl with a dream, strong and tough,
willing to work, fight, and risk to get the wealth her grandmother
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describes in the white home she works for, only to find that by the
time she can afford such a home, termites and roaches have beaten
her to the neighborhood. In the end, she and her friends discover
that neither education, nor hard work, nor even the underworld
provide the ticket to the dream, which itself turns out to.,be empty
and unreal.

____ While.God Bless the Child is a tragedy, The Landlord ([1966)
pap., Avon, 1970) is a comedy, the humorous story of a rich white
boy who bilys an apartment building for fun and ends up finding
himself and rebuilding the whole neighborhood. It is an enjoyable
book, though the fairy-tale ending still shows the white man as the
savior of blacks. On another level, however, beneath the comedy
and stereotypes, it shows a number of confused human beings es-.
caping from the masks and roles they have assumed and finding
themselves.

William Melvin Kelley (1937- )

Kelley, the author of five novels and a number of magazine pieces,
was born in New York City and educated at Harvard. He has
taught at the New _School for Social Research and at this writing,
is author in residence at the State University of New York at
Genesee.

A Drop of Patience (Reprint of 1965 edition, Chatham Bkseller,
1973) is a portrait of a bItnd musician. The novel begins when the
boy is six years old and continues into his adulthood, showing his
search for identity in his music, his marriage, and his love affairs;
the story concludes with a nervous breakdown. Kelley effectively
conveys the experience of blindness through brilliant aural and
tactile imagery.

Dancers on the Shore (Reprint of 1964 edition, Chatham Bkseller,
1973) is a collection of short stories that cluster around a middle-
class doctor's family. The book can be studied as one loosely
connected narrative, or the stories can be taken individually. The
following are the most significant for high school students:
"Enemy Territory"a small boy learns to stand up for himself
after he hears a story about his grandfather; "A Visit to Grand-
mother"the little boy observes his father returning to the home
of his grandmother, whom he has neglected since he became well-
to-do; "Connie " --a pregnant daughter struggles with her con-
science and her family's pride; "Brother Carlyle"a lower-class
family's sibling rivalries are acted out, in this case by trying to
burr. the younger child alive; and "The Life You Save"Peter,
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from the middle-class family, tries to help Mance, from the lower-
class family, but is successful only when he gives up his middle-.
class values.

A Different Drummer ([1962] pap.. Doubleday, 1969) tells how
one day all of the black people in a mythical Southern state
repudiate their society and leave. Tucker Caliban, descendant of
an African who broke away from slavery, starts the exodus by
quietly putting salt on his land, burning his house, and leaving.
Behind him is a village of confused white people, many of whom
think they are his friends. To six of them, and to one Northern
black, 'Dicker's leaving is especially significant; the book explores
their struggle to find meaning in his action and thus to understand
more ot themselves. Ultimately, Tucker's courage frees them to be
human beings. However, another group. unable to understand,
lynches the only black person remaining in the city.

A Different Drummer is a remarkable, thought-provoking novel.
The writing is of very high quality, and character developmentis
particularly outstanding. Unfortunately, many high school $u-
dents find the shifting point of view confusing, so it is most
effective with good readers.

dem (Doubleday, 1967) explores the disintegrating relationship
of a white suburban couple and the effect on them of the birth of
twins, one white and one black, the result of the wife's affair with a
black man ,immediately after relations with her husband. The book
raises significant and disturbing questions about the weaknesses
of white middle-class culture, but the problems explored are those
of middle-adulthood. Kelley's other three books are much more
likely to be of interest and value to high school students.

John Oliver Kittens (1916 )

Killens, a Georgian, attended law school and studied at Columbia
and New York Universities. He has worked with the National
Labor Relations Board in Washington and directed the Harlem
Writers' Workshop. His novels combine features of the earlier
naturalistic novels with contemporary militant writing. His books
portray in relentless detail the traps in which black people are held
by white America.

Youngblood ([1954] Trident, n.d.) is his best work. It is the story
of two generations of the Youngblood family from Crossroads,
Georgia, and describes both the small and large humiliations and
cruelties that deprive the members of the family of their dreams.
The characters, with t'.eir strivings and disappointments and
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their love, are real and sympathetically drawn. Many of the
chapters are self-contained episodes that could be used indi-

6 %/dually. The Youngblood family shows people coping the best way
possible with destructive pressures. Sometimes they give in; Laura
is forced to beat her son to save him from a reformatory. But at
ot! er times they are able to stand up for their rights; when Rob is
accused of raping a white girl, Laura refuses to accept the
"compromise" she is offered. They are leaders in the struggle to
form a union and a chapter of the NAACP. Even when Joe
Youngblood is killed for standing up for his rights, the family
continues the struggle.

Youngblood is an excellent, book for high school students. It is
long but not difficult, with a lot of action and very well developed

,characters. .

And Then We Heard the Thunder (Knopf, 1963) tells the story Of
a black man who beComes progressively disillusioned with white
society. Saunders begins as a young man who plans to get ahead by
entering the Army during World War II. However, he soon finds
that the price for success was too much sacrifice of his manhood
and self-respect and begins to assert himself more and more. The
plot is exciting, with war, fights, and love affairs, but it is also
violent and bitter. ;

"

Pattie Marshall (1929- )

Brooklyn-born Paule Marshall became a magazine staff writer
after studying at Brooklyn and Hunter Colleges. She has contrib-
uted articles to magazines and has lectured on black literature in
the'United States, England, and France.

In Brown Girl, BrOvmstones (Reprint of 1959 edition, Chatham
Bkseller, :972) Marshall shows some of the special problems of
black immigrants from Barbados. The adolescent's search for
identity is especially difficult for Selina Boyce for many reasons.
There is a family conflict between her pleasure-loving father and
her business-minded, mother, as well as the normal problems of
adolescencedevelopment of friendships, acceptance of sex, and
finding a career.

Brown Girl, Brownstones is a well-written novel, and its charac-
ters are its strongest asset. Selina herself is a very complex young
woman, and her progress toward self-understanding, particularly
the understanding of her relationship to her mother, is sensitively
ar.d realistically pictured. Butkven the minor characters,Suggie,
the voluptuous worshipper of the body; Miss Mary, the old white
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woman who refuses to move or to die; the mother, who gains her
property but loses the trust of her daughter; and Deighton, the
father, who dreams instead of facing realityare lively and
exciting. Less mature students may not find the novel appealing
because it does not have a lot of action. However, more mature and
sensitive students should find that the book deals with a number of
significant and relevant problemsthe rq.ce situation, middle -
class vs. lower-class values, immigrant problems, development of
moral standards, and intra-family conflicts.

This is an excellent book for class discussions. Detailed teaching
suggestions for this book are available in Theory and Practice in
the Teaching of Literature by Afro-Americans by Darwin T. Turner

. and Barbara Dodds Stanford (NCTE, pap., 1971).
Paule Marshall's collection of short stories, Soul Clap Hands

and Sing (Reprint of 1961 edition*, Chatham Bkieller, 1971) might
appeal to older, more sensitive and sophisticated students. One of
the stories, "Reena," tells of disappointment in love and is fre-
quently anthologized. All of these stories are rather subtle.

Marshall's novel The Chosen Place, the Timeless People ([19691
pap., Avon, 1976) is a monumental study of the relationships
between white Americans, a folk black people, and westernized
black people on an imaginary Caribbean island. However, the
psychological insights are likely to be too complex for most
adolescents, and the conflicts of the middle-aged characters are
likely to have less interest for them than those in Brown Girl,
Brownstones. .

.
Julian Mayfield is not only a successful novelist but also a political
writer, actor, producer, and founding editor of The African Re-
view, published in Ghana. He was an aide to President Kwame
Nkrumah of Ghana in the sixties, and has recently been living in
Guyana.

His novel The Long Night (Vanguard, 1958) tells of a long,
frightening night spent by a little boy in New York City. It reveals
the tensions, loss of dreams, and fears a child must face in the
ghetto. The father, Paul, tries to instill pride in his sons but fails to
show strength and manliness. The mother, Mae, wants love and a
good home and is impatient with Paul, who wants to study law. The
disintegration of the family and of Paul and Mae individually is
shown in Steely's memories as he travels around the city trying to
get back the twenty-seven dollars that has been stolen from him.

Julian Mayfield (1928 )

14 '4
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This is a powerful portrayal of family life in the ghetto showing
both strength and tragedy. The style reflects the simplicity of a
ten-year-old, boy, but the depth of a mature artist. In The Long
Night, as in A Raisin in the Sun, the laboring love, the dead
dreams, and the desperate struggle of a black family signify the
universal problems of all people. The characters are men and
women struggling for life and handicapped by v:hite supremacy.
The Long Night is not a great book for those who can respond to
deeper literary works, but it is an outstanding novel for most
adoliscents.

The Hit (Vanguard, 1957) is the story of a black building
superintendent in Harlem who dreams of winning big at the
numbers game. But when he finally "hits," the nitmbers man
disappears, and his dream is destroyed.

After he wrote these two novels, Mayfield's interests became
more political. The Grand Parade (Vanguard, 1961) describes Now
an ambitious politician tries to bring reform to a Southern town
%%bile still getting ahead himself. His efforts end. with his assas-
sination and a race riot. This book would probably be of less
interest to high school students than Mayfield's other novels.

Herbeit Simmons (1930- )

Simmons' better-known novel, Corner Bo (HM, 1957), a Houghton
Mifflin Literary . Fellowship Award winner, centers on Jake
Adams, who has become top cat on the corner. He has the fanciest
car, the sharpest clothes, and the prettiest girls in his section of
Chicago. and nobody knows that he gets his money by pushing
dope. He tries to make a successful life, even by following-His
girlfriend to college, but he refuses to give up the easy money of the
rackets. Eventually it seems as if everyone he touches ends in
tragedy; finally he goes to jail himself. But he knows no other way
of life and plans to return to the tomer when he is released.

Written in the language of the streets, COrner Boy is sometimes
a little difficult for a "square" to translate. The action is 'lipid and
there is plenty of excitement. Characters are fairly well.ddveloped.
The contrast between Jake the hustler and his father is well
drawn. There is some depth in the development of this conflict. The
plot is well constructed, as Jake gets himself deepier and deeper
into trot.- le, still thinking he is.on top. The atmosphere and color of
street life are portrayed well.

Herbert Simmons is also author of Man Walking on Egg Shells
(HM, 1962). He was born in St. Louis, studied at Lincoln and
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Washington Universities, knd did graduate work at the University
of Iowa. He edited Split), a literary experiment, and produced
"Portraits in Rhythm," a mixture of poetry, prose, and jazz, for
coffeehouses. .

.:' John C Williams (1925- . )
John A. Williams is one of the most prolific contemporary black
writers, with seven novels, three nonfiction books, and a number
of articles to his credit. Born in Jackson, Mississippi, he was
educated at Syracuse University atdhas worked in broadcasting,
publishing, and reporting. He has been European correspondent for
Ebcgy and Jet magazines and has covered assignments in Africa for
Newsweek. Most of Williams' works explore attempts by his
characters to find psychological, philosophical and/or political
solutions to the prOblem of living in a racist sociity. Except for
Captain Blackman and The Man Who Cried I Am, Williams'
works ace not difficult, but their themes make them morn suitable
for mature readers.

Williams' early novels generally, explore Psychological solutions-
to personal dilemmas. In 77u Angry Ones 41960] Reprint titled
One for New York. Chatham Bksellei..1975) his protagonist seeks
success th rough traditional Americanpalsgettinga good job and
gettingmmarried. Id Sissie (Reprint of 1963 edition,.Chatham
Opener, 1975 the characters are already successful, but must
work to overcome the psychological damage inherited from
childhood poverty. The book opens as Sissie's two children, Iris and
Ralph, speed toward her deathbed. Iris has become a successful
entertainer, but her priVate life is empty. She has never been given
much love, because her mother pretended that Ale was another
ttan's child to spite her father. Ralph, who has become a successful
playwright, has gone throligh psychiatric treatment W. try., to
overcome the pain left by his parents' violent quarrels. Both
understand themselves better as they diicover the terrible
struggles which Sissie had to face in order to survive.

Sissie is of better-than-averagOiterary quality. The character
analysis, as Iris and Ralph explore their past to explain the present,
is quite effective. Switches of scene and &ganging points of view are
sometimes confusing, but theVnally form a pattein, as ' .e
characters themselves put toget r the pieces ortheir backgrr .4
in prepar4tion for a new life. ..

Williams' later novels have characters who reject the solution of
escaping individually from oppression and recognize the necessity

t
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of working to change the oppressive-system: The- Man-Who Cried I
.

Am (Little, 1967; pap., NAL, 1972) has received the most critical
attention and is generally considered his best literally effort. The
novel takes place in Europe, where two American authors come to
the realization that they must do more than write;.they.must take

-7 political action. While The Man Who Cried I Am is one of Williams'
. . best works, it is likely to be one of the least popular with adolescents,

because it is quite long and rather depressing, beginning with the
era suffering from terminal cancer.
In Interviews with Black Writers edited by John O'Brien

(Liveright, 197301:illiams states that he is least satisfied with Sons
ofparkneskScrns of Light (Little, 1969) because it is a "'straight
ahead' novel. You start at A and wind up at Z." However, because it
is simple and straightforward, it is likely to appeal to young
readers. In this book, Williams explores what might happenif black
people attempted a violent revolution. ilisliero, Browning, hires a
Mafia hit man (a former Israeli commando) to assassinate a white
policeMan who had killed a black person, a mairo:which starts a
chain Of violent revolutionary actions. It is an excellent book for
young \people who are glibly committed to either violence or
nonviolence, and is a good example of the way a hypothesii can be
tested through a novel. While it is a good book for_teenagers who
need praetice in thinking through the consequences of their ideas it
is not i good handbook for a serious revolutionary. Williams admits
in Interviews with Black Writers, "In that book I was dealing.with
nine tunnels and bridges leading into Manhattan. Well, hell, since
last spring when the bridge-and-tunnel workers had a strike, I
discovered that there were something like thirty-four bridge-tunnel
approaches 'kto Manhattan. A hell of a revolutionary I'd maker
(P.. 242).

In Captalkt Blackman (Doubleday, 1972), Williams has created
one of the molt powerful indictments of white American racism and
one of the most effective arguments for revolution yet written.
Captain Blackman is wounded in Vietnam and while unconscious,
relives the history of the black soldier, fighting in the Revolution,
the Civil War, Indian Wars, and the World Wars, continually
sacrificing for his country, and continually facing humiliation and
physical hurt from the U.S. Army and Government. The book ends
with a rather surrealistic vision of Blackman preparing a world
revolution of black people. Captain Blackman is a valuable work
both for the historic insights it provides and for the literary
techniques it uses. Immature readers, however, may need help in
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'sorting out the many different _Captain Blackmans, ?he modern
character and his historic counterparts in the dream.

Two other works by Williams are described in Chapter 4: The
Most Native of Sens: A Biography of Richard Wright and The King
God .Didtit Save, A study of Martin Luther King, Jr... .

"Ilie New Black Writers (1965-Present) V
r

Suddenly in the late 1960s the markets were flooded with black
literature. Books like The Street and Boy at the Iyindow, which had
been out of print a few years earlier, appeared on drugstore
paperback racks. Publishers fought each other .1o_dispoyeritew
black talent or to reprint books which had disappeared decadii
ago, and blackPublishinghouses printed pods who did not want to
try to appeal to white readers.

The late 1960s were a time of excitement for black *titers equal
to or even greater than the Harlem Renaissance, for the interest in
literature was nationwide. A,writir did not have to go to Harlem to
meet other writers and critics; writers' and dramatists' workshops
sprang up in Watts, Newark, Chicago, East" St. Louis, and
hundreds of other communities. As riots focused attention on the
ghettos, writers tried to tell their new audience about the realities
of ghetto life and their ideas and programs for changing the
oppressive system that produced them.

Many exciting neiv works were produced in the late 1960s, but
the new black renaissance was as much a publishing phenoMenon
as a genuine increase in volume. Many of the newly discovered
writers had been writing since the 1940s and 1950s with little
reward or encouragement. The flood of new 'books and redis-
covered -old books was stimulated by the suddenly awakened
interest in black people and their ideas.

But the late 1960s were not just a time of an increased quantity
of black writing; a totally new form of writing evolved out of the
new political situation, using the language, experience, values, and
ideas that are unique to black people and are not shared NT dither
Americans. After a decade of dedicated nonviolent struggle, many
black people became disillusioned with nonviolent techniq es and ,
with their white allies. The techniques that had been suc *ful
against the legal segregation of the South seemed of little se
against the far more -powerful economic barriers in the North.
After ten years of marching, turning the other cheek, andsiriging
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We Shall ,Oliercome," blacks in Northern g hettos found them;
ieives poorer and.more hopeless than ever. People like Malcolm X,
Stokely Carmichael, and Huey P. Newton seemed to make more -

sense as they called on black people to quit trying to persuade
whites to give them rights for moral reasons, but to gain the power
to take their rights, by force if necessary.

In addition to encouraging black people to use more militant
methods, of fighting for their rights, the new leaders emphasized
that black people should be proud of themselves, recognize their

.own beauty, learn their out culture, and contribute to their own
community instead of trying to move to the suburbs and act like
White people. The excitement of militant activity, the number of
new heroes and events to celebrate, and the emphasis on th
beauties of black oulture stimula"A a lot of people to pick up their
pens and get out their typewriters. A new black poetry and a new
black drama sprang up from the streets, nroviding.the revolution-
aries with powerful new toolsfor spreading their ideas. The new
voices sang the beauties of blackness, chided the reactionaries,
encouraged the revolutionaries; and envisioned the glories of a new
society.

In addition, the new black writers used poetry and drama to'
explore their own feelings as they searched. for a meaningful
identity in a nation they now admitted was hostile, and as they .

struggled with the conflicts their new ide4s provoked. Many, like
Carolyn Rodgers, explored the conflict between members of their
generation and those of their parents' age, who rejected their
militancy. dir

'Other writers, like Ishmael Reed, looked back many generations
in search of a tradition and a culture not corrupted by white
oppression. African themes, images, languages, and poetic forms
were studied.and used. Many came to agree with Elijah_Muham-
mad that black people should' not bear names that originally
belonged to white slaveholders, and took African names instead.

- With the appearance earlier of poet Gwendolyn BroOks and
novelist Paule Marshall, a trend had begun which increased as the
women's movement took hold in the. United States. New black
writers, among them novelist Toni Morrison arrl poet-nevelist
Alice Walker, explored-in their works the problen s and strengths
of black women seeking their own identity, rather than deriving
their significance Awn their inipl.ct on husbands and sons.

Publishing their works themselves or through new small black
publishing houses in inexpensive editions, and producing their

t. s4
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plays in the black con_ =unity, often in schools, ciurchcs or out-
doors, the new black writers reached a new audience, a: audience
that had always l'espo tided to poetry in song but rafelyibefore in
printed form. Black teenagers who had previous13; found literature
meaningless and irrelevant discovered poems that expressed in
powerful and.diemorable phrases the ideas that they themselves
had Men thinking. Literary forms and techniques began to make
senst. black students, who heard allusions to people and places
they rwognized, figures of speech with connotations that they felt,
trod rhythms and patterns they were familiar with. As a result of
this .different attitude toward poetry, high schclol students were
encouraged to develop their poetic talents, and some produced very
good work. Through the motivation offered by black writers'
workshops throughout the country, many young writers, even
while still in high school, have begun to see their works in print.
You ;zg readers have begun to realize that poetry is something that
they can do, too.
. But the new black writers have done more than find a new
audience for poetry and. drama. They have developed a new
aesthetic with new elements and new rules. Stephen Henderson in
"Survival Motion: A Study of the Black Writer and the Black
Revolution in America" says:

This baptism in blackness comprises two distinct elements
which especially animate the recent pattern of black, writing,

"although they were crystallized in many works of the Harlem
Renaissance. They are (1) the rejection of Ake middle-class
cultural values and (2) the affirmation of black selfhood, or,
depending on the intensity of the writer's involvement. (a) the
destruction of anything that stands it. the way of selfhood and
(b) a celebration of blackness (Mercer Cook and Stephen E.
Henderson, The Militant Black Writer in Africa and the
Urited. Stales tU of Wis Pr, 1969), p. 72).

The new aesthetic of modern black writers looks, then. to black
culture for its inspiration; the writers look to black people for their
audience. they borrow rhythms and forms from black music and
make allusions to *voodoo, African mYths...Ind black American folk
heroes. In addition, the new black writers see the purposes of

, literature differently from most contemporary white writc.i.3. The
tiew black literatuee tends to be functional and rlidactic. It, goals
include creating a new self-imagelcr black Americans, developing
a sense of tufity in the black community, and fighting against all of
the systemintellectual, economic and politicalthat have en-
slaved and oppressed blacks. Contemporary black writers often

$3
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see themselves as people with a mission, and tend to be more
interested in writing .works with an immediate impact than in
aiming at some distant immortality. ,

The aesthetic of the new black poets preaches that poetry is
something useful and ordinary. Like soul music, it is something
that at.y me can sing or listen to just about any time. This aesthetic
does. Let demand that a poem survive years of criticism to be
considered valid. If a few eople learn something from it or enjoy it
or share the feelings it expresses, it has fulfilled its purpose.

These standards clash violently with contemporary white liter-
ary standards. While in 'other times European and American
literature has been political and didactic, the cuntemporary style is
in reject these as legitimate roles for literature and to label them as
propaganda. Black Writers in turn tend to reject white critics, with
fairly good reason. White readers who are not thoroughly familiar
with black culture are likely to miss a large percentage of the
literal,, devices that are used. In addition, the subject matter of
many works is quite antiwhite. A white person who claims to be
able to evaluate the poetic qualities of "Nigger, Can You Kill?"
objectively is to some black writers the perfect confirmation of the
contemporary stereotype of whites as repressed zombies with no
emotions.

'this is not to say that white teachers should not attempt to teach
contemporary black poets. Contemporary black literature has a
potential for awakening a lot of new ideas for both blacks and
whites in both art and teaching. It can stimulate the development
of new teaching methods by encouraging an integrated arts
approach rather than sterile analysis. It an provide the opportu
nity for a more honest exchange cf views than literature on which
the teacher is clearly the expert. And it can encourage students to
develop their own literary potential, as they recognize that poetry
ii not soniething just done by "the immortals" and read by English
teachers, but can be in everyday way of expressing love, rage,
and joy.

In addition, this literature can teach white teachers and critics
important lessons about their own perspective on literature.
Whites who read this new literature are likely to find themselves
facing the same kinds of /barriers that black students have faced
for soi long, when they have been forced to read white classics.
Whites may find the language incomprehensible, the content so
remote from their experience as to be boring or frightening, and
the portrayal of whites so negative that they find it offensive. This
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reaction is one of the strongest reasons why white teachers should
read some of this literature. The teacher who finds that he or she
can't quite get carried away by the victory of the "Brothers" over
the "Devils" in Imamu Amiri Baraka's drama Bloodrites may have
a little more sympathy for the black student who cannot enjoy Tom
Sawyer's "harmless" pranks against Jim. And the teacher who
resents Captain Blackman's unrelenting hatred of whites, even
after reading about the experiences that created that hate, may
better understand why so many black students are unable to see
the characters of To Kill a Mockingbird as nice people who just
happen to be prejudiced. White people who seriously study the new
black literature are likely to realize that white American litera-
ture is not nearly so universai as they had previously assumed.

The new black aesthetic is most obvious in poetry and drama.
The new black poets, a term used to describe people such as Sonia
Sanchez, June Jordan, Don L. Lee, Etheridge Knight, anti Nikki
Giovanni, among others, write for black audiences, often Ube black
language and revolutionary themes, and generally try to embody
the ideals of the new ,black aesthetic in their writing.

Dramatists, too. hive turned away from aiming their work at
Broadway and white audiences, rejecting that tradition's limi-
tations on subject matter and language. Woodie King and Ron
Milner in their introduction to Black Drama Anthology describe
the new black theater as "the , :tualized reflection and projection of
a unique and particular way of being, born of the unique and
particular conditioning of black people leasing time on this planet
which, is controlled by white men; it has something to do with the
breaking or that 'leasing-syndrome."' As King and Milner point
out, the new black theater like the new black poetry is an attempt
by black people to control their 'wr. art and culture, free from the
influence and criticism of whites. Writers such as Imamu Amiri
Baraka, Ed Bullins, Lonne Elder, and Dcuglas Ilirner Ward write
with the goal of built' ing and preserving the culture of black
people, rather than of breaking into white culture.

The new aesthetic has found expression in the short story;
examples can be found in magazines such as Black Work/ or
Freechmtecto by writers such as Sonia Sanchez and Toni Cade
Bambara, but are not so readily available as drama and poetry. The
modern novel, however. reflects the new aesthetic less than other
genres, per hap; because it does not fit into the community values
of the newItesthetic so well as drama and poetry, but instead sets
up interaction etween two individuals, the writer and the redder.
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Few of the new writers have turned to the novel as a means of
expression, at least until this point in their careers, though
important new novels continue to come from writers who began
their careers in the 1940s, '50s and '60s. Several of the older
writers such as Ernest Gaines, and two new writers, Toni Morrison
and Alice Walker, include elements of the new black aesthetic as
they explore new ways of expreAing the black experience through
fiction.

Because many of the writers who have appeared since 1965 are
still in the early stages of their careers and only a few" have
produced a large volume of work that is easily accessible, antholo-
gies are very useful for teaching their works. Here, therefore, is a
survey of available anthologies specit.lizing in the writing of the
new black poets and the current dramatists. This is followed by
discussions of a representative sampling of the better known
writers of the seventies whose works are particularly appropriate
for high school students and available in individual editions.
(Anthologies of broader scope are discussed in the following
section, "Anthologies and Criticism.")

New Poetry in Anthologies

Black Out Loud: An Anthology of Modern Poems by Black Ameri-
cans, edited by Arnold Adoff (Macmillan, 1970; pap., Dell, 1975), is
the best introduction to contemporary black poets for younger
students and tpse-less interested in literature. With works by Don
L. Lee (Haki Madhubuti), Imamu Am iri Baraka, Nikki Gio-
vanni, Ted Joans, Mari Evans, Gwendolyn Brooks, Conrad Kent
Rivers, Sonia Sanchez, and many others, it is a representative
collection of the writers of the 1960s and 1970s vho are not
included in the older anthologies. Selected for use by young people
in schools, the poems are chosen for their simplicity and for the
lack of obvious red flags for censors. However, they deal honestly
and vibrantly with the current themes of blackness, memories of -
leaders such as Martin Luther King and Malcolm X, reject i of
white American culture, childhood, love, and the role of p..,..try.

This bodk captures one of the most exciting messages of the e.ew
black poetry. Poetry is for everybody and it is for res.. It is fun,
natural, and good for your health. You can use it to express love or
.xitrage, to hold a treasured memory or to change Your images of
yourself. This is the kind of poetry that inspires more poetry. It
sounds easyalmost like the popular songs that beat out "Come
en and dance with me!"

.... 8u
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More advanced collections focusing on the new black poets are:

19 Necromancers from Now. Edited by Ishmael Reed. Anch.
Doubleday, 1970.
The New Black Poetry. Edited by Clarence Major. Intl Pub
Co, cloth & pap., 1969.
Soulscript: Afro-American Poetry. Edited by June Jordan.
Doubleday, pap., 1970.
Black 'Fire: An Anthology of Afro-American Writing: Edited
by LeRoi Jones and Roy Neal. Morrow, pap., 1968.
Dices or Black Bones: Black Voices of the Seventies. Edited by
Adam D. Miller. HM, pap., 1970.

There are many other collections by individual poets which
contain poems useful for high school classes. A few of these are:

De Mayor of Harlem by David Henderson. Dutton; 1970.
Dear John, Dear Coltrane liy Michael S. Harper. U of Pitts-
burgh Pr, pap., 1970.
Twenty-Six Ways of Looking at a Black Man by Raymond R.
Patterson. Univ Pub &Dist, 1969.

Other important contemporary black writers whose works are
frequently anthologized are Mari Evans, Clarence Majcr, Dudley
Randall, Conrad Kent Rivers, and James Emanuel. All began
publishing before the new black poets but are in some ways similar
to them. Two contemporary poets, Naomi Long Madgett and
Lucille Clifton, use more traditional poetic forms to explore the
experiences of black women.

New Drama in Anthologies .

Contemporary Black Drama: Raisin in the Sun, Purlie Victorious,
Funnyhouse of a Negro, Dutchman, Blues for Mister Charlie, Day
of Absence, Happy Ending, The Gentleman Caller, No Place to Be
Somebody, ed"ted by Stephanie Sills and Clinton F. Oliver (Scrib-
ner, pap., 1971) provides a good sampling of contemporary black
theater. All of the plays in the collection would be useful for class
room study. Discussions of A Raisin in the Sun by Lorraine Hans-
berry, Dutchman by Imamu Amiri Baraka, and Blues for Mister
Charlie by James Baldwin .can be found in this book under their
individual authors. Purlie Victorious by Ossie Davis is a comedy
which satirizes every stereotype of Southern segregation. Two
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short, sym5o1ic, avant-garde plays, Adrienne Kennedy's Funny-
house of a Negro and Ed Bul lins' The Gentleman Caller, from A
Black Quartet, are included. Douglas Turner Ward's two success-
ful comedies, Happy Ending and Day of Absence, both describe
througo, bitter humor the parasitical relationship of whites and
blacks. Charles Gordone's No Place to Be Somebody was the first
off-Broadway production and the first play py a black playwright
to win a Pulitzer Prize.

Black Drama Anthology, edited by Woodie King and Ron Milner
(Columbia U Pr, 1972), provides a more in-depth study of the new
black theater. It includes authors such as Imamu Amiri Baraka,
Ed Bullins, Ron Milner, Lonna Elder, Douglas Turner Ward,
Langston Hughes, Elaine Jackson, and many others. The twenty-
three dramas include short one-act plays and full-length plays,
plays in highly experimental dramatic styles and plays that follow
traditional formats. Many are very bitter, explosive, and some are :
homicidal.

A Black Quartet by Ed Sullins et al. (NAL, pap:, 1970) offers a.-
briefer introduction to contemporary dramatists. Included are a
group of four one-act plays by Ben Caldwell, Ronald Milner, Ed
Bullins, and LeRoi Jones (Baraka).

Black Scenes, edited by Alice Childress (Doubleday, cloth &
pap., 1971), is, a collection of scenes fro4.1 black plays requiring two
to five actors and suitable for practice material or for classroom
use.

Imamu Amiri Baraka (Le Roi Jones, 1934 )
Imam Amiri Baraka, poet, politician, playwright, revolutionary,
teacher, and perhaps novelist, is a central figure .among the
younger, radical black writers. Born in. Newark, New Jersey, he
was educated at Howard Univet.tty, did graduate work at the
New School for Social Research and Columbia University, and has
taught poetry and drama on various campuses. He founded the
Black Community Development and Defense 'Organization in
1968.

Although Baraka has had an extremely important influence on
both contemporary poetry and contemporary drama, many of his
works are not suitable for most classrooms. Much of h;s writing is
quite difficult and bloodthirsty. However, as an author, he is
significant enough that his works should be represented in any
serious study of black literature.

Baraka has published collections of poetry, including Prcfcce to
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a Twenty Volume Suicide Note (Corinth Bks, pap., 1961), The Dead
Lecturer ([1964] pap., Grove, 1976), Black ,Art (Jihad, 1969), and
It's Nation Time (Third World, pap., 1970). Among his poems mos:
likely to be appreciated by high school students are "Preface to a
Twenty Volume Suicide Note," a poem of existential despair, "A
Poem for Black Hearts," an eloquent eulogy to Malcolm X, 'Each,
Morning," a search for ancestry, and "Jitterbugs," an ironic poem
which effectively compresses into a few lines the frustration of
being imprisoned on a planet where there is no escape frorryhite
domination.

Frustration in the search for the meaning of life in aevtld of
oppression is a major theme in Baraka's early poetry. Later poems
explore the meanings of black consciousness and revolution, or just
revenge.

Baraka's most significant work has been in the theater, Dutch-
man, winner of the 1964 off-Broadway Obie Award, is his best-
knoWn play and is usable with mature high school students. The
setting is a eubivay train. Lulu, a white woman, sits next to a
middle-class black man. She begins by trying to seduce him,
but gradually she becomes insulting and demeaning, goading
him to fury. When he responds in anger, she "defends" her-
self by stabbing him. As the subway passengers help her get
rid of the body, and as Lulu sits back down and begins the
act with a second black man who enters the car, the audience
recognizes that this subway. drama symbolizes the destruction of
black manhood by a society which stoffs at black achievement and
murders black rebels. (Dutchman. In Sills and Oliver, eds., Cm-
temporary Black Drama. [Scribner, pap., 1971]). ,

Almost as important as his own writing has been Baraka's
encouragement and inspiration of the new black dramatists. In
1965. Baraka founded the Black Arts Repertory Theatei and
School in Harlem, where he produced black plays for black
audiences. He later moved to Newark, where he founded the Spirit
House Movers and Players. Baraka vision of the theater !s a way
of inspiring revolutionary beliefs and actions has been followed by
many of the younger playwrights.

Baraka's prose writings include The System of Dante's Hell
([1965] pap., Grove, 1976). part autobiography, part novel, part
random collection of images and events. Most readers find it both
confusing and brilliant.

Other important works by Baraka are his books and articles on
jazz, particularly Blues People: Negro Music in Me America
(Morrow, cloth & pap., 1963).

SJ
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Lucille Cliftoti (1936- 1

Lucille Clifton, who lives in Baltimore, has published several
poetry collections and a number of books for children. Her short
collecliOil of easy-to-read poems, An Ordinary Woman (Random,
pap'.,:1974rdeals with the_compleicities of love, of strength, and of
the big& heritage. Clifton's poeinS -do not have the depth and
subtlety of Gwendolyn Brooks' works nor the violence and obscen-
ity of Ted Joans'. Most of them would be appropriate for high
school students, though they are not the most powerful poetry
available

...
One of the most popular etthe contemporary poets among young
people is Nikki Giovanni. Easy to read, honest, tactless, her poems
express the things all adolescents feel and are taught not to say.
Some are adolescent and transient, while others meet all of the
criteria for major writers. Some, such as "The True Import of
Present Dialogue, Black vs. Negro." better known by its first lines,
"Nigger/Can you kill?" are angry and homicidal. Others express
love, loneliness, and other feelings that have no racial boundaries.

Giovanni's most recent collection, The Women and the Men
(Morrow, 1975), was one of only two collections of poetry selected
by high school students participating in the University of Iowa
Books for Young Adults Poll, 1975-1978 (English Journal, Janu-
ary 1975, 1976, 1977, 1978). Other collections, Rack Feeling Black
Talk /Black Judgement (Morrow, pap., 1910) and Re: Creation
(Broadside, pap., 1970) contain' some of her best known poems.
"Nikki-Rosa" points out that black childhood is often happy,
contrary to the images white people Kaye. The brief poem "The
Funeral of Martin Luther King, Jr." eloquently expresses the
attitudes ar.`conterfipOrary.mil itan ts who seek "the construction of a
world/Where Martin Luther King could have lived and preached
non-violence." "For Saundra" shows clearly why Nikki Giovanni
does not write traditional poems,

Giovanni, who teaches English at Livingston College of Rutgers
University, founded a chapter of SNCC while a student at Fisk in
1901, and a publishing Cooberatiie in 197,0. Her popular auto-
biographigil work. Gemini, is described in.Chapter 4.

Nikki Giovanni (194$- 1

Ted Joann ( 1028- ) -

A painter and jazzman as well as a poet, Ted Jeans was &in in
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Cairo, Illinois; and educated at Indiana University and (in 'his
words) in "the streets of Harlem/Greenwich Village/Europe and
Africa " His poetry, collected in Black Pow -Wow: Jazz Poems
(Hill & Wang, loth & pap., 1969), needs to be read aloud for its full
impact. The poems are simple, playing with rhythm, words, type
styles, and format. They lack the sbphisiication and careful
artistry of poems by writers liltdJune Jordan, but their immediate
impact may make them more 'interesting to young readers.

June Jordan (1936- )
Harlem-born June Jordan is a versatile ivrfter, author of a book of
poetry, Scone Changes (1971); a history book, Dry Victories (1972),
told through dialogue and pictures; and a novel, His Own Where
(1971. See .Chapter 3.) She studied at Barnard College and the
University of Chicago, has worked as a research associate and
writer, taught college English, and helped found and direct the
Creative .Writing Workshop for Children in Brooklyn.

June Jordan's poems are short and look deceptively simple, but
they have the tightness and 'complexity of haiku; like haiku, they
often use the juxtaposition of images to create a subtle effect that is
expressed by implication rather than stated directly. Some of the
poems, such as "Maybe the Birds," canture a moment. Others, such

- as "The Reception," The Wedding" and "For Chtistopher," are
brief biographies. There are expressions of love, of romance, and of
despair, rage, and anger. "What Would I Do White?" describes the

. concept of whitenesslike wintertime, acquiring and empty."
Comments on, events such as "Uhuru in the about the
successful heart transplant of a black heart into a white South
African, and "Solidarity Day, 1968," which describes the lost hopes
of the poor people's march on Washington, slow an artistically
controlled outrage. These poems can be found in Some Chanties
(Dutton, pap., 1971).

Who Look at Me (T Y Crowell, 1969) is a poemlbout the image of
blacks in AmeriJa combined with paintings of blacks by both"
black and white artists. It makes a provocative comment on black
identity, showing the past that has shaped it and the reactions of
whites that still rankle today. It is both a bitter and a loving book:
Designed for younger readers, it also has. appeal fQr adults.

Dry Victories ([1974 pap., Avon, 1975) tells the story of
Reconstruction and the civil rights struggle in adialogue between
two teenage boys and in a collection of pictures. June Jordan
describes the goal of the book this way: "History is the busing ss of
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choose and show. I have chosen two .imes, Reconstruction and Civil
eights, when Black folks were supposed to win, when we were
supposed to have a victory and be victors, freed from various
enslavements. And I have shown, both times, how we were pre-
vented from real victory, and how what we won was not nearly
enough. Both times, we were denied the economic bases of *free-
dom. And if you don't have the land or the job or the money,
Brother, you don't have nothing much, at all" (Dry 'Victories,
author's note).

Etheridge Knight (1931- )

Knight began his career as a poet with Poems from Prison
(Broadside, pap., 1968), published while he was an inmate in the
Indiana State Prison. One of his most remarkable accomplish-
ments is a group of haiku written about prison, which find wonder
even in that Barren place. Other popular poems are "It Was a
Funky Deal," on the death of Malcolm X, and "The Idea of
Ancestry," a poem on family history. ,

Born in Corinth, Mississippi, Knight was educated through the
eighth grade in Paducah, Kentucky. He has adopted the name
Imamu E-'K Soa.

. .

Naomi Thug Madgett (1923- ).

Born in Virginia, Naomi Long Madgett is an associate professor of
English at Eastern Michigan University, specializing in Afro-
American literature and creative writing. She also initiated
courses in those subjects while teaching in public high schools.

Madgett uses both traditional poetic forms with rhyme and
rhythm patterns and the free verse is popular with modem
poets. Many of the poem's in her first collection, Star by Star ([19651

'3d ed., Lotus, pap., 1970) are brief comments on love and everyday
life, similar in form to tbe quiet, carefully structured -poems of
Countee Cullen. Most of her poems do not fit the tradition of the
new black poets, and in fact, her poem "Newblack" satirizes their
style.

Haki.R. Madhubuti (Don L. Lee, 1931- )
. .

Madhubuti's collection, Think Black (3d ed., Broadside, pap.,
1967), is a good introduction to understanding black consciousness:
what it is, and why there is a need for ii .The volume contains
ex-ellent poems for class discussion. Dqn't Cry, Scream (Broadside,
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4.- cloth & pap., 1969) contains more good poems for discussion. Black
awareness is again held up for examination and suggested as:a
means of black survival in a white world. We Walk the Way ofIke"
New World (Broadside, cloth & pap., 1970) contains powerful
poems with between-the-lines subtlety. The author describes them
as louder, but softer." .

Madhilbuti has taught on several campuses including Cornell
University and the University of Illinois, and was poet in residence
at Howard University, 1970-77. Hels one of the founders and editor
of the Third World Press, and director of the Institute of Positive.
Education in Chicago. His political and literary essays-have been
published in magazipes and newspapers, and he is an active
lecturer, community worker, apd organizer. Since 1969, he has
taken part in several festivals in Africa, and, at thismriting, is on
the Board of Directors of the North American Zone of the Second
World Black and Afrikati Festival of Arts and Culture.

,

Toni Morrison (1981- )
. .

An Ohioan, Toni Morrison studied at Howard and Cornell Univer-
sities and taught college English before becoming an editor at
Random House. Her first novel", Vie Bluest Eye (HR&W, 1970),
portriks the devastating effect of the images of white beauty
Shirley Temple, golden-haired dolls, and the movieson a black
girl, who becomes so convinced of her own ugliness that she trades
her sanity for a pair of blue eyes that onlPshe can see. The mocking
words of the "Dick and Jane" story echo nightmarishly through the
reality with which each of the people ill Pecola's life mast live. Her
mother; Pauline, lives almost the same story, trying to escape from
ugliness throtigh the movies; eventually, she escapes into a dream
world of the white family she works forher own form of "blue-.
eyed" madness. Qbolly, Pecola's father, is thrown away by his
mother and raised by a maiden aunt. His dream of freedom also
dies, and in his drunkenness he rapes his daughter.

The survivors fight back. Claudia, who, tells the story, and
Frieda, her sister, systematically,destroy the blond-haired, blue:
eyed dolls they are liven. They taunt and reject Maureen Peal, the
"high-yellow dream child" who is adored by the rest of the town.
And when they hear the gossips of the (own clucking about Pecola
being pregnant with her father's child, they pray for the univer-
sally hated black baby to live -- "just to counteract the universal
love of white baby dolls, Shirley Temples, and Maureen Peals." In
their childish attempts at magic they, plant seeds, hoping to sell
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marigolds and buy a bicycle. But the marigolds fail to sprout and
the babris born dead.

The Bluest Eye is a beautifully written, powerful demonstration
of the devastating effects of the Ire subtle forms of racism.
Morrison writes with considerable literary skill, in a style that is
almost poetic in its simplicity.

Sula .(knopf, 1973), Toni Morrison's second novel, is a more
sophifiicated book, perhaps too subtle for high school readers. In
structure it is similar to The Bluest Eye. A woman, strange and
outcast, is the focus and mingles with the-stories of the lives of
those related to her. The device is effective, but in both books, the
shifting point of view and the changing time. and setting may be
confusing to immature readers. Sula, like Pecola, is mangled by
forces around her, but unlike Peeola, whb destroys herself, Sula
maintains her selfhood by destroying others. The book is full of
memorable characters, among them Sula herself and Eva, her
grandmother, who according to rumor sacrificed her leg in a train
wreck to earn the insurance settlement that woutigeect her family.

Morrison's latest work, Song of Solomon (Knopf, 1977), like her
,, earlier novels,_is peOpled with characters who are both bizarre and

intensely hunian.- The protagonist, Milkman Dead, leaves his
suffocating, money-obsessed' father to search fOr his ancestors,

, eventually discovering Solomon the Africans who according to
legend flew back to Africa/While fvfilkman is undertaking his_
personal search for his own roots and Meaning, his friend Guitar
has joined a secret- band determined to liberate...the_ race by
avenging the death of every black person murdered by whites. This
is a powerful book, sometimes frightening, sometimes uplifting,
filled with mystery and brilliance.

All of Toni Morrison's works show a mastery of the European
literary tradition, but they also convey a sense of the depths of evil
and intricacies of the relationships between good and evil, and an
almost animistic image .of nature that links Morrison to modern
African writers such as Aina Ata Aidoo and Bessie Head.

Ishmael Reed (1938- )

Ishmv1 Reed has put together a collage of American pop culture,
ancient Egyptian mythology, and voodoo ideals which becomes, in
the reader's mind, either an incomprehensible mess or hilarious
satire. Recd'g message is a very critical challenge to white Western
culture. lie describes one of his books as "artistic guerilla warfare
against the Historical Establishment" (John O'Brien, ed., Inter-
views with Black- Writers [Liveright, 1973], p. 179).

9,
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Reed, who was born in.Chattanooga and now lives in Berkeley,
California,. deserles ,himself as largely self-taught. He has
tures(' at universities, helped found a publishing company, and
operates a communications center for writers and artists.

Conjure: Selected Poems, 1963-1970 (U of Mass Pr, cloth-gz pia!),
1972) expresses his philosophy clearly.-In onr of his most signifi-
cant poems, "Neo-HoODoo Manifesto," Reed clams tlkit,,"Neo- .

HooDoo" is the "Lost American Church," x blaelueligion opposed
to Christianity, and that Jeho-vah is "a pirty-ppoper and liatei of
dance" (Conjure, p. 24). Neo-HooDoo, *cording to Reed, affirms

,'`that every, man is an_artist and every artist a priest" (Coiffure,
p. 21). This k pql.verful beak that turns alinost every Western
cultural'concept upside down, It is a good test for a gather trying

. - to understand the new black aesthetic, 'but it is proPably ',too

sophisticated and possibly too disturbing for most students.
Yellow Back Radio Broke-Down (Reprint of 1969 edition, Cha- ,

tham Bkseller, 1975; pa6., Avon, 1977) is a novel about a black.
voo -doo cowboy, Loop Garoo, and his .exciting adventures. with
Chief Showcase and his helicopter, Zozo Labrique and a eireus,
and the town of Yellow Back Radio", in which the children have -
chased all adUlts out of the town4It is a satire on thre western, and
on the American values that made the western popular.

The Free-Lance Pallinarers (Reprint of 1967 edition, Chatham
Bkseller, 1975; pap.; Avon, n.il.),satirizes the entire country. The. f
novel begins: "I live in HARRY SAM. VARRY SAM is something

'else. A big not-to-be-bolieved out-of-sight, sometimes referred to as
0-130P'2SHE-BANG or KLANG-A-LANG-A DING-DONG. SAM
has not been seen since the day thirty years ago when he disap-
peared into the John with a weird ravaging ill ness." It is a unique
book with unlimited potential- (or class discussion.

05:ollyn M. Rodgers

Carolyn M: Rodgers' collection, how i gut oruh: Nett and Selected
Poems (Doubleday, 1q75; pap.,:1976) is it book lull of sass and
strength, warmth, loys, and humor. Revolution, religion, and
human relations are the toPies.of her poems. Among The most
powerful are "Portrait'. about: her mother's sacrifices for her

------ children's education; "IT IS DE :P (don't never forget the bridge
_that-14u crossed over on)," which conveys her respect or her-

inoth6r even du g a major gene tion gap crisis: and " Ovr
Fathers," a poe

`,injustice. 'Esther, as ad" describes a tiny news item bout the
death of a.ehild from ead Nis rung.

ut, black v. Other poems re:Otto-1y to
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Sonia Sanchez (Lai la Man n) (1934- )
Sonia Sanchez's poetry collection, We a BadolDDD People (Broad-
side, cloth & pap., 1970) contains hard-hitting-11ms about life,
love, and progress. The nuances of living in an oppressive society
are dealt with in Section I: "Survival PoeMs." Section II: "Love/
Songs/Chants" includes lyrical evocations of the many shades and
degrees of love. The "TCB/EN (takin' care of business)" poems in
Section III deal with black people's-movement forward in spite of
die odds.

A Blues Rook for Blue-Black Magical Women (Broadside, cloth
& pap, 1913) includes sensitive and subtle poems that celebrate
the black woman. This book is best for the mature- student?

Sanchez was born in Birmingham, Alaba a, and educated at
Hunter College. Since 1973. she has been an ociate professor of
literature and creative writing at Amherst C liege.

IAlice, Walker (1944- )

"For me, black +men are the most fascinating creations in the
world. Next to them, I place the old peoplemale and female
who. persist in thiir beauty in spite of everything. How do they do
this, knowing wilt they do? Having lived what they have lived? It
is a mystery, and so it lures me into their lives," states Alice Walker
in Interviews with Black Writers (John O'Brien, ed. fLiveright:
1973],,,p. 192). .

Walker, who grew up in a small Georgia town, studied at Sarah
Lawrence College under poet Muriel Rukeyier. She began to
publish when she was twenty-four, after taking part in civil rights
demonstrations and traveling in Africa.

Revolutionary Petunias and Other Poems (HarBraceJ, pap.,
1973) begins with biographical poems about-ancestors, recalling,
Walker says. "that we are not the first to suffer, rebel, fight, love
and die." The poems following "are about Revolutionaries and
Lovers; and about the loss of compassion, trust, and the ability to
expand in love that marks the end of hopeful strategy. Whether-in
love or revolution, They are also about (and for) those few embat-
tied souls who remain painfully committed to beauty and to love
even while facing the firing squad" (Foreword, Revolutionary
Pelemiag),

Alice Walker has lived many of the experiences some of the
young black poets 6earn. about. Her travels in Afi ica, her experi-
ences in the civil rights campaigns as well as an abortion and a

)
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planned. suicide are the experiences from which the poems in Once:
Poems (HarBraceJ, pap., 1976) were written. The book contains a
wealth of poems, many short, simple, and significant enough to
appeal to adolescents. "The Enemy" contrnsts the impulses of
children with a nation's impulses to war. "Once" is a collection of
fourteen tiny vignettes which capture the conflicts and anguish of
people, both black and white, who worked for integration. "Johann"
questions whether a.black and a German have too much war and
enmity in their history to make love.

In Lore "and Trouble: Stories of Black Women (HarBraceJ, 1973;
pap., 1974) contains sensitive stories about the feelings and
thoughts of mature women and their bittersweet experiences with
love. One of the most effective is "Everyday Use," in which a
mother mediates a conflict between her sophisticated daughter,
who comes home from the city, and her shy sister, who has
remained at home.

A novel, The Third Life of Graitge Copeland (HarBracej, 1970;
pap., 1977), describes the lived of black Southern women through
their interaction with a boy and his father. The main character, a
victim of cruel circumstances, grows and changes through his
experiences.

Alice Walker's latest novel, Meridian (HarBraceJ, P76; pap.,
PB, 1977) is a study of a modern woman who, after deadening
experiences as a wife and mother, exciting but short-lived work in
the -civil rights movement, and distressing interaction with the'
revolutionary movement, seeks to work out a wait of life that will
permit her own growth and will allow her to stimulate growth in
others. Meridian's own pilgrimage is paralleled by the struggles of
the black man she loves and the white woman he marries to free
themselves from past conflicts. Meridian must go through an
illness of the body and the mind before she becomes whole, but even
whileshe is still struggling, she is a source of strength to others.
Even Lynn, her former rival. draws courage and renewal from
Meridian as she grieves over the death of her child and her
marriage. Id addition, Meridian learns to combine the political
activismactivism of contemporary blacks with the sense of community and
concei.n of older generations. Eventually she becomes a model for
others to follow in a quest for meaning and self-understanding.

Meridian is a sensitive, sophisticated book that is-more mean-
ingful for people who, like the main character, have suffered
through several periods of life. Most adolescents therefore, prob-
ably will Lot understand all of its idea, but may still find it.
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valuable reading. As the litok suggests, there are probably no
shortcuts to maturity, but young readers may still find the model
encouraging and reassuring.

. .

Anthologies and Criticism of Black Literature

The number of collections of black writing now available makes
the anthology a useful tool for studying black literature. Antholo-
gies range over the whole of American literary- history. Several`
writers not mentioned earlier are described in this section because
their works are most accessible in anthologies. See also the
collections of contemporary poetry and drama discussed in the
preceding section. In the...following lists, anthologies and critical
works are arranged alphabetically by author.

... Anthologies
V t

Adams, William, Peter Conn, anti Btrry Slepian, eds. Afro-
American Literature. 4 vols. HM, pap., 1970.

This series includes four paperback volumes subtitled by
genre: Fiction, Drama, Poetry!, and Nonfiction. The emphasis
is on modern literature, although a few early writers are
included. .

.

Adoff, Arnold, ed. I Am the Darker' Brother: An Anthology of
. Modern hems by Nero Americans. Macmillan, cloth & pap.,

1968. . .

An attractive, thematically arranged volume of poems rang-

.0.

,,
pman, Abraham, ed. Mick Voices: An Anthology of/Afro-

ing from the Harlem ,Renaissance to the early 1960s. Poems
are selected for their appeal to high school students and
attractively armnged to create an especially useful anthology
for high school teachers.

. A

n 'literature. NAL, pap., 1968.
... Probably the best buy among general anthologies, this mod-

erately-priced 700-page pftperback contains poetry, short
stories, autobiography, and literary criticism. Besides ex
cerpts from the best known black writers of the past, . it
includes examples of the work of contemporary writers such
as Mari Evans, Gwen4lyn Brooks, LeRoi Jones (I. A. Bar-
aka), and Robert Hayden
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Cullen; Countee, ed. Caroling Dusk: An Anthology of Verse by
Nfgro Poets. [1927] Har-Row, 1974.

A thorough anthology rf early black poets through the Har- .

lem Renaissance. In addition to major poets mentioned in.this
historical survey, it includes lesser- known, but siggificant .
poets such as Sterling Brown, Jessie Fauset, and Georgia
Johnson. t4-

Emanuel, James A., and Theodore L. Gross, ea. Dark Simphony:
Negro Literature in America. Free Pr, cloth & pap., 196e.

A scholarly anthology, this volume contains extensive back-
..ground information oti authors and literary periods. It is
suitable for advanced high school students as well as for
college use, and is highly recommended as a reference book
for teachers. It places more emphasis on short stories than the
Chapman anthology.

Hill, Herbert, ed. Soon, One Morning: New Writings by American.
Negroes 1940-1962. Knopf, 1963.

This collection of writings by black authors includes essays, -
fiction, and poetry. Most of the fiction selections are from
novels discussed in this book. Most of the poetry is well
known and frequently anthologized. One clever short story is
"Rat Joiner Routs the Klan" by Ted Poston, a humorous tale of

e a black community's attempt to stop the town theater from
showing Birth of a Nation. The humor never masks the
tragedy of segregation.

Hughes, Larigston, ed. The Best Short Stories' by Negro Writers.
Little, cloth & pap., 1967.

This anthology includes forty selections representing sll of
the well-known black writers from Chesnutt and Dunbar to
James Baldwin and William Melvi Kelley, and would there-
fore be an excellent introduction to black literature. All of the
works are of excellent quality, but they are adult and some-
what intellectual. The stories are of the quality that would be
found in the New Yorker rather than in a high school collec-
tion, and many are a little too subtle for the average high
school student. Since many deal with adult problems, the
teacher would probably want to read most of them before
Assigning -them.

The following stories might be enjoyed by younger high
schwi students. "The Revolt of <the Evil Fairies" by Ted
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Poston deals with color discrimination among blackt. It is the
clever, humorous account of a little boy who is too dark t9 be
the good prince in the school pageant, but who plays the evil
fairy to the hilt. "Almos' a Man" is a tragic story of a boy who

. wants a gun, and when he gets it, accidentally shoots a mule.

. "The Pocketbook Game" by Alice Childresrtells of I black
woman who turns the tables on her suspicious white em-
ployer. "The Blues Begin& by Sylvester Leaks shoWs how a'
poverty-stricken boy tries to help his family by stealing, but is
'reprimanded by his mother and eventually ends up in trouble
with the law. "A Long Day in November," from-Btoodiine 6y
Ernest J. Gaines, is a long story about a boy's family problems
with his parents, whose marriage seems to be breaking up.
"Junkie Joe Had Some Money" is a frightening story by
Ronald Milner about a boy who finds out about a murder and
lives in mortal :ear of the murderers.

More mature students might be interested in the following
stories. "Marijuana and a Pistol" by Chester B. Himes is a
strange, dreamlike narrative of a man under the influence of
marijuana, who accidentally kills a man. "The Almost White
Boy" by Willard Motley is the tragic story of a mulatto who
falls in love with a white girl and is cruelly rejected. "Flying
Home" by Ralph Ellison is about a black flyer, one of the first
to break tlfrough, the race barriers, who is stranded in a
Southern white area. and in grave danger. "This Morning,
This Evening, So Soon" by James Baldwin tells of a black
man who is returning to the United States from Paris with a
white wife and sop, and of his fears for them. N

"See How They Run" is an. inspiring story of a black
schoolteacher who insists on trying to help lier students.and is
not discouraged by her cynical fellow workers. "An Interest-
ing Social Study" shows a -black girl passing for white in a
resort town. "The Only Man on Liberty Street" by William
Melvin Kelley lens .of a white man'who tries to buck social
opinion and live with his black,.concubjne and child. "Red
Bonnet" by Lindsay Patterson ia,About a stubborn old grand-

other whose 1 fusal to cooperate with her daughter or white
le finaVy leads to jerAleath. "Direct Action" by Mike

Thelwell is a very funny story about an interracial college
group. who are forced to get into the civil rights action by
integrating the restrooms at a small department store.

I I
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/ aughete Langstor. New Negro Poets: IltS.A. Ind Ui'r, 1964./
This anthology was compiled 'before most of the writers
known as the new black poets began publishing, and thus is
useful only for examples of the work of earlier modern poets.

Hughes, Langston, and Arna Bantam's, eds. The Poetry of the _

Negro: 1746-197,0. Doubleday, 1970.
° Called "a definitive anthology," this collection is quite thor-

ough, and if a teacher is limited to only one book, this one
offers the most'complete selection. An earlier edition ended
with 1949. This new edition contains a broad selection of
modern poets, omitting only a few very recent writers. Most
of the poets are represented.ps only a few works.

Twl poets not discussed elsewhere in this book are worth
mentioning, because they have poems in this anthology which
are appropriate for high school classes. Georgia Douglas
Johnson's "Interracial" is an optimistic poem pleading for
racial understanding. "My Little Dreams," a sentimental
poem about failed dreams, has appeal for slower readers.

Fran4tH9rne's "On Seeing_Two Brown Boys in a Catholic
Church" Compares the suffering of black children with the
suffering of Christ. "Kid Stuff" mocks Christmas, but pleads
for a return to childlike simplicity. "Toast" offers congratu-
lations to a person who is complete and beautifulexcept for

-..:, soul.
...:

.0 Murray, Alma, and Robeilt Thomas, eds. Scholastic Black Litera-
ture Series. Schol Bk Serve pap., 1971.

This series consists of six thematically organized paperbacks
titled The Journey, The Scene, The Search.The Black Hero,
Major Black Writers, and Black Perspectives. They are de-
signed to be used as supplementary texts in grades 9-12. A
valuable feature of the series is the accompanying set of
teacher's guides, -which contain backgroundessays and de-
tailed teaching plans. .

Randall, Dudley, ed. The Black. Poets. Bantam, pap., 1971.
This particularly valuable anthology offers not only an excel-

, lent selection of works by contemporary poets but also a
historidal survey of both literary and folk poetry. Almost all
poets of each period who have aftained recognition are repre-
sented, most of them by enough poems to show the range of
their work. The anthology also includes useful reference

I
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material such as a list of publishers of black poetry, periodi
cals publishing black poetry; disc and tape recordings, video-
tapes, and films. The poets range from Phillis Wheatley and
James Weldon Johnson to Jule Jordan, Sonia Sanchez, Don L.
Lee, 'Nikki Giovanni, and Naomi Madgett:

Stanford, Barbara Dodds, ed. I. Too, Sing America: Black Voices in
American Literature.-Hayden, cloth & pap., 1971.

A historical survey of black writers, with literature selected
for its appeal to students. Arrapged chronologically, it con-
tains background material on each period. 4 '

Turner, Darwin T., ed. Black American Literature: Essays, Poetry,
Fiction. Merrill, pap., 1969.

A three-volume scholarly work suitable for college, advanced
high school students, or teachers' research.

Turner, Darwin T., Jean M. Bright, and Richard Wright, ede
Voices from the Black Eiperience:afro-Amerkan and African
Literature. Ginn, pip., 1972. -

A text for secbndary school students with accompanying
teacher's guide.

Washington,-Mary Helen, ed. Black-Eyed Susan's: Classic Storks
by and about Black Women. Doubleday, pap., 1975.

A collection of very fine stories that explore in depth the
problems, conflicts, and strengths of black women. One of the
best features of this anthology is the introduction, a good
essay on black womanhood which, offers some of the best
critical comments available on contemporary black female .
writers. This thin volume, containing stories and excerpts
from novels by Jean Wheeler Smith, Toni Morrison. Gwendo-
lyn Brooks. Lotiise Meriweather, Toni Cade Bambara, Alice

" Walker, and Paule Marshall, is 'an excellent intreduction to
some of the best work by contemporary black writers.

Weisman, Leoti;and Elfreda S. Wright, eds. Black Poetry for All
Americans. Globe,pap., 1971.

A poetry collection designed for classroom use, this book is
suitable for both junior and senior high. It is illustrated with
many photographs by students, interpreting the themes of the
poems. Each poem is reviewed it a section at the bask etthp
book, which includes a glossary for vocabulary enrichment
and questions for compretension and appreciation.
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Critical Studies

Abramson, Doris E. Negro Playwrights in the Anierican Theater.
[1967] Columbia U Pr, cloth & pap., 1969.

Critical essays on black theater in the United States from the
D 1920s. when -segregation dictated a separate tradition of

black theater. After sketching the earlier history of black
*drama, the author traces the effect of" federal arts programs
which involved blacks and the changes that occurred throsgh
the mid-sixties, when blacks entered the mainstream oft
Broadway. Individual plays and playwrights are discussid in
depth.,

Cook, Mercer, and Stephen E. Henderson. The Miiitant -Black
Writer-in Africa and the United States. U of Wis Pr, pap., 1969.

Contains two long essays. One, by Cook, analyzes modern')
African protest writing; the other, by Henderson, is a good
analysis of contemporary revolutionary black literature in

,.- . America. .,
Cooke, Michael G., ed. Modern Blade Novelists. P-H, cloth & pap.,
- 1971. , ,

*An analysis cif the work of contemporary black novelists in
, the United States and other countries. 01.

Davis, Arthur P. From the Dark Tower Afro-American Writers
from 1900 to 1960. Howard. U Pr, 1974. ..

Biographical and critical essays on twenty-eight major writ,
ers from W. E. B. Du Bois to James Baldwin, with pictures.
This book is particularly useful for writers of the Harlem
Renaissance and Depression periods, and includes detailed
information. on lesser-known but important writers such as

'Sterling Brown.and Zora Neale Hurston.
Major, Clarence. The Dark and Feeling. Third Pr, 1974.

Critical essays on such modern writers as Richard Wright,
ishn A. Williams, and Eldridge Cleaver, as well as June
Jordan, Ishmael Reed, and Ernest Gaines. Also included are
general essays on the new black writers and on Clarence

.
95

Major's own work,

Margolies, Edward. Native Sons: A Critical Study of Twentieth
Century Negro-American Authors. Reprint of 1968 edition, Lip-
pincott, 1969.

Provides detailed analysis of the works of selected writers
ranging -froth Charles Chesnutt to-LeRoi Jones (I. A. Baraki).
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O'Brien,John, td. Interviews with Bla.4 Writers. Liveright, cloth
& VW'.

Seventeen black novelists and poets, from Arna Bontemps to
Ishmael Reed, discuss their diverse styles, themes, and in-
fluences in a collection of recorded interviews that cogOer-
acts the widespread impression that black literature is a°
single monolithic tradition, , -

'Darner, Darwin T. In a Minor Chord: Three Afro-American
Writers 'Ind, Their Search for Identity. S Ill U Pr, 1971.

Explores the writings of Jean Toomer, Countee Cullen, and
Zora Neale Ifurston.

a s ,
Whitlow, Roger. Mick American literature: A Critiial History.

Nelson-Hall, 1973; pap., Littlefield, 1974.
A useful and detailed annotated bibliography of major works,
from all periods., .
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3 Adolescent Literature
by and about Black People

/ Karima Amin

11,

4.

.Literature for high school students has undergone some very
significant changes within the past ten years', especially in dealing
with racial topics. Most novels of black themes that fell into young
hands, prior to .the militaricy'of the mid-sixties, dealt primarily
with middle-class blacks in integrated situations. These books, 4

often written by white authors, seldom considered the realities of
the ghetto and rarely dealt with adolescent problems beyond the
scope of dating, choosing a career, and.participating in high.school
activities. In the'? handling of racial topics, these junior novels
tended to be optimistic, frequently sacrificing realistrl for a happy ,
ending. In addition, the authors of these books showed us that
black people have "problems" because they are black; black people
must strive for "acceptance" by whites because they are black; and ;
above all, black people must always remember to stay in "their
place" because .theyt,are black. The same books Were filled to
overflowing with "kind" white,cttaracters who "helped" the lowly
blacks because they could not help themselves, and who

o to accept Rastus because "we're all the same under the skin." These
books may have acknowledged the existence of prejudice in spe-
cific incident& but they completely ignored the pervasive presence
of racism.The White power 'structure was seldom pictured as' ,

responsible jpr perpetuating racism; it usually' seemed, thaX the
black characters were somehow to blame for theopptegion.they
experienced. These junior novels may have encouraged white
youths to stop discriminating, but they did very little to enhance
the black youths' images of themselves. The characteristic deceit
inherent in these books damaged the psyches of the black readers
(perhaps, irrevocably), and by the same token, young white read-
ers suffered, for they derived an inflated perception of themselves.

The authors of today's junior novels are handling racial themes
with mom- sensitivity, but the junior novel that sanctions racism,
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by omission or comt4 ission, is still with us. Racisn-1 may appear as
an overt monster that leaps out at the reader from every page or as
an equally dangerous, covert demon that hides between the lines.
An awareness of this musf guide barents, teachers, and librarians
in -their selection of books for young people. .

SOmeggneralizations about the junior novel that were made ten
or twelve years ago are still applicable. Literature for the high
sch&g4ndent is generally easier to read than that created for an
adult audience, althougIrthe incidence of black English may pose
some difficulty for the uninitiated. In general, the junior novel has
more emphasis on plot thin on psyChological pr9blems, so that the
cumulative psychological effects of prejudice are not described.
The "happy ending" may still be listed as a chariacteristic of the
junior novel,- but today it may realistically conclude a story that
mentions sexual intercourse or that has episodes of violence, topics
that the junior novel of ten or more years ago unrealistically
avoided.

This chapter is divided into three parts. The first includes
reviews of junior novels by black writers; the second briefly
summarizes six short story collections by black authors; the third
reviews novels on black themes by white writers.

To guide the teacher in selecting books, an evaluation is given 0,
after each annotation. Reading levels are defined as follows:

Easy: for ninth and tenth graders reading below the ninth
grade level.
Average: for ninth and tenth graders rading on level,
for eleventh and twelfth graders. who are poor readers
Advanced: for students who are capable of handling difficult
reading and who have a certain appreciation of literary skill

The second part of the evaluation (poor/god/very good /excellent)
is this writer'sztimate of the book's literary merit as compared
with other tiles discussed.

',junior Novels by Black Writers

The books listed here as junior novels are representative of a
meaningful development in literature: black literature with difect
appeal to adolescents. No book listed in this section was published
before 1966. Each is a quality product by a black writer, charac-
terized by the kind of black awareness that flourished .during

10U
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the "Harlem Renaissance" of the 1920s. Unlike novels bT,black'
writers which were written in the fifties and early sixties, deal-
ing primarily with young' blacks trying to "make it" in a white
world, literature of the "New Renaissance" is peopled with black

Aharacters growing into a, positive sense' of black-self
iediscovering and redefining dieir past, looking into themselves,
And exercising some degree of self-determination as they look to
the future. One might be inclined to think that such books Would
fail to appeal to white students, but classroonf experience has
shown this to be far from the truth. In dealing with the "black
experience" as a subject, each of these novels deals in fact with the
Human experience. A goodly portion of black literatUre depicts
people in search of their identities, and every adolescent, regard-
less of race, is engaged in some aspectof this search. "Who am I?"
``Wher`e did I collie from?" and "Where am I going?" are questions
that every, one of us can relate to. In black literature, these
questions are frequently thematic. In the lives of young people
these questions are crucial considerations.

Brown, Me.rgeiy W.. The Second Stone'. Putnaii, 1974.
- Henry Wilson is growing up. He is fifteen and lives in a

, middle-income housing project with his brattier Dan. Dan's
wife Jeannie, and their young daughtk, Patty. Henry is dding
reasonably well in school, has'a part-time counseling job at
the Boys: Club, and his family life is happy, afthoughhaving a
big brother who just happens to be a police detective, as-
signed to the area where they live, makes for some friction
the story progresses,

. As the novel opens, the reader quickly discovers that; the , o

neighborhood wheiv'Henry lives is turning into a plaee of ..

' fear and suspicion. A gang of youths is terrorizing the
community, attacking and robbing some cif its citizenry. A
dozen trained policemen, including Dan, cannot get a lead
and the criminal activity persists. Although his reasoning is
flimsy, Dan suspects that Ric Martin,oz, Henry's best friend,
may be involved, Henry resents Dan's accusations, and a
bitter tension groArs between them.The action that follows
quickly leads td solving the crimes, Ric's"deSth, and Henry's.

*dramatic entrance into manhood. .

The Second Stone is a: fast-paced. easy-to-read, powerful
story of a young boy trying to make some sense of his loyalty
and relationship to family and friends. This would be a good

.
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novel to use in the classroom in> connection with the study of
urban crimd'or peer allegiance. .

Reading level: easy. Literary-quality: good.

Childress, Alice. A Hero Aira Nothin' But'Aandwich. Cowar d, .
1973; pap:, Avon, 1974.

,

This `novel tells the story of thirteen-year-old Benjie Johnson,
who is on the verge of 'becoming .permanently hooked on
heroin. His story is told from varied viewpoints, including
Benjie's. own. Through street-wise Benjie, we learn of his
introductions to marijuana, skin-popping, and finally, main-
lining. We are told of his mixed feelings about schoill, his love
for his mother and grandmother, his conflicting feelings for .
his "stepfather," and his feelings of alienation from Jimmy-
Lee, a best friend. Most importantly, Benjie tells us how he
feels about himself, with a toughness that belies his vulner-
ability. . ,

As the other characters speak, they not only describe
Benjie's situation, but inspect their own feelings about the
quality Of life and reasons fol. living. The social implications
of Benjie's problem ,are described by two of his teachers)
Nigeria Greene and Bernard Cohen, and the school principal,
who is looking forward to "the haven of retirement." Miss
Emma Dudley, a neighbor, tells the reader that findinga .

husband is More iinportant than Benjie's trouble. Jimmy-Lee
-wants to be a real friend but finds Benjie shutting him out.
Walter, the pusher, who has no sympathy for junkies, ex-
plains that he is simply trying to Make a living. At first
Benjie's mother, grandmother and "stepfather" do. not know

... how to deal with him, but they finally come to realize that it
is not only the quantity but the quality of love and slipport that
counts.

Brilliant "cliaraeterization and an honest approach to a
difficult subject make this novel 'one that sho-Md be read by ,

both young and qld. No easy solutions are offered, but the
reader will certainly be moved to care about Benjie and
others like him.

Reading level: easy to average. Literary quality: exesellent.. ,.
Fair, Ronaetid L. Cornbread, Earl and Me. [1966] pap., Bantam,

- 1975. Previously published as Hog Butcher..
. We learn immediately that Cornbread is a neighborhood t

"Star," a collcgc-bound, talented athlete who is loved and

ti
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respected by all who know him. The "me" who tells this story
is ten-year-old, fatherless Wilford Robinson, who dreams of
being just like Cornbread somedaytall, athletic, well-liked
and "cool." Earl Carter, Wilford's best friend, shares this
dream. They play, argue and grow up together, and Chicago's

.: South Side is their world.
The novel moves swiftly from introducing "Cornbread,"

"Earl," and "me" to a shocking incident that sparks the
novel's action and reveals the anger, fear, and bitterness in
this-community: Wilford and Earl witness the death of Corn-
bread. Their hero is fatally shot in the back by policemen,one
black and one white, who mistakenly assume that he is a
thief running away from the scene of a crime. The story that
follows is about a ten-year-old boy who must grow up fast,
understanding at an early age how society and circumstances
force his mother to stay on welfare, force a tometiine-father"
to live a life of lies and contradictions, and force scared black
people to accept the consequences of political corruption as
they succumb to the white officialdom that makes their lives a
Iiving hell. Yet, there is hope and Wilford represents that
hope. He knows that he must not allow officialdom to tri-
umph. He knows that he must testify at the coroner's inquest
and allow truth to destroy the cover-up that intimidates

. would-be witnesses and seeks to discredit Cornbread's good
.. name.

Cornbread, Earl and, Me is well written and Wastes no
words, moving from the killitng, to the trial, to Wilford's all-
important decisiod. Fair's descriptions of Chicago that ap-
pear between chapters of the story proper provide 'vivid
pictures of Chicago's black population: their arrival in Chi-
cago after migrating from the South, the black-on-black
discrimination spawned by self-hate and fear, the ghetto's
vitality and positive vibrations coupled Aith its despair nd
frustration, and the oppression carefully nurt the
immorality of those in power.' These descriptions invite the
reader to understand the origin of the fear and racism that
appear as essential elements in the telling of this story.

Reading level: easy. Literary quality: excellent. .
r Two other books by Ronald Fair, while not quite as popular

as Cornbread. ,Eart and Me, also deserve mention. Many
Thousand Gone: An American Fable (Reprint of 1965 edition,
Chatham Sheller. 1973) is about an isolated region in an

.
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imaginary Mississippi county which has'maintained slavery
to the prlasent. A short, powerfUl and frightening fable, it is
easily read, but contains much to think about. World of
Nothing (Chatham Bkseller, 1970) consists of two strange,
symbolic novellas.

Guy, Rosa. The Friends. HR&W, 1973. Ruby. Viking Pr, 1976.
The Friends and Ruby are discussed together because the
latter is a sequel. Both are tenddr, Moving studies of teenage
girls, in search of friendship, love and self-knowledge. The
Friends revolves around the problems o(fourteen -year -old
Phyllisia; the story of her older sister, Ruby, is told in -the
second book. Character development in both novels is so well-
ri?unded that the reader comes to know both Phyllisia and
Ruby as personal acquaintances, for the author details their
likes and dislikes, their fears and strengths, their difficulties
and achievements.' Emotions and mental complexities are
donvincingly laid bare and then, explored with a sensitivity
and depth that invite the reader to share each girl's experi-
ence.

Both ,novels probe deeply into adolescent struggling but
Ruby is a more mature treatment. In The Friends, Phyllisia
finds herself to be the target ofabuse ire school, having moved
to Harlem from the Weit Indies.11er'classmates perceive her
to be too different to be one of them. Her need fora friend is
desperate. The elder sister's story in Ruby is similar in that
Ruby is also not accepted by her peers. She incurs their
contempt for her willingnesk to help an elderly, crippled
teacher who despises them all.

Phyllisia reasons that having a friend will help her to stir-
/ live, so she selfishly cultivates the friendship of shabby, tough,

fifteen-year-oU Edith. At first Phyllisia nurtures the friend-
ship for her own protection but, by the novel's _end, the
friendship-has developed into a genuinely warm relationship
of understanding and sincere concern. The abuse that Ruby
experiences in school in the sequel leaves her feeling alone
and confused. She wants to feel that someone cares for and

- loves her, and it seems that her family can offer no respite for
her ailing spirit. Heemother has died of cancer a year earlier.
Her younger sister has adjusted to life'in Harlem and takes
only a superficial interest in Ruby's problems. Her tprciud
father, tall, handsome Calvin Cathy, allows the success of hisO

restaurant business to consume so much of his time and atten-
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tion that he has little to give to his daughters. He trulyloves
them both, and fears that he may kw them, but he can express
his love only in a domineering manner. In The Friends, Calvin
is opposed to Phyllisia's friendship with Edith. In' uby, he
tries to stop his elder daughter from seeing Daphne, a girl in
whorl Ruby believes she has found solace and love.

The relationships that Phyllisia and Ruby have with Edith
and Daphne respectively lead to an undeniable self-
awareness. Ruby's revelation is more explosive, hdwever, for
she nearly commits suicide before coming to the realization
that she must assume, responsibility for the quality of her life.
Dependence, lack of confidence, and extreme self-absorption
almost destroy her.

(Ruby will be of interest to many adolescents, but it is a
more adult novel than The Friends. Allusions to Ruby's
lesbian affair with Daphne are minimally detailed but may
be unsuitable for some young readers.)

The Friends: reading levelaverage; literary quality
wry good. Ruby: reading levelaverage; literarrquality
excellent t,

Hamilton, Virginia. M. C. Higgins, the Great. Macmillan, 1974;
pap., Dell, 1976. -

When the story opens, Mayo Cornelius Higgins is perched
atop histherished forty-foot pole, looking across the hills and
valleys that surround his family's land on Sarah's Mountain.
Ile-is pretending that the strip mine spoil heip behind him
and the burial ground below him do not exist, and imagining
he is M: C. Higgins the Great, master of all he surveys. But he
'knows that in reality, the spoil heap is slowly moving down
the mountain, threatening life and property, and that the pole
thing from the burial ground is a bizarre but fitting monu-
ment to his family heritage. Personal desires and commit-
ment to family clash as M. C.. struggles to establish, his
identity and make some sense of his future.

Through two outsiders who come to Sarah's Mountain, he
achieves a clearer understanding of who he is and where he is
going. One is Mr. James K. Lewis, a wandering "dude" who is
collecting authentic folk music on tape and records M. C.'s
mother's songs. M. C. imagines that Levis will make hiss
mother a star in Nashville, so the family can escape the spoil
heap, although the "dude" has no such plans. The other

.
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outsider is Lurhetta Outlaw, who appears briefly and mys-
teriously to challenge M. C.'s physical strength and pride and
'snow him he has the power to shape his own destiny. In, a
striking climax, M. C. decides not to flee, because what is
important to him is "Not just living on the mountain. But me
living on the mountain" (p. 273). 0

Reading level: average. Literary quality: excellent.
Hamilton, Virginia. The Planet of Junior Brawn.Macmilb.n,1971;

pap., 1974.
Theoriginality of this story.and its unusual central charac-
ters should capture the imagination of every reader. This
novel has been described as "a story of tomorrow," and in it,
fantasy and'reality go hand-in-hand:

Junior Brown and his best friend Buddy Clark are unfor-
gettable. Junior is a 262-pound musical genius who feels "an
awful ugliness about himself." Buddy is a highly intelligent,
street-wise boy who has no family. Eighth grade has nothing
to offer them, so they are truants who spend most of their days

I in the school cellar. There, the janitor, Mr. Pool (a former
teacher), has made a model of the solar system in a secret
room behind a bogus wall. In the semi-darkness, the planets
orbit and ,glow, and Junior, Buddy, and Mr. Pool share a ..

peace that can be found neither in the classroom nor in the
. streets, Buddy creates a new planet called "Junior Brown,"

which he and Mr. Pool add to the system in an attempt to
d sw Junior out of his shyness. -

But Junior's problems are deep, and*the new planet fails to'
prompt the boy to talk about his ftlistrations. Junior- mis-

.. takenly assumes that Buddy's concern for him is pity. The
climax comes when the truants are caught by an assistant
principal and Mi. Pool is reprimanded for being a part-time
janitor with full-time responsibilities. The pressures of hav-
ing a sick and overprotective mother, an absentee father, and
a neurotic 'music teacher combine with the strain of playing
hookey and lead to Junior's nervous breakdown. Buddy and
Mr. Pool are his mainstay, and they plan to nurse him back to
health in a condemned building which Buddy calls "The ,
Planet of Junior Brown."

Most young people will probably enjoy seeing how Buddy
and Junior try to create for themselves a world divorced from
societal demandsa special pace, a "planet" where.rules are
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not adtilt creations and the only law is that "people live for.
each other."

Reading level: easy. Literary quality: excellent
Two earlier junior novels by Virginia Hamilton centering

on black characters are The House a Dies Drear (Macmillan,
1968; pap., 1970) and Zesty (Macmillan, 7.967; pap., n.d.).

Hunter, Kristin. The Soul Brothers and Sister Lou. Scribner, 1968;
pap., Aron, 1976.

Fourteer.-year-old Louretta Hawkins lives in a small apart-
ment with her mother, seven sisters and brothers, and a nine-
month-old niece. Lou wants and needs a place of her own:
" ...someplace to go between school and suppertime. Some-
place where she could talk, and have fun, and be with her
friends." In a novel-that is chock-full of coincidences, Lou and
her friends manage to get just such a place. The clubhouse
becomes a place for rapping, pursuing personal hobbies, and
printing a newsletter that deals with community issues.
Louretta's big brother, William; two interested teachers, Miss
Hodges and Mr. Lucitanno; and Blind Eddie Bell, a shabby
old man who knows all about music, help Lou and her friends
get their program off the ground, but not without some
setbacks and trouble from the police. At a clubhouse dance,
Lou's-friend Jethro is shot by a policeman. The boy dies, and
at his funeral Louretta sings "Lament for Jethro," which was
written by Fess, the group's black militant character. At the
funeral* Lou comes to know the meaning of "soul" and to
realize how the power of music can soothe anger, bitterness,
and frustration. .

In the second-to-last chapter, things move too quickly, ,-
'cramming too many coincidences into too few Pages. At this
point the novel loses a good deal of its realism, as Lou and her
friends are skyrocketed into fame anti fortune by Jewel
Records. In the final chapter, we learn that six months have
passed quickly. "The'Soul Brothers and Sister Lou" have cut a

it record, made some money, and are no longer kids. In
growing up, Louretta has experienced life's joy and pain in a
short span of time and she must now face some serious

. questions about her identity, her needs, and her purpose in
life.

The Soul Brothers and Sister Lou is well written until the
final chapteraZHere the action is not smooth; there is too
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much superficialitytoo many underdeveloped and inci-
dental details. As a result,'' some of the final matter is
unrealistic and appears to develop illogically compared to the
earlier chapters.

Reading level: average. Literary quality: poor to good.
Jackson, Jesse. The Fourteenth Cadillac. Doubleday, 1972.

Nostalgia, humor, and sadness combine to make The Four-
teenth'Cadilkw a touching story of adolescent self-realization.-
The year is 1925 and the place is Columbus, Ohio. The central
character is seventeen-yearold Stonewall Jackson,
a high school dropout, in search of the elusive and magical
"wisdom and understanding." .

Nothing seems to be moving in the right direction for
Stonewall. His prospects for finishing high school appear
hopeless. His girlfriend Tatitha rejectsjiiint His brother
Moses, a paragon of virtue, constantly assaults him with
belittling remarks. His neighbors insist that he join the
church like everyone else on Seventeenth Street. The walls
are closing in on Stoney, the pressures of life are mounting,
and 'his father issues an ultimatum: "Either you work or go to
school."

His search for ajob is in vain. He eanilotget an interview at
the Cadillac Company where his Uncle Ernie works. He
encointers prejudioa at a printing company there a delivery
boy i0 needed. He is rejected at the Neil House Hotel because
he is too small for the bellhop uniform. His visit to the
employment .office is a gross disappointment.. Stonewall's
prospects are looking mighty dim, and he is having serious
uoubts about ever finding "wisdom and understanding."
when his good buddy Steeple comes to the rescue by helping
him to getajokon a nearby horse farm. Steeple tells him,
"You your own man now," encouraging Stoney to leave home,
be a man, and be free.

Author Jackson, not to be confused with the Reverend Jesse
Jackson, portrays the clumsy but lovable Stonewall in a way
tliat moves the reader to share his probleMs and his victories.
His references to some important' figures in black history
Marcus Garvey, W. E. B. Du Bois and Booker T. Washingtonf
may inspire some readers to learn more about \ the Afro-
American past. Boys and girls alike will identify with the
central character'sbotched-up search for manhood, *hich the
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author handles with humor; and compassion. ...
Reading level: easy. Literary quality: good.

Jordan, June. His Own Where. T Y Crowell, 197t; pap, Dell 1973.
This novel, s lyrical as the poetry that JuneJordan writes, is
an emotional story and a stirring tribite to life and love. His
Own Where is the story of Buddy Rivers, sixteen, and Angela
Figueroa, fourteen, who creatilheir own where," away from
distressing and embittered family relationships and the le:
thargic atmosphere of school. .

Puddy's mother has abandoned Mm, leairing him with his
father. After years of trying to build a new life and creating a
new home"for them, Buddy's father is hospitalized, having
been hit by a car.. He.is dying, and the only thing that Buddy
can do is (o see him every evening. Silently sitting next to his
father's bed, the boy feels a strong sense of guilt, for his
thoughts are turned primarily toward someone else: This

- important saneone is Angela, whose young life. has been
.turned into a struggle for survival because of her brutally
punitive parents. The deep love between him and Angela
leads Buddy into a determined fight for their liberation. He
saves himself and -rescues Angela from the perils of a life that
would destroy them. lie takes her to "his own where," where
they can make love and be happy, creating a new World with
new values where love may grow.

Black idiom and poetic license may make this, difficult
reading - some, but the plot is simple enough to follow,
even ifs of the nuances of language are unclear. His Owns
Where is a novel for readers ho believe that dreams can
sometimes come true. .

Reading level: average to vanced. Literary quality: ex-
cellent. '

Mathis, Sharon Bell. Listen,, or the Pig Tree. Viking Pr, 1974;
pap., Avon, 1975.

Listen for the Pig Tree is a novel about the strenith and
beauty of black children that says, "Let's celebrate black-
ness." Marvina (' Muffin") Johnsgn, a blind sixteen-year-old,

., does just,thit as she learns to cope with adolescence and
family problems. Mr. Dale, Muffin's friend and neighbor,
advises her to listen carefully for her "growing-up time,"
which he says is quiet and not far away. Muffin denies
wanting to grow up, but it happens anyway and she comes to
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. ,
realize a time of "knowing," a time of understanding. Muffin's
journey into womanhood and her ensuing transformation are
handled realistically and objectively without the avoidance of
pain and unpleasantness.. .

. When, the story opens, it is five days before Christmas and . .

Marvina Johnson is looking forward to Kwanza, a seven-day ,

Afrb-American celebration that begins immediately ,after
Christmas Day. She *ants to envelop herself in the joy and
excitement of the season, but the tormeht Of her mother's
problemaintrudes. Leola Johnson, Muffin's mother, is mourn-
ing the death of her husband, who was killed a year ago on
Christmas Day. Leola is unable to deal with her loss and tries
to drown her misery in alcohol. She scorns the sympathy and
aid of family friends, Mr. Dalc, Mr. Willie Williams, and Miss

. Geneva, and the help of her daughter and Ernie Braithe-
waits, Muffin's boyfriend, ;,v hom Mr. Dale calls "Black Jesus."

In an effort not to dampen the spirit df Kwanza. after Leola
rejects her help, Muffin pmtends that her mother is really all
right and that everything is jut fine. She must finish making
her Kwanza dress and the only thing. that matters is the
forthcoming celebration at the Black Museum. Ernie Waller
that she is "riding a horse backwards," trying-to ignore facts
that cannot be denied. He tells her that Kwanza is all about
"knowing," facing reality and evaluating priorities. Muffin
inzista that she can walk away from her problems..
' On the eiening before Christmas Eve, Muffin is attacked
in a hallway of her apartment building. The author .treats
the brutality of the assault and Muffin's terror with an
admirable frankness that draws the reader into the experi-
ence, without the sensationalism of lurid detail.

With the help of Mr. Dale and Ernie, Muffin is able to pull
herself together_ and make some sense bf her life. At the
Kwanza ceremony, Muffin comes into her "growing-up time,"
and returns home with the insight and strength needed to

-meet the challenges of fife.
Although some adolescent boys are not inclined to relate to

stories which feature a girl as the protagonist, Listen for the *--Ife

Pig Tree is an exception, because the portrayal of Ernie is so -'t

strong and central to the telling of this story. Boys will
identify with his "cool," his militancy, and his calm, proficient
manner in the face of life's difficulties. Details about Kwanza
in the hovel will probably spark an interest in all readers to
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learn more about this celebration; which is rapidly spreading
throughout black America. (For information about Kwanza,
write:to: The East, Distribution and Publication, 1810- At-

. lantic Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. 11216.)
Reading level: average. Literary quality: very good.

Mathis, Sha/on Bell. Teacup Full of Roses. Viking Pr, 1972; pap.,
Avon, 1973.

Teacup Full of Roses is a novel about the kind of love, loyalty,
and sacrifice in &family that black children to survive,
even when their parents may have become physically or
emotionally exhausted. .

Joe Brooks is seventeen.'For two years he has worked at
full-time jobs, attending high school at night. When the story
opens, his graduation is just a few days away. Joe has his 4
sights set on a diploma, college, success, security, and mar-
riage to his girlfriend Ellie. But dreams of a bright future
begin to fade when Joe's older brother Paul, a talented artist

and heroin addict, returns-home. Joe refuses to abandon his
dreams for whqt can be, but he knows that he has many
decisions to make on the basis of what is.

Joe Hies with his father, Isaac, who is unemployed because
of a bad heartf his mother, Mattie, whose sole concern is Paul;
his younger brother Davey, an Astudent and basketball'
whiz, who haionly Joe to look out for him; and his Mint Lou,
an old woman to whom the spirits speak and tell her, "Trouble
coming hard to this house." Joe 'listens to Aunt Lou and
.believes, because she is never wrong.

Paul returns, insisting that, his drug addiction is a thing of
the past; but it soon becomes Apparent that this is a lie. Only
Mattie believes' that her favorite son can do no wrong.. .

Joe decides to join the Navy, knowing that he must save
himself and his brother Davey. Paul, who has no desire to help
himself, just does not count anymore. Joe's plans for marriage
are only slightly changed and he promises Ellie that one day
they will rye "in a magic placewhere trouble never comes.
In a, teacup ... full of roses" (p. 87). On the night of Joe's
graduation, there is tragedyAunt Lou's predicted "trouble"
comes. -

The language in this novel is stark, the action is convincing;
the shocking outcome is sad and yet a tribute to hope. Joie and
his brothers represent all black children and teenagers who
attempt to cope with the situations that face them daily.

.,, Reading level: easy. Literary quality: very good.
. .
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Myers, Walter Dean. Fast Sam, Cool Clyde, and Stuff. Viking Pr,
1975.

This novel will have the reader both laughing and crying with
"the 116th Street Good People," a group of young blacks and
Puerto Ricans in a New York City community, as they live,
learn, grow, and get it all together for each other, in a circle of
friendship that provides protection, understanding; and love.
With infectious humor, Stuff, one of the youngest, describes
the year he falls in love, is unfaithful, almost wins a dance
contest, goes to jail three times, and begins to change some
preconceived notions about "being a man." .

Readers will remember Fast Sam, who would rather run
than fight; Cool Clyde, the coolest dude oh the block; Gloria,.
who explains how and why sex is much more than simply
"getting some"; Maria, who brings everything right down
front, always saying what everyone else is only thinking; and

--NSarnation Charley, who would "fall out in a- cashmere suit, a-
silk a velvet vest, West Indian bracelets, an East
African tiki, and Pro-KedC (p. 46). There is poignant tender-
ness in Stuffs accounts of the grief-filled moments surround-
ing the death of Clyde's fathgri the feaiing home of Gloria's
father, and.the death of Carnation Charley, ace dancer turned
junkie.

The text of Fast Sam, 'Cool Clyde, and Stuff is easy to read,
but some readers may haVe difficulty with the book's high
level of cultural authenticity. Some slang expressions may not
be understood, even in context. Some conclusions the char-
acters reach, based on asptcts of ghetto living and the nature
of racism, 'may require more explanation than Myers pro-
vides. Nevertheless, young readers will have nceproblem
identifying with Stuffs concerns and feelings, or,,under-
standtng the bond among the 116th Street' Good People as a
vehicle for survival in a world that is sometimes insensitive to
young needs.

Reading level: easy. Literary quality: excellent.
Richards, Nat. Otis Dunn, Manhunter. Edited by Billie Young,

Ashley Bks, 1974.
Otis Dunn, Manhunter combines all ofthe elements essential
to intriguesuspense, mind - boggling twists and turns of 7.

circumstance, subtle "lues, and compelling action. Otis Dunn,
an ex-FBI agent, is a cool, calculating dude who always gets
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his man. He is a larger-than-life bounty hunter who hunts the
men and women on the FBI's Ten Most Wanted list.

Otis is looking for Vernell Henderson, who with three other ,
men had stolen the Super Bowl receipts two years before. By
tricking some of Vernell's old gamblitig cronies, Otis is able to
determine where Vernell is hiding out, and the chase to
capture him is on. Otis works alone, relying only on histrusty
.45 automatic (that rarely seems to need reloading iffspite of
all the gunplay) and his late-model, white Sedan de Ville (that
never seems to require gas station visits despite an abundance ,. .
of wheeling and defiling). Otis finds himself in some unbe- .
lievably difficult situations.from time to time, but these are
only momentary obstac4 that he overcomes with incredible
wit and instinct. As the drama builds, there is a raging
hurricane, unmarked and crowded graves appear all over

_ town, and a cast of characters provide Otis with tlues that
appear fertile one minute and unprofitable the next or vice
versa). But of course the novel's star is triumphant, cap-
turing Vernell and solving a multitude of subplot mysteries
that are skillfully woven into the primary action of a thrilling
story

The author's emphasig is on Apt, so several .characters
seem to pop-up out of nowhere; explanations for their appear-
mice in the story tend to be superficial. But Otis Dunn,
Manhunty is so well written that even though the pro- .

, tagonist is carried through a plethora of changes, the novel is
never confusing. The exploits of Otis Dunn, super-hero, will, A,

* excite and fascinate even the most reluctant reader.
40 Reading level: easy..Liteear'y. quality: good. . .

Steptoe, John. Marcia. Viking Fr,
r

r, 1976. . .
l

....
Here is a book that "lets it all hang out" with the kind of ..,
humor, toughness, and candor that will touch the spirit of
every young person growing up and the heart of every adult
who, remembers the confused feelings of those years.

Most of Marcia is devoted to fourteen-year-old Marcia
Anne Williams' conVersationkwithher best girlfriend, Millie,
to shared experiences with Danny, her boyfriend, who is
growing up with her, and to talks with her mother and the
reader. Yet because everyone's growing up time is different .
and revelations* come in different ways, Marcih is alone,,,
trying to make some sense out of a tangled Web of joy and

1n
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..pain, apprehension and frustration.. Sex is an urgent and
confusing issue, as Milrcia admits to herself: "You know, it's

' funny how Fm feelin screwed up about all this and I ain't said
nothin to my mother about it.. She must have gone through
the same thing..... But now I'm not a little girl. She's still my
mommy, but now ym a woman too... that means awhole
new way between us" (p. 66).

The "whole new way" leads Marcia to have a deeply serious
"rap" with Moma, in which she expresses the pride and-fear,
the simultaneous blues and good feeling that accompany her
growing up. She discussed love, babies, _abortion, contra-
ception, economics, self-respect, and Danny, and in the end,,
we know that Marcia is going to make it all right "in a world

i that don't make no sense."
Young readers will appreciate Marcia's frank simplicity as

she explores the his and outs of approaching adulthood and
faces her problems with an attitude that says,-"To thine own
self be true." The novel could serve as an ideal supplement to
the study, of peer pressure or values clarification in the
claisroom. . . ,f

Reading level: easy. Literary quality: very good. .,,

Tay lor; Mildred D. Roll of Thunder, Rear My Cry. Dial, 1976.
Here is another memorable story of the Logans, first intro- %
duced in Song of the Tien (see the following annotation).
:Based on stories told by the author's father about his early
life, it describes the profound physical and mental strpggle

.for survival of a black family in rural Mississippi duringthe
Depiession. In her introduction,'the author says of her father:

. "...I learned a history not then written in boOks but one
passed from generation to generation ... a history of great-
grandparents and of slavery and of the days following slay- _

ery; of those who lived still not free, yet who would not let
their spirits be enslaved. From my father the storyteller I
learned to respect the past, to respect my own lkeritage and
myself ..."

This novel spans one chaotic year in w hich Cassie Logan's
mother is fired from her teaching duties for inspiring black
pride. Cassie's older brother, Stacey, reaches the threshold of
adulthood, night risers terrorize blacks, and Cassie learn, . .
that there are white peoplewho consider her inferior. In this .

year, the Logans experience suffering and joy, humiliation
,.....

a
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,and pride, and deepen their desire for independence. Sym-
bolically, their strength in their personal struggle is the
strength generations of black people in this country have dis-
played in their struggle against overwhelming degradation.

In the chapter, Mr. Morrison, a 'hired hand and
friend, sings a song that tells the family's story:

li of thunder
hear my cry

Over the watit
bye and bye.

Old Man comin'
down the line

Whip in hand to
beat me down

But I ain't
gonna let him

Turn me 'round.
(p, 242 -

Reading level: average. Literary quality: excellent.
Taylor, Mildred D. Song of the Trees. Dial, 1975.

This book, based on the author's father's stories of his child-
hood, is listed as ildren's fiction, but would be both interest-
ing and insWiing to some jinior high students. The story is
told from the point of view of eight-year-old Cassie Logan,
who lives with her mother,, grandmother ( "Big' Ma"), and
three brother6, Little Man, Christopher-John, and Stacey, in
rural Mississippi during the-Depression. The father, David
Logan, is working in Louisiana, trying to earn monerforhis
family.

Cassie's love for the beautiful trees which grow on the
Logans' land is evident throughput the story. She believes

0 they speak and sing to her. Trouble comes when Mr. Ander-
sen, a white Man, sees the substantial profit he could make by
leveling the trees for lumber. Desperatelmeeding money for
medicine, Big Ma accepts the paltry sum of sixty-five dollars
for as much lumber as Mr. Andersen wants. Cassie's mother
sends Stacey to Louisiana to bring his father home. In an
intense confrontation between Logan and Andersen, black
bravery is pitted against white power.

Many young readers will identify with the children who
must deal with fear- and adult responsibility In the same
breath. Simply and convincingly; the author conveys their
range of emotions ps they see the trees marked with white X's,

12.4.1
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overhear Andersen's conversation with their mother and Bjg
/ Ma, hear the trees begin -to .fall, and hear their father say, "a/ bleak man's always gotta be ready to die." In the end, most of

the trees, are gone, but the Laogans' self-respect and pride have
increased in the face of a severe test Song of the Trees could be
used in an effort to encourage young people to stand up for
human rights and fight against oppression of all kinds.

Reading level: easy. Literary qtiality: excellent.
Young, Al. Snakes. [1970] Dell, pap., 1972.'

To-MC, music is everythinghis world,- the very essence of
life itself: listen and look for it everywhere I go: in the
streel,,in the country, in people's voiCesNri their movements,
in the way they, lead their lives. There are pictures that sing to
me; the right words can set my head to vibrating with music;
certain women arent melodies to me but lovable fields of
musical energy" 1). Al. Young's .musical background is
evidenced in this novel. Through his the author
reveals his feeling that music can be a most powerful medium
for expressing .the varied rhythms and nuances of life.

MC lives in Detroit with his hard-working grandmother,
Claude, a wise, loving woman, who- plays numbers with a

. passion and has a penchant for paperback mysteries. Claude :

becomed ill when MC is teh, and he is sent to Mississippito
live wjth cousins whom he calls Uncle Donald and Aunt Didi. ,
It is there that MC dtarts'playing melodies by ear-on an old,'
beat-up Upright and begins noticing the subtle and yet strong
connection Between music and feeling. It is in Mississippi also
that MC meets a musician, Tull, who moves'in and out of his
life very quickly, but introduces MC loiblues. e .

Several years later,nfter settling back -up !,lorth, MC,
playing guitar, and his buddy, Shakes,,a drummer with "a
snapshot memory" organize a band. The$' are turned on to jazz
and "Down Epee magizine by another friend, Champ,.a nod-
musician who "had his problems but, in many respect% was
slfatp and unique." Champ's influence adds a new dimension
to their music and Vows them to glimpse the world of

, A entertainment that they hope to become a part of. The group's
mole matures with them, and they move from school dances,4-
to a teleyision talent show, to the cutting of a record that

3
becomes a local hit, "qmikes," written by MC. Then the heat is
on and MC.'i life becomes confused with the pressures of

i school, family, love, friendship, drugs and success. The novel
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ends with MC leaving Detroit, heading for New York, trying
to sort it all' out and find himself.

Here ,is a story that flows effortlessly. This book should
appeal to young readers with an interest in music or show
business. Snakes is realistic and offers no easy solutions to the
problemi of adolescence and fame. ,

,
v

Reading level: average. Literary quality: very good.
t

..

Short Story Collections by Black Writers
.. 0 . ..

"Vibrant," "sensitive?' "honest," and "compelling" are terms that
have been used to describe the following short story collections.
Ifoin the cultures of Africa through the agony, of the Middle
Passage, fiom the oppression of the slavery era tp the trials and :

joys or today, the variety and universality of human experience and
tee 'uniqueness of the black experience are depicted by black
writers who know how to capture the essence of blacknesaLthe

"soul" or a people. . .
.

Bamhara, Toni Cade. Gorilla, My Love. Random, 1872.
4.- This collection of fifteen stories is barely described by the

adjective "superb." The author is ableto reach in and touch"
,the very Core of,black existence, as she deals deelleptly and
accurately with the complexities of black lifestyles. She does
this iri such a way that the ineffable becomes something that
we can see and feel.. ,

Bei' use of black idiom is strong and sure as she speaks
through the characteis of black children ("Goiilla, My Love").
and old people ("Blues Ain't No Mockin' Bird"), the street- .

*wise ( "My Man Bovanne") and the worldly sophistictite (Pat-
sy's mother in tBasement").

Reading level: advanced. Literary quality: excellent.

Hunter, Kristin. Guests in the Promised Land.- Scribner, 1973;
Pap., Avon, 1976.

Growth and survival are the focal points around which
Kristin Hunter spins eleven tales of adolescent development
and of existence (from a black frame of reference) in a black-

,_. white society. The difficulties of teenagers growing up are
handled with understanding and compassion. In addition, the
author probes perceptively into a world where racism is the
name of the game.

123
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Hubter expresses a sincere tenderness towards her young
characters, in a moving love story, "Two's Enough of a n

Crowd." She reveals her recognition of the contradictions
inherent in adolescence, when one is no longer a child and not
yet an adult when self-discovery occupies nearly every wak-
ing moment. The title story is charged with' emotional impact
as it bitterly exposes the paternalistic kitid of racial- prejudice
that hides beneath what is presumed to be charitable kind-
ness. Hunter's handling of the black experience is like a_
caresslight but moving, tender and yet strong.
. Reading level: average. Literary quality: very good.

Lester, Julius. Black Follitales. R W Baron, 1969; pap., Grove,
1970.

One speaks of "unlucky number thirteen," but lucky is the
child or adult who encounters this 'collection of thirteen
stories by Julius Lester. Some elicit laughter and others,
tears, but all teach something about black Africa and/or
black America. These tales are part of a heritage that is rich
in storytelling, and the author brings them a new-freshness
by injecting the vernacular of "what's happenin' now." The
centuries-old stories; retold for generations in both-North and
South,provide expla4ations of why theVorld exists as it does.
Stories about Stagoled and High John the Conqueror, about
black men who defy intimidation, offer not only entertain-
ment but also inspiration to be successful and strong men and
women, unwilling to compromise on innermost convictions.

Reading level: easy. Literary quality: good.
Lester, Julius. Long JouAey Home: Stories from Black History.

Dial, 1972; pap., Dell, 1975.
Here are expert-reinterpretations of black history by Julius
Lester. The author weaves the fabric of historical fiction out
of the fiber,of fact and legend. Black children today are
interested in their past and need accurate information to
counteract misconceptions that they have been exposed to
through the established media; These six stories from black
history are drawn from times in America's past when slaves
and ex-slaves fought to survive, facing tremendous oddrin an
oppressive society. Although each story deals with the desire
and the serted will to be free, the author creates variety
with an 'assortment of colorful characters and a range of
storytelling devices. Although the situations and the people

o J
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described in these stories may appear to be remote from
today's experience; such is not the case. After reading the title
story, for example, in which a group of slaves walks away
from the master into the ocean, the reader cannot help but be
impressed with the-same courageous spirit of black people
that exists today.

Reading level: easy to average. Literary quality: very good.

McPherson, James A. Thie and Cry: Fawcett World, 1969.
Anyone who.has ever been hurt, confused, lonely, or just plain
miserable, will see him- or herself somewhere between the
covers of this book. These ten short stories of pain and need
suggest that no one has cornered the market on misery. As
McPherson embraces the human condition with, his writing,
he exposes fear, disgraCe, and hunger. As he raises his "hue
and cry" against them, readers know that Courage, honor, and
fulfillment are within reach, but the negatives must be dealt
with first. McPherson is a writer of exceptional insight and
sympathy. In each story he deals with hopelessness as a fact of
life, but the reader is left with the distinct impression that the
author views hope as a prevailing fact of living.

Reading level: advanced. Literary quality: excellent.
Mirer, Martin, ed. Modern Black Stories. Barron, pap., 1971.

Here is a short story anthology specifically designed for
classroom use. Each stoty is followed by study aids which
include "Questions for Discussion," "Building Vocabulary,"
suggestions for "Thinking and Writing," questions relating to
techniques of plot development, characterization setting,
theme and mood, and 4 brief note about the author. The
introduction includes a section on the essential elements of the
short story and a note to students, which briefly explains the
purpose and use of the study aids. This is therefore an
excellent text for independent study.

This collection is wide-ranging and contains two short
stories by black Africans: Adelaide Casely-Hayford of Sierra
Leone ("Mista Courtier") and Richard Rive of the Union of
South Africa ("The Bench"). Included also are well-known
classics such as "A Summer Tragedy" by Arna Bontemps,
"The Homecoming!" by Frank Yerby, and "Miss Cynthie" by
Rudolph Fisher. Excerpts from the following novels may also
be found in this collection: Go Tell It on the Mountain (Bald-
win), Invisible Man (Ellison), and Native Son (Wright). Short
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stories by black writers who are rarely anthologized, such as
Lone 'Bennett, Jr. (senior editor cof Ebony magazine) and
Ted Poston (feature writer for the New York Post since 1937),
life an important part of this collection too.

This fourteen-story grouping is an exciting compilation of
literature that portrays the condition of black life in varied
lettings from Kentucky to Africa. At. the same time; it .

successfully-encompasses the monumental range of the short
4 Story as a work of-art. .

Reading level: advanced. Literary quality: excellent.

, ., ..

(,.., The Black Experience in Junior Novels by White Writers.
_..

.\,
Seen from a black's perspective, most white writers, despite the

,
i.

west of intentions, frequently present a distorted (racist) portrayal
of the black experience. Nevertheless, this writer believes there
are a few books that deserve to be mentioned here, for some degree
othonesty and insight acid/or literary quality make them worthy of
note. Evidence of the white perspective in these novels is apparent...
This is inevitable. However, these white writers have reeognized,
in a positive manner, something about the richness and the
limitless diversity of the black experience. With admiration they

ettave looked at blackness, giving it more than thi all-too-connnon
patronizing glance.,

Before discussing novels that have some merit, it seems useful
for the sake of comparison to look at an example of a book that
from the black point of view does everything wrong: Linda's
Raintree by Dorothy Hamilton (Herald Par, cloth & pap., 1975).

h
Like her raintr7

is blooming because "things are as they should
, Linda is growing up; and like her raintree, at

the novel's end, s
be," whatever that means. Linda's mother, Mrs. Powell, speaks in a
dialect so inauthentic as to niake people who know richness of
black idiom cringe. !Never has this writer, heard a black person say,
"How be I different?" At the library, Linda meets Amory, a rich
white girl whose hither has deserted the family. She confides in
Lindkwho knows Al about that problem (among blacks) because
"This happens a lotlaround here." No explanatio-n is provided for
why it "happens a lot," but we are advised of Linda's surprise at
discovering that it happens to white folks too. (Shades of elitism?)
Paternalism (probably unintended)" rears its ugly head When
Linda thinks things' like:
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"What could a girl my age say to help a senior, especially a
white girl?" (p. 29).

[Motheri think it strange that (Amory]... felt free
. ibourtancing to little old me?" (p. 39).

"I'm 'just afraid Amory won't like me anymore if she sees
where I live" (p.'92)

It is gratifying to find a novel that shows two black parenti
striving to make a good home for the children, but the characteri-
zations of Mr. and Mrs. Powell leave a lot to be desired. Father is

. constantly being laid off .and sometimes finds factory work which
keeps him away from home for weeks at a time. lb help pay the
bills, Mother irons for white people. Neither ever expresses anger
about their lot, and Father voices an unrealistically mild dissatis-
faction when he talks -about trying and hoping for betterment.
Mother speaks of wanting her children to get a good education, but
neither parent inspires the children to challenge the system. Nor
do they seem to be interested in developing the iqstinctforsurvi, v al
that Linda and her brothers will need to deal with the realities of
life in a society where there are problems because some people are
black and others are white. This novel describes an impossibility:
Linda "grows up" but her blackness appears to be of no conse-
quence. The author's denial of blackness is racist and her denial of
the existence of racism is misleading. When Mrs. Powell tells her
daughter, " ; problems don't come in colors. People do but not
problems" (p. 47), she neglects to explain the nature of the society
in which they live, where racism is dehumanizing to both the
oppressor and the oppressed, but where problems stemming from
racism are most often suffered by those who are non-white. The
read;ng level of this book is easy; the literary quality, poor.

Bonham, Frank. Thi Golden Bees qf Mani. Dutton, 1971: pap.,
Dell, 1977. ,

Frank Bonham is well known for his many novels for young
readers that often deal with West Coast ghetto life and gang
sagvity. Having worked in the ghettos of Southern California
filth young people, the author has developed an acute aware-
ness of and. sincere concern for adolescent problems. His deep
interest is reflected in his works.

. The Golden Bees of Miami combines Bonham's frequently
used elements of ghetto life and gang activity with mystery
and intrigue, to keep the reader faselated from cover to

..
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cover. The novel's premise may appear to be just a little far-
fetched but this is not an escapist book, for Walter ( "Cool")
Hankins, the central character; confronts reality at every
turn. There is just enough fantasy to pique the imagination
and enough reality to prevent thii novel from slipping into the
bizarre. s.

Cool 'Hankins is a high school senior and city boxing
Champion who lives in Dogtown with his Aunt Josie and the
fourteen foster children she is raising. Cool has a probleM:
Turk Miami; leader of nine Dogtown gangs, is leaning' on
him, pressuring him to join. Cool is opposed to joining, though
he fears Turk's wrath and power. Just when it seems that all

' is lost and Cool may be forced to join Turk's ranks, a stranger'
'appears, a handsome African with a mysterious mission-and a
hive of golden bees. His name is Joshua Smith Kinsman, and
Cool becomes his trusted friend and right-hand man.

The African has been .assigned to sell twenty-four queen
bees.to the United Statis for one millioAdollars each. The tiny
golden bees from bis country, Tulaml, 'produce a honey that .

contains a substance which would lead to a miracleworld
peace. Having read about the criminal exploits of Turk's
gangs in the newspapers, Kinsman wants to feedthe honey to
them to prove:the golden bees' worth and to interest someone, , -
hopefully the U.S. Government, in buying them.

The action that follows includes hoodlums with an interest
in brotherhood; selfish prospective buyers with more interest
in profit than in peace; a cool Cool, whose interest is in aiding
Kinsman; and a disappointed Prince of Peace, who discovers
that yesterday's dream is still a dream But those who have
tasted the honey of peace now have a hope for tomorrow.

Reading level: average. Literary quality: very good.
The black experience is also dealt with in other recom-

mended novels by Frank Bonham: Durango Street (11965), The
Nftty Gritty (1968), Cool Cat (1971) and Hey, Big Spender
(1972). Young people should also enjoy reading Mystery of the
Fat Cat (1968), an intriguing novel in which Bonham intro-.
duces Cool and his friends (all Dutton; vap., Dell).

Lipsyte, Robert. The Contender. Har-Row, 1967; pap., Bantam,
1969.

The Contender is a novel that, most students will appreciate
for its entertainment value, information, and realism. Boys
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may identify with the main character's need to prove himself
to be a manand all young readers will identify with his
need to "be somebody special."

Alfred Brooks is a Harlem resident searching for meaning
in his life. He hasiquit school and works at a "dead end" job in
a grocery store. His father has abandoned him, his Mother is
dead, and Aunt Pearl's concern for his welfare, although
appreciated, is stifling and at times disconcerting. Alfred's
best friend, James, does not want to be bothered with him,
after a ten-year friendship, and has joined a gal*. Gang
members, Sonny, Major, and Hollis, are pressuring Alfred to
join them. Conflict and confision become his day-to-day
companions until Alfred gets involved in activities at Dona-
tern's gym, where his development of a positive attitude and
self-respect begins. 4

- -- In his eagerness to !be somebody special," Alfred turns to
boxing, learning early that one must start by wanting to be a
contender "wanting tribe a champion is not enough." He also
learns from Mr. Donatelli that the failure is the guy who quits
before ever really trying and that "nothing's ever promised
you." Mr. Donatelli's words of inspiration and wisdom create
a new attitude within Alfred, and with this new attitude,
Alfred begins to change his world. The transformation does
not happen overnight. Alfred experiinces a great many
reversals in what he wants and thinks. I:e must reinforce his
chiseness with Aunt Pearl. He must restore his friendship
with- James. He must gain the respect of his peers. And he
must fulfill his need to "be somebody special." In this realistic
iforlraol, solutions do not come easily.

Realism in this novel is also evidenced in the author's
descriptions of activities at the gym, actual boxing matches,
and "behind-the-scenes" action in the boxing world. Most
students will appreciate details of character, setting,. and
plot that are honest and accurate, and therefore believable.

The Contender tells the story of Alfred's struggle' as he
learns what it means to strive, to work hard, to concentrate,
and perievere. At the novel's end, he has decided to return to
school and work in a recreational center-6i' children; having
learned to think beyond his own problems, he is able to think
about helping others.

Reading level: easy. Literary quality: very good.

...
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Miklowitz ,'Gloria. Turning Of Putnam, 1973.
Turning Off is about a black high school dropout's "turning
off" drugs and !turning on" to a better understanding of
human nature. As the novel begins, we meet the protagonist,
eighteen-year-old Edison Cook, who has spent nearly a year at
i rehabilitation camp for drug addicts. In a conversation with
Rosie, his probation officer, we see that EdiSon is ready to
leave the camp but fears that returning home may mean a.
return to old friends, old problems, and drugs. He asks that
Rosie try to find him a job "somewhere" doing "anything"
where drugs,are not .a part of the scene. Rosie honors his
request and finds him .a job woricing with animals at a-place
called Safari Land. From this point, the action mounts in a
setting where Edison soon discovers that "so-called civilized
people can sometimes be more difficult than so-called wild
animals." #..

The novel is about Edison's proving, mostly to himself, that
he is really through with drugs. It is also about Edison's not
wanting to disappoint Rosie, who demonstrates a kiwi of faith
and trust in him that no one else has. Edison's story as about
doing a good job and about, fighting for self-respect, against
drugs and discrimination. When Edison proves his worth and
is instrumental in saving seyeraranimals at Safari-Land
during a flash flied, he learns that kindness and gratitude,
although warranted, do net always replace dislike agclis-
trust. In an unusual setting, Edison achieves the insight that, .
allows him-to better underitand and' cope with himself and
others. .

Reading level: average. Literary quality: very good.
Neufeld, John. Edgar Allan. S G Phillips, 1968; pip., NAL, 1969.

Here is an honest and balanced picture of what
when

to a
white community and one of its families when the family
decides to athpt a black child, There are problems, and the
author neither denies nor overstates them. The realistic
outcome is in total harmony with the, balance of the novel and
in Jeeping with some gut-level truths about the negative
feelings that many whites have toward blacks in this country.

The Rev. 'Robert Pickett lives in a 'small, conservative,
California. town (which his son Michael describes as being
"not really very real") with his wife and four children. The
younger'children, Stephen and Sally Ann, are ages three and
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fourMichael is nearly eleven, and Mary Nell, the eldest, is
thirteen ,when Rev. Fickett and his wife adopt little Edgar
Allancute, bright, and black: Sally Ann and Stephen are
more than pleased to have a little brother; Michael is also
delighted but with some reservations, for he senses future

, problems that the family may not.be able to deal with. Mary
Nell is adamantly opposed to the adoption and tells her
parents: "Can you imagine the look on my friends' faces when
I introduce him as my brother? Do youjcnow what they're
going to think to themselves, about jour? ...He is black?
....He's visible, and he's different, and he is not ours!"-0. 20.
V.dry Nell's friends and most of the community share her
attitude. The Ficketts face mounting pressures as neighbors
express anger, disapproval and fear. After a year, Edgar
Allan is returned to the orphanage, and the Ficketts must
come to grips with a clearly recognizable conflict between
personal ideals and the real world.

Michael, now twelve years old, describes the emotionally
charged events of Edgar Allan's probationary year with thp __-

family. There is humor in his description and_thecaptifiling
honesty of a child whetan-ohly-tell-ft as it is. 'the author is
espeeiallyadept at allowing us to view the events of this story, :
through the eyes of a child. We witness and understand
Michael's confusion, admire his candor, and celebrate his
coming to the threshold of manhood as he is led to an
examination of society's weiknessds. _

John Neufeld is to be commended for having written a
novel that neither slights nor exaggerates some hard, cold
facts.

Reading lye]: average. Literary quality: very good.
Skulicz, Matthew. Right On, Shane. Putnam, 1972.

When it comes to knowing what respect is, how one can earn
it, and who deserves it, sixteen-year-old Shane believes him-
self to be the "man" with all the answers. Living in Harlem,
Shane, a gang member and good fighter, believes that a man
must get respect, and the only way to get it is by protecting
his own turf. Maintaining this belief, he encourages his gang
to avenge an assault on one of their brothers. Although the
result of this vengeful attack is not a satisfying end in itself,
Shane holds true to the belief that respect may be attained in
no other way. .

-I- : )..1
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fart Two of Shane's theory is that a man who wants respect
cannot-achieve it with. women liangingiround." According
to Shane, females are to be avoided and at best thei represent
"an easy way to spend the afternoon." After an "easy after-
noon" with Luann, a girl who wants to be his, Shane says, 'A
man got to lead .h is own life. Can't waste no timehanging onto
no girl" (p. 45). But whether he likes it or not, Shane's life is
involved with the lives of his immediate fathily, two females,-

. his mother and his fourteen-yeamold sister, Lea. .

When Shane discovers that Lea is pregnant, and.that one of

;new dimension.
brothers is respOnsible, respect takes on an entirely

;new dimension. When Shane persuades Lea to have an
'abortion, and when he steals the money to pay for it, his"
perception of the female takes on an entirely new meaning as
well. When tragedy strikes and Lea's abortion results in her.
death, Shane is f9rced to lake another look at "respect" In
goming face to face with love, fear and grief, Shanacomes to
an understanding of goodness, selfishness, and freedom in
life, and he learns that respect comes to the man Who tries to
know, understand and respect the people around him. "Re-
spect isn't something you get so much as a thing you give." ,

In the ginal paragraph, which could have been omitted, the
author stretches credibility just a bit too far; we see Slone.
heading for the office of the Black Community Organization,
wheie he hopes to redeem himself.

This powerful and moving novel is an Intense portrayal of a
young boy trying to "get his head together." Shane's trans-
formation is both honest and convincing.

Reading level: easy. Literary quality: good.

,
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Barbara Dodds Stanford

Part history, part literature, biography and autobiography can
serve many functions. Like novels, they can entertain, illustrate .a
philosophy, , and illUmine human nature. Or biography can be
primarily an account; of factual, historic events, exPloring and
expounding historical or sociological hypotheses. In addition, biog-
raphy can serve as an effective way of rousing support for a cause.

Slave narratives were the earliest form of black biography and
autobiography in the United States, and they served an important
function in the abolitionist campaign. Usually written or dictated
by former slaves who had escaped to the North, slave biographies.
provided vivid and convincing pictures of the evils of slavery,
contradicting the popular portrait of happy, singing,Ichildlike
"darkies." Since a major argument of slaveowners was tlat black
people were inferior, books like Frederick Douglass' autobiog-
raphies were needed to show the intelligence and even genius of
black people. The simple fact of writing a slave narrative was
evidence of superior intelligence and unusual courage, fo4. slaves
could be severely punished for learning to read, and after the
passage of the Fugitive Slave Laws, an escaped slave who revealed
his origins could be captured and returned to slayery. Frederick
Douglass was forced to live in England for a time after he wrote
his autobiography. .

After the Civil War, black biography and autobiography con-
tinued to reveal the mistreatment of blacks and to demonstrate the
achievements of black people. As histories of decade after' decade
were written omitting both the,achievements of black people and
the crimes against them, biography and autobiography became a
means for the pursuit and preservation of the truth. The large
number of children's and young people's biographies written in
recent decades were inspired to a great extent by the omission of
black people from history books. Writers like Shirley Graham Du
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1 Bois' and Dor (idly Sterling hoped to increase the self-esteem of/ flack youth by showing them the achievements of their ancestors,
and to correct for all young people the stereotypes of blacks
perpetuated in almost every other genre.

In addition to showing the achievements of blacks and the evils
of segregation, a large number of writers used biography. and auto-
biography to express philosophies or propose strategies for fight-
ing for justice. Biographies and autobiographies of people like
Booker T. Washington, Jacob Reddix, and Mary McLeod Bethune
argpe for the importance of education for blacks who hope to
overcome, poverty and discrimination, While showing the tremen-
dous courage and effoit required to achieve an education. W. E. B.
Du Bois' last autobiography, A Soliloquy on Viewing My We... ,
is a compelling argument for communism as the appropriate
philosophy for black Americans, while biographies of Richard
.Wright and A. Philip Randolph devote much space to showing how
communism failed Wad Americans. Biographies and autobiog-
raphies of modern political leaders such as Martin Luther King, °
Jr., Huey P. Newton, and Angela Davis describe in detail the devel-
opment of their o1 the most appropriate way for blacks to
fight`for their rights, as well as the effects of their strategies.,
Several biographies such as Williams' The King God Didn't Save
and Lomax's 7b Kill a B ik Man are analyses of movements and
ideas in the form of stu 'ei of individuals.

Assassination has pre aturely ended the careers of many of the
fighters for blick rights, and biography has been a war -of--
perpetuating a person's voice and influence. Stephen Butterfield in
Black Autobiography in America OJ of Mass Pr, pap., 1974), states
that "The 'self' of black autobiography, on the whole,.taking into
account the effect of Western culture on the Afro American, is not
an individual with a private career, but a soldier in a longlifistoric
march toward Canaan" (p: 8). A book like Mrs. Medgar Ever?
For Us, the Living can stir contemporary "soldiers" and keep the
old message alive.

Not all biographies have any kind of political purpose; some are
written primarily for entertainment.or even to make money. A
large number of wellknown sports or entertainment' figures at
some time in their careers either write an autobiography or are
the subject of a biogrhphy. Most of these are simply extensions of
their careers and appeal primarily to fans. Some of these books,
however, because of the quality of the writing, the significance of
the person, or the ideals and philosophy expressed, have wider
appeal and more lasting value. :
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The books in this chapter vary more widely in equality and
difficulty, than those in the other chapters. Biographies of high
literary quality, regardless of the subject, have been included. So
as not to omit important historical figures, a few books of n.adiocre
literary quality are. discussed when no better biography is
available.

A large number of the books are aimed at young readers. These
. bi9graphies are usually- highly fictionalized, emphasize the child-
hood and early life ofthe persons and stress the positive qualities Of
the subject, often ignoring flaws or departures from conventional
morality. At the other extreme are academic biographies, filled
with quotations and footnotes cataloguing facti with ponderou%
detail. The best booki for high school students are. usually in-
between, presenting a balanced portrait and developing in detail

. several 'significant events. .

Biographies of historical figures are arranged chronologically;
biographies of moderns are arranged in alphabetical order. A few
adult biographical novels are included in this chapter because they.
ap to be as closely based on fact as most of the fictionalized
juni r biographies. For a key to the reading levels listee, see the
int uction to Chapter. 3.

raphies of Historical Figures

Estebanico (circa 1500-1559). .

1 that is definitely known of Estebanico is thathe was one of four
rvivors of Cabeza de Vaca's expedition through the southern
rt of what is now the United States, beginning in 1528, and that
was described by Cabeza de Vaca as an Arabian Negio, a native
Azamur. Through detailed research on West Africa, Spanish
nealogies, and early Spanish settlements in the Americas, Helen
nd Parish has reconstructed life in Africa and the-Americas

uring that period and has recreated his story, partly from fact
pd partly from fancy, in Estebanico (Viking Pr, 1974).

It is a fascinating story, beginning in the Timbuctoo of Askia the
Great and ending with the search for the Seven Cities of Cibola.
The horrors of the slave trade in Africa and the murder and-
enslavement of the Indians in the New World are seen through the
eyes of a victim of slavery. Told in the form of a report from
Estebanico to the king, the story portrays Estebanico as a dreamer,
but also a brave,and resourceful explorer.-

Although the length, type size, and,cover art make Estebanico
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look like a book for junior high students, the device of telling the
story in first person with archaic echoes in the language may not .

be appreciated by young readers. Readers of all ages, however, 1
should be aTtracted by the adventure and.by the vivid portrayal of
little-known historical events. .

Reading level: average. Literary quality: 'good.

Juan de Pareja (1606?-1670)

A fictionalized young adult biography, I, Juctn de Pareja by
Elizabeth Borton de Trevino (FS&G, 1965) is about a black slave
who. belonged to the seventeenth century.Spanish Painter Velaz-
quez. Juan fell in loye with the slive of the painter Ruben& but
could not marry her because of his own slave statuS: Later, Juan
found that his own artistic talents wete beginning to develop, but
he was fearful because it was illegal for a slave to paint. After

. 'tinting in secret for a long time, he finally donfesed and threw
himself on the mercy of the king- and Velazquez. Velazquez

. granted him freedom, and Juan was at last able to marry and
become a painter himself. ..

Though slavery in Spain differed from slaveiy in America, it
still destroyed the slave's self-respect. The author shows how Juan

.0:0''''
gains dignity from the kindness of Brother Isidro, a prieit who
befriends him, and from the development of his own talent. As she
narrates Juan's life with Velazquez, the author develops important

fp ideas about art, especially the concept of-artistic integrity. The
book is a Newbery Award winner. ..,..

Reading level: average. Literary quality: very good.

Tituba ,

Tituba of Salem Village by Ann Petry (T Y Crowell, 1964) explores
the Salem witch. trials of the 1690s from the point of view. of ,
Tituba, the Rev. Samuel Parris' Barbadian slave. Tituba, a simple
folk character, contrasts with the social climbing Parris and his
deceitful niece, Abigail. The story shows how Abigail and other
girls began to play at witchcraft awl, when they got into trouble,
used Tituba as a scapegoat.

This fictionalized junior,biography it well constructed; man?
minor incidents that seem unimportant at first are used later in
Tituba's trial. The characters, however, are shallowly drawn,
Titubaolackg depth of feeling, hnd most of,the other people in the
book are either villains or too good to be real. The style is %imple,
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and at times talks dawn to the reader.
Reading level: easy. Literary quality: fair.

Amos Fortune (1710-1801)

129

Amos Fortune, an African slave, was purchased by a kindly
Quaker, who taught him English, reading, and weaving. He was
later sold to a tanner who taught him his skills and allowed him to
buy his freedom. Fortune set up his trade and bought a wife. When
she died, he acquired another wife and her daughter, freed them,
and took them West with him. There he lived the rest of his life, a
useful and respected man.

Amos Fortune, Free Man, by. Elizabeth Yates ([1950) Dutton,
1967; pap;, Dell, 1971) emphasizes the Quaker virtues of patience
and forgiveness..,Amoz, by submission and acceptance of his fate,
overcame slavery. His life is an illustration of nonviolence at work.
However, some students might consider Amos Fortune an Uncle
Tom and feel that he is too forgiving. The reading level and style
are simple enough for elementary school children, but most of the
Material' is mature enough for high sch:k1 students.

Reading level: easy. Lgerary 'qualityrgood.

Benjamin Banneker (1781-1806)

Your Most Humbte Servant: The Story of Benjamin Banneker, by
Shirley Graham (Messner, 1949) describes one of those fascinating
men of many talents of the Revolutionary era. The biograpity
seems carefully researched, although- it depends to a great extent
on legend. A watch given him bia Jewish merchant first unlocked
Benjamin's inventive ability. From the watch, he built one of the
early clocks made in America. After the Revolutionary
Banneker studied astronomy and made corrections in the calcula-
tions of some of the most noted astronomers of the day. When his
neighbor, Major Ellicott, was asked to help plan the city of
Washington, Ban neker went with him. When planner Pierre
L'Enfant, who was dismissed, took the plans.for the ,lity to France,
Banneker reproduced them from memory. Banneker's fame also
grew from a letter he sent to President Jefferson opposing slavery,
and from his popular almanac.

Your Most ,Humble Servant 'emphasizes creativity, determina-
tion, and people's interdependence on each other. The book in-
cludes elements of patriotism success, romance, tmlilise, and
adventure, so it should appeal to Atolescents.

. Reading ability: average. Literary quality: ver good.
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Phials Wheatley 7551-1784)

The Story of Phillis Wheatley, by Shirley Graham (Messner, 1q49;
pap., Archway, n.d.), a biography of America's first important
black poet, begins as Mr. Wheatley of Boston purchases Phillis, a
small slave girl. The Wheatley family, amazed at the girl's intelli-
gence, taught her reading, then literature, and finally Latin.
Phillis gradually began writing poetry and soon became known in
literary circles, around Boston. Later she went to England, where
her poetry was again appliuded. During the Revolution, she wrote
a poem to Washington.

but'
the death of Mr. Wheatley, Phillis

married John Peters, but in the postwar depression they were
haunted by poverty, and she died yOUng.

Phillis is portrayed in this young adult biography as a very
sweet-natured, thoughtful girl. The story seems to be fairly ac-
curate, though it glosses over some of the characters' faults.
Interest factors include romance, family life, and the excitement of
success. Students who are not advanced enough to read her poetry
might enjoy reading about Phillis Wheatley's life.

Reading level: average. Literary quality: good.

James Forten (1766-1842)

James Forteti was one of the black leaders in the abolitionist move-
ment. During the Revolutionary War, Forten sailed on a privateer_
as a powder boy, and was captured by the British. Later he became
quite wealthy from his sailmaking business and spent much of his
life fighting for rights for black people. He helped to finance
William Lloyd Garrison's newspaper and wrote several pamphlets
and petitions of his own.

Forten the Santa* by Esther M. Douty (Rand, 1968) is an
excellent biography combining the lively fictionalized narrative
style of good junior biogrohies with the careful analysis of a
historical period more comMon in adult biographies. In addition to
telling the story of an outstanding leader, Forten the Sailmaker
describes th gradually worsening conditions of free blacks in the
period between 'the Revolution ar.d the Civil War and the conflicts
surrounding various proposals for their improvement, such the
colonization movement and abolition. Forten the Sailmaker is one
of the best biographies of early black Americans. Excellent repro-
ductions of daguerrotypts and paintings from the period illustrate
the book.

Reading level: average. Literary quality: excellent.
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Jim Beckwourth (1789 =1867)
..-..,

Jim Beckwourth was a monntain man and trapper in tete early
Northwest. His autobiography indicates that he was eith r one of
the greatest fighters, hunters, runners; strategists, diplomats,
administrators, and con men of his day or one of the best inventors
of tall talesperhaps some of both. Hiredby the Rocky Mountain
Fur Company in 1823, he immediately began a life of constant
narrow escapes from hunger and hostile.Indians. He was captured
by Crow Indians, but because of his skin color and ajoking remark
by a companion, he was "identified" as the long lost child of a Crow
family who had been kidnapped by whites. He was accepted by the
Crows and; vcording to his account, eventually became the head
chief of the ....vs, a position he used to great benefit to increase
his own profits in fur trading, though he claims to have also
benefited the Crows by keeping them out of unnecessary wars and
forbidding the sale of whiskey among them.

Not all of Beckwourth's qualities are likely to be admired by
modern readers. His overwhelming loyalty to the white traders,
who occasionally misused him, and his contempt for and trickery of
the Crow Indians, who treated him so well, are often accompanied
in his autobiography by apologies for not being even more pro-
wiiite. Except for descriptions of his skin color, he gives no hint of
his, African aneestry. And he aeemed to feel that deserting his son
and his nine or so Indian wives redeemed him for civilization. On
the other hand, his contempt for the Indians was partly disgust at
their constant, brutal warfare, and his race apparently had no
effect on ,his relationshipi with other mountain men.

Several versions of Beckwourth's exciting life are available.
Mountain Man, Indian Chief: The Life and Adventures of Jim
Beckwourth, edited by Betty Shepard (HarBraceJ, 1968) is a con-
densed version of Beckwourth's autobiography as dictated to T. D.
Bonner. It is not difficult.to read and is full of excitement and
adventure. Many parts are better written than the comparable
passages in Jim Beckwourth: Negro Mountain Man by Harold W.
Felton (Dodd, 1966; pap., Apollo Eds, 1970). The Felton version, a
junior biography, is easier to read and co-Mains more background
information and more information about Beckwourth's later years
than the autobiography, as well as a little less violence and gore.
(See "Black Literature for a Unit on the World of the Imagination

Grade 8" in Chapter 8.) Mountain Man: The Life of Jim Beek-
wourth by Marian T. Place (Macmillan, 1970) is a still simpler
biography aimed at fifth- to eighth-grade readers. Although very

I,
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well written, it is much less realistic than the other two, omitting
almost all of Beckwourth's life among the Crows and most events
which show him violating conventional morality. .

Jim Beckwourth: Negro Mountain Man: reading leveleasy;
literary qualitygood. Mountain Man, Indian Chief: reading
leveleasy; literary qualityverysood: Mountain Man: The We
of Jim Beckwourth: reading levelvery easy; literary quality
very good. ..."

Edward Rose . -
Edward Rose was a black mountain man, a talented hunter, guide
and interpreter. Like Jim Beckwourth, he lived for many years
among the Crews, but unlike Beckwourth, he did not leave an
autobiography, so there are many gaps in his life story. An expert
guide and a skilled interpreter, Rose several times saved the lives
of the men who employed him, though he was often treated with
unreasonable suspicion. $

Edward Rose, Ncgto Rail Blazer by Harold W. Felton (Dodd,
1967) is an easy, fast-moving, exciting book that, is most likely to
appeal to upper elementary or junior high school students, but
would not be unsuitable for high school,, students or even adults.

Reading level: easy. Literary quality: good.

Sojourner Truth. (1797-1888)

Sojourner Truth was born a slave, but after her master reneged on
his promise to free her she ran away and then took the utterly
remarkable step of going to court to demand that her son be freed
because his master had sold him illegally. Amazingly, she won her
case. This was the beginning of Sojourner Thith's fight for human
rights, a fight that made tier a central figure in both the aboli-
tionist movement and the struggle for women's rights.

A deeply religious, mystical woman, Sojourner Trilth often
seemed to have almost supernatural powers. As she spoke or sang,
audiences were deeply moved. In her travels around the country
she was often attacked verbally and threatened physicallyfor
neither a black nor a woman was supposed to speak in public, and
she was both. But though she was attacked, she had a gift for
responding in ways that either converted the attackers or humili-
ated them. During and before the Civil War, in addition to
continuing the struggle for women's rights, Sojourner Thith went
on speaking tours to raise support for the freedmen, taught newly

.
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,

freed women in Washington, and fought streetcar segregation.
Sojourner Truth: Narrative and Book of Life ([1875] Johnson

Chi, 1970) is an interesting, if rather unusual biographical work.
The first part consists of a biographical account written by a white
friend, Olive Gilbert, from Sojourner Truth's memories. The sim-
ple, direct style lacks literary grace and does not capture her
humor and imagination; however, the work is easy to read and
often q 'oving. The second part of the book contains excerpts

journey's Book of Life, a combination diary, scrapbdok, and
autograph book. It tells the story of her speaking tours through
newspaper, clippings and letters. It is a fascinating record for a
student of history, but becomes a little redundant for someone
interested only in Sojourner's story.

Two very good biographies written for young people are unfor-
tunately out of print at this writing. They are Journey Toward
Freedom: The Story of Sojourner Truth by Jacqueline Bernard
(Norton, 1967) and Sojourner Truth: A Self-Made Woman by
Victoria Ortiz (Lippincott, 1974).

Journey Toward Freedom: reading levelaverage; literary
qualityvery good. Sojourner Truth: A Self -Made Woman: reading
leveleasy; literary qualityvery good. Sojourner Truth: Narra-
tive and Book of Life: reading levelaverage; literary quality
average.

Cinque (1811 -1852)

Black Mutiny: The Revolt on the Schooner Amistad by William A,
Owens ((1953) Pilgrim Press, 1968) should be received enthu-
siastically by high school students. The story of Cinque, the
African who was captured as a slave but in turn captured the slave
ship, is unusually exciting and appeals strongly to racial pride.
Cinque's case is also of historical value in showing how extremely
difficult it was for slaves to gain freedom through rebellion.
Cinque, even after capturip4 the ship, was unable to steer it back to
Africa and was finally captured off the northern coast of the
United States. At the trial many of the conflicts and errors in the
white men's thoughts about slavery and blacks were demon-
strated.

The story, though historically accurate, is fictionalized so that it
reads like a novel. Cinque is portrayed as a strong hero, sym-
pathetic to children and friends; however, his occasional cruelty to
his enemies and his desire for glory are not ignored. Perhaps the
only drawback of this book for a high school audience is its length

,
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and difficulty; the trial is described in great detail. The book was
originally published under the title Slave Mutiny.

Reading level: average to advanced. Literary quality: excellent.

Frederick Douglass (1817?-1895)

Frederick Douglass was born a slave on a Maryland plantation,
but- learned to read. Mistreated because he knew too much, he
finally escaped from slavery and gained fame as an orator. After
the publication df his autobiography, he traveled to England and
preached abolition there until friends could buy his freedom and
make it safe for him to return home. He became involved with
John Brown's rebellion and was a major figure in the abolitionist
movement. During the Civil War, Douglass recruited black sol-
diers for the Union Army and sent his own two sons. Later he
served in important government posts such as ambassador to Haiti
and marshal of the District of Columbia. Douglass is admirable for
his courage in resisting oppression.

His autobiography, The Life and Times of Frederick Douglasq
(1881), a lengthy 674 pages, is full of excitement, particularly
when it describes his attempts to escape from slavery. In the later
parts, Douglass tends to ramble and editorialize.-The first section
pictures several different ways slavery was practiced: on a fairly
typical plantation in the extremely brutal hands of a "slave
breaker," and in the more flexible atmosphere of Baltimore. The
second section deals with the rise and development of the abolition-.
ist cause and Douglas? experiences in England. The last section
emphasizes.polities and Douglas? relationships with and opinions
of ?residents Lincoln, Johnson, Hayes, Grant, Garfield, and Cleve-
land. Douglass presents a different, view of the Reconstruction
period from that given in most history books (Macmillan, pap.,
1962; also Ritchie, Barbara, ed., T Y Crowell, 1966).

Also .included are a number of Douglass' speeches, which could
be studied for themselves, if shorter selections are desired. Several
can also be found in Brawley's Early Negro American Writers.

An earlier autobiography, Narrative of the Life of Frederick
Douglass, an American Slave, first published in 1845, only seven
years after Douglass escaped from slavery, lacks the literary polish
of his later work. It is a very short book and is simpler in style and
vocabulary. Of course, it includes only the earlier part of Douglass'
life. Even this account is less complete than the one in The Life and
Times, because Douglass had to leave some information out to
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protect those who had helped him. Mote advanced students should
be encouraged to read.the later autobiography, but younger and
less able readers would probably prefer theNarrative for its short,
vivid descriptions. A modern edition was edited by Benjamin
Quailes (Harvard U Pr, cloth & pap., 1960).

There Once Was a Slave: The Heroic Story of Frederick Douglass,
by Shirley Graham (Messner, 1947), has more appeal for most high
school students than either of the autobiographies. The author
shows a certain amount of literary craftsmanship, with a clear and
imaginative style, skill at switching point of view, and clever use of
symbols. However, there is a slight tendency to stereotype the
characters, and Douglass is portrayed as an almost superhuman
hero. Although it emphasizes his positive q"alities too much, this
book makes him appear an exciting and interesting person.

The Life and Times of-Frederick Douglass: reading level-
-advanced; literary qualityvery good. Narrative of the Life of
Frederick Douglass: reading levelaverage; literary quality
very good. There Once Was. a Slam: reading levelaverage;
literary qualityvery good.

Harriet Tatman ( 1823-1913)

The heroic and exciting life of Harriet Tubman is interesting for
high school students. As a young slave girl, Harriet had her skull
fractured by her master, and consequently she was considered
half-witted. Hearing that she was to be sold downriver, she fled to
the North. After her own escape in 1849, she began to arrange for
the flight of her friends and relatives. Eventually she became the
most important conductor on the Underground Railroad and led a
great number of slaves to freedom. When the Civil War came, she
served the Union as a spy, and in her old age she founded an
orphanage.

Harriet Tubman: Conductor on the Underground Railroad by
Ann Petry (T Y Crowell, 1955) attempts to.place the story in its
historical context by discussing other events of the year at the end
of each chapter. Asa demonstration of the relationship of Harriet's
life to our national history this junior biography would be very
useful to history students. The style is fairly simple but shows a
certain artistry.

Freedom Duin: The Story of Harriet Nyman by Dorothy
Sterling (Doubleday, 1954) tells the same story. but concentrates
more ,on developing Harriet herseltas an exciting personality and
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pays less attention to the historic significance ot, her life. As a
result, Freedom Train is simpler, faster moving, and more excit-
ing and, therefore, more appealing to reluctant readers.,

A Woman Called Moses by Marcy Heidish (HM, 1976; pap., -
Bantam, 1977) is a mature, carefully researched biographical
novel about Harriet Tubman. It begins as Harriet reviews her life
after being kicked out of a whites-only railroad car and wonders if
bringing a few hundred people to freedom a few years before
EmancipatiOn was really worth all of the suffering. She is not quite
certain of the answer. Because this narrative shows the full
bitterness of slavery, the pain and danger of escape, and the tragic
disappointments of "the promised land,". Harriet's strength and
courage become even more significant. Franks in language and
description, this strongly realistic book vresents a quite different
picture of Harriet from the junior biographies, but probably a
much more accurate one. She is shown as a very human person who
wanted love and freedom, whose courage was often spurred by
desperation, and who suffered intensely on the long, hard journeys
North.

Freedom Train: The Story of Harriet Tubman: reading level
easy; literary qualityvery good. Harriet Tubman: Conductor on
the Underground Railroad: reading leveleasy to average; liter-
ary quality very good. A Woman Called Moses: reading level
advanced; literary quality excellent.

Robert Smalls (1889-1915)

In most historbooks, the contributions of blacks during the Civil
War and Reconstruction are ignored. Robert Smalls was one of the
rarely-mentioned heroes. He was a slave who stole a ship from the
Confederates, tcrtred on it with the Union forces with distinction,
and finally served in the U.S. Congress for several terms. All this
was accomplished despite the handicaps first L: slavery, then of the
prejudice of the military, and finally of the Jim Crow laws, which
eventually conquered him. Dorothy Sterling's biography, Captain
of the Planter: The Story of Robert Smalls (Doubleday, 1958; pap.,
Archway, n.d.) is an exciting adventuie story. Smalls' escape from
slavery and his battle exploits make interesting reading, and the
style is fast moving.

Reading level: average. Literary quality: excellent.

Booker T Washington (1856-1915)

Booker T. Washington for many years was considered the major

.
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spokesman for his race. He and George Washington Carver were
the, two blacks occasionally mentioned in textbooks. The story of
Washington's struggles, after Emancipation, to obtain an educa-
tion and found, gskegee Institute is fascinating. However, during
his later yearg,`. ishington was used by segregationists to encour-
age black peop e to accept Jim Crow laws and to combat the
influence of younger, more militant leaders.

His autobiography, Up from Slavery ([1900] Dodd, 1972; Irv.,
Bantam, 1970), is written in the stilted, genteel style of the late
nineteenth century. The early chapters, which tell of his efforts to
get an education, have greater appeal for students than the
detailed accounts of his fund-raising and school administration
problems which follow.

= 'Reading level: average. Literary quality: good.

187

Daniel .-Hale Williams (1858-1981)
Y

Dr. Daniel Hale Williams was the first surgeon to operate on-the
human heart. Ho was also one of the founders of Chicago's Provi-
dence Hospital and leader in the improvement of medical training
and facilities for blacks. Attending medical school in the 1880s, he
received the best training available at that time and soon became a
leading surgeon. A skillful and conscientious doctor, he was
unfortunately hindered in his work by racial and political quarrels.

Daniel Hale Williams: Open, Heart Doctor by Lewis H. Fender-
-7 son (11+kcGraw, 1972) is a biography of Dr. Williams for young

readers. It also provides interesting information on medical prac-
tices in the late nineteenth century.

* Readinl 10e1; easy: Literary quality: good.

Ida B. Wells (1862-1931)

Ida B. Wells began her crusade for justice by biting a train
conductor's hand when he grabbed her arm to force her to move to
a Jiin Crow car. She followed up her battle with a suit which she at
first wOr, but later lost when the decision was appealed. This was
the beginning of a lifelong struggle against injustice, a struggle by
Wells that is not widely known. Her carefully researched articles
and-'speeches on lynching provided evidence of the organized
terror faced by blacks after the Civil War. Her struggle was a
lonely one; she was often the only person who seemed concerned

-- about the injustices that were occurring Sheprotested the hanging
of twelve black soldiers duing World War I in the face of threats
by secret service officials that she could be accused of treason.

1 4,3'
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Among here other accomplishments was her work as one of the
founders of the NAACP.

.4,

Crusade for Jpstice: The AutobOgraphy of Ida B. Wells, edited
by Alfreda M. Duster (U of Chicago Pr, cloth, 1970;pap., 1972) is a
valuable historical document for advanced students interested in
the struggles of blacks and women.

Reading level: advanced. Literary quality: gobd.

George Washington Carver (1864 -1943)

George Washington Carver was a skillful scientist who devoted his
life to research into the agricultural problems of his people during
Reconstruction. He did remarkable work in finding uses for

* peanuts and sleet potatoes and in improving farming practices ,.
among the poor farmers of the South. His drive to obtain- an
education and his sacrifice of fame and wealth to help his people
make him an inspirational figure. .

.
, %,...

For many years, George Washington Carver was one of the few
blacks whose lives were studied in schools and included in texts.
While he was undoubtedly a great man, one wonders whether his
popularity owed as much to his quiet personaliti, and to his refusal
to fight segregation as it did to his achievements as a scientist. In
contrast to 'many biographies that oversimplify Carver's char-
acter, Rack ham Holt's George Washington Carver: An American
Biography ([1942] Doubleday, 1963) presents Carver as a rounded
human being. In Holt's portrait Carver is still a gentle, kind
scientist, but he is not perfect. The biography is thorough and..,

shows careful research.
Reading level: average. Literary quality: good.

Matthew Henson (1867-1955)

Ahdoolo! Biography of Matthew A. Henson by Floyd Miller (Dut-
ton, 1963) and Dark Companion: The Story of Matthew Henson by
Bradley Robinson ([1947] Fawcett ,World 1967) both tell the story'World,
of the black explorer who accompanied Admiral Robert E. Peary
on his expeuitions to the arctic and his final discovery of the North
Pole in 1909. They are exciting accounts of men facing the dangers
of nature. Henson is an excellent hero:' his ability to make friends
with the Eskimos shows his warm heart, and a number of inci-
dents reveal his courage and endurance.

iDark Companion is an adult biography, but the writing style is
lively enough to appeal to younger students. Henson's journeys
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4.
through the dangerous arctic are described vividly.

A/dodo! is aimed more at the younger reader, but does not
develop suspense so well as Dark Companion. The problems of
exploration are explained in some detail, and sometimes minor,
less interesting incidents are given exaggerated importance. How-
ever, like the word Ahdoolo! which Henson coined, the book
effectively expresses hope and courage.

Both accounts are marred by a rather patronizing attitude
toward the Eskimo . explorers who worked with Peary. Dark
Companion does describe their contributions, though it empha-
sizes their "childlike qualities." Neither book notes that the Eski-
mos Ootah and Seegloo received absolutely no recognition either
for reaching the pole or for their essential roles in the expedition,
though- both devote extensive space to complaints that Henson was

\unjustly ignored.
Ahd,00lo! reading levelaverage; literary qualitygOod..sDark

Conipanion: read inglevelaverage to advanced; literary quality
IkrY good.

W. E. B. Du Bois (1868 -1968)

For ovei half a century W. E. B. Du Bois was an important figure in
literatur scholarship, political and reform movements, and peace
work. For most of his life he was a center of controversy. In 1909, he
was one of tile founderi of the Niagara Movement, which sought to
resist the overwhelming influence of Booker T. Washington. Later,
Du Bois helped found the NAACP. He served for many years on its
Board of Directhrs and edited its magazine, The Crisis, which
campaigned against lynching and the mistreatment of black
troops in World War I. Although he opposed Marcus Garvey, he
was chief organizer of the Pan African Movement beginning in
1919. More than forty years later, invited by President Nkrumah
to head the Encyclopaedia African project, Du Bois became a
citizen of Ghana.

Among the best of the biographies and autobiographies are His
Day Is Marching On: A Mempir of W E. B. Du Bois by Shirley
Graham Du Bois (Lippincott, ,1971) and The Autobiography. of
W. E. B. Du Bois: A Soliloquy on Viewing My are from the Last
Decade of Ils First Century (Intl Pub Co, cloth & pap., 1968).
Soliloquy begins with a glowing description of communism in
eastern Europe, the Soviet Union and China and a declaration of
faith in communism. Not until the age of 91 did Du Bois join the
Communist Party; but during the 1950s he was arrested as a

14;
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foreign agent because he belonged to several peace organizations,
and even though he was acquitted of that charge, was denied a
passport for seven years. Du Bois suffered for his race as well as ,
his politics, losing his only son because hospitals refused to treat
him. However, SoliloipAy is far more than a recital of troubles. The
ninety-year perspective, the outspoken honesty, and the thought-
ful insights of this extraordinary man make this boo:: well worth
reading.

His Lay Is Marching On is as much an autobiography of Shirley
Graham Du Bois as it is a memoir of her more famous husband.
But then, Shirley Graham, whose contribution to adolescent litera-
ture is evident to anyone reading Chapter 3, deserves a biography
of her own. This biography fOcuses on the last years of Du Bois' life,
a period dealt with only briefly in Soliloquy. Written with Shirley
Graham's usual lively style, it is a loving and admiringperhaps
not completely objectiveportrait. . .---

The Autobiography of W. E, B. Du Bois: A Soliloquy . . . : reading
.-

leveladvanced; literary quality excellent. His,Day Is Marching ,

On: reading levelaverage; literary qualityvery gOod.

James Weldon ;Johnson' (1871-19.98) .

See Johnson, Along This Way, Chapter 2.
, .

Paul' Laurence Dunbar (187t-1906)

That Dunbar Boy by Jean Gould (Dodd, 1958) is obviously written
for young readers. The book emphasizes Dunbar's childhood and
school years undlends to gloss over unhappier periods in his life.

The style is simple but not outstanding. The plot development is
good, but the characters are all idealized. Romance and over-
coming prejudice are not handled effectively. The book describes
Dunbar's problems in finding a job and publishing his poetry and
his early death, but it ignores his marital difficulties and mini-
mizes his problems with discrimination.

Reading level: easy...Literary quality: good.
4

Mary McLeod Bethune (1875-1955)

Education was the goal of all of Mary McLeod Bethune's life. First
there was the struggle to obtain her own education during the hard
times of the late nineteenth century. Then for many years she
strove to build a school of her owns finally succeeding with Daytona
Educational and Industrial Training School in Daytona Beach,

4
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Florida, later a part of Bethune-Cookman College. She was
nationally known for her educational work and for hell' work to
improve conditions for women, was an advisor to Franklin Roose-
velt., and, in, 1985, founded the National. Council of Negro Women.

Catherine Owens -Peare's biography, Mary McLeod Bethune
(Vanguard, 1951), is= interesting, readable account of her life.
Somewhere between a junior and , adhlt biography, Peare's book
does not focus excessively on Ms. Bethune's childhood, but it
presents incidents ,from throughout her life with enough fiction-
alized detail to make them exciting. Mary McLeod Bethiine'i
courage, determination, strength, and imagination are well por-
trayed, but the picture seems a little unreal; as she is rarely shown
with any negative emotions or weaknesses. However, a kook that
emphasizes the positive is probably quite apprOpriate for mom an.
who seemed to live so sticcesefully by that philosophy.

Reading level:. average. Literary qutlity: good.

Marcus Garvey (1887-1940)-

During the 1920s, Marcus Garvey and his Uhited Negro ImproVe-
ment Association electrified Harlem with their brilliant pageantry
and their revolutionary ideas. Among Garvey's many dreams were
economic independence for blacks, pride in black achievements,
international cooperation among blacks, and an' independent

`homeland for blacks in Africa, which at that time was almost
entirely under European colonial rule. While Garvey's ideas are
commonplace today: they were so radical at the, time that they
were seen as a threat both by the United States Government and
by most other black leaders, particularly members of the NAACP.
Garvey was a charismatic speaker, a creative thinker and
organizer, ar. ' a good journalist, but he was an abysmally poor
businessman. To help make his dreams of international coopera-
tion among blacks and economic independence a reality, Garvey
poured his energies into the creation of a black-owned, black-run
steamship line. Plagued by almost constant accidents with its
ancient, decrepit ships, the Black Star Line lost the then incredible
sum of $690,000 in two years, of operation, and Garvey was
arrested for using the mails to defraud. Garvey was sentenced to
prison and later-'deported. Although he coritinued work with the
UNIA in England and Jamaica until his death', the movement
declined rapidly after Garvey was deported from the U.S., though
it did have some impact on Jamaican politics.

f
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A number of biographies of Gar4ey are available. The three

listed here are somewhat similar. All present fairly, objective,
balanced portraits of Garvey Imd his moirement Marcus Garvey by
Daniel S. Davis (Watts, 1972) is'aimeil at a high school audience., .

Moderately easy to read, it focuses on people and events more than
philosophy and analysis, and is enlivened by a number'of fulltpage
photographs. Garvey: The Story of a Pioneer Black Nationalist by
Elton C. Fax (Dodd, 1972) and Black Moses: The Story atlifarcus
Garvey and the Universal Negro Improvement Association by E.
David Cronon (2d ed. U of Wis Pr, cloth & pap., 1969) are adults
books which include ,extensive historical and sociological back- -
ground that helps put Garvey and his movement in perspective. °

Black Moses seems to be somewhat more thoroughly researched,
and ends with a less positive evaluation of Garvey. Garvey con- .
eludes with a chapter of quotations from more recent black leaders
showing their, use of Garvey's ideas. .

Black Moses: reading leveladvanced; literary qualitygood.
Garvey: reading leveladvanced; literary quality good. Marcus
Garvey: reading levelaverage; literary quhlityz-good. .

Zora Neale Hanlon (19017-1960)

She was a flamboyant star of the Harlem Renaissance, the center
of attention at parties ,full of celebrities. She, was a serious
folklorist, a graduate of Barnard College, and a student of
anthropologist Franz Boas. She was a dedicated and talented
writer of both fiction and academic works. She was a political
conservative who supported Robert Taft and opposed school inte-
gration. She died a pauper in a county welfare home A fascinating,
contradictory personality, Zora Neale }Easton was a person whose
life and experienCes are very meaningful for anyone interested ill4

black culture or in the struggle of black people and women for
equality, or for anyone with hopes of becoming a serious artist or
scholar.. . .

-

Zora Neale Ht'srston: A Literary Biography by Robert E.
Hem enway (U of 111 Pr. 1977) is not an entertaining book for the
casual reader, though portions g it do contain fascinating stories;
it is a book for the thoughtful,. serious student. Hemenway care -
gully analyzes the many forces that influenced Hurston's writing
and the ways that .she reacted to them. He shows the conflicts
betWeen the patronizing whites, the older black critics, and the
rebellious young blacks in Harlem in the 1920s, and Zora's success
in impressing all three group* while remaining faithful to her Jwn
small-town Florida traditions. Her message was the beauty and

,..
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. .
strength of rural black culture, a message that was both radical
and popular at the time; but this was a message that had pre-
yiously beep conveyed chiefly through oral literature. Zora
struggled for'years to find an appropriate medium to convey her
folklore to a reading public. Hemenway shows her attempts to
present.folk ideas in the theater, in academic circles, and in short

, stories and novels, and her equally difficult struggle to support.
herself as a writer. During the 193tts Hurston's work was finally
successful, andshe put.' ished several good novels and an 4xcellent,
folklore collectio*. However, her later projects were less success-
ful. The fin,al portion of the book shows her still writin 8, but coping
with failure and poverty.

Readinglevel: advanced. Literary quality: very good.

Langston Hughes (1902-1067)

See Hughes'. The Big Sc. e, Chapter 2. .

Richard Wright (1908-1060)

Richard, Wright's autobiography, Black Boy (see Wright in
Chapter 2), is one of the most powerful indictments of Jim Crow
society. John A. ...Williams' The Most Native of Sons: A Biography of
Richard Wriglit (Doubleday, 1970), a short, interesting biography,
also describes Wright's experiewes growing up in the South,
though not in such vivid detail, and then continues his life story
after Wright moved to Chicago. While in Chicago, Wright was
attracted to the Communist Party because of its interest in blacks
and its willingness to encourage young writers. But later he left
the communists because he was no longer convinced by their ideas.
In 1940, Wright suddenly became famous with the publication of
Native Son, which he followed with the equally successful Black
Boy. In 1946, hoping to escape the racism that still plagued him
after success and after moving North, Wright emigrated to
France. Although he continued to write, none of his later works
were as popular in the United States as Native Son and Black Boy.

Reading level: average. Literary quality: very good.

Biograph ice of 11...odert\s

M ahammad All

Twice winner of the world heavyweight championship, Muham-
mad Ali is more than a sports superstar. and The Greatest: My Own

151
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Story is more than a very good sports autobiography. Ali's con-
version to the black Muslim faith, his refusal to fight in the
Vietnam War, and the persecution he faced as a result of those two .
decisions raise important political, moral, and religious issues:

More skillfully written than most sports biographies, The
Greatest (written with Richard Durham. Random, 1975; pap.,
Ballantine, 1976) begins with Ali's reaction to his defeat by Ken
Norton in 1973. From his return to Louisville after the fight, the
book moves to a review. ot,Ali's early years, when his name was

, Cassius Clay. Ali's early life, his training for his career, his
winning an Olympic Gold Medal, and his subsequent disillusion-
ment as he returned to a still-segregated Louisville are told in
exciting detail. The remainder of the hook is not written chrono-
logically, but instead focuses on specific issues: two chapters
describe the development of his decision to 'resist the draft, one
explores the reasons for the failure of his first marriage, and other
chapters give His impressions of Moslem world leaders he visited,
such as Libya's Chairman, Col. Muammar el:Qaddafi, and a
number of major boxing figures. 'The last part of the book,
arranged more chronologically, tells how All gradually regained
the right to box after being barred in all states, and culminates
with thelitle fight against George Foreman in Zaire.

For the sports fan, The Greatest' combines vivid descriptions of
sports events with thoughtfUl analyses of boxing techniques and
personalities. For the general reader, it provides insight into the
reasons for the resentment of a contemporary black person, whose
religion and politics annoyed and angered some Americans.
Despite the title, the book contains little of the bragging and
blustering for which Ali is famous; the tone, in fact, is rather
serious and almost meaest. This is a book which should appeal to
most students, though slow readers may find the length (over 500
pages) discouraging and may be confused by the shifting
chronology.

. Reading level: average. Literary quality: excellent.
!

Marian Anderson

My Lord, What a Morning: An Autobiography (Viking Pr, 1956)
tells of Marian Anderson's\career from her childhood singing in
churches through her successful tours abroad and finally her

ilAw debut with the Metropoli '- Opera. Among the incidents that
might be particularly inter ting to teenagers are her unsuccess-
ful attempts to 'enter an all-w ite school and her failure in her first

ir
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Town Hall concert. National attention focused on her in 1939,
'when after she was refused permission to give a concert in Con-
stitution Hall in Washington, D.C., by the Daughters of the
American Revolution, she sang instead at the Lincoln Memorial on
Easter Sunday to an audience of 75,000. Most of the incidents are
interesting and sometimes Jiumorous, but there are no great
climaxes: .

The style 'is simple and dire0 but not outstanding. The first part
of the book, which pictures a teenager finding herself and her
carets., is of particular value to high school students, but the
section on her concert tours tends to be repetitious.

Reading level: average. Literary quality: fair.

Melia Angetou

Angelou, a talented dancer, actress, journalist, and playwright,
has written several autobiographical works that have literary
merit.

In I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings (Random, 1970; pap., Ban-
tam, 1971) she describes her childhood in a small Southern town
and in a Northern city. In a'series of vivid episodes, she chronicles
the sometimes delightful but usually frightening,experiences of a
young black girl. In Stamps, Arkansas, %strong, loving grand-
mother cared for the two children who had been sent from
California when their parents' marriage split up. Maya Angelou
recaptures the child's perspective, in her recollections of pranks
and images of church, social relationships and events. Later, living

. with her mother, life was more traumatic. Raped by her mother's
boyfriend and forced to testify at the trial, young Ritie blamed her-
self when her relatives killed the rapist, and she remained mute
for months until she was snipped back home to her grandmother.
There she regained her spirits, and learned to cope with
prejudiced white people.

The second volume, Gather 2bgether in My Name (Random,
;1974; pap., Bantam, 1975) continues her story. through young
adulthood. The first volume ends when she discovers she is
pregnant. In the second book, a teenage girl tries to find work and
love while caring for her infant son. As a dancer and a waitress,
during a short stint in a whorehouse, and as manager of a
restaurant, 'Maya Angelou has lived a hard life, but a proud,
indomitable spirit pervades all.

B.oth volumes are books that most readers will find very hard to
put down. Even in the most distressing circumstances, Angelou
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shows the capacity of the human being for resourcefulness and for
love.

Reading level: average. Literary quality: excellent.

Arthur Ashe

Arthur Ashe: Te.tnis Champion by Louis Robinson, Jr. (Doubleday,
1970) is a junior biography of the famous tennis player, focusing on
Ashe's childhood and the development of his interest and skill in
tennis. It describes the hard work and sacrifices needed for success
and the conflicts of operating in a previously segregated world.

Arthur Ashe: Portrait in Motion by Arthur Ashe with Frank
Deford (HM, 1975; pap., Ballantine, 1976) is a diary of one year in
Ashe's life, Wimbledon to Wimbledon, 1973-74. Ashe appears as a
thoughtful, sensitive, intelligent person confronting the physically
and psychologically demanding schedule d a pro tennis player.
Among the other conflicts reported in the book are his decision to
accept an invitation to South Africa, the fight against the banning
of Nikki Pilic from. Wimbledon, and his decision not to marry the
woman he courts throughout the book. It is a frank and open dis-
cussion of Ashe's thoughts and feelings on a wide variety of
subjects.

The two books will appeal to different audiences. Tennis
Champion is a typical junior biography, an easy-to-read interest-
ing story. Portrait in Motion is a book for more mature readers
interested in deeper insights into a person and a sport.

Arthur Ashe: Portrait in Motion: readipg leveleasy; ,iterary
qualityaverage. Arthur Ashe: Tennis Champion: reading level
easy; literary qualityaverage.

Daisy Bates

In 1954, the Supreme Court declared segregation in public schools
unconstitutional, a decision t t has now been resisted by various
school districts throughout th untry for over twenty years. One
of the most dramatic situations was in Little Rock, Arkansas,
where it took the United States Army to get nine black students
into Central High School, The Long Shadow of Little Rock by Daisy
Bates (McKay, 1962) is the story of frightened but courageous high
school students facing a dangerous mob, and of black parents who
supported them. As president of the NAACP State Conference of
Branches and a leader of the integration movement, Bates was
arrested on the basis of a hastily passed ordinance, had two crosses

Iv
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burned on her lawn, and had rocks and shots fired into her house.
But the battle to get the students into the school was only the

beginning. During the second half of the book; Ms. Bates bitterly
describes the systematic destruction of the nine students by the
mob,that carried signs cheering "One down, eight to go." First,
Minnijean was suspended when she finally fought back against
constant attacks. Arrangements were made for her to continue
schooling in New York. Jefferson Thomas suffered constant
physical attacks, including one which knocked him unconscious.
Gloria Ray was psychologically abused by constant threats. The
families were also attacked. Three parents lost their jobs. Whites
who supported them were also attacked. Two were finally hounded
until they committed suicide; others left town.

Twenty years later, it is still disturbing to read this story, with
its still unanswered closing question: "How long, how long?"

Reading level: average. Literar quality: very good.

E. R. Braithwaite

Though not about an American, E. It Braithwaite's autobio-
graphical account, To Sir, with Love, became popular in this

-; country through a film version starring Sidney Poitier (PH, 1960;
pap., Pyramid Pubns, 1973). Braithwaite has written a beautiful
book about the problems and joys of a black teacher from British
Guiana, teaching in a school for difficultteenagers in a white slum
in London. Parts of the book deal with effects of the race problem,
among them Braithwaite's failure to secure employment in the
fields for which he was trained and the obstacles he encountered
when he decided to marry a white teacher. But the author focuses
on his attempts to win the respect of his students and to develop
their own self-respect.

Braithwaite's understanding of his students and his concern
for them make him a person young people and adults can admire
and like. Characters are portrayed with depth and feeling, and the
pace of the narrative is sustained throughout.

Reading level: average. Literary quality: excellent.

Claude Brown

The autobiography Manchild in the Promised Land is controver-
sial (Macmillan, 1965: pap.. NAL, 1971). My students' reactions
ranged from "It was one of the best books I have ever .read," to

,"Books like that shouldn't be written."
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Like The Autobiography of Malcolm X, Manchild pictures the
squalor, crime, and terror of life in the ghetto. The descriptions of
delinquent acts performed by three- to six-year-old boys are
shocking. Although at times Brown seems to glory in the
excitement of crime and slel nquency, his primary attitude is relief
and thankfulness for having escaped the horrors of the ghetto.
What the author tells of his friends who were trapped by dope
addiction or organized crime should be a warning to any prospec-
tive delinquent.

Manchild in the Promised Land provides a psychological and
sociological study of the ghetto that would be significant for
mature students. The conditions described in this book help
explain the explosiveness of segregated slums in recent years.
Brown's writing style is competent but not outstanding. The
narrative jumps around, and too much of it is spent on reminis-
cence. But the overall impact is so powerful that weaknesses in
style are scarcely noticed.

Reading level: advanced. Literary quality: good.

Roy Campanella

Although Roy Cam panella's sports fame is now history, his auto-
biography has much to recommend it to high school students. It
concerns one of the first blacks in major league baseball, a man
who overcame many handicaps, even before an auto accident put
him in a wheelchair. Campanella faced prejudice As a boy and
later encountered opposition from his parents when he tried to
enter baseball. For nine years he had to be content with the Negro
and South American Leagues before getting a chance to play in
majors.

The great faith and courage reflected in Campanella's auto-
biography, It's Good to Be Alive (Little, 1959; pap., NAL, n.d.),
make it a valuable and inspirational book. A good style adds to its
attraction. Jackie Robinson, in his autobiography, Wait till Next
Year, discusses Campanella's refusal to become involved in civil
rights. An interesting assignment might be to compare the two
ballplayers' personalities.

Reading level: average. Literary quality: good.

Wilt Chamberlain

Wilt Chamberlain is one of the alltime greats of pro basketball.
Over seven feet tall, he created a well-deserved sensation when he

J
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played his first NBA game in 1959. In his more than ten years as a
superstar he broke records for points scored and for money earned.

In Wilt: Just Like Any Other 7-Foot Black Millionaire Who Lives
Next Door by Wilt Chamberlain and David Shaw (Macmillan,
1973; pap., Warner Bks, 1975) Chamberlain describes his child-
hood (which was not quite poverty-stricken) and the development
of his skill, his competitive instinct, his determination, and his
height. He then tells of his college career in Kansas, where he
claims to have integrated every restaurant in the area, of his year
with the Globetrotters, during which his exploits off the court
chasing women rivaled his actions on the court, and finally of his
lengthy career with the NBA. The book is filled with high-
spirited bragging, humorous accounts of his pranks, and de-
scriptions of team camaraderie and squabbles. A flaw in the book is
the amount of space Chamberlain gives to refuting rumors and
criticisms which have long since been forgotten. Overall,, however,
his is a lively, enjoyable book.

Reading level: average. Literary quality: good.

Angela Davi9

Angela. Davis: An Autobiography (Random, 1974; pap., Bantam,
1975) is a fascinating book by an interesting person. It reads more
like a novel than most of the biographies of contemporary political
figures. Davis begins with her attempts to elude the police during
a suspenseful search, anti then presents a detailed picture of her
experiences in prison. The second part of the autobiography traces
her early life and the beginnings of her involvement in Marxist
movements and the black liberation struggle. Unfortunately, a few
teachers report that parents object to students reading a book by
an avowed communist:

leading level: average. Literary quality: very good:

Sammy Dais, Jr.

For high school students, the chief drawback of singer-actor
Sammy Davis, Jr.'s highly interesting autobiography is its length.
But it includes so many engrossing episodes, told in such a lively,
humorous style, that students read it despite its 650 pages. Yes I
Can: The Story of Sammy Davis, Jr. written with Jane and Burt
Boyar (FS&G, 1965; pap., PB, 1972) revolves around show
business. It begins with three,year-old Sammy's first perfor-
mances on the stage with his father, includes his adjustment to the

1
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loss'of an eye during the height bf his career, and ends with his
celebrated appearances on Broadway and in films. A major theme -
is the constant struggle of a black entertainer against white
prejudice, on as well as off the stage. Teenagers who dream of stage
careers are bound to realize from this autobiography that having
influential friends, as well as talent and luck, helps in show
business. It was commendable of Frank Sinatra to fight the
management so that Sammy could enter a nightclub, but, unfor-
tunately, not every black is a friend of Frank Sinatra.

Reading level: average. Literary quality: good.

Katherine Dunham

Although A Touch of Innocence 0959] HarBraceJ, 1969) is the
autobiography of Katherine Dunham, a dancer whose troupe intro-
duced black folk dances to Americans, it is not a career book.
Instead it is a sensitive study of a girl growing up. The problems of
attaining adulthood are compounded for Katherine by the death of
her mother, and later, the estrangement of her father from the rest
of the family. The quarrels among various branches of her family,
which ranged from almost white to almost black, created another
special problem. The story follows her life from birth through the
various interesting places she lived to adulthood, when she moved
away from home and got her first job.

A Reach of Innocence is a beautifully written book with poetic
descriptions that only occasionally appear a bit overdone.
Katherine's story of her struggles to find values is anNikploration
into the deeper levels of her personality as a child and adolescent.
Although this is not a book with wide appeal, it is valuable for
helping shy teenagers see that other people share the kinds of
thoughts they have.

African RhythmArderican Dance: A Biography of Katherine
Dunham by Terry Harnan (Knopf, 1974) is an easy-to-read but
superficial biography of Katherine Dunham for younger readers.
It outlines her story well, describing the development of her
interest in dance, her research in the West Indies that provided the
background for much of her work, and the success of her dance
group, as well as the hard work and relentless pace which success
requires. This book would be the best choice for someone interested
in information about her career.

African Rhythm, American Dance reading leveleasy; literary
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ualitygood. A Touch of Innocence: reading leveladvanced;
literary qualityvery good.

Julius Erving

"He handles a basketball the way-the average person handles a
tennis ball," writes Marty Bell of Julius Erving, an exciting
basketball star who began his pro career in 1971 with the
Richmond, Virginia Squires. The Legend of Dr. J.: The Story of
Julius Erving by Marty Bell (Coward, 1975; pap., NAL, 1976) is
different from most sports biographies because it focuses more on
Erving% impact on fans and on the sport tlian it does on his
personal life and feelings. To some extent it lacks the human
interest touches of an autobiography or authorized biography, but
it provides some unique perspectives on the ..:fe of a basketball
player. Vivid descriptions of Erving's style capture the excite-
ment he generates in fans, and some of the most interesting parts
of the book are interviews in which fans share their own excite-
ment of watching^Doctor J.

The Legend of Dr. J. is definitely for basketball fans; it does not
have the more generakappeal of books like The Greatest or Foul. It
is short and full of lively descriptions of basketball action.

Reading level: average. Literary quality: good.

Medgar Evers

For Us, the Living, by Mrs. Medgar Evers with William Peters
(Doubleday, 1967), is a moving and disturbing book. Meclgar Evers
worked for, eight years in the 1950s and early 1960s as :tate field
secretary for Mississippi for the NAACP, during a time when
economic pressures, intimidation, and sometimes murder were
used against blacks who tried to 'vote, petition for integration or
join the NAACP. After years of threats Evers was assassinated in
1963.

The story is told vividly, simply, and frankly by his wife. After
an exciting description of their childhoods and courtship, Mrs.
Evers tells of Medgar's growing interest in and concern for the
black sharecroppers who lived in hopeless poverty in the Missis-
sippi Delta. She talks about her own opposition to his work at the
beginning, when their own poverty seemed enough of a burden and
when Evers' opposition to segregation threatened to destroy what
little they had. She describes her growing pride in a man who
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could stand up against a system dedicated to the oppression of
bled people, and then the fears of knowing that he and perhaps
the whole family Would almost inevitably be killed. For Us, the
Miring is hard to put dawn. It is a beautiful portrait of courage and
compassion as well as a chronicle of insane racism. , .

Reading, level: average. Literary quality: excellent.

Althea Gibson

Althea Gibson became famouslas a. tennis star in the 1950s. Her
autobiography, I Always Wanted to Be Somebody (Har-Row, 1958;
pap., Noble, 1967), though not so thoroughly developed as many
others;- provides very interesting reading. She tells of her child-
hood as a Harlem tomboy, her life in a small town in theSouth, and
her fight against the prejudice that barred her .from playing in
national tennis .matches. After she achieves success, the story of
her wins, her losses, and her various tours becomes somewhat
routine, though accounts of her, international tours add interest.
Althea Gibson is an exciting personality whom teenagers can

, identify with.
Reading level: average. Literary quality: good.

Nikki Giovanni .

Nikki Giovanni's Gemini: An Extended Auto biographical State-
ment of My First Twenty Five Years of Being a Black Poet (Bobbs,

. *1971; pap., Penguin, 1976) is a confusing, contradictory book full of
life and ideas. It is a collection of essays ranging front personal
recollections of her grandmother and the birth of her son, to.
critical studies of black writers and music, to theories about race

: and revolution. In style, these range from straightforward, auto,
biographical narrative to experimental prose. In -feeling and
attitude, too, the essays show the full range of human emotions of a
person who is both sensitive and hardened against anything that
will detract from the revolution, who can call for the overthrow of
white society, but who can also make practical suggestions for
cleaning New-York's subways.

There is something in Gemini for everyone. Universal experi-
ences of family solidarity, childhood, and childbirth are described
in it warm, friendly style in "400 Mulvaney St.," "For a Four-Year-
Old," and "Don't Have a Baby till You Read This." Thought-
provoking essays on oppression and the contrasts 'between black
and white culture"On Being Asked What It's Like to Be Black"

4
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.
and "The Weather as a Cultural Determiner"show Giovanni as a
master of the standard essay form. In "ConvalescenceCompares
to What?" and "Gemini --A Prolonged Autobiographical Statement
on Why," the strident militant appears with a prose that combines
myth!pun, and hyperbole for a powerful, almost poetic effect:

Reading level: advanced. Literary quality: excellent.

. Ruby Berkley Goodwin

Life for a black girl 'in a small coal-mining town in southern
Illinois was not easy. In her early years, described in It's Good to Be
Black ([1958] pap., S Ill U Pr, 1976), there were mine disasters,
there was sickness, there was poverty, and there was discrim-
ination-.But in addition, there was a true community that cared
about its members; there were kind, friendly, and honest people of
all races; and there were parents who could givtheir' children
love, strength, and models to imitate. In the introduction, Ruby
Goodwin states,

Until I once argued with a psychology teacher, I didn't know
that all Negro children grim up with asense of frustration and
insecurity.... The philosophy behind- this remark, however,
have since found implied in most books about Negroes.
Whether the authorsare black or white, they are equally.guilty
of representing us, either as objects of pity or as objects of
contempt...

While Goodwin is avowedly trying to counter the stereotypes of
black childhood as .deprived and sordid, her autobiography is
honest rather than sentimental. The episodes range from descrip-
tions of ordinary eventt:such as a baptism and a carnival to
character sketches to sus* nse-filled stories of murder. The style is
not difficult, and the stricture of the book lends itself to use of
excerpts.

Reading level: easy. Literary quality: excellent.

Dick Gregory

Dick Gregory's Nigger: An Autobiography, written with Robert
Lipsyte (Dutton, 1964; pap., PB, 1965), shows the effects of poirerty
on a boy's life and the hunger for both food and respect that
accompanies poverty. The starkness of Gregory's early years is
emphasized by his daydreams -nd his excessive pride in such a
little thing as a clean BandAiu. Gregory tells how he learned to
bluff, to pretend, and to laughskills he would use later as an
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entertainer and canipaigner for equality for blacks.
Nigger is written with considerible skill, at times using a

modified stream -of- consciousness technique, and is always vivid
and detailed. The ravaging effects of ghetto poverty are certainly
not minimized, but neither are they exaggerated in this outstand-
ing book. -

Up from Nigger (Stein & Day," 1978; pap., Fawcett World, 1978)
by Dick Gregory with James R. McGraw, continues Gregory's
story after success as he climbs, rat only financially but emotion.
ally and spiritually, above the status of "nigger" and the "monster

created within me by an Oppiessive and unjust social and
political system." A self-confident book, occasionally bordering on
good-humored egotism, Up frora Nigger is full of Gregory's famous,
wit and unfailing spirit. But it is a serious book, too, devoting moat
of its space to Gregory's deep concern for justice, human rights,
and most of all to his commitment to feeding thshungry. Gregory
marched; ran, fastedwent to jail, sat-in, prayed-in, lishedin, and
joked for the causes he believed in. He transported thousands of
turkeys to Mkssissippi fot Christman ran for President, and h71Ped
cool a riot in Watts.

Up from Nigger provides a tntdel of a committed, dedicated
individual whose personal courage contributed to. a nuMber of
battles on many issuetz, in addition, it is an exciting enjoyable
book.

Nigger: reading levelaverage; literary qualityexcellent Up
from Nigger: reading level:average; literary quality: excellent..

, . .

Connie Hawkins

Foul: The Connie Hawkins Story by Divid Wolf (HR&W;.1972;
pap., Warner Bks, 1972) is the" familiar ghettotosuperbtar story,
but with problems and grief along the way. A poor, shy, lonely boy,
Connie. Hawkins bad no abilities or advantages 'except for his
extraordinary skill at basketball. Colleges from all over the
country Offered him all kinds of illegal inducetnents, but Connie
was siti poorly prepared for college that tie did not .last the firist
year. Another blow struck him his freshmin year he was accused
of being involved in a point-fixing scandal. Although not himself
convicted, he was cited in evidence against the major, gamblers,
and his reputation was' ruined. For eight yells, no Natiokal
Basketball Association team would ,touch Mtn, and he was forced--
to play for less pieStigious and lower-paying teams. Finally he

,
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. filed an antitrust suit against the NBA which allowed him the
opportunity of clearing his name. The NBA settled for A.,ontract
and over a' million dollars. .

Most of Foul is interesting and well Written. Ohough long(over
500 pages) it is a good mixture of personal nitetest, basketball'
activities, and insights into the obstacles to`success faced by a
billplayer from the ghetto. Occasionally, however, the author's

. defense of the poor little deprived boy who couldn't be expected to,
. learn to read or turn down bribes sounds somewhat patronizing.

Reading level:, average4iterarir quality:
e

a

Lena Horne
.

"They've never been given a chance to see a Negro woman as a
woman. You've got to giVe them, that chance," Count Basie once
said to the singer-actress Lena Horne. Lena Horne was one of the
first black per:afters to refuse to be stireotylledi A childhood that
alternated between high society aridlower class life gave her an
independence of public opinion. Yet in escaping the stereotype, she
was forced to look within herself for her identity as a wdman, a
performer, and a black...

Lena, by Lena Horne with Richard Scliic kel (Dobbleday, 1965),
is an interesting autobiography with information about the person
as well as the performer. background and childhood
as welkas her interracial mare go -add interest. The style, though
not unusual, is Competent-.

Readittgclevel:- average. Literary quality: very good.

George Jackson .)
GeorgeJackson summarizes his life 'in this passage from Soledad
Brother: The Prison;Letters of George Jackson(Coward, 1970;TaP.,
Bantam, 1970).

When I was accused.of robbing. a' gas station of seventy
dollars, I accepted a dealI agreed to confess and spare the
county court costs an return for a light county jail sentence. I
cbefessed but when time came Mr sentencing, they tossed me
into,the penitentiary with one to life. That was in 1960. I was 18
years old. I've been here evet since. I met Marx, Lenin,
Trotsky, Engels, and Mao when I entered prison and they
redeemed me ... I met black guerillas, George'"Big Jake"
Lewis, and"James Carr, W. L. Nolen, Bill Christmas. Torry B.
Gibson and manynany others. We attempted to transform the
black criminal mentality into a" black revolutionary mentality.

r"
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As a result, each of us has been subjected to years of the most
vicious reactionary violence by the state. Our mortality rate is
almost what I would expect to find in a history of Dachau
(p. 26). . '

...
. Hislatory is told in . series of letters to the meaningful people in his

life. The letters show clearly how a revolutionary mentality can
develop out of the bitter experiences'of prison and the systematic
dehumanization otprison era. . .

While fairly easy to read, this book is more appropriate for
mature students. Immature studentrmay either dismiss Jackson
as rranoid or uncritically accept him as an expert on economics
and foreign affairs. Mature students should be able to recognize
and admire Jackson as a man struggling to maintain his integrity
and tolgrow as a human being in a system that is as destructive of
manhood as slavery. They should be able to empathize with the

. daily struggle to find meaning in a life from which all external
forms Of meaning have been removed. Both as the record of a
Bt.,. and sensitive individual and as an exposition of black
militafit philosophy, Soledad Brother is well worth reading.

Reading level: average. Literary quality: very good.

Martin Lather King,: Jr.

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., the leading spokespeiro'n for the
nonviolent civil rights struggle, has inspired a number of biog-

. isphies, many Of which were written either to attack 'or.to support
his nonviolent 'philosophy. As a young minister, King became the
leader of the Montgomery, Alabama:" bus boycott, one of the first
successful mass movements in support of civil rights. During the
next decade, his philosophy' of nonviolent direct action and his
dynamic personality inspired peaceful marches, sit-ins, freedom
rides, and boycotts against an increasingly violet white opposi-
tion, and eventually culminated in his assassination. At the begin-
nitig of his struggle, King was supported by Most blacks but
attacked by many whites, who considered him a radical trouble-s
maker. Toward the end of his career, many blacks began to reject
his nonviolence and to insist on confronting violence with violence,
but whites, after bearing Malcolm X, began to respect King.

Biographies of King range from almost worshipful to harshly

i
critical. Levone Bennett, Jr.'s What Manner of Man: A Biography
of Martin Luther King Jr., 1929-1968 (Johnson Chi, 1968; pap.,
PB, n.d.) is one .of the finest of the positive biographies. It is a
thorough, adult work. Written with depth and insight, it traces the

/
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influences that helped King develop his commitment to nonviolent
resistance: his family background, his education, and the events
that led to the 'founding of the movement. This extensively Mu
trated book is excellent for advanced students who would like to
investigate. the philosophical background of King's. movement.

King's own brief autobiographical book, Why We Can't' Wait
(Har-Row, 1964; pap., NAL, n.d.), is a more factual, lss .philo-
sdphical account of the early days of the Montgomery and Birm-
ingham campaigns. A well -ritten, readable account, the book
provides an inside view of King's strategy and philosophy. Two of
King's other books, Where Do _,We Go Frost Here? Chaos or
Community (Har-lioNV, 1967; pap, Beacon Pr, n.a:). and Stride
Toward Freedom: The Montgomery Story (Har-Row, 1958) contain
both autobiographical information and King's theories.

My Life with Martin Luther King, Jr. ([1969] pap., Avon, 1970) is
a ple4sant, detailed autobiography of Coretta Scott King, which, of
course, also tells her husbanos story. The pride and honors, and
the terrors of a bombed home and constant threats are described in
detail.

A quite different version of the King story is told in The King
God Didn't Save: Reflections on the Life and Death of Martin Luther
King by John A. Williams (Coward, 1970). This book is an hi-depth
analyiis of both the weaknesses and thestrengths of King's philoso-
phy and movement, rather than a life story. Williams believes that
King underestimated the evil lie faced and compromised too
quickly' during most of his life. He explores the hypothesis that
King was largely a mf. lia-created phenomenon, speculates on the s,

extent to which the threat of blackmail influenced King's behavior,
and scathingly attacks the role of religious groups in King's
campaign and their relationship to blacks in general. But he also
points out the key role that King's campaign played in training
young black leadership, in stimulating new movements, and in
providing models for young blacks, of qualities to emulate and to
avoid. "Martin King was no saint," Williams concludes, "But would
a saint have fared better?"

The King God Didn't Save is a well written, carefully researched
biography for the studerg who wants to read not just a lift st,
but a careful analysis of the successes and failures of Kings m
ment.

To Kill a Black Man by Louis E. Lomax (Holloway, pap., 1968) is
a comparative IVIgraphy of Martin Luther King and Malcolm X.
In the similarities and differences between their lives, Lomax
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examines the issues that separated them and .the personal as well
as pbliiical reasons for their positions. The men and the political
structure surround ing them are examined critically. Lomax finds
King's eloquent exproisious of love Unrealistic, but considers
Malcolm X's totally anti-white program equally, unacceptable. He
seems to feel that both were moving toward closer agreement
when they were assassinated. His conjectures about the assassina-
tions may interest students, especially in the light of recent rein-
vestigations into the assasajnations of the 1960s.

All titles cited here: reading levelaverage; literary quality
very good. 1

I

. i

Malcotm X

The Autobiography of Mateoi tra X, written with Alex Hitley (Grove,
pap., 1965), is a distUrbingi' book about the spiritual wth of ti"
militant advocate of black nationalism. The ideas of M lcolm X are
so different from those of; white middle class cultu e that they
seemed bizarre to many rejders when they first appeltred in print,
but they have influenced current thinking about racial issues in

'the United States. Those w
mind, will finisthis book
;problems, and America's

Born in Omaha as Malc lm Little in 1926, Mal
intimately acquainted with the problems of ghet
many boys, found that there was almost no legal
man to make a goodliving.,'The description of his
vivid that the first 160 page-sof the book are alm
to-do -it lessons on burglaty, gambling, pimpin,
other "hustles." While in prison, Malcolm X j
Muslims, and soon became one of their leaders, bu
rival organization. Finally, on a pilgrimage to Me
the teachings of orthodox !Slam and announced a
there could be brotherhood between black and
assassinated in"1965 by men who may have been

The Autobiography of Muleolm X is an im
Americans need to read, but students should be
mature teacher who can keep them from being sicietr
descripions of crime and the internal problems o
Muslims. (See the "Suggested Lesson Plan for Chapter
Autobiography . .." in Chapter 7. For another study of Malcolm X,
tsee T Kilt a Black Man, under Martin Luther King, k., in this
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Rea ing level: average. thtorary quality: very good.
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Thurgood Marshall

Thurgood Marshall, Fig for Justice by Lewis IL Fend erson
(McGraw, 1969) tells for yo ng readers the story of a man IA o won
a number of victories fgr civil rights in American courts and
became the first black man appointed to the United States Su-
preme Court. As the author describes incidents from Marshall's
childhood, he develops the concept of rights and the conflicts
blacks faced when their rights were violated. Obviously designed
as an educritional book, it mixes interesting incidents with ex-
planations of the judicial system and legal terminology incorpor-
.ated into the dialogue and narrative. The result is not a literary
masterpiece, but is quite interesting, and an excellent introduction'
to and explanation of the legal aspects of the civil rights struggle.
Several historic cases are described in detail, as are Marshall's
financial problems and disappointments in workirz, for the
NAACP instead of in private practice.

Reading level: easy. Literary quality: good.

159

Willie Mays

Willie Mays, the home- run - hitting Giants outfielder, was a favorite
of baseball fans for several years. The conversational, reminiscent
style of Willie Mays: My Life in and out of Baseball, as told to
Charles Einstein (Reprint of 1966 edition, Dutton, 1972), often
captures the humor, innocence, and high spirits which created the
Willie Mays legend. At times, the book rambles through seemingly
unconnected events that never establish any point. May seems
unconcerned about his image and relates in detail many of his
problems and quarrels.

Reading level: average. Literary quality: good.

Anne Moody

Coming of Age in Mississippi: An Autobiography by Anne Moody
([1968] pap., Dell, 1970) is one of the finest books for understanding
the civil rights movement of the 1960s. The biography describes the
life of an ordinary black person in Mississippi before the civil
rights struggle and the exhausting mental and physical strain
young black activists experienced during the struggle for voting
rights. However, in addition to being a valuable historical r, cord,
it is a very well written, engrossing life story. It describes the
family, school, and church life of a young, poor black girl and her
growing awareness of d. ., imination. As she grew older, Anne
became interested in the struggle for civil rights for blacks, but
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had trouble finding someone who would even tell her what the
NAACP was. When she herself became active, her mother warned
her that the sheriff had told her that Anne had better not ever
come home if she was going to be involved with that organization.
But si....1 persisted, participating in sit-ins, voter registration drives,-

and rallies. While she continued the struggle. the constant harass-
ment, murders, and beatings left her feeling quite disillusioned.

Reading level: average. Literary quality: very good.

Pauli Murray

Proud Shoes: The Story of an American FaMily by Pauli Murray
(Reprint of 1956 edition, Reprint, 1973), is a spirited book af-
firming the right of blacks to be proud of themselves, their race,
and their ancestors. The author tells of four generations of her
family. In her carefully researched story, there is a lot of information

)not generally kntan about blacks before and during the Civil War.
Her grandmother was the black concubine of a white slaveowner.
Her great-grandfather, a freedman, had married a white woman
and had been a prosperous farmer, but they struggled to succeed
in a world that did not accept them. It was her grandfather of
whom she was the most proud, for despite ill health and bad eye-
sight. he had served with the Union Army during the Civil War
and had taught in freedmen's schools after the war. Every aspect
of these stories is portrayed with great sympathy. and under-
standing.

Proud Shoes is well written; the characters. even the minor ones,
are as alive as they were in the child's imagination. The book
should be very valuable to both white and black students, who have
too few opportunities to read about the accomplishments of ordi-
nary blacks in Civil War times.

Reading level: average..Literary quality: good.

Huey P. Newton

Revolutionary Sunide by Huey P. Newton (HarBraceJ, 1973;
pap., Ballantine, 1974) is a powerful and disturbing book. In it
Newton describes the events and thoughts that led him to revolu-
tionary action and that made him consider revolution sdicidal.
Newton thoughtfully and carefully presents his story, using objec-
tive reporting and rational argument rather than propaganda and
polemics. As a child, Newton began to recognize the experiences
that stunt the growth of many black youths: the experiences that
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allowed him to reach his last year of high school as a functional
illiterate and that made school a daily battle As a allege student,
Newton tried to find a way of remaining loyal to his friends on the
block while using his education and knowledge to work for.black
power. .

The. Black Panther Party grew out of these .thoughts and
experiences and study with Bobby Seale. Newton explains the
goals and projects of the Black Panthers, and then he details the
systematic attack on the party by white law-enforcement agencies.
He describes how he was shot by a policeman and then accused of
murder. He spent thirty-three brutal months in prison before the
case was dismissed. The book erfds with many of Newton's com-
panions dead or imprisoned, but with Newton still hopeful: "We
will touch God's heart; we will touch the people's heart, and
together we will move the mountain." .

Reading,level: advanced. Literary quality: very good.

Gordon Parks

The world-famous photographer Gordon Parks explains the title of
his autobiography, A Choice of Weapons (Har-Row, 1966; 'Pap-,
Har-Row, 1973), in the prologue to this powerful, extraordinary
book. As he watches the death of a man in a gas chamber, Parks re-
calls the period in his own life when he could easily have selected
weapons that would have led him to that same chamber. The
autobiography describes his choice of different weapons that kept
him intact in a dangerous world.

His first choice of weapons was given him by his brother, who
lay dying of an incurable disease. "I don't know why you're so mad
at the world. You can't whip it the way you're going. It's too big. If
you're going to fight it, use your brain. It's got a lot more power
than your fists." After the death of his mother, Gordon moved from
Kansas to live with his sister and brother-in-law in Minnesota, but
he was soon kicked out of the house. In a second act of choice, he
started to rob a trolley conductor with a knife, but at the last
moment, offered the knife for sale and rejected that weapon.
Playing the piano in a whorehouse, working in a diner, Parks tried
to support himself well enough to stay in high school. Throughout
months of cold, hunger, and poverty, Parks explored the use of
violence and of brains to react to the frequent insults he received.

Later in Harlem, he stumbled into organized crime and found
the anti-white speakers he heard were making a lot of sense.
"White people were making it easy for me to hate white people."
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Later, while working on a train, Parks discovered photography.
He quickly learned photographic techniques, and then learned
how to combat prejudice, discrimination, and suffering with film.
His photographs in Life magazine helped educate the country to
the cruelties of poverty.

Reading level: average. Literary quality: very good.

Adam Clayton Powell, jr.

Adam by Adam (Dial, 1971) is the lively autobiography of the late
Adam Clayton Powell, Jr., the controversial congressman. A man
full of contrasts, Powell was a spiritual leader, pastor of one of the
largest churches in the country, but was more widely known as a
playboy who loved women and wealth. He organized protest
marches, rent strikes, and bus boycotts in Harlem during the
1930s and '40s, fought almost alone for equality and fair employ-
ment practices in the House of Representatives during the 1960s,
and.was expelled from the House during the 1960s, when his civil
rights causes were becoming fashionable:

Adam by Adam describes Powell's happy childhood, the devel-
opment of his deep, if somewhat unorthodox, religious faith, his
participation in early nonviolent action in Harlem, several signifi-
cant issues and battles he was involved in with Congress, and the
attacks he faced from bath the IRS and the House during .the
1960s. It closes with .his ideas on black power. A generally well-
written book, Adam by Adam conveys well the irrepressible
congressman's wit and self-confidence. However, while the read-
ing level is not difficult the author assumes more knowledge of
recent history than many readers who were not born during the
1950s and barely remember the 1960s will have

Reading level; average. Literary quality: good.

A. Philip Randolph

A. Philip Randolph is best known as the organizer and leader of
the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters in their fight for recogni-
tion by the Pullman Company, but he championed black people's
rights in a number of situations for many years. During the 1920s,
he published a radical paper, The Messenger.' After leading the
Sleeping Car Porters to victory as a powerful, predoininantly
black union, Randolph fought within the AFL against discrimina-
tion. Duiring World War II, Randolph threatened to lead a march
of 100,000 people against Washington unless segregation in the
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armed forces was ended. Almost twenty years later, in 1966,
Randolph was a major organizer of the civil rights movement's
March on Washington, e

. A. Philip Randolph: A Biographical 'Portrait by Jervis P.
Anderson and Peter Stone (HarBraceJ, 1978; pap. HarBraceJ,
1974) is a thorough, somewhat scholarly biography. It is a well-
written book, but the detailed account of events and the many
quotations make it suitable for the mature, serious reader. It

provides a thorough description of Randolph's strategies for reach-
ing his goal and their results and offers a useful historical
perspective for contemporary civil rights struggles.

Reading level: advanced. Literary quality: good.

Jacob IA Reddix

A Voile Crying in the Wilderness: The Memoirs of Jacob L Reddix
(U Pr of Miss, 1974) is the success story of a family which, in three
generations, rose from slavery to include a president of Jackson
State College. Reddix devotes the first section of his book to his
grandparents, who after Emancipation were fortunate and enter-

., prising enough to homestead in awilderness area of Mississippi and
build a successful business. Both Reddix and his ancestors were
blessed with ambition, determination and good fortune. Even as
slaves, Reddix's ancestors were better treated than most, and their
section of Mississippi, where the plantation system was never
entrenched, was less repressive than others. The second half of the
book, which focuses in detail on the development of curriculum
and policy at Jackson State College, is of more interest to educators
and to natives of Mississippi than to the general reader.

Reading level: average. Literary quality: good.

Jackie Robinson

As the first black to play in major league baseball, Jackie Robin-
son needed courage, determination, and the ability to remain calm
under pressure, as well as superior skill as a ball-player. He
endured prejudice from teammates and vicious verbal abuse from
opposing teams and fans, and survived death threats and an
attempt by one team to organize a strike against him. For two
years, Robinson not only had to live with constant abuse and play
outstanding baseball, but he was under strict orders to hold his
tongue and absorb insults without retaliating. He was remarkably
successful. He was named "Rookie of the Year" in 1948, and by the
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.end of that year, other blacks were entering the rnajorleagues with
little comment. Robinson continued to grow as i ball-player and
began to demand recognition of his rights. Soon he became known-
as much for his ability to unnerve the other team with his biting
tongue and his daring attempts to steal bases as for his hitting and
running ability.

Jackie -Robinson of the Brooklyn Dodgers by Milton J. Shapiro
([1957] pap., Archway, n.d.) describes in detail the events that led
to Jackie Robinson's historic breakthrough, the pressures from
blacks and civil rights groups, and the support of key baseball
leaders, as well as the many forces opposing blacks. Now, thirty
years after, Robinson's historic careers his story is still exciting,
and a revealing study of a successful fight against prejudice.
Shapiro's biography is short and easy, and should appeal to qih
young and older readers.

Reading level: easy to average. Literary quility: average.

Bill Russell

The six-foot-ten center for the Boston Celtics was one of the first of
the lint basketball stars. As a boy, Russell was frustrated and
unsuccessful in school and sports. Later, as a professional basket-
ball player, he knew the excitement of success and the loneliness of
fame. The opening lines of Bill Russell's autobiography, o Up for
Glory ([1966] Noble, pap., 1968), express his philosophy:

There are no alibis in this book.
There are no untruths.
There is, within these pages, only a view of the world as I see it.

The candid, conversational style in which the book is written
makes Russell's personality clear. Too much space is given to his
personal complaints, but Russell discusses serious questions such
as proper attitudes toward athletics and segregation. Highly
fragmented, skipping from one event to another, the book is not a
chronology but a series of memories of the important moments in
Russell's life to that time.

Reading level: average. Literary quality: good.

Gale Sayers

I Am Third, by Gale Sayers with Al Silverman (Viking Pr, 1970;
pap., Bantam, n.d.), is a reasonably good autobiography of a
successful football star who joined the Chicago Bears in 1965.
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Although this book is known for the chapter about Sayers' room-
mate, Brian Piccolo, whose death from cancer became the subject
of a television drama, Brian's Song, I Am Third contains a number
of other interesting chapters. The first section is devoted to Sayers'
determined efforts to make a comeback after a serious knee injury
in 1968. The second part describes his early life, and the third
section is devoted to his 'experiences as a professional football
player. . .

One important aspect of this ,book is Sayers' account of his
positive relationships with other players and coaches, both black
and white, as well as his model family life. The title comes from
his motto, "The Lord is first my friends are second, and I am
third." While not a particularly religious book, it does have appeal
to students who still have hope for brotherhood and who believe
that success should reward hard work and persistence.

Reading lev.el: easy. Literary quality: good.

Willie Stone (Pseudonym)

I Was a Black Panther by. Chuck Moore (Doubleday, 1970)-is an
easy-to-read account of a high school student, real name not given,
who was active in SNCC and then helped to.form a New York
chapter of the Black Panthers. Unfortunatelyjn_his attempgTo
keep reading level eas_,. r-ythe-autho also Fills the intellectualjevel
low. Events are summarized very briefly, and while many philo-
sophical issues are raised, the author describes Stone's conversion
from one viewpoint to another in one or two sentences. As a result,
the Black Panthers appear to be little more than a teenage gang
out for kicks. Any student who can read at higher than a fourth
grade level should be steered to Revolutionary Suicide instead.
This book might be useful, however, for very slow readers or for
students who have a good enough understanding of black militant
groups to appreciate seeing major events and personalities through
the perspective of a high school student.

Reading level: easy. Literary quality: poor.

cEthel Waters

If ever a child was born in a hopeless environment, it was Ethel
Waters. Her mother was a twelve-year-old rape victim, and the
grandmother who raised her worked at jobs where she had to sleep
in, leaving her children to care for themselves. Two cousins in the
home died in early childhood. But intelligence, talent, a number of

.
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loving people, and a Wong religious faith gave Ethel the strength
to.survive. .

The title of her autobiography, His Eye Is on the Sparrow, is a
line from axospel song which emphasizes that God cares for all

, Ills creatures, an idea which permeates her book.
When Ethel Waters began her career as a singer in the Negro

theater circuit in 1917, the toughness she had gained from her
early life enabled her to cope with the almost unbelievable work-
I'm conditions. The most harrowing experience was an automobile
aceident in which she'almost lost her leg. Fortunately, Ethel's
voice gained her quick recognition, and in less than ten years, her
blues songs were among the most famous 'acts in theater. The last
hIlf of the book provides =inside look at the theater in the 1920s,
Ethel's stormy love life, and her remarkable success. In one of the
most touching sections, Ethel becomes 4eoply involved in her first
dramatic role, that of a woman very much like her own. mother,
and then has to rush home to Philadelphia to rescue her mother
froM a mental hospital. .

His Eye Is on the Sparrow, written with Charles Michel ([151]
pap., Pyramid Pubns, 1972), is an- exciting, inspiring book. The
style is frequently amusing and the events are certainly interesting.

Reading level: average. Literary quality: very good.

Biography Collections

David, Jay, and Catherine J. Green, eds. Black Roots. McDougal.
14J ell,. pap,, 1976.

This is an excellent anthology of autobiographical accounts
written by twenty black Americans, some famous and some
not nearly so renowned. Ideal for classroom use, it includes
selections that high school students, both black and white,
should find both interesting and inspiring. These descrip-
tions of growing up black in white America come from
Southern slave plantations and from America's black ghettos,
from the early i800s and from the turbulent 1960s. From
widely scattered parts of the 'country, here is a collection of
experiences of black men and women who'sought pride and
dignity in a society which oppressed them. The writers tell
how they were able to attain full, rich, and rewarding lives in
a society that denied their humanity.

Part I, "The. South": Among the nine selections are ex
cerpts from Lay My Burden Down by Joanna Draper, Black

I t
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Boy by Richard Wright, Anne Moody's CoMing of Age in
Mississippi, and Maya Angelou's I Know Why the Caged Bird
Sings.

Par' II, "The Cities": Included here are excerpts from the
autobiographies of two outstanding sports personalities, Roy
Campanella and Floyd Patterson. Brief portions of Baldwin's
Go Tell It on the Mountain and Claude Brown's Mancha in
the Promised Land, also in this section, may inspire students
to read the full-length irersions pf these classics. .

4 Part III, "Middle America":' This grouping of five auto-
- biographical sketches includes, among others, excerpts from

The Big $ea, The Autobiography of Mated m X,, and Nigger, by
Langston Hughes, Malcolm X, and Dick Gregory respectively.

This aothology could serve as an excellent introduction to
the full- length works. el

Lester, Julius. To Be a Slave. Dial, 1968; pap., Dell, 1970, 1975.
This short volume is a treasure for English and social studies
teacher's. A collection of writings ,by slaves and observers
describing what life was like during slavery, almost every one
is a* moving aCcount'of 'the cruelties of the system and the
strength of those who eridured. Starting with descriptions of.

- the voyage ill slave ships, the narratives tell of life on the
liantations (including those of TIiomas Jefferson and George
Washington), the experience of the auction block, resistance
to slavery, and reactious to Emancipation. Skillfully selected
and linked by wellwritten- explanations, To Be a Stave
preserves the experiences and feelings of ordinary black
Americans. . .

Durham, Philip, and Everett L. Jones. The Adventures of the Negro
- Cowboys. Dodd, 1966; spap.5Bantam, 1969.

An interesting collection of anecdotes about black-men-in the-
Wild West, The Adventures qf the Islegro Cowboys tells the
stories of black cowboys, cooks', bronco busters, and outlaws.
Easy to read, the book contains much interesting information
about life in the Old West, as well as about some little-known
black heroes and anti-heroes. rt is a useful resource for filling
.in some of the gaps in Atherican history, and a center section
of photographs adds to the interest. Some more sops. .ticated
students, however, might be offended by the tone of me book,
which glosses over the discrimination against black cowboys
almost to the point of implying that it was all right for a man
to be a slave if he could be a cowboy.

-x
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. i ,
° ' BUtterfield, Stephen. BlackAntobtagrafihrifFnATerteii. U of Mass

Pr, pap., 1974. .., - . ti

, A fascinating survey of black autobiographies from the slave
narratives to modern polemics, this book explores the search

\ of-black people for.an identity, and describes in detail some of
.

the Rica significant autobiographies written by blagics. In his
diecuisimi of the autobiographies, Butterfield -presents an 1%

analysis of American history and sociology: -"Evely writer
must struggle to discover who end what he. is; but if you are
never able to take who you are for granted, and the social
order around-you seems deliberately deeigned !Ai:41.rd out,

A

Your head with little cartoon symbols of what it wants or .

fears you to be,' and mock you with parodies of your 'highest
hopes, then discovering who you really arg takes: on the
dimensions of an epic 'battle withthe social order. Autobio-
graOhy then becomes both an arsenal and a battleground" (p-
284). Through a Marxist analysis of the autobiographies of
such writers as Frederick Douglass, Richard Wright, James
Baldwin, Ida Wells, Anne Moody, and George -Jackson the
author chronicles the development of the revolutionariself.

Wil Ruth. Our Blood and Tears: Black Freedom; Fighters. Put-
1972.

his easy-to-read ,group of shogt biographies, -of
Banneker, Nat. Turner, and Frederick- Douglask, shows, the
roles that all three played in American history and the black
struggle for freedom: Although written for elementary school
readers, this bOok provides a good analysis of black people's
choices and decisions in American history.

176
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Whether a student is a skilled or a relictant reader, the route to
wider reading lies through existing interests. Ohe engrossing book
tan lead to another. The supplementary bibliographies in this
chapter can help teachers make the most of this fact. The reasons
for including a list. of books about .blacks in sports, prepared by
consultant Jack Busher, and the annotated bibliography- of books
on blacks an the western frontier, by 1Carfina Amin, are evident.
Curiosity about the life in blacks' original homelands in Africa
may arise out of reading about black Americans, so Barbara
Dodds Stanford has-described some of the best of 1ecent African
literature in English. Betel* students who are able readers may
want to read-more bb;ck literature beyond course requirements,
Karirna Amin has supplied a list of especially interesting titles for
this audience. Mast novels and plays on'this list are advanced in
reading level, and some deal with adult subject matter. Discus-:
sions of a number of these books appear in Chapter 2 (see the
Indexes).

A Booklist of Contemporary African Literature

Although a detailed survey of African literature is beyond the
'scope of this book, the followkibrief list is included.because many
American students are interested in learning more about Africa.
Many aspects of black American literature are related to char-
acteristies of African literature, and contemporary, black Africa
has produced a number of exciting writers with whom welt.,
educated today should be familiar.

Anthologies of Blackliiterature

Beier, Ulli, ed. African Poetrg. Cambridge U Pr, cloth tpap.,
1966. ,* .

This Jot fascinating collection of traditional African poems
and songs, one of the best sources of the literature before
European influences.

,
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Hughes, Langston, ed. Poems from Black Africa: Ind U Pr, cldth &
pap., 19t8. ,

This collection contains traditional poetry, African poetry in
- English, and translations of modern non-English poetry,

Marckward, Edris, and Leslie Lacy, eds. Contemporary African
Literature.. Random; pap., 1972. -

A bea6tiful book, illustrated with lovely photographs, this is
the best and most complete introduction to African literature:
of all genres for high school students..

Rutherford, Peggy, ed. African Voices, 'Vanguard,. 1959.
Stories by modern writers from many parts of Africa. ree
"Black Literature for a Unit on Myth and Legend: Grade 9' in.
Chapter 84.

Wells, David, Marjorie Stevenson) and Nancy icing, eds. Prom .
Black Africa. HarBraceJ, pap., 1970.

This is a shorter but well-selected anthology of poetry and
short stories with pictures and brief notes about authors....

Major Authors Appropriate for High School Students

'Peter Abrithants. A coloured South African who writes movingly
of the suffering faced by blacks and coloureds (mulattostufider:
apartheid. nu Freedom (Macmillan,'pap., 1970) is thealory, of a
boy growing to adulthood under that system. .

Chin= Achebe. One of, the most outstandtneconteniporary
African novelists. His novel Things Fall Apart (119593 Fawcett
World, pap., 1976) describes traditional Ibilife and the effects on
that life of the coming of Europeans.,( Longer at Ease (Fawcett
World, pap., 1975) describes the dilemmas facing a modern Ni-
gerian government official. HiOlfort story collection, Girls at War
and Other Stories (Fawcett World, pap., 1974) tells Of contempor-
ary Nigerian people an514heir problems, including the Biafran
War. All three booksi*ould be valuable reading for high school
students, i

Ama Ata Aido. Writes about the problems of contemporary
Ghanaian women, Her short story collection No Sweetness' Here
(Anch.' Dfiableday; pap., 1972), 'which pit urea women emerging
from iribal societies and confronting urban problems, contains 4,.
number of stories appropriate for high school classes, Aidoo uses

/114ny voices, in dialogues and monblogues, to create dramatic
situations.

Cypriot& gkwensi.. Another Nigerian writer whose works in-

s
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elude popular rc. _Imes such as Jagua Nana ([196i] Fawcett
World, pap.,.nd.) as well as more traditional tales PUC /as Burning
Grass ( Humanities; pap., 1966). Easy to read and full of romance
and excitement, Ekwensi's works should be popula with high
school' students .

Bessie Head. in When Rain Clouds Gather (S&S, 1969), this
writer tells of a South African refugee, an Ame c ken, and a

. ° `swanian woman who try to improve life in a very poor village.
. A....heugh her later books, Man &and A Question of Power, are

rather difficult and mystical, this one should roil io high school
students.

James Ngitgi. A Kenyan whose writing about the Mau Mau wars
is powerful and tragic, Weep Not, Child (Collier. Macmillan, pap.,
1969) tells of the wars from the point of view of a young boy. The
River Between (Humanities, pap., 1965) describes the conflicts of a
person caught betweenjhe old and the new ways.

. Amos ittuola. A unicre Nigerian writer, whose novels are
based on folk tales and myths told in his own version of English.
The Palm-Wine Drinkard (Grove, Pap, 1954), The Brave African
Huntress (Grove, pap, 1958), and My ly(fe in the Bush of Ghosts
(Grove, pap., 1962) are all exciting tales full of frightening spirits.

AfricanVunior Novels

To meet the needs of schoolchildren in newly indendent nations,
African writers have produced a numb6r of junior novels. Of
generally lower quality than contetnpurary American adolescent
'fiction, African junior novels tendg-be easy to read, full , of
adventure and romance, rather moralistic, and generally similar
to American books from the 1950s. Because of their easy reading
level, they might be quite useful for slow readers. The following
books are all published by East African Publishing House, Koin-
age Street, P.O. Box 30571, Nairobi, Kenya:

Flying Doctor by William Radford
The Eighth Wife by Miriam K. Were
Daughter of Muntbi by Charity Waciuma
Lake: High School Student by students at Buterc Girls High
School

rruphena, City ._arse by Cynthia Hunter
(Truphena, Student Nurse is also available)
Moses by Barbara Kimenye (There are seven books in the

4179
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Moses Series including Mos 4 and the KidnaPpers, Moses and
the Ghost, and Moses in TrOuble.) 4

. .

Background Information on Af4n Literature

A Reader's Guide to African literature by Hans M. Zell and
Eelene Silver (4fricana. Holmes gt Meier, cloth & pap., 1971) is a
tiorough annotated bibliography w1 ith biographies of major writ-
ers and a very valuable list of addresses of sources of African
literature.

African Writers 712lking edited by Cosmo Pierterse and Dennis
Duerden (Africana. Holmes & Meier, cloth & pap., 1972) contatins
interviews with sixteen writers. '

A List of Novels and Plays by Black Writers
for the Advanced Student's Supplementary Reading

1

Key to abbreviations: N designates novels, D desigi.,:tes dramas in I
this bibliography,

1 f

i.
Baldwin, James. Another Country. Dial, 1962; pap., Dell, 1970 (N).

. Blues for Mister Charlie. Dial, 1964; pap., Dell, 1964 (D):_. Giovanni's Room. Dial, 1956 (N). i._. Go Tell It on the Mountain. Dial, 1953; pap., Dell, 1965 (N).
. If Beale Street Could Talk. Dial, 1974; pap., NAL, 1975(N). "- Tell Me How Long the Train's Been Gone. Dial, 1968; pap.,

Dell, 1975 (N).
Baraka, Imamu Aniiri (LeRoi Jones).1,7'he Baptism and The Tbilet.

Grove, pap., 1966-(D). 1_. The System of Dante's Hell. [1965] pap:, Grove, 197b (N).
BonteMps, Arna. Black Thunder. [1936] pap., Beacon Pr, 1968 (N).
_4. Drums c2 Dusk. Macmillan, 1939 (N). "

. God Sends Sunday. Harcourt. Brace, 1931 (N).
Brooks,'Gwendolyn. Maud Martha. Reprint of 1953 edition, AMS

Pr, n.d. (N). ,

Brown; Frank L. Trumbull Park. Regnery, 1959 (N).
Bullins, Ed. Clara's Ole Man and The Electronic Nigger. In Five

Plays. Bobbs,. cloth & pap., 1969 (D).
Childress, Alice. Like' One of the Family. Independence Pr, 1956

Ishort stories). . .

Cullen, Countee. One Way to Heaven. Reprint of 19:12 edition, AMS
Pr, n.d..(N).

1
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Davis, Ossie. Purlie Victorious. In Contemporary Black Drama,
edited by Stephanie Sills and Clinton F. Oliver. Scribner, pap.,
1971 (D).

Dodson, Owen. Boy at the Windom Reprint of 1951 edition, Chat:
ham Bkseller, 1972 (N).

DuBois, W. E. B. Dark Princess. [1928] Kraus Repr, 1975 (N).
Dunbar, Paul Laurence. The Fanatics. [190] pap., Mnemosyne,

n.d. (N).
. The Love of Landry. [1900] PP., Mnemosyne, rid. (N).

Edwards, Junius. If We Must.Die. Doubleday, 1968 (N).
Ellison, Ralph. Invisible Man. Random,.1951; pap., 1972 (N).
Fair, Ronald L. Many Thousand Gone: An American Fable. Re

print of 1965 edition, Chatham Bkseller, 1973 (N).
. We gait Breathe. Har-Row, 1972 (N).

Fisher, Rudolph. The Conjure-Man Dies. 'Reprint of 1932 edition,
Arno, n.d. (N).

Gaines, _Ernest J.. Catherine,Carmier. Reprint of 1664 edition,
Chatham Bkseller, 1972 (N).

. Of Love and Dust Dial, 1967 (N).
Gordone, Charles. No Place to Be Stnnebody: A Black Comedy.

Bobbs, cloth & pap., 1969 (D).
Greenlee, Sam. The Spook Who Sat bv the Door. [1969] pap., Ban-

tam, 1970 (D).
Hansberry, Lorraine. 77.. Sign in Sidney Brustein's Window.

[1965] pap., NAL, n.d. (D).
Heard, Nathan C. Howard Street. [1968] pap., NAL, 1973 (is!):
Hercules, Frank. I Want a Black Doll. S&S, 1967 (N).
Himes, Chester. Cast the First Stone. Reprint of 1952 edition, Chat-.

ham Bkseller, 1973; pap., NAL, 1972 (N).
. If Ha Hollers Let Hint Go. Reprint of 1945 edition, Chatham

Bkseller, 1973; pap., NAL, 1971 (N)._. Pin/does. Reprint of 1965 edition, Chatham Bkseller, 1975
(N).

The Third Generation. Reprint of 1954 edition, Chatham
Bkseller, 1978 (N).

Holder, Geoffrey. Black Gods, Green Islands. Reprint of 1959 edi-
tion. Negro U Pr, n.d. (N).

Hughes, Langston. Net Without Laughter. (1930] pap., Macmillan,
1969 (N).

. Tambourines to Glory. (1958] Hill & Wang, 1970 (N
Hunter, Kristin. God Bless the Child. Scribner, 19
_. The Landlord. (1966] pap., Avon, 19 7 (N).

181
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Marston, Zora Neale. Their Eyes Were Watching God. Reprint of
1937 edition, Negro U Pr, n.d.; pap., U of Ill Pr, 1978 (N).

Kelley, William Melvin. dem. Doubleday, 1967 (N).. A Different Drummer. [1962] pap., Doubled* 1969 (N).. A Drop of Patience. Reprint of 1965 edition, Chatham
Bkseller, 1973 (N). .

Kil lens, John 0. And Then Wi Heard the Thunder. Knopf,1963 (N).
'Sippi. Trident, 1967 (N).

. Youngblood. (1954] Trident, n.d. (N).
Lucas, Curtis. Angel. Lion, 1943 (N).

. Forbidden Fruit. Universal. 1953 (N).
McKay, Claude. Banana Bottom Reprint of 1933 edition, Chatham

Blocher, 1971; pap., HarBraiaeJ, 1974 (N).
H ome to Harlem". Reprint of 1928 edition, Chatham Bksel-

lei, 1973 (N).
Marshall, Paule. Brown Girl, Brownstones. Reprint of 1959 edition, f

Chatham Bksellet, 1972 (N). .
Mayfield, Julian. The Hit. Vanguard, 1957 (N).

. The Long Night. Vanguard, .1958 (N).
Moreau, Julian (J. Denis Jackson). The Black Commandos. Cul-

tural Institute Pr, 1967 (N).
Parks, Gordon. The Learning Tree. Har-Row, 1963; pap., Fawcett

World, 1975 (N).
Petry, Ann. Country Place. Reprint of 1947 edition, Chatham

Bkseller, 1971 (N).
The Narrows. Reprint of 1953 edition, Chatham Bkseller,

1973 (N).
..

Redding, J. Saunders. Stranger and Alone. Harcourt Brace, 1950
(N). "

Reed, Ishmael., The free-Lance Pallbearers. Reprint of 1967 edi-
tion, Chatham Bkseller, 1975; pap., Avon, n.d. (N).

Wright, Richard. Native Son. Reprint of 1940 edition, HarRow,
1969; pap., n.d. (N).

Yerby, Frank. The Foxes of Harrow. (1946] pap., Dell 1976 (N)._. Goat Song. Dial, 1967; pep., Dell, 1974 (N).
. The Golden Hawk. (1948] pap., Dell, 1975 (Ni._ The Vixens. (1947] pap., Dell, 1976 (N): .

..I'

The mature student may also consider reading some novels by
black Africans. Especially recommended are:
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... ,
Achebe, Chinua. A Man of the People. [1966] pap., Doubleday, n.d.

(N).
. Things Fall Apart. (1959] pap., Fawcett World, 1976 (N).

Ekwensi, Cyprian. Jagua Nana. (1961] pap., Fawcett World, n.d.
(N):

s.

The Black Presence on the American Frontier;
An Annotated Bibliography

This bibliography brings light to an aspegt of the black experi-.
ence that has been singularly ignored by the American mass
media and educational curricula. For the most part, movies,
television, western fictioh, and ,textbooks have been blatantly
negligent in properly portraying the lives of blacks who were
trappers, traders, soldiers, cowbiiii,Ind homesteaders on the
American frontier. Covering the black frontier experience from
the time of Columbus through the Spanish-American War in 1898,
this bibliography includes fiction and nonfiction for the. junior
reader, pictorial accounts, adult fiction and nonfiction, and records.

Fiction for the Junior Reader

Essex, Harry. Man and Boy. Dell, pap., 1971.
A novel of the Old West about Caleb Revers, a proud black
man with a fourteen-acre homestead, a loving wife, and a ten-
year-old on who idolizes him. But there are white men who
undermine Caleb's manhood, destroying the respect that his
soh has for him. Fighting for "life, pride and vengeance,"
with only sheer courage and an Army Colt, Caleb Revers
struggles to regain his son's admiration and respect.

Lester, Julius. Long Journey Home: Stories from Black History.
Dial, 1972; pat., Dell, 1975.

This is a collection of short stories from black history. The
author has taken documented historical fact and enriched it
wit, details of character and setting to amplify the human
experience. Included in this collection is "The Man Who Was
a Horse" (pp. 79-90), a story about Bob Lemmons, born a
slave in 1847, freed in 1865, a cowboy who becaine well known
for hisabi I ity to bring in- a herd of mustangs single-handedly.

183
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Walker, Drake. Buck and the Preacher. Popular Lib, pap., 1972.
This is a story of a little-known aspect of America's frontier
days. The Civil War is over and black men, women, and
children are now freefree to make their way West to new

.land and a new life. This is the story of Buck, a free black' and
scout who must guide a grout, of ex-slaves westward from
Louisiana; of Ruth, Buck's beautiful and courageous woman;
of Willis Oakes Rutherford; the colorful preacher; and of
Deshay; ruthless_ white leader of a band of mercenary vigi-

- lantes, sworn to got; blacks, by any means necessary, from
being free and independent.

.

Wormser, Richard. The Black Mustanger. Morrow, 1971.
An easy-to-read novel with illusbations-by, Don Bolognese.
After the Civil War, the Rikers, a white family from Tenn-es-
see, move to the wide plains of Texas, seeking their fortune
and a better life. They meet a mustanger, Will Mesteno, half
black,- half Apache, and with his help, their fresh start
becomes a success.

Nonfiction for the Junior Reader

Booker, Simeon. Susie King 7hylor, Civil War Nurse. McGraw,
1969. .

According to the foreword, this illustrated narrative is based
. on a diary bf Susie King Taylor's life during the Civil War,

which included service on the western portions of the front.
Her story covers important chapters in America's military
history and the history of blacks in nursing. Booker's account
is an exciting story of a proud black woman who served the
black troops 4cImirably as nurse and teacher in the face of
tremendous difficultit *.

Clark, Charlotte R. Black Cowboy: The Rory of Nat Love. Hale,
1970. 11.

A book for children with full-color illustrations by Leighton
Possum on every page. This is the story of one of America's
first black cowboys, champion rider, roper, and sharpshboter
Nat Love, better known as Deadwood Dicka legend h. his
own time.

Cortesi, Lawrence. Jim Becktvourti., Explorer-Patriot of the Rock-
ies. Criterion Bks, 1971.

Beckwourth went West from St. Louis in the early nineteenth

PM
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century to become a trapper, fur trader, and 'mountain
man." Captured by the Crow Indians, he rose to become an
adopted Chief: of the tribe.

DoWney,Fairfax.,TheStiffato Soldiers*/ the Indian Wars. McGraw,
1969.

Illustrated,by Harold James, this book is abOut the hardships
and heroism of these gallant men.

Durham, Philip. and Everett L. Jones. Me Adventures of the Negro
*Cowboys. Dodds, 1966; pap.; Bantam, 1960.

The black cowboys rode the range through purple sage with
white Texans, Mexicans, and Indians. They ate, slept, and
faced the enemy together, but when history became legend,
-the black-man-was- erased from the paTes western fiction,
the scenes of western movies, and the pages of America's
history textbooks. Durham and Jones fill in the gaps with this
collection of true tales about the popt-Civil War, pioneering
blacks.

Felton, Harold W. Edward Rose, Negro Trail Blazer. Dodds, 1967.
An illustrated biography of a hero of the Old West, a skilled
and courageous marksman, horseman, and hunter. Also
known as Cut Nose for the deep cut across his face, Rose, was
an invaluable trail blazer, trapper, guide, and interpreter.
Like Jim Beckwourth, he was a leader of the Crow Indians for
several years. Accerding to the author, Rose was "a figure in
almost every maioritcp taken in the early West."

Felton, Harold W. Jim Beckwourth, Me gro Mountain Man. Dodd,
1966; pap., Apollo Eds, 1970.

Illustrated with photographs. prints, and maps. (See Cortesi,
above.)

Felten, Harold W. Nat Love, Negro Cowboy. Dodd, 1969.
Another biography from the early.fatle-ruloing days. Illus-
trated by David Hodges. (S),:,`..",;;;:-It,'Bove, and Love, below.)

Jackson, Florence- T.'..;;IVicarc Man in Amelia, 1877-1905. Watts,
1978.

-." *Illustrated with contemporary drawings and photographs,
this volume is part of a historical series, with excellent
chapters on "Settlers and Cowboys" and the "Black Soldiers."

Lee, Irvin IL Negro Medal of Honor Men. Rev. ed., Dodd, 1969.
Illustrated with photographs, the chapter "The Indian Fight-
ers" is excellent, filling in a part of America's history where
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the black man is usually ignored. This book tells about black
soldiers who proved their courage again and again. They
were loyal fighters despite the brutality and humiliation of
racial prejudice. . .

Love, Nat. The Life and Adventures of Nat Love, Better Known in
the Cattle Country as Deadwood Dick. Reprint of 1907 edition,
Arno, 1968.

Not specifically written for a junior reading audience, Love's
autobiography is nevertheless very easy to read, though hard
to believe. . .

Shepard, Betty, ed. Mountain Man, Indian CAieffilte_Dife and.
. AdventffraVtliniBWFwourth. HarBraceJ, 1968.

Illustrated with reproductions of prints and a map. (See
Cortesi, above.) ...

Wain Edward. Black Fighting Men in U.S. History. Lothrop,,
1971. .

Illustrated with photographs, this book covers blacks' role in
'. major wars from_the American Revolution throtigh Vietnam.

Pictorial Amounts

All readers should enjoy the following collections of picture; Only
the Miller book has a text for the junior reader.

Carroll, John M. Buffalo Soldiers West. Old Army, 19i1. '.)

An exciting assemblage of plc :uses, including many by the
art historian Frederic Remingtbn, who is well known for his
western art.

Franklin, John Hope. An Illustrated History of Black Americans.
41

Time-Life, 1970.
Pages 46-54 of this survey volume deal with black troops in
the Civil War; pages 130-33 give a brief description of the
black soldier in the American Revolution, the Wir. of 1812,
the Civil War, and the Spanish-American War. Also men- ,

tioned are Henry 0. Flipper, West Point's first black gradu-
ate, and Jim Beckwourth, the man who discovered a strategic .

pass through the Sierra Nevada., which bears his name.
Harris, Middleton A., et al. The Black Book. Random, cloth & pap.,

1973. .
4

A documented pictorial history of the Afro-American ex-
perience. For brief accounts of black pioneers, See: pp. 49-

186
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54 -Bill Pickett, Go.bo Fango, the Bengas, Jim Beckwourth,
Nat Love, and others; pp. 127-28Edmonia Lewis, Prince
Boston, Daniel Hale Williams, and black homesteaders;
pp. 155-65the black soldier in the Revolutionary War, the
Civil War, and the Spanish-American War; also a brief
sec don on Henry 0. Flipper, West Point's first black graduate.

Katz, William Loren. The Black West. Rev. ed., Doubleday, cloth &
pap., 1973.

A pictorial account with well-documented text and impres-
sive bibliography. Beginning with .Estevan, the first African
known by name to have taken part in a government (Spanish)
exploration of America's southwest region (1528), the text
covers the black presence on the American frontier through
the Spanish-America' War of 1898. The young adult reader
should be'able to handle the text. Less capable readers will
enjoy the many illustrations.

Miller, Major Donald L. An Album of Black Americans in ..the
Armed Forces. Watts, 1969.

This account by a retired Army colonel is illustrated with
photographs and reprints of paintings and sketches. For
information about the pioneering black, see the following
chapters: "Black Soldiers in the Far West," "Spanish-
American War," "The Black Cadet," and "Pancho Villa Chase
in Mexico."

Adult Fiction .

Reed, Ishmael. Yellow Back Radio Broke-Down. Reprint of 1969
edition, Chatham Bkseller, 1975; pap., Avon, 1977.

This fantasy of a surrealistic Wild West features a blank "hoo-
doo cowboy." (See the discussion under Ishmael Reed in the
section on new black writers in Chapter 2.)

Williams, John A. Captain Blackman. Doubleday, 1972. '
Captiln Abraham Blackman is a black soldier, wounded in
Vietnam. With the sounds of AK-47's, M46, and M-60 fire
bursting all around him, Blackinan drifts in and out of

. consciousness, mentally reliving the black man's military
history in the American Revolution, the-Battle of New Or=
leans, dip Civil War, the Indian Wars, the Spanish-American
War, and World WarS I and II. Blackman's dreams describe
the freedom and equality always promised to his prwle but
never granted.

187
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Adult- Ali/Victims

Becltwourth, James P. The life and Adventures of James P. Beck-
wourth. Edited by Thomas'D. Bonner. Reprint of 1856 edition,
X of Nebr Pr, 1972. :

This autobiography is exciting to read, and times hard to
believe. The author recounts childhood ekperiences, incidents
of city life in St. Louis, Missouri, and tales of his life as
renowned mountain man and chief of the Crow Indians. (A'
condensed version is described under Jim Beckwourth in .
Chapter 4.) 4 ..

Girton, John M., ed. The Black Military Experience in the Ameri-
can West. Liveright; 1971; pap., 1974. . .

An illustrated text exploring the black soldiersUives, both
professional and social. The author delineates the soldiers'
hardships and successes, the excitement, and danger of fron-
tier life; and the ugliness of unjustified prejudice. A good
bibliography-is included..

Cornish, Dudley Taylor. The Sable Arm: Negro Troops in the Orion
Armg 1861-1865. (1956] pap., Norton, 1966. -

An amply documented account of the role of black soldiers`
fighting for the North in the Civil War.

Dobie, J. Frank. The Mustangs. [1934] pap., Little, 1952.
Basically this is a book about the mustang horse, but Chap-
ter 13, "As the Mustangers Told It," describes the unique style.
of Bob Lemmons, black cowboy iii i ,

Durham, Philip, and Everett L. Jones. The Negro Cowboys. Dodd,
1965.

This is the adult version of The Adventures of the Negro
Cowboys, by Durham and Jones. (See young readers' list.).

-,.,
Fowler, Arlen L. The Black Infantry in the West, 1869-1891. Negro

U .Pr, 1971.
Covers the important contributions made by the black in-
fantry in the West, with emphasis on the Twenty-Fifth
Infantry iirthe Dakotas and Montini;and the Twenty-Fourth
Infantry in the Southwest. An extensive bibliography is
included.

Harrii, Theodore D., ed. Negro Frontiersman. Tex Western, 1963.
One reviewer says, "This is the personal narrative of Henry 0..
Flipper. the first Black graduate of the U. S. Military

. .
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Academy at West Point. His account covers his civilian and
. military experiences along the untamed Mexican birder.

from the years 1878 to 1916." o'

Leckie, William H. Thi Buffalo Soldiers: A Narrative of the Negro
. - b Cavalry in the West. U of Okla Pr, cloth & pap., 1970. ,

With photographs, dkawings,_and maps and a moving text,
Leckie tells the story of the heroic fighting men of the Ninth
and Tbdth Regiments, who were able to overcome.every
obstacle in their path on the American frontier except "the.
twin foes of prejudice and discrimination."

McPherson,lamea M. The Negro's Civil _War. Pantheon, 1965.
. Subtitled "How American Negroes Felt and Acted during the

War for the Union," this is an account of the black man's
. "cofitributions and achievements, tits hopes and aspirations,

his opinions and frustrations."
Portir, Kenneth Wiggins. The Negro on the American Frontier.

Reprint of 1971 edition, Arno, n.d.
Two centuries of the 'black presence on the fro. ntier are
presented in this book, which also looks at blacks' relations
with Native mericans.

. Black Literature of Sports: A Recominended Bibliography
'

Ali, kuhimmad. he Greatest: My Own Story, with Richard Dur-
' ham. Random, 1975; pap., Ballantine 1976.

Baker, dim. 0. J. Simpson. G&D, pap., 1974.
Bell, Marty. The Legend of Dr. J.: The Story of Julius Erving. Cow-

ard, 1975; pap., NAL, 1976.
Chamberlain, Wilt, and David Slut*. Wilt: Just 14e Any Other

Zuroot Black Millionaire Who Lives Next poor. Macmillan,
1973; pap., Warner Bks, 1975.

Fiazier, Walt, and Ira Berkow. Rodin' Steady. P-1i, 1974; pap.,
Warner Bko, 1974. .

Frazier, -Wilt, and.he dares. Clyde: Thf Autobiography of Walt
Frazier. (19701 G&D, pap., n.d.

Gibson, Bob, and Phil Pepe. From Ghettoto Glory: The Story of Bob
Gibson.. P-H, 1968.

, Gutman, Bill. Hank Aaron. G&D, pap.,.1978.
Hano, Arnold. Roberto Cleniente: Batting King. Rev. ed., Putnam,

1973; pap., Dell, 1978.
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Jpcobs, Linda. Wilma Rudolph: Run for Mom. EMC, cloth 4 pap.,
1974. .

Lardner, Rex. AU. G&D, rn., n.d.
Pepe, Phil. Kareem Abdul-dt-obar. G&D, pap.,, n.d.

.

Robinson, Louis, Jr. Arthur Ashe: Tennis Champion. Doubleday, .

1970. . .

Sayers, Gale, and Al Silverman. I Am_ Third. Viking Pr, 1970;
pap., Bantam, n.d. '

Wolf, David. Foul: The Connie Hawkins Story. HR&W, 1972; pap.,
Warner Bks, 1972. .

i ..
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Recordings of Black Ameriatn Literature
. ..

Recordings may be used as'a supplement to in-class reading and
discussion of black literature, and as reference aids for the teacher.
Literature comes alive on records by skillful performers, so teach- .
era should if possible devote some class time to listbnihg to records
of black poetry, drama, folk tales, or stories. Such recordings can 4"

also serve as aids to independent itudy.
This list of iecgrdings is by no means comprehensivenew discs

are constantly appearingbut these are readily available in most
public libraries. Addresses of recording companies are given at -
the end of the Directory of 'Publishers. . I. ,.

Anthology of Negro Poetry. 'Folkways Records, ,FL 9791: ..

Langston Hughes, Sterling Brown, Claude-MpKey, Countee ---
Cullen, Mirgaret Walker, and Gwendolyn Brooks read their
own poemi. Arna Bontemps, editor.. - ":', s

Anthology of Negro Poets in the U.S. A.: 200 Years. Folkwkvs Rgc,
ords; FL 9792. .

Arna Bontemps reads the poetry of eighteen black writers.
Some of those included are Lucy Terry,,Phillis Wheatley, Paul

ULaurence Dunbar, Claude McKay, Langston Hughes, and
Sterling Brown. .

Black Pioneers in American History. Volxme I: 19th Century.
Caedmon Records, TC 1252.

Eartha Kitt and Moses Gunn read biographioal sketches of
Frederick Douglass, newspaper editor, publisher, and prom-
inent black leader of ..the antislaveryantslavery movement; Charlotte
Forten, a young teacher who left her free and wealthy
Philadelphia family.to teach slaves recently' freed in South

,
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Carolina; Susie King Taylor, who taught, nursed, and cooked
for-black troops during the Civil War; and Nat Love, the
black cowboy better known as Deadwood Dick. Suitable for
younger listeners.

- Buffalo Soldiers. Bliddah ReiorCle;2001. -t
Produced, directed, and` narrated by Nathanial Montague,
this recording chronicles the daring exploits of Arderica's
'Buffalo Soldiers, organized in' 1866 as the Tenth Cavalry
Regiment. Also nienttoned are black. rangers, scouts, and
hunters who aided them. The achievements of black cavalry-

: men and infaiittymen are related' in detail.. Fcir the adult
listener. Themusical accompaniment may be distracting to
younger' listeners. I

Folk Tales of the liribes- of Africa as Told by Eartha Kitt. Caeuon
Records, TC.I267.

6 Eirtha Kitt reads folk tales of seven Afiican tribes;' each
story is particularly relevant to American children.

God's Trombones. Folkways Records, FL 9788.
The ,poetry of James Wtldon Johnson read: by Brycp Bond
with music by William Martin. Includes "The Creation,", "Let

,-My People Go," "Go Dorn Death," and others.
Gwendolyn- Brooks Reading Her 'Poetry. Caedmon Records, TC

,1244.
The-author reads selections from A Street in Bromeville,
Annie Allen; The Bedn Eaters, Selected Poems, Black Expres-
sion (Vol. I, No. 1), and In the Mecca. The record includ ces an
introductory poem 'by Don L. Lee (Haiti R. Madhubuti)
entitled "GwendolynYroolts.'

' William .Melvin Kelley. CM Records; CMS 525. ,
. .

'Thi author reads "A Different Drummer," an excirpt ftim
.his novel The African, a!nd "The Oily Man on Liberty Street,"
from his collectiob of short stories, Dancers on the Shore. . -

<

;
The Last Poets. Douglas Record's, 3.

Poems by Abiodun 0y4wole, Akia Pudim, and Omar:Ben
Hassen read by the poets with percussion accompaniment by

,

"z r/slilaja. For mature students. . ..- ;, .

-The Last Poets: This Is-Mainess. Douglas Recbrds, 7-Z 30583.
Poems by Mafia Pudiniland Omar Ben Ilassen with vocal andi .*percussion accompaniment. For mature 'students.
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Like a Ripple on a Pond. Nikton Records,,NK 4200.
Nikki Giovanni reads poems froni her collection, itiy Holm,
with accompaniment by the New York.Community Choir.

The Poetry of Langston Hughes. Caedmon Records, TC 1272.
"The Negro Sneaks of Rivers," '"Song fora Dark Girl," "I,
Too," "Ballad ofstheLandlord," etc., read by Ruby Die and
Ossie Davis. Also selected poems froin The Panther ard the
Lash and One-Way Ticket -

The Poetry of Margaret Walker. Folkivays Records, iL 9795.
gargaret Walker reads several of lier works, including bal-
lads "for two famous women, Phill Wheatley and Harriet ...

Tubman, and the ever-popular "We ave-MilBelreiieTs" and
, .... "Let My. People Go."

A Raisin in the Sun. Caedmon Records, IRS 355..E !

A dram by Lorraine Hansberzy featuring the actor lOssie
Davis; Mater Lee Younger and the actresse&R b pee as .

. Ruth 'Y nger, Claudia McNeil as Mama, and Diana ands as
Bene4t1r. Younger.

,Sidney P Read Poetry of the Black Man. Unit Artists,
UAS 60 k .

With DorisBel , the Brooks Male Chorus, and instrumental
accompaniment. ixteen selections by seven black poets with
a concentration on poetry by Langston Hughes, Paul Laurence
Dunbar, and Jarn6s Weldon Johnson.

Simple. Caedmon Records, TC 1222.
Seyen storieifrom Langston. Hughes' The Best qf Simple and
Simple's Unite Sam, read bye Ossie Davis.

16 Poems of Sterling A. Brown. Folkways Records, FL 9794.
Read .by Sterling Brown himself-and edited by Frederick
Ramsey, Jr., these selections include "Old Lem," "Break of
Day," "Remembering Nat Turner," and "Strong Men."

Sterling Brown and Langston H4ghes. Folkways Redbrds,..n9790.
Sterling Brown-reads his poems: "Break of Day;" "Sharecrop-
per," "Slim in Hell," "Old Lem," "Old King Cotton," anti
"Putting on Dog." Langston Hughfs reads frozaSimple Speaki
His Mind: "FeetLivw-Their Own Lives," "Simple Prays a
Prayer," "Wooing the Muse," and "Landladies.",

a sun lady for all seasons. Folkway Records, FL 9793.
Sonia Sanchez.(Laila Mailman) reads her poetry about black
people and We.

I
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Trdth 18 on Its Way. Right-On Records/Farem Productions, RR
05001.

I Nikki Giovanni reads poetry from two of her books, Black
Feeling Black Talk/Black Judgement and Re: Cyation, with
accompaniment by the New York CoMmunity Choir.

Winter in America. Strata-East Records, SES 19742.
"New Renaissance" poetry about the. "energy,.. beauty...
and determination.'.." of black people by Gil Scott-Heron.
Read by the author with vocal and piano accompaniment. For
mature students.

c
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II Classroom Uses of Black
American Literature

4 '

.
This section is a potpourri dprictical guides and activities to aid
the teacheiln creating and broadening black literature courses.

The first two outline guides greW out of my experience of being
plunged into teaching black literature without benefl4 of adequate
preparatory course work. I designed and used them with my senior

t high school students. At the time they were introduced, many
. looked upon black studies as a passing fancy, but the guides have

been used successfully and have endured ignorant condesier
The Cleveland and Pittsburgh guides are reprinted here to

provide teachers with some knowledge of bl ?ck literature cur-
riculadeveloped by school systems, and are typical of those used in
most major cities. The Oneonta guide was designed by a teacher
when an elective, program was developed at her school.

Enrichment is the intent of th0 Supplementary Activities (Chap-
ter 10.-"Composition and Discussion Motivators," "Ideas for Role-

Playing," and "A Word about Games" are all directed toward the
iffeitive sobjectiVes that charUcterize some black literature
courses: They may be used by teachers who are interested in
promoting positive behavioral change and/or an iMproved under-
standing of the black experience.

Karima Amin

.
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6 Two Literature 'Units
on the Black Experience

Karima Amin

O

Outline 1: Friuli Africa to America

Introduction: This outline is based on one I devised in 1971, when I
began teaching a course titled Literature by Black Writers in a
senior-high school. At that time, my knowledge of the subject was
sadly lacking, and I barely managed to keep upa"one-page-ahead-

. of-my-students" pace in the first semester of my assignment. This
course outline was designed for twenty Weeks (one semester) of
instruction for sixty twelfth graders in two classes. A few ad-

. vaned eleventh graders were also permitted to take the course.
The past-present-future structure resulted from my need for a

guiding framework as I simultaneously taught and studied, glean-
ing Information from textbooks, magazines, recordings, and peo-
ple with an interest in my plight. I also referred to the Buffalo,
New York, Board of Education curriculum guide for Literature by
Black Writers, which had been -released in 1970. 3, reworked
thefts and concepts in it to accommodate my limited knowledge,
piecemeal studies, and desire to make an exciting presentation.
The outline as it appears here has the,, 1971 framework but
incorporate's many changes that grew out of trial-and-error learn-
ing along the way.

Facts of publication for the book-length works referred to in this
outline can be -found in the bibliography following Outline 2.

link I. The Past
A. Early black civilization. Before studying literature by black

writers, students should first be helped to understand that
black hist* did not begin in America. An excellent
reference for the instructor to use at this point ,(and in
connection with future studies) is John Hope Franklin's
Illustrated History of Black Americium (1970): The follow-
ing poems make reference to the African 'Past.

1.95
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... slave to both black men and white. His book tells how the-... e ,..
horrors of the latter surpassed his prier state of 'seryi-
tude. The following poems illustrate the degradation
slavery causes.
1. "The Slave Auction" by Frances E. W. Harper (Adams,

. Jbetri 1970)
2. "Middle Passage" by Robert Hayden (Adams, Poetry, -,

1970) - .
C. Black resistance to dehumanization. Some slaves fled perse-

cution and several poems tell of their plight. :
1. "Remembering Nat Turner" by -Sterling A. Brown

(Adams; Poetry, 1970)
. 2. "Runagate Runagate" by Robert Hayden (Adams, ft-

. . etry, 1970) -
...

3. "Harriet Tubman" by Margaret Walker (Weisman,
1971) .,

Music is one aspect of African culture that the slave was
able to salvage,. and many 'slaves turned to song as a
language of resistance. The teacher may refer to Blues
People: Negro Music in White America (Jones, 1963) for
more information about the role of music. in early black
American life. The mature student'may be encouraged to

-,rea4140e first and final chaiteri,of The Souls of Black Folk:
Chapter 1: "Of Our Spiriting:Strivings"; Chapter 14: "Of
the Sorrow Songs" (Du Bois, 1965). Three Nero Classics
combines this Du Bois work with other important early.,
writing: Up from Slavery by Booker T. Washington and The
Autobiography Qt an Ex-Coloured Man by James Weldon

. Johnson. Recordings of black religious music, work songs,

190 Tires Units on the Black Experience- .-.. .- , - 1
1: ,"".Heratageby Gwendolyn Bennett (Adams, Poetry, 1970)'

--,
),2. ""Heritage'by Countee Cullen (Adams, Poetry, 1970) ,
,3. "lb Egypt" by Gloria,Davis (Murray, Journey,.1971).

,
4. "Africa" by ,David Pkp (Murray, Jour4eil)
5. "The Negro Speaks Of Rivers" by Langston glies

. (Adams,. Poetry, 1970) - --, ,

B. Slavery in America. It ought to be indicated here that Merl-. . cans were not the first to practice slavery.'In fact, blacks
themselves enslaved other black people for centuries:How-
everein no other place and in no other era was the treatment f
of slaVes crueller than in America. Another excelka refer-

- ence for the teacher is The biteresting Narrative of the 1*
of Olaudah Evian°, or Guitaris Vassa the African. Writ-
ten by Himse(f(Equiano, 1969; Equiano, 1970). Vaasa was a

.

f
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From Africato Alnerica 0 Ai

fieldblues, and shouts should be utilkzed in this unit. The
following poems tell of the solace and energizing spirit that
black people have found in their music.
1. "Strong Men" by/Sterling A. Brown (Murray, Search,

- 1971) .

2. "On Listen ins the Spirituals" by Lance Jeffers (Chap-
. man, 1968)/

Some folktales/with African or Afro-American origins are
also suitable/for this section. The following deal with
resistance' enslavement and may be found in Black
Folktale,s (Lester, 1969).
1. "People Who Could Fly"
2. "Kee 'p on Steppin' "
3. "High John the Conqueror" ..
4. "Stagolee"

D. Jimitrowism. To really understand what blacks were up
against, the instructor may consider having the class read
the following books by whites, which perpetuated the wide:
1.3 held belief that black people were somehow subhuman.
4. The Negro a Beast (Carroll, 1900)

/2. The Caucasian and the Negro in the United States (cal-
,. houn,.[1902] 1977)

3. The Negro, a Menace to Civilization (Shufeldt, 1907)
4. ,Folkways (Sumner, 1906)
The mature student may be encouraged to read the pre-
ceding selections or may be provided with excerpts. The
following poems djscuss the inhumanity and brutality
spawned by Jim Ciow legislation.

,
i 1..,"Old Lem" by Sterling A. Brown (Adoff; 1968) ,

2. 'So Quietly" by Leslie Pinckney Hill (Adoff, 1968),
3. "Song for a Dark Girl" by Larigston Hughes (Adoff,

1968) . 0. .

4.1 "The Lynthing" by Claude MeKay. (Adoff; 1968)
5. "Between the World and Me" by Richard Wright

(Adoff, 1968)
,.. Also appropriate for inclusion here are Richard Wright's

autobiography, Black Boy (1945), and a short story by
Lorne Itennett, Jr., "The Convert! (Mirer, 1971).

, knit II. The Present .

The literature listed in this unit explores several facets of the
contemporary scene from the viewpoint of blacks who find them-

'selves on the outside looking hi:

1.97
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A. An appeal to the powers that be.
At 1. Merry-Go-Round" by Langston Hughes '(Adams, Po-,

etry, 1970)
2. "America" by Claude Maw (Chapman, 1968)
3. The White House" by Claude McKayf(Adams, Poetry,

1970)
B.. The "Bootstrap Syndrome: , .

- 1. Poetry. "We Have Been Believers" by-MargaretWalker .

(Murray, Black Perspectives, 1971)
2. Short story "My Brother Wed to College" by Frank

Yerby (Murray, Search, 1971)
3. Drama. A Raisin in the Sun by Lorraine Hansberry

(Adams, Drama, 4970)
C.° Individual worth

1, Novels'
a. Invisible Man Allison, 1951)
b. Native Son (Wright, 190)

2. Nonfiction
a. Nipper1Gregory, 1964)
b. The Atdobiography.of Makolm X (Malco lm X &

.Haley, 1985)
8. Short story. "A Summer Tragedy" by Arna Bontemps

(Chaknan, 1968)
D. A new person .

- 1. Poetry"
a. "Song of the Awakened Negro" by Ruby Berkeley

*Brown (Weisman, 1971)'

4
b. "The Emancipation of George-Hector (A Colored

Turtle)" by Mari Evans (Murray, Journey, 1971)
c, "The Rebel" by Mari Evans (Adolf, 196$)
d. "a poem for nina simone to put some muaic to and.

blow our niggub/minds" by Sonia Sanchez (Leda
"Mannan) (Murray, Major Black Writers, 1971)

2. Short story. "The Homecoming" by Frank Yerby (Mur-
ray, Search,1971)

3. Nonfiction. Look Out 'Whitey! Black PeiverU Gen' Get A
Your Mama (Lester, 1969)

Unit III. The Future
A. "Where do we go from here? "

1, Poetry
a. "Dream Deferred" by Langston Hughes (Murray,

Search, 1971) a Is

b._ "Harlem" by Langston,Hughes (Chapman, 1968)
.°
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2. -Drama. Dutchman (Jones, 1964)
Students should be prompted to discuss or write about pos-
sible answers to the above. question.

B. Make it better. Poetry that says, "Let's change the system!"
1. "Democracy" by Langstoh Hughes (Murray, Black Per

spectives, 1971)
.2. "Let America Be America Again" byLangston Hughes

(Murray, Search, 1971)
3. "If We Must Die" by Claude McKay (Murray, Bads

Perspectives, 1971)
4. "Mad! Mad!" by ErnestWhite (Murray, Search, 1971)

C. -Brighter days ahead. Nonfiction. The literature of
optimism by Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
1. "I Have a Dream" (Murray, Black Perspectives, 1971)
2. Stride Toward Freedom (King, 1958)

Outline 2: Eye + Mind + Heart = Experience

Introduction: Unlike the 'preceding outline, with its historically
based..framework, this four-unit outline is structured upon
attitudes,and feelings resulting from and perpetuated by the black
experience in America. Like "From Africa to America," this
outline was also designed for twenty weeks of instruction.. It, too,
incorporates many changes made over the years to reflect my
growing knowledge and my desire to challenge heterogeneous
groups of students7some who entered Abe course with a sincere
interest and others who entered out of simple curiosity. (For
sources of the works cited, see the bibliography following this
outline.)

Unit L The Eye: Black Perspective
..

A. "The way I so It ..." The black perspective is a kaleido-
scope of opinion from a black point of view. The following

. selections reveal that the black perspective is influenced by:
the "double- consciousness," i.e., being black in white
America; black cultural values vs. white cultural values;
slavery (past and present); racism (overt and covert); and
that hard-to-define but easily recognizable, quality called
"soul."
1. Essay collection. "Tales of Simple" by Langston Hughes

(Chapman, 1968)
2. Poetrx: "Booker T. and W. E. B." by. Dudley Randall

(Chapman, 1968)
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3. prama. Five on the Black Hand Side by Charlie L
. ' RueselNurray, Black Perspictive.s, 1971)

B. Black vs. white - ; ...

.1. Poetry . ,..,

a. "When in Rome" by Mari -Evans (Emanuel, 1968).
b. "Customs and Culture" by Ted Joans (Murian.

..
Search, 1971) c

c. 'Jungle Taste" by Edward S. Silvera (Adams;
Pottry, 1970) . .

2. Short story. "The Boy Who Painted Chiist Black" by
John Henrik Clarke (Murray, Journey, 1971)

C.. .The way it is. Poetry . - %

1. "Red" by Countee Qullen'(Addms, Poetry, 1970)
2. "I Am Not Lazy"'-by-Mari Evans (Coombs, 1970) .

3. "Motto" by 'Langston Hughes (Murray, Major Black
Writers, 1971

,. 4. "'Theme for English B" by Langston Hughes (Murray,
Major Black Writers, 1971)

.6. "What We Know" by Raymond Patterson (Murray,
. Search, 1971) .

Unit II. The Mind: Black. People -.

in this country, blacks have had to . deal with psychological
oppression which has been intense and deeplypenetrating, though
often vbtle. Blacks who give in ,to this abuse Often allow their
image 0 themselves to begovemesi by the white perspective. They
frequently aim for white "adeeptance," and at the same time reject
their blackness, Very often, they are people who applaud the
material while neglecting the spiritual. Sometimes they labor in a
world °of illusions that does not allow them ..to function as a
*necessary blackself" (see "A Poem to COmplement Other Poems"
by Don L. Lee [Haki R. Madhubutip. ..

As an introduction to this unit, the class could diggiss the extent0 .

of psychological damage that may occur when a child encounters
racial prejudice, after reading the poeth "Incident" by Countee
Cullen. The teacher should read The Black Psyche," the first
chapter of John .0. Killens' Black Man'silurden (1965).

A. The damage is done. ,
° 1. Poetry

a. "incident" by Countee Cullen, (Murray, Journey,.
1971) .. ,

b. "Black Bourgeoisie" by LeRoi Jones (Imkmu. A.
Baraka) (Murray, Black Perspectives; 1971)

7 , .
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. .

'4 ^ "But He'Was Cool" by Don L. Lee (Hakill'Mad5u-..4
a

buti) (Murray, Seen 1971)
d. '"A Poem to Complement'Other Poems" by Don L.

1 Lee (Ha.ki R. Madhubbti) (Murray, Black Per.spee- .* ,...,
i Oyes, 1971) ..

1 - .
I 2. Short stories .

. .

:, . a. "Sonny's Blues" by James4Baldwin (Emanuel, 1968)
b. "Singing Dinah's Song" by Frank London Brown
, (Adatris, Fiction, 1970)

c. "IA Darkness and . Confusion's by' Ann Petry
(Chapman, 1968)

B. Constructive reaction. In an effort to cope with the abuse of
a racist society, bricks have responded with four basic
psychological attitudes: making (hiding the black reality)p
adapting to.alienation (accepting or adjusting to an inferior
position); militancy (developing a new image and a 'tense of 4 ..
identity in a manner 'which -may' be either violent or
nonviolent); and open hostility (an outspoken rejection of the

'status quo). The following poems are suitable examples of
each stance.
1. Masking: "We Wearihe Mask" by Paul Laurence Dun-

. bar (Weisman, 1971)
. . .

2. Adapting to alienation: "I, Too, Sing America" by
Langston Hughes (Weisman, 1971)

3. Militancy: "Awareness" by Don L. Lee Maki R.
Madhubutii). (Lee, 1967). After reading this poem,
students may be proptted to discuss the idea of
"thinking black" as the first step in a move toward i
black militancy.

4,. Open hostility: "Mad! Mad!" by Ernest White (Murray,
Search, 1971)

Unit III. The Heart: Black Struggle for Survival
Blacks have §urvived in spite of racial oppression and are still
struggling, in the face of heavy odds, despite their nu 'merous
advances. In the following selections, black writers discuss some
survival tactics that may be employed to insure and enhance the
future ofblacks.

-' A. Endurance 4

1. Nonfiction
a. Manchild. in the Promised Land (BrAn, 1965)
b. Yip from Slam/ (Washington, 1965)

2. Poetry

.
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. a. liothei- to' Son" by Ltqgston Hughes (Murray, \',
BlacklPerspeotives, 1971)

b. "The Negro Mother" by Langston Hughes (Emah-;

", "Still Hefe" by, Langston Hughei (Murray, Black .

4..

v Hero, 1971)
d. "Lift Every Voice and Sing" by James'Weldon

Tohnson (Weisinan, 1971) ..
B. Brotherhood. Nonfiction. "Letter from Birmingham City .

Jail" (King, 1970) - .

C. Teach the chijdreni Poem. "let us begin the real work" by
Sonia Sanchez (Laila Mannan) (1970) .,.

D.-Black unity
1. Shtirt story. "A Love Song for Seven Little Boys Called

, Sub" by C. H. Fuller, Jr. (Murray, Journey, 1971)
2. Poetry. "The New Iritegrationist" by Don L. Lee (RAE .

- . R. Widdhubuti) (Murray, Black Perspectives, 1971)
.. 3. Nonfiction. "A Black Value System" by LeRol Jones - -

(Imamu A..Bhraka) (Murray, Black 15erspectives,1971). .

This is an essay which explains the "Nguzo Saba" or .

"Seven Principles of Blackness," defined by Ron
Maulana Karenga. Contact local black &Aural centers '-

for more information or write to: The East, 1310 Agar'. .

tic Avenue, Blooklyn, New York 11216.
%

Unit IV. The Product of Experience: Black Identity..
A.,,' Historical Identification. In these selections, blacks cetera-.

brate .tlieir heritage and pay libmage tb their roots:' .
1. Short stories .

a. "Mister Tgussan""by Ralph Ellison (Murray, Black
Perspectives, 1971)

b.. "Fish belly's Discover( by Richard Wright (Mur-
1 ray, Journey, 1971),

, 2. Poetry
,

-
a. "The VisitationPhy Sun-Ra (Murray, Jaw-net/4971)

, b. "For My Peple" by Margaret Walker (Murray,
1 - Major Black Writers, 1971) -..

B. Thebadge of color
1. Poetry

a. ."Mr. Z" by M. Carl Holman (Adams, Poetry, 197.6)
b. PCross" by Langston Hughes (Weisman, 1971)
c. "What Color Is Black?" by Barbara D. Mahone

(Murray, Journey, 1971) -

. ,
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V. Short story. "Revoli of the Evil Fairies" by Ted Poston
' . (Murray, Bbick Perspectives, 1971)

C. Black pride. The following indicate the.cultural identity,,
personal identifyi!zanl pride one attains upon achieving
black awaYeness in a very personal sense..,

" . . 1, Dfama./Wgze in jhe Wilderness by Alice Childress "
(Murray, Major Black Writers, 1971) . - 0

2. Shoji. story. "Not Any More" by Eloise Greenfield (Mur-
ray, Amity, 1971) .

3. Poetry . , f
a. "In a Period of Growth" by Don L. Lee (Haki IL: ..'

Mad hubuti) (Lee 1967) :

b.. "Black Power" by Raymond Patterson (Murray,
. Journey, 1971)
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,- 7 Three Black Litirature Units

,

Cleveland Public Schools

The following units, "Slave Narrative and Autobiography," "Intro-
duction to Poetry," and "Introduction to the Short. Store were

., taken froni a black American literature guide designed for teach-
ers of grades 10-12 -in the Cleveland Public Schools. The units
were created by a special Curriculum Development Committee of
the Department of English and Language Arts. The guide was

vublfshed brthe Board' f Educatkin in 1969, and Units 2, 3, and 4
are reprinted,. here with permission. The basal text for each of
these units is the anthology Black Voices, edited by Abraham
Chapman (NAL, pap., 1968). Facts of publication for works

°mentioned are listed in the bibliography at the end of this chapter.

,, Slave Narrative and Autobiography (5 weeks)
0.

Introduction: In its early stages, nonfiction written by Negroes
was largely autobiographica4 it later included biographical works.
Autobiographical prose by Negroes appeared its, early as -1760.
Frederick Douglais' My Bondage and My Freedom and Life and
TiMes of Frederick pouglass are two of the mid-century prose
works that complete the meaning of American culture. Up from
Slavery, the autobiography of Booker T. Washifigton, tells of the
illegitimate son of a white man and a Negro olave,and his struggle
far education tot himself and his people.

In 1903 W. E. B. Du Bois published The Souls of Black Folk; a
sociological document, which took issue with the ideesof Booker T.
Washington. 4 F

Although James Weldon Johnsbn's The Autobiography of an Ex-
Coloured Man is a document on the life of the.American Negro, it
gives his feeling toward the white man and toward his own race.

As John Hope Franklin points out in his introduction to Three
Negro Classics, which includes the last three works above, "These

a.
a

. .
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200 . Three Black Literature Units

three classic and crucial documents in the evolution of Negroes'
consciousness orselfkey documents, as well, in the development
of white society's awareness of the Negro situationhave never
been more timely." ,

This unit attempts to show pupilsrogress black people have,

/
made in America. This unit begins with the slave narrative, the
oldest form of Negro literature in AnrricA. The unit traces the
Negro mood from slavery, through the Harlem Renaissance or
Great Awakening to modern writers. This unit has five aims [for
the, student]:.

1. To be able to identify by name eight black writers
2. Ikbe able to identify and the writing styles of two

authors
S. To*be able to identify at least four conditions of slavery
4. To be able to identify with various authors hrough written

and oral expressions
5. To be able to identify facts about the lives of various authors-.

et"
General Discussion Guide ..

The following questions thight be used with the biography unit as
'well as with the selected iddividual.reading during this unit.

1. What specific contributions of the Negro to the American
culture are represented by this author?

2. What view does the Negro-have of himself? What events in
the book contribute to this attitude?' -

3. What problems of the Negro, as discussed in the book, are
common to all Americans? .

4. What is each character's most outstanding personality trait?
Cite evidence from the book to support your claims. -

How does the main character achieve his goal?
:oft,

Basal Text

Black Voices: An Anthology of Afro-Ainerican Literature, edited by
Abraham Chapman [NAL, pap., 1968. Rage numbers which follow
refer to Black Voices.]

Objectives
.

1. To be able to identify by name the author of a slave
v narrative

'206
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2. To be able to identify an author's style orwriting by citing
examples

3. To be able to identify by name four adverse effects of slavery

Suggested Lesson Plan for Chapter I of Narrative
of thg Life of Frederick Douglass, an American Slave

t. '
Type of Reading: Autobiography (pp. 231=236)

.. Presentation , ,
. .

Play the recording "The Douglass Years" to class. (This is available
at many high school libraries.) To give students the "feel" of the
narrative, read several paragraphs aloud. Begin class discussion
bx. asking the folloiving questions:

1. What are the circumstances surrounding Douglass' birth?
'2. Describe Douglass' parents. Be specific. '
3. What does Frederick remember about his parents?
4. Which slaves, according to Douglass, suffered the greatest

t.
hatdships? Why?

5. Who was Mr. Plummer? ,
6. Describe the whipping of Aunt Hester. .

7. What effect does this experience have on Frederick?"
8. Why hasn't he been exposed to this kind of brutality before?
,

Author's style P

. t -

To ih'....oduce students to Douglass' style of writing, point out sen-
tence structure and vocabulary. (His sentences are short and vo-
cabulary simple.) Let students read several of the more descriptive
paragraphs aloud. ..

Paragraph Theme

What bad features would a modern psychologist find with Fred-
erick Douglass' limited relationship with his parents, especially
his mother?

Assignment 1

Assign Chapter VI (pp., 236-239) for next class. TeachPrs should
have mimeographed questions from this chapter for students to
Use as a guide.

207
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Additional Aids

Many itudents might be interested in other books about and by. ;
Douglass. The Life and Times of Frederick Douglass might be I

recommended. It deals particularly with his escape from slavery.
This approach can be used to some degree with other,assign-

ments. P
.

Suggested Lesson Plan. for Selected Episodes , .

from James Weldon Johnson's Along This Way (pp. 269-287)

.Ohjaatives

1. To be able to identify by name three of the contributio%
James Weldon Johnson made to Negro American literature
and culture . . ,

2. To be able to compare in several paragraphs the early
childhood of Frederick Douglass with that of Johnson

3. To,-be able to identify Johnson's style of writingI .. i.

Presentation

Have a student with a good reading voice read "The Creation"
(p. 364 of Black Voices). Do not analyze poem, just discuss it purely
for its beauty. Then introduce students to Johnson.

.

Short Quiz ("true- False) s

1. James Weldon Johnson was born on a plantation in Jackson'.
vine, Florida, after the Civil War. .

,2. 'Johnson, instead of having a black mammy, had a white one.
3., This happened because his mother had to work in the fields

with other slaves.
4. Johnson's mother visited a white church in Jacksonville and'

was invited to join its okai7
5. Johnson father earned his first and second degrees from

Atlanta University.
[1= F, 2 = T, 3 =s F, 4 = F, 5 = F) °

Discussion Topics "Ir

1. Describe Johnson's childhood libme in Jacksonville.
2. What eventeled to his having a white
3. Why doesn't he boast of having had one?
4. Johnson says of his mother, "Racially she continued to be a

nonconformist and a rebel." Cite severa) instances to sub-
stantiate tliat statekaent.
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.5. Describe Johnson's father. Be Specific.
6. What quality in hls father impressed him most? ..

Paragraph Theme - k_...--- '
Compare the early years'iitIames Weldon Johnson with those of
Frederick Douglass. Iii what ways are they different? Similar?'
Find examples to support your statements.

*...
.1/4..

.

Author's Style i
4 .

Discuss sentence structure and vocabulary. Have students read
aloud several passages where he is quite descriptive. Find-other
examples in the story that illustrate his style.

Suggested Lesson Plan for Ili-chard Wright's "The Ethics
of Living Jim Crow: At Autobiographical Sketch" (pp. 288-298)

Objettives

. 1. To gain an appreqiation of Richard Wright's early life
, 2. To be able to write several paragraphi about the develop:

ment of Wright's adjustment to life as a Negro
'3. To be able to identify Wright's style of writing

Understanding the Facts , .

1. When does Wright receive his first lesson in how to live as a
Negro?

2. Now were cinders fine weapons, according to Wright?
3. What event made him fully realize the "appalling disadvan-

/ages of a cinder environment"? .

4. What effect did the cinder incident have on Wright? ''
Discussion' Topics -1/4

/1:---What is your reaction to Wright's mother after the cinder
inZident? ,

2. Put into your own words the meaning of Jinn Crow.
3. What good fortune does Wright have by moving to Missis-

sippi? Why?
'4. Do you agree with the advice given Wright by his iirents

. . after the incident with Morrie and Pease? Why? What other

. advice might ifiLl -tarents have given? ..

.
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-
Paragraph Themes %, /

1. 'What does the title, "The Ethics of Living Jim Crow,'" say to
3,17-u a ri`urthe personality of-Wright? .

2. Do you think it is possible to keep one's manhood when one.
receives pressire from both sides? Why?

Author's :Style c

Wright's Prose is quitedescriptive. Sentence structure is short and
simple. Note how he gives reality to his character's through the use
of dialect..

4
Suggested Lesson Plan for .Chaptek One
of T. Saunders Redding's No Day of Triumph (pp. 300-315)

.. . . :. .' tct) ..
ObjectiOes 4c.--,

I: lb.gain an appreciation of Redding's life :
2. 'lb develop an understanding of the style of J. Saunders

Redding
3. To bi able-to draw conclusions ..

4. To be able to describe Redding's 'childhood
5. To be able to.-understana and use figurative language h

. Understanding the act_` _ _ - ---!=.' ---_... _

I. When does Redding bAme conscious of his environment?
2. What, was the power that "turned the wheel" of his inner

. family-life? . ,I
a. Where did Grandma Ridding live?
4. Describe Grandma Redding. .._

5: How did Grandma Redding receive her limp? .
6. Why is she so full of hate 4 "

Discussion Ibpics
.

I. From the first paragraph, what, kind of childhood did
Redding have?

2. HQs does Redding let thetreader know that hi father is
educated?

.

Author's Style

Point out to students how Redding uses figurative language
'1randma Redding's telling was as bare and imageless as, a lesson

,
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recited from the head and as coldly furious as tile shine of a shot")
etc. Notice, his useof dialect to show 'some of the character of
Grandma Redding. a`

o
. .

Suggested Lesson Plan for James Baldwin's
'Autebiographical Notes" (ppi 316-320) ,

Objectives

1. To,gain an understanding and an appreciation of.James
. -

2. To introduce students to Baldwin's style of writing
8. To be able to waste a paragraph from a quotation by James

o Baldwin

Baldwin

.
s

_4,
4. To be abI to write several par

interests
paragraphs discussing students'

nterest .

Understanding the Pa is

...

.

;...

i .
'-

1.
.2.
1.

4.

Where was Baldwin born?
How old Was- he when this selection was written?
Describe some of the jobs held by Baldwin before his middle
twenties. ; ,

What are some of the difficulties in being a Negro writer?
I 0

5. What are some of Baldwin's interests? ,

Discussion Topics

1'. Do'youagree with Baldwin about. black people's heritage?
2. What has the American Negro been forced-to hide according

to Baldwin? Is this true of you? .

3. .What was the relationship between Baldwin and his.broth-
ers and sisters?

Composition Theme

1. In several paragraphs, discuis what Baldwin meahrwhen
4 he-said, "If you don't know my name, you don't know your

own."
, 2. In Several paragraphs discuss sour present interests.

Author's Style

Notice the elements of humor. Discuss understatement. How does
Baldwin use it? Have students read the first paragriph and
analyze the dry humor.

211
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Suggeated Lesson Plan for Arna Bontemps'
"Why I Returned (pp. 321-332) ,

. .

..

1. To galti-an appreciation of Bontemps' life
2. To gain an appreciation. of Bontemps' style

_ 3.. To be able to write several paragraphs onthe presentation of-
: the Negio heritage

Objectives :. -

. .

,
Understanding the Facts

1. Where was Bontenips born? .>

1. What significance did Bontemps attach to a nickname?
3. Describe Bontemps' father. ,Be specific. -

4. ,Who was Buddy? . ...

5. What were the two opposing attitudes toward the roots of
the Negro as expressed, by Bontemps' father and Buddy?

6. Where does' Bontemps find himself during the Depression?
7. After leaving Alabaman where does Bontemps go?
8. Explain 'what Bontemps meant by the statement, "We had

, fled from the jungle of Alabama's Millsboro era to the
:..jungle of Chicago's crime ridden South- Side, ..: " -

9. 'Why does Bontemps go to Fisk University? .
10. What reason does Bontemps give for staying in the South?

. Do you think this is a valid reason? -

Discussion Topics -- .4 ..

1. Why do you think Bontemps was surprised at the condition
of the house where he was born? : -.

2. From the first few paragraphs, what is his attitude toward
the South? 0 4

s

Paragraph Theme

Explain in several paragraphs why you door do not feel that "The
Southern Negro's link with his .past seems worth preserving."

Author's Style

Point out to students Bontemps' use of poetry and the way the auto-
,biography is divided.

Suggested tenon Plan for Chapter One of The Autotriograiahy
of Malcolm. X, written with Alex Haley (pp. 332447)
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ObjeCtives

1. To gain an appreciation for the early life of Malcolm X
2.. To be able to identify the writing style Of Alex Haley
3. To be able to identify what Malcolm feels are the horrors of

welfare

-Understanding_the Facts-

1. Who was Malcolm's father?. Describe him.
g... What influenced Malcolm's father to become a follower of

Marcus Garvey?
3. Who was Marcus Garvey? (This can be given as an oral

assignment.)
4. What prophecy does Malcolm make early in the auto- 4,

bidgraphy?
5. What vision does Malcolm's mother have?
6. What -happens to Malcolm's father?
7. What had been Malcolm's father's attitude towatcl.buying

on credit? Do you agree? Why?
8. How does' Malcqlm get into trouble at an early age?
9. Describe the Halloween night incident.

10. What did Malcolm mean when- he said that the state wel-
: fare "destroyed" their home?,

11. What lesson did Malcolm learn from rabbit hunting 4.ith
the old men?

12.. What eventually happens to Malcolm's mother?
13. How long does she remain in the hospital?
14. What effect does this We on Malcolm X?
15. Why doesn't Malcolm talk freely, about his mother?
16. What relationship does'Malcolm have with his brothers and .

'sisters- after the separation?

Discussion Topics

.1. What reason does Malcolm give for not visiting-his mother
after 1952? Is this, in your opinion, a, valid reason?.

2. Malcolm states that "a state social agency destroyed his
family." Why do you agree or disagree with this? What could
have been done to keep the family together? t .

Autliir's Style

,

.'How does Haley capture the attention of the reader? (Note title of
Chapter One.) Have students read aloud the first paragraph and
note how he intrigues the reader. Note use of sarcasm through
Haley's quotations.

213,
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Suggested Lesson Plan for Stanley Sanders' -
"I'll Never Escape the Ghetto" (pp 347-353)

Objectives'

L To be able to write 1-barograph explaining a given quotation
lb, be Able to identify three .facts about the early life of
Stanley Sanders and to show the style of Sanders

3. To demonstrate to students that a meaningful career in a
Witt° is possible

4. To give a' picture of Watts in mid '60s
S. To be able to identify an autobiographical article

Discussion lbpics ,

1. According to Sanders, how is the black ghetto a "transient -.
status"?

2 Why was Sanders considered one of the lucky ones?
3. Why was a career in Watts a personal'ambition for Sanders?
4. What does Sanders do to escape theetigma of Watts?
5 'What changes occurred during Sanders' .two years at Ox-

,. . ford? .

6. In what sense was Sanders the archetype of the ghetto child?
7. 'Describe Watts. in 1965. .

8.- What was Sanders' first reaction-to the riot?
9 Explain why Sanders felt that riots were helpful. Do you

agree with this thinking?
10. Explain Sanders' affectionate ties to Watts:
11. What were, the logical ties for Sanders staying in Watts?
12. What was life like in England for black people? .

Paragraph Theme t.

In several paragraphs, explain what Sanders meant by "The life of
a,black man in Watts is larger than a federal poirerty program."'

Author's Style

Discuss with students the difference between an autoblintraphy._____
and an autobiographical, artfill.-Ifilisetalces are short, simple.,
This article is easy to read.

Note: This article appeared in a special issue of Ebony (August
- 1967) This-issue could be useful in class along with this lesson.

214. c.
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Introduction to Poetry (3 weeks)

Background: In Arna Bontemps' introduction to his American
Negro Poetry (rev. ed., Hill & Wang, cloth & tap., 1974) he writes,..
"The poetry of the American Negro sometimes seems hard to pin

- `down.-town. Like his music, from spirituals and gospel songs to blues,
jazz, and .bebop, it is likely to be marked by a certain special riff,
an extra glide, a kick where none is expected, and a beat for which
there is no notation. It follows the literary traditions of the
language it uses, but it _does not hold them _sacred. As a result,
.there has been a tendency for critics to put it in a category by itself,
outside .the'main bbfly- of American poetry..

"But Negroes lake,to poetry as they do to music. In the Hailem
Renaissance of the twenties poetry led the .wary for other arts. It
touched off the awakening that brought novelists, painters'scilp-
tors, dancers, dramatists, and scholars of many kinds to the notice
of a nation that had nearly forgotten about the gifts of its people.
And almost the first utterance of the revival struck an arresting
new note: Tye known'rivers ancient as the world and older-tban
the flow.of human blood in human 'veins.' "["The Negro Speaks of
Rivers,"- Langston Hughes]

During the same era, Claude McKay's Harlem Shadows was
published. One of his poems, "America," begins:.

. Although she feeds me bread-of bitterness,
. . And sinks into my throat her tiger's tooth,

Stealing my breath of life. I will confess
I love this cultured hell that tests my youth!,

40
,

[Black Voices, p. 374]

It Wasn't long before Jean Toomer began his literary experi-
mentation:

Come, brother, come. Lets lift it;
Come now, pewit! roll away!
Shackles' fall upon the Judgment Day
But lets not wait for it.

.' ("Cotton Song," *lads Voices,
pp. 377-7g1

Apother central figure of the Harlem Renaissance was Countee
Cullen. Keats is acknowledged,as an influence on the style of
Cullen's writings. One of his famous epitaphs, "For Paul Laurence
Dunbar," follows: .

Is

2-15.
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Born'of the sorrowful of-heart

"1-77 .P,TI nir to
that

r trR
In jest, to hide a Ieari mat ofem "-ITI/r0/76/i4

[Black Voices, p, 386]

Altibidirh PhiMs Wheatley and.Jupiter Hammon stand out in ,.
the histodr of Negro poetry, Pau] Laurehcg Dunbar was the first
Negro poet to win any national recognition in gmerida, Dunbar
gained recognition with several volumes of lyrics, including such
.poems as "Dawn," "The Party," and !We-Wear the Mask."'

. The literary explosion of the twentieth century brought into
`American -literature the early. *irks of such writers as James...

---- __I Weldcin Johnson, W. E. B. Du Bois, Claude McKay, Arna-Bon-
temps, Langston Hughes, Mari Evans, LeRoi Jones, and many
others listed in Black Voices. .

Basal Text: Black* Voices, edited by Abrahati Chapman
- 0 4

Objectives

.1. To be able. to identify by name four black poets
2: To be able to write several paragraphs comparing two

poems with similar themes
8. To be able to identify figurative language through use in a

paragraph .
, 4. To be able to identify and compere the two techniques of

writing used by Dunbar (dialect or "plantation. tradition"
and literary English)

Type of Reading: Poetry.

,Suggested Lesson Plan I

Vocabulary . 4

,

Review literary terms which are applicable to a unit on poetry,
beginning with, imager* -

IP,

. Psetentetion -",

. 'Spend several minutes giving students same 'historical back-
- ground on poetry written by blacks. This can be done in the forth of

oral reports by students on such poets as Lucy Terry, Jupiter
Hammon, and Phillis Wheatley. Introduce students to Dunbar by '
giving them the folloWing facts: ,.

0

0 6

V.

- , et
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1. Dunbar was born and educated in Dayton, Ohio.
2: Dunbar was the first, black poet to win national recognition

and full acceptance in America.
.4. He began writing verse as a liuth.4

4 He held several pardons as a hitli school student -- editor in
chief. of hit school newspaper, presideont of the literary
society, and class poet.

5. His first book of poerns,,Ook and Ivy (1893), was distributed
and sold by the Poet.

6. His took Lyrics of Lowly Life(1896),'with an introduction by
William Dean Howells, made him a celebrity.

Have several students dread "We Wear the Mask" aloud to the
class. You may have three different students read each stanza. As
students read, discuss any vocabulary problems that might arise.
All students to explain in their own words what Dunbar is saying.

Class Discussion.

Begin class discussion by asking the following questions:

. 1. *Who are the "We" in the poem?
2; What is meant by ''mask "? ,
3. Explain what Dunbar means by "This debt *e pay to human

. 4: What is happening to the Negro as he sMiles?
5. What is ineant by lines 12 and 13 of the poem?
6. What stereotype of the Negro is represented here? .

z

Extending Latiguage

1. In several paragraphs, compare "We Wear the Mask" with
Claude McKay's "Harlem Dancer." In what ways, are the
two poems,similar, different? Cite examples. What 'general

-4 theme is firesent in both poems?
2. Have a student who is good in reading dialect read "The

Party" by Dunbar. Show how Dunbar uses the "plantation
tradition" on which much of the 'fame of his poetry'oetry rested.

-Suggested Lesson Plan II I,

Another potsible way of teaching the unit on poetry is to arrange
the poems into thematic units. Use themes that, appeal to your
pupils. One possible theme, together withpciems selected [from
131adc Voices), is listed below,
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'. "Aunt Jane ,Allen" by Fenton Johnson (p. 371)
"Booker T.,and, W. E. B." by Dudley. Randall (p. 470) .
"The Ballad-of Joe Meek" by Sterling Brown (p. 414)
."Robert Whitmore" by Frank Davis (p.435),
''Theme for English B" by Langston'Hughes (p. 429)
"Her Story" by Naomi ,Madgett. (p. 476)
"We ;Reil,.Cool" by ,Gwendolyn Brooks (p. '465)

s "The Scarlet Woman" by Fenton Johnson) (p.. 370)

The Me 1: People

First read "The Ballad of Joe Meek" and, then .reads"Aupt Jane
$. Allen." Compare the techniques apd effects of the two poeni% '

Next read a group of poems that suggest lista, in a character
sketch: Davis's "Robert Whitmore," Naomi Madiett's "Her Story."
Have students write a paragraph describing one of the above
characters.

Have sevetal pupils who read well read Brooks' "We Real Cool,;'
. and Johnson's "The Sfarlet Woman." Discuss hovic Brooks and

Johnson paint a picture of a group vot-people.
Other themes. Some examples of other themes that could be

especially inieresting to a par+lcular class ark Courage, Death,
Love; and .frietati/3

Introduction to the Short Story (3 weeks). '
.tf's..

Background: Slaves were the first maimi of Afro-American
legend and myth. They retold and adapted the many tales their ;
people had- brought from Africa. These stories were about heroei,
animal and human, whose character traits were well known to the
listener& pTliey revealed-the dreams and aspirations of the black '
people of America. Since many.of these were imaginative and dif-
ferent from the Anglo-Saion, traditions, they were added to the
American' culture. .

During this era, folktales were circulated orally. The'develop-
ment of short stories written by Negroes proceeded very slowly for
many reasons. The,most bbyious reason was that only a few
Negroes knew how to write, and many southern states did Pot s.

allow education of black America .

Alb
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t ' It was'more than twenty years after the Emancipation Procla-
mation that the first short story by a black authpt appeared in The
Atlantic Monthly.. This story was written by- Charles Waddell

' Chesnutt, who was a native Clevelander. Chesnutt passed the Ohio
bar examination and worked for'years as a legal stenographer, in

-: Cleveland. Even though The Atlantic Monthly continued to publish'
'Cgesnutt's work, the editor avoided identifying the writer as a
Negro. . n .. . . .

.. . By the late forties and fifties, the list of significant siiSrt story
writers grew tremendously. The mod, prominent,are probably the

" ones listed in Black Vac'ea-:-.Jean Tamer, Rudolph Fisher, Arna .
,130SiemPer' Ralph Ellison, Langston Hughes, Richard Wright;
.lameii Baldwin, and others: ,.

-Basal Text: Black Voices, edited by Abraham Chipman

. 0
4

jectives ° .-
. / -

.

-1. -lb be able it° identify by name the first black
.

author to
perfect the4iort story form

,,.. 2. lb be able to write several paragraphs accepting or reject-
ing a given philosophy.

3. 'lb be able to identify the teri allusion'and discuss how the
-author uses illusion in this story

Storier
Slcilis.ind Concepts

%.

Responding to the story;,
,. Interpreting title

Determining theme
Grasping implications

N

Ricogniting the writer% skill:
Characterization -

Language and word choice
Logical endings.

auggeated Lesson plan for Charles, W. Chesnutt's
"Baxter's Procrustes" (pp. 62-62)

o Terms

Review the t4rms ,that, are necessary in understanding the short

3
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story. These terms-may be given in vocabulary exercises before the- teacher begins this unit or as he or she progresses in the unit.

Presentipg the ,Story
..- .

Hive several students read the first few paragraphs aloud. The
teachewill possibly have to stop to explfin who several of the
authors mentioned are. No definite date or place is given. for
setting. We can assume that the story takes place in the later
1800s or early 1900s. (The club' had enter'ained Mark Twain.) Note
that the story is told in the first person and Baxter is the main

#

-
.

character. '

..-4,....,.....

.

v... .a... Zio I.

0'.

Vocabulary

1. ttbricaied, p. 56
. .2. consternation, p. 54
-. ,3. coterie, p. 65

Introducing the Auth6r
4

.

4, hypotheiis, p. 54 4,
, - 6< remuneration, p. 56

6. enigmatical, p. 58

. r

,li. Stresi the, fact that Chesnutt Was:born in Cleveland.
2. He is considered the first Negro writef ,to master the short

story tam and the craft of fiction. .

3. He established a nationai literary reputation as'a novelist
and. short story 'writer before Iiis death.

4. His race was' kept a Secret roi nearly a debado'by-thieditni
of The Atlantic Monthly.

6. Chesnutt studied law and passed the Ohio bar examination,
but he never practiced taw; he became a legal stenographer
instead.

6. _"Baxter's Proirustes"swas written for The Atlantic Monthly
in June, 1904.

Understanding the Story
.

1. What was the main interest of the members of tie Bodleian
, Club?

1
.

2.\ Where did the club gets its name?
3.' Name several literary figures that the club had enter-

tained.
4. Relate whgt happened at the club on the anniversary of Sir

.7"

0 Walter Raleigh's death. .
6. What happens at the club once or twice a year?
6. Describe Baxter.

,

220
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7. How did the members, of the Bodleian Club first get the
notion of publishing "Baxter's Procrustes"?

8. What was Baxter's_philOsophy of life?
Why -did the-thibinembers refrain from reading the poem?

40. -Describe the paper and the cover of the Procrustes.
11. How did the members of the club discover that they had

-lopti duped?
12; What/explanation does Baxter giie for deceiving the mem-

bers? Is it a logical one?
18.. -4Y, fiat. finally happens to Baxter?
14. What does the president of the club finally conclude about

-Baxter?
15. What does the title mean?

a
Developing Language Skills

1. Define the term allusion. Discuss in several paragraphs how
C.hesnutt uses allusion in this story.

2. Baxter's philosophy was, 'Society was the ProCriistes which,
like the Greek bandit of old, caught every man born into the
world, and. endeavored to fit him to some preconceived
standard, generally to the one for which he was least
adapted." In several paragraphs, tell why you agree or
disagree with that philosophy,

Suggested Reidiiii.

Students who enjoyed this story might like to read "The Gooihered.
Grapevine," a tale of Negro folk psychology, and "The Sheriffs
Children" by Charles Chesnutt.'
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8 Afro-American Literature:-
An Addendum to the 'Course
of splay in Literature .

Pittsburgh Public Schools

. .

In November of 1969, the Board of Public Education, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, published "Afro-American Literature: An Adden-
dum to the Course of Study in Literature, grades 7-12." That part
of the addendum which covers .Grades 7 through 9 is reprinted
here with permission.

Basic texts used for the units were as follows: For Grade 7, The
lonff Black Schooner by Emma Gelders Sterne; for Grade 8, Jim
Reckwozfrth: Negro Mountain Man by Harold W. Felton; for'Grade
9, African itikes: An Anthology of Native African Writings, edited
by Peggy Ru Word; knd The Life and Times of Frederick
Douglass by F ederick Douglass, edited by Barbara Ritchie.

- Facts of pu ication for the books referred to in these units can
be found in th -bibliography at the end of this chapter.

Black Litirat for a Unit
on Huthan Relationships: Grade 7

.

During the nineteenth century slave trading was abolished on'the
high seas. Nevertheless, plave trading persisted. Its very illegality
male the practice more lucrative than it had been previously. It

. was during this p4riod, in 1839, that a slaire mutiny occurred
aboard the Amistad off the coast of Cuba. This mutiny, in fictional-
ized form, is the subject Matter of The Long Black Schooner, by
Emma G;elders Sterne [reissued under the title Slave Ship).

It should be kept in mind that although the story has been
fictionalized, it is based upon historical fact. The mutiny did occur,
and John Quincy Adams-in 1841 did represent the mutinous skives
as free' men in the Supreme Court of the United States.

,The historical relevance of this book, hoVever, should not be the
teacher's emphasis. These facts are mentioned to assist in and not

N
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to indicatpthe direction of the study. This narrative is of value
ibecause it is a good beginning for seventh graders in the study of

human relationships. Both black and white students will jearn that
many different kinds of people inhabit the,earth and that the color
of a person's skin has nothing to do with his or her honor, pride,
and personal integrity.

Questions for Discussion and Composition. (Asterisks mark items
appropriate for composition activities.)

1. What was the basic contradiction in Thom Jefferson's
attitude about slavery? (See the Introduction, 7 ge'8.)*

2. Discuss Whitman's comments on equality, "Of E uaiityAs
if it harm'd me, giving others the same ehances'Ad rights as
myselfAs if it were not indispensable to my 'own rights
that others possess the same."

3. Compare the attitudes of Motitez, Ruiz, Captai Ston'e., and
tis governor toward slavery 'Were thmfor or against the -

institution? How are these attitudis-ftidica by their
conversation?

4. Describe the capture of the slaves as seen thr ugh Ka-le's
eyes.* ,

5. Discuss Ctnque's character. Why does he sta d out? Re-
member his remarks to Ka-le and to his peollle.*

6. Why does Ramon Ferrer consent to transpor the slaves,

7 Ag)a, result of tribal custom, Cinque is beaten bepause he will
not touch the body of Goons. What significance does his
reaction snapping his fingers after the beenghave on
the coming action of the narrative?

8. What kind of person is Antonio? Note his beh vior prior to
and during the mutiny.

9. During the mutiny why dbes the captain say, row them
bread, Antonio"? (This is in a sense, another' nderestima-
tion of the slaves.)

10. Discuss African culture as seen through the behavior of
Cinque, Tua, and Fulway during,and aftg t e mutiny.*

11. How do the people of New York react to the bl 'ck schooner
before and after Ruiz' and Montez' landings?

12. GrIlham-Ellis, Gil Johnson, and Green are diff rent kinds of
people. Discuss their varying viewpoints abopt slavery.

13. Describe the conditions of the slaves' imprisonment during
the period in which they were being tried for mutiny and-
murder.
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_

14. Discuss James Covey's role in the legal fight to free the
slaves..

15. Why do some of the slaves decide to stay in America?
16. What factors control the ability of people to view others with

respect and understanding? For example, what character -
istics do Ellis and Adams possess that others in the story do
not?

17. In what way is this narrative a study-in human relation-
ships?*

,Vocabulary

1. contradiction 8. cassava
2. abolition 9. pendulum
3. palaver 10. constellation
4. -shrewd 11. compass
5. engulf 12. mutiny
6tumuitaious_ 13. salvage
7. confidence 14. alien ".

Relited* Activities

1. Using kriowledge acquired from the book and outside
readings, have students prepare panel discussions dealing
with slavery. General but ielevant observations can lie made
about topics such as "The Legacy of Slavery," or "Slavery's
Effect on Human Relationships in the United States during
the 1800s.'-'

2. Have students do dramatizations of scenes from the book.
For example, the mutiny is a scene which len& itself to

.presentation. Other students might prefer to do monologues.
Cinque's statement to his people or John Quincy Adams'
comments on slavery are suggestions:

3. Have students do graphs for bulletin board display which
depict the differences between African and American cul-
ture during the 1800s. For this, they can simply use infor-
mation from the text or outside readings.

4.. Encourage students to .do, additional reading about the
history of this period in the United States. Such topics would
include the abolitionist movement, the Ainistad; slavery
legisiationgtM John Quincy Adams.

5. Have students write compositions which contrast Cinque as
a slave leader with Travis as the head of his household
duiing his father's absence in Oki

1.4
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6. Suggest that students contrast the attitudes which influence
- human relationships in Romeo and Juliet and The Long

Black Schooner. This may be done orallyor in written form.
An example of such &comparison would be Ka-Ie's response
to adult supervision as compared with Romeo's response to
Friar Laurence's advice. =

7. Have students compare the relationships of blacks and
whites during the 1800s with those of blacks and whites

Independent Reading

'Nonfiction

Angell, Pauline K. To the Top of the World: The Story of Peary
and Henson. Rand, 1964. .

Bennett, Lerone, Jr. What Manner of Man: A Biography of Martin
Luther King, Jr., 1929-1968. Johnson Chi, 1968; pap., PB, n.d.

Bilainaster, Henrietta. Women Who Shaped History Macmillan,
-1968; -pap., 1974.

Douty, Esther M. Under the New Root Eve Patriots of the New
.Republic. .Rind, 1965. _

Graham, Shirley. Your Most Humble Servant: The Story of Baja-
min Bannaker. Messner, 1949.

Owens, William A. Black Mutiny:- The Revolton the Schooner
Amiita d. 11953] Pilgrim Press, 1968.

Scherman,, Katharine: The "Save Wirrireect4eitt: The rtory gr-
Ibuissant Louverture: Random, 1964.

-Sterne, Emma Gelders. Mary Waed- Bethune. Knopf, 1957.
Yates, Elizabeth. Amoi Fortune: Free Man. (1950] Duttont 1967; -

-.pap.,-Dell,

0

Fidion

Hamilton, Virginia. The Haim of Dies 'Drear. Macmillan,' 1968r
. pap., 1970.

Poetry

Hughes, Langston. The Dream Keeper and Other Poems. Knopf,
1932.
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Blikek.Litetaittre for a Unit on the World
of the Imagination: Grade 8

isr

The purpose of including Jim Beekwourth: Negro Mountain Man in
a unit on American folklore is to give students an awareness of the
contributions of both black and white mountain men to the
development of their country.

, As a trapper, fur trader; Crow Indian chief, and dispatcher, Jim
Bedkv;ourth broadened the western frontier of this nation, His
experiences are vividly depicted and largely involve conflicts
between man and nature. .

Beckwourth appears larger thin life because of his unhesitat-
ing nature hi the face- of danger and his fierceness in battle.
However, the teacher should always emphasize that here was an
Ameritan,- a black American,. who did much to further the

. development of his country.
Another ,emphasis should be that of Jim Beckwourth's back-

ground. Blxicsmithing prepared him for his isolated wanderings,
_ and _hlrasstigiatio with a ky Mountain Fur Company

prepay hi I ecome an indepe nt trapper. Thesi prepara-
tions w re es ntial in making him e man of greatness. that he

mds.... _ l
,,,

Question for Discussion and Compositioh. (Asterisks mark items
appr op ate. for composition activities.) ,

1*.nZ .. .... IA . - t - ... . .... .
1. What was the influence of Jim Beckwourth's background

cfn his future life? ,
,

-

2.. Discuss General Ashley's Rocky Mountain Fur Compiny
end Beckwourth's association with it.

3. Considering Jim Beckwourth and other trappers, men-
tibned. in, the story, such as Moses Harris and Caleb
Greenwood, discuss the characteristics of the mountain
din.*

.

4. ntrase the,
:
cultures of the trapperi and Indian?.

5. D scuss the socialtmplications of the following statement:*
he brOadvallesi,ithat held the Green River would become

. - fa ous as arplace where mountain men would hold their
re dezvous in the years totomei where they would meet in
-th -late summer atffirade:peltrifiroir the glotTgiirth-e-----
E t .., where rndiari$4bUld meet the white menland the
Negroes, amonethilfrJim Beckwourth ...where men of.,,

. ,?.1 i
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all races and colors would meet and mix; where there was
no distiiiiition between men, except the superior and the
iriferior, the lucky and the unlucky, and where death came
to those who failed*

6. -NYhy does Jim Beckwourth decide to become a free
trapper? . i .

7. What enables Beckwourth to become accepted by the Crow
Indians? Remember Greenwood's story..2''

ir 8, pescribe. Beckwourth's life with' the Crow Indians.
9. Discuss possible exaggerations in the biography, especially

. the saving of Ashley's life.on two oacasiens by Beckwourth
and the 95-mile chase by the Elackfeet. What is the
relationship between these possible exaggerations and the
popularity of legendary heroes? '

10. Discuss the trapping process.
-11. Discuss Beckwourth's later years as a trader, soldier, and

dispatch carrier
12. What made the Crows poison their chief? Was it an excess

. or lack of love? Explain*
13. Which aspects -of Beckwourth's life did you find most
. , interesting?
14. What. kind- of man was Jim Beckwourth? Would the world

° be, a beV.er.place if more people were like him? Why or why
not would it be a better place?

Vocabulary

1. ague
2: prirnitive.

° 8. frigid
4. militia
5. expedition
6, desolate .

7. tributary
8: sustain
9. fatigue
id. exaggeration
11: -mammoth .
12. draught
/3. gaun et
14. barter .

15: boisterous
- .

-16. iindezvoui . .
17. tumultuous
18. avalanche
19. ferocious.
20. environment
21. culture
22. pursuit
23. babel .

24. civilization
.25. legitimate .
26. coup
27. degradation
MC-Wane,
29. majestic '\
30. inaugural

..4
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Fora Unit on the Imagination
. ,

Related Activitiis -, , -,

I. Have students develop a map during the reading of the
biography which will indicate the places /here Beckwourth
lived and trapped.dUring the development of the western
portion of this countrY. ',

2. 'Have students do,group reports on other- mountain men
mentioned in the text suchas:
a. .William-H. .Asliley g. -Jim Bridger
b. -Thomas Fitzpatrick h. John Colter `.,

c. Robert Cathpbell i. John Jacob 'Astor
d. Caleb Greenwood , j. , Kit Carson . -

-e. Edward Rise . . k. Stephen Kearny.
f. 'William Sublette 1. John Fremonti . ,,.

3. Have students do group or individual reports on the various
Indian cultures. Some of those mentioned in the text are:
a. Pawnees
b. 'Sioux

.. 'c. Iroquois
d. Blackfeet
e. Navajos

f. Snakes
g. Cheyennes
h. Arapahos
i. Shoshones'
j. Dakotas

4. Have students do research work on famous Contemporary
black Americans. Have them contrast Beckwourth's prep-
aration, attitude, arid accomplishment-of goal with similar

, characteristics of a contempoiary black American.
5. Have students do individual research on other black Ame;i-

cans who assisted in the development of this country such as
Crispus Attucks, Frederick Douglass, Sojourner Truth, Es-
tebanico, and Benjamin Banneker. .

6. Have students contrast life in the West during the early
1800s with life today. Hive them discuss occupations, family
relationships, and the role of men. Have students Iresent
their findings through small group discussions.

7. Students may dramatize the sections of the text Nyhich
concerirJim's trapping expeditions for the Rocky Mouniiin
Fur Company and his life with the Crow Indians.

8. Have "students Compare Beckwourth and other legendary
. characters mentioned in the unit such as Paul Bunyan and

Pecos Bill. ,

.
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/. Independent Reading

. Nonfiction

h.Bradfordd, Harriet Tubmari: The Moses of Her People. Peter
. Bontemh As, The Story of the Negro. Knopf, 1958.

Bre
Smith, n.d.

de Treviiio, Elizabeth Gorton. I, Juan 4 Pargia.. FAG, 1965.
Durham, Philip, and Everett L. Jones. The Adventures of the Negro

Cowboys.'Dodd, 1966; Rap.. Bantam, 1969. .

Felton, Harold W. Edward Rose, Negro Trail Blazer. Dodd, 1967.
Graliam, hirley. Jean,Baptiste Pointe de Sable: Founder of Chica-

go. Me ner, 1953. r.
Petry, Ann. 'tuba of Salem Village. T Y Crowell, 1964.
Rollins, Charlemae. They Showed the Was: Forty American Negro

Leaders. T Y Crowell, 1964.
.. .Sierling, Dorothy. Captain of the Planter: The Story of Robert

,. - Smalls. Doubleday! 19e8; pap, Archway, n.d.
Zagoren, Ruby. Venture for Freedom. Dell, pap, 1971.

.....

Fiction

Clio:lie, Mary.. Petticoat Rebel. Viking Pr, 1964,
Cluff, Tom. Minutemen of the Sea. Follett, 1955.
Rodman, Bella. Lion<st ii the' Way. Follett, 1966.

Anthology
.

Brooks, ,Charlotte. The Outnumbered Storks, Essays and Poems
about Minority Groups by AAerica's Lqading Writers. Dell,
pap., 1967.

Black Literature for .a Unit on Myth and Legend: di de 9

The selections*from this book are to be read as a part of the ninth-
grade unit "Myth and Legend" in the Course of Study in Litera-
ture, Grades 7-12. It is important that both the teacher and the
student have some geographical and historical knowledge of

4 Africa before reading these stories. The universal themes of star-
crossed loveri, rejected wives, faith in God, and lack of trust are
developed in the suggested selections.

The- lo reword" anti- "Introduction " -to Rutherford'i African
Voices: An Anthology of Native African Writings will be helpful to
the teacher in preparation and presentation of the material. In

4
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addition to these aids, the "Preliminary Activities" contain, hree
comprehensive initial activities which should prepare the students
for this'study. .

Preliminary Activities.

1. Have students do group work on the geography and cultures
' , Of Southern Africa; East Africa, Ethiopia, and West Africa.

Mention - that visual aids such as maps and 'charts are
expected as4 part of their oral presentations. These aids can
also be used throughout the discussion of the selections from
the text.

2. After the students have studied African life, pair students
and-have them write and presnt dialogues which contrast
the attitudes about the Africa of the European colonist and
the African native. This is important because some students
may not understand be sometimes uncomplimentary refer-
ences to the colonists. o

&
Jiave students, investigate African history as far as Southern
Africa, East Africa, Ethiopia, and West Africa are con -_
cerned. Have selected students debate the effects of colonhat-
tion. A suggested topic would be: -Resolved: That, coloniza-
tion has bed a positive effect on the peoples of 'Africa.

Que tions for Discussion and Composition. (Asterisks mark items
app priate for composition activities.)

.....rampav". -Southern Africa
a. "Under the Blue Gum Trees" by Dyke Sentso

(1) What is the relationship between Japie Genade and
Moiloa?

(2) Discuss Moiloa's reaction to the death of his son and
to his displacement after Geriade's farm is sold.

(3) What is the 'difference between the way of life of
Japie's family and Moiloa's family?*

b., ' "Mob Passion" by D. C. Themba.
(1) Why is the relationship between Linga andiMapula

destined to be tragic?
(2) What is the cultural significance of the ritual which

precedes the violence?
...(3)___Name_o_ther_stories.oUstancrossedtlovers..

pare them.
(4) Contrast the reactions of the men and women after

the violence.

231 4.-
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a "The Dignity of Begging" by William Modisalle
(1) What does the reader learn about the narrator's

character throughout the .story?
(2) Compare.the narrator's conception of-himself withc.

his conception of Blushing groom. Are they as dif-,
ferent as the 'narrator seems to tee' they are?*-

(3) Why. are Richard and Nathaniel beggars?
(4) What is it in this society which permits begging to

become a profession? How does the .satire in this
selection make this point?

2. East Africa ."tt

.
'Me Story. of Liongo" by'Hamjsi WA' Kayi ,
(1) Whyis Liongo imprisoned? n

. .

(2) Ilia selection is in exercise in cleverniss. Give some
examples of the cunning of the villagers and of Liorsgo
as well

I (3) Why does Liongo-accept his fate at the hands of his
nephew?

Note: The'refereqce to Lionge as-lather" and to his mur-
derer as "nephew" is probably florin the same sense as

. ,_ would be inferred in the Western cultures: .. ,
, 8.. 'Ethiopia .

0

"How the Ethiopian Woman Tamed Her Husbind" retold by
.

. kinfessor Murad Kernel
.

4. West Africa
What is the universal truth in this story? %

... .............
..t.... .4. . . "V: id Tlie-Stb1017itoliirbij Ciinailliye .4 .

(1) Contrast the attitudes-toward their cospt experi-
9 ences of Clarence In this Moro and elNathaniel in

"The Dignity of Begging:" . 1,

(2) _How-is-Clarence a- victim-ofthe innkeeper, the--
judge, the landlord, the Wear, and the two boys?

(3) What if the irony of Clarence's situation?
b. "Truth and Falsehood" by Biago Dion

(1) Explain the personification in.thestory.
(2) Fene-Falsehood bears no resemblance to the "good'

Lord.:' Prove or disprove this statement by using
evidence from the text . .

(3) Discuss whatFene:Falsehood means whenbe states,
"I am begining to think that even if the good,Lord
loves you [Deug-Troth], man dpesn't'appreciate you .

overmuch."

I .. 232
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. - - (4) Compare the reactions of the husband and village
chief to Deug-Truth's advice with the reaction of the
king- to Fene-Falsehood's advice.Evaluate the ad-

. . vice of the two.men. .

c. "Shadow of Darkness" by GladysICasely-Hayford
(1) Compare the loyalty between Shadow of Darkness

and Jalona with the loyalty shown in other stories Of
boykand their pets such as Travis avid Old Yeller.*

(2) Why is Shadow Of Darkness such a prize bull?
(8) Jalona says of Shadow of Darkness, "He was with

'me in my darkest hours....." Explain.
. 4 (4) What will become of Sori?
d. "There's Always a Way Out" by Gbemi t.

(1) What problems does Fasasi face automatically if-he
accepts the position as chieftain?

(2) What are his wife's reasons for assisting him' in .

finding a solution? .

(8) What makes his daughters attractive to the suitors? ,
(4) What doei the story tell us lskut marriage customs

in West Africa?
e.. "The Parable pf the Eagle" by James Aggrer

What is the significance of the statement, "Thou art an
eagle . ..stretch forth thy wings and fie? Discuss this as
it relates to the narrator's people.*

- :
telated Activities ....,_ --, - I

1. Have selected students write and present satirical drama-
tizations with themes similar to that of "The Dignity of
Begging."

2.. Have students construct a list of distinctively African
aspects of life as seen in the selections. An example is the

4.* sense of tribal honor in "Mob Passion."
'8. Have students select passages from other works they have

read and contrast the stile of these African myths with
these other works. For example, selections from Carl

- Sandburg's Abe Lincoln Grows Up and Charles Dickens'
Great Expectations could be used. The students should

_
contrast sentence structure, diction, and the use of figura-

- - tive language. -

4. Have students contrast family relationships in .Africa and
in- the -United States.

,
.
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5. Haie students write original fables using Africa as the
setting.

6. Have student's write original compositions in which they
personify inanimate things such arpeace, hope, despair,
and love. An alternative assignment would be the use of the
same topics for a connotative theme,

7. Have a group of students investigate marriage customs
from different countries. Ba4 them contrast theie with
the custom seen in "There's Always a Way Out." In addi-
tion, students can indicate different customs their Ameri-

.
can families observe:

8. Have students contrast legendary heroes. Such a Contrast
would integrate this unit- and the course of study. An
example of such a contrast would. be of Liongo and his
nephew with Odysseu3 and Telemachus of Greek myth-
ology. -

9. Have students write a contemporary original, story,
or play that has the same theme as 'The Parable of the
Eagle."

"10.- Have studenti discuss the universal themes found in the
selectims. Of what importance° is this universality?

Independent Reading

Moore, Gerald, and Ulli Beier, eds. Modern PoetrY from Africa.
Penguin, pap., 1963.

Mphahlele, Ezekiel, ed. African Writing Today. Penguin, pap.,
1967.

Black Literature for aunit on Prose Nonfiction: Grade 9

Without some mention of i'Vderick Douglass, this curriculum
would be incomplete. He was one of the most outstanding Mack,.
orators of the pre-Civil War period and was well known through .

his` antislaverysoriented The North Star, a newspaper which he
published hiinsilf.

Douglass' autobjography, 7714 Life and Times of Frederick Dow- ,

lass, is an excellent reading selection for the ninth-grade unit of
prose nonfiction. Howeveu, because of its length,, sentence struc-
ture; and vocabulary, a compromise must be made. The compro-
mise is an adaptation by Barbara Ritchie. It is well written, and
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students will enjoy reading-of the life of Douglass, the slave, who
lived to escape to freedom and to dedicate the rest of his life to the
elimination of slavery in this country. The fact that some of his
thoughts are written -in his own words will give the students
insight into the pre-Civil War period. The book also presents

,commentary on the institution of Slavery .
The life of Frederick Douglass will be an inspiration to many

students. They will identify easily with his desire for freedom,
security, and.peace among people.

. . . .

questions for Discussion and Composition. (Asterisks mark items
appropriate or composition activities.)

I. Discuss Dot. .0,ss' birth, childhood, and early relationships
on the Anthony plantation.

2. What were the physical characteristics of the plantation?
Describo the slave quarters, the Great House, and the other
surroundings.

8. Describe the living conditions of the slaves.
4. DiscUss Douglass' remarks about the attitude of blacks to

slavery:!. "The remark in the olden time was not unfre-
quently made that slaves were the most contented and
happy laborers in the world, and their dancing and singing
were referred to in proof of this alleged fact; but it was a
great mjstake to suppose them happy because they some-
times made those joyful noises. The songs of the slaves
represented their sorrows, rather than their joys. Like
tears they were a relief to aching hbartsi"

5. What are the implications of the relationship between slave
and overseer found in this passage: "-The doctrine that
submission to violence is the best cure for violence did riot
hold good between slaves and overseers. He (the slave) was
whipped oftener who waswhipped easiest."?

6e: Describe the various classes found on the plantation and
theh relationships to each other. Mention the slaveholder,
the slaves, and the overseer.

7. When did Frederick first think of ecaping to the North?
What event precipitated this desire?

8. Dicuss the means used by slaveholders to control the lives
of their slaves. For example, why does Auld say "Learning
will spoil the best nigger in the world.... He should know
nothing but the will of his master and learn to obey WI*

235, y
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9. Whit significant part does Father Lawson play )n Freder-
. ice's early intellectual development?

'10. How does Douglass rationalize stealingfroni Thomas Auld?
11. Discuss the paragraph that 'begins, "The morality of free

society could have no application to slave society.... "(The
passage is found on page' 59.)*

12. What was ironic about Thomas Auld's conversion to a
religious life?

13. Discuss Douglass' relationship with Coiey. Consider the
required labor, his flight, and his eventual confrontation

-.. with Covey.
14. Describe Douglass' first escape attempt. Why was it unsuc

cessful?
15. What trade does he learn in Baltimore? Whit were the:1

.complications?
16. How does Douglass eventually escape?
1's. How does Frederick's omehappen to change?
18. Describe Douglap' association with the abolitionists in

1840s.*
19. Descriloeome of the racial conflicts that Douglass meets 'n

the North. Note his reception in some cities and the .
treatment of his children in schook

20. Characterize John Brown. What were some of the flaws in
his thinking according to Douglass?

21. What was Douglass' evaluationefitbraham Lincoln? Agree
or disagree with his thinking.

22. Why did Douglass encourage blacks to fight in the war?
Were they treated equally? 4

23. After the Civil War, Douglass made the right of blacks to
vote one of his most important causes. Why was this right
so important?

24. Whit was Douglass' contribution to,society? In other words,
what did he do for himself and others as far as black people
in this country are concerned?*

Vocabulary'

1. indigent
2. incur
3. , ineffaceably
4. sedate
5. impose

236
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31. disconsolate
82, censure
38. cordial

. 34. contemplation
35. abhorred
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, .

6. ponderous '
it.' countenance

- - 8. indignation,
9. disparage

10. -'indolent. .

11. baronial
12. inters 4 rse
132 d' ution

. des`'tute
15. redress
16. caprkious
17. debase
18.. emanate.
19. perpetrate
20. atrocity'

'21. grapple'
22. balsam'
23. cOmpensatiOn
24. termagant
25. malediction
26. benevolent '
27. stringent'
28: denunciation

. 29. 'vindication
30. advocate

'Related Activities .

36. conversion
37; laudable
38., goad
39. allegation
40: beniplaiit
41. defensive
42. aggressive
43. enervate
44. congenial
45. feasible
46. agitate
47. formidable
48. mortify

"49. emancipate
50. nigger (connotation)
51. . assailant I
52. solicit. '
58. tarpaulin. '. ,

M. peremptory
55. fugitive

--'56710igelpttont--
. 57. mobocrat

58. discretion
59. assail .
60. 'sagacious'

,

,

1. Have students do connotative paragraphs about slaiery as'
an introductory assignment. At the conclusion of the read-
ing, these compositions should be discussed 'again in the

-. light of acquired knowledge.
2. Have students compare the lives of Frederick Douglass

and other people mentioned in the unit on prose nonfiction.
3. Have students present group discussions which emphasize

lifein the United States' during the 1800s. For example,.
.one group might discuss dedication to douritry when one's
country does not recognize every member as a full citizen.

4. Guide students to read and to present oral reports Of
. related kooks which discuss the struggles of other well-

.. ,

- - known blacks in the United States.

237
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.5. Have students present group skits which dramatize some
aspect of Douglass' life. Students will in this activity have a/ chance to identify with Douglass and ,react in their own
way to-Douglass' experience&

6. Have students .increase their, knowledge of other black
People in history, such 'as, Harriet Tubmaii, Sojourner
Truth, and Robert Smalls. Individcial or grocip work in
thane areas should be shared with' the class through oral
discussions. .

7. Encourage Students in the making of slavery. collages,
illustrations of pastages from the text, and pictorial. inner --
pretatiOns of portions of The Life and Times of Frederick
Drag**.

Pl

Independent Reading

Nonfiction

Davis, Sammy, Jr. Yes I Can: The Story of Sammy Davis, Jr., with
Jane and Burt Boyar. FS &G, 1965; pap., PB, 1972

Douglass, Predericic. The Mind and Hart of Frederick Douglass:
Excerpts from Speeches of the Great Negro Orator, edited by
Barbara Ritchie, T Y Crov)ell, 1968.

Grego*, Dick. From the Back of the Bus: Dutton, 1963.
Nigger: An Autobiography, with Robert Lipsyte. Dutton,

1964; pap., PB, 1965.
. The Shadow That Scares Me. PB, pap., n.d.

Griffin, John H. Black Like Me. [1961) 2d ed., HM, 197't; pap.,
NAL, n.d. .

Murrhy, Pauli. Proud Show' The Story of an American Family.
. Reprint :of 1956 edition, Reprint, 1973.

Fiction. .

Bonham, Frank. Duraitgo Street. Dutton, .1965; pap., Dell, 1972.
Bontemps, Arnd. Black Thunder. [19861 pap., Beacon Pr, 1968.
Booth, Esma. Kalena. McKay, 1958.
Graham, Lorenz. North Thum. T Y Crowell, 1965; pap.,NAL, 1977.
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Sterling, Dorothy. Mary Jane. [1959) Schol 131c Serv, pap., 1972.
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9 Black Literature: A Senior
Elective

Thefollowing ,course outline describes" a program thaehas,been
successful for several years. Its author, Grace Larkin, ateacher at
Orieotita Senior High School, New York, says that initially some
people looked, upon the ,course as a fad. Having little or no
knoffledge of black literature, these individuals "had no idea of the
hidden treasures of the past or of the wonderful things coming
from the exciting writers of today." She began developing the
course with two ideas in mihd: (1) "to expose students to good
literature not includicriii theeiiitingirrogram,' and.(2) "to expose
them to new ideas and the basis for those ideas that are part of the
world in which they live." Her students, many of whom may have
decided out of curiosity to take the course, have found it to be
exciting, informative, enjoyable, and a real eye-opener.

Oneontat is in an isolated location in upstate New York but
receives stimulus from two colleges, Hartwick College and a
campus of the State University of New York. Student population at
the high sehool, therefore, is diverse, including rural residents as

. well as children of professors. The course runs ten weeks and
forms part of's senior elective progrip. It is usually taught three
times a year, reaching about ninety students.

Grace Larkin developed this senior elective after taking courses
from.Charles L James, short story writer and editor of Front the
Roots Short Stories by Black Americans, a text used in the
program at Oneonta Senior High (Har-Row, pap., 1970). _The
"three basic traditions present in black literature" referred to in
the course objectives exist itiblick literature from pre-Civil War
times, and continue to influence black writers today. They are (1)

° folktale, (2) the plantation tradition, a romanticized view of slavery
and plantation life which is evident in some of Lthe fiction'of
Lb.tabatantothers, f3)The abolitionist tradition, which ranges
from slave autobiographies to the rejection of white culture by the
new black writers of the 1970s. .

Facts of publication for the other works mentioned are given in
the bibliography at the end of this chapter.
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Courie of Study

I. Major objectives
A. Develop an ,ppre4iition of the existence and worth of s

`distinctive body of literature written by, black Americans
B. Recognize the cultural differences responsible for a sew-

, ate and distinct black literature
C. Understand the three basic traditions present in black

literature
D. Develop an understanding of the myths and themes func-

tioning within black literature
E. Recognize major black authors and their contributions. to

the literary world
F. Develop an *understanding of the black author's point of

view ,
II. Cowie description

This course will use the short story and poetry forms to cover the .

five basic periods of black literature. Texts will be From the
Roots, edited by Charles L. James, and Amer4a-ia Negro Poetry,
edited by Arna Bontemps. Students will bt required to do
independent reading in one particular period or in one particu-
lar author as a course project..

II Course outline
A. The roofs (1890-1920)

1, The folktale tradition
. The plantation tradition

3.\ The abolitionist tradition
B. A new writer (1920-1930)

1. Fume the folk
2. Expatriates

C. Dark naturalism (1930-1940)
1. Figures in transition
2, Young protestors

D. 'toward literary assimilation (1940-1950)
1. The war years .

2. POstwar dissent
3. From the "anted Tenth"

. 4. A woman's voice
E. Toward a black art (1950-present)

1. Tales of the black\ sixties
2. Modern voices \

-

A Senior Elective
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IV. Texts
A. The basic texts used in the course are From the Roots and

American Negro Poetry.
B.' A number of selections of independent reading and re-

quired projects are available in the classroom. Examples:
Baldwin, James, Another Country; The Fire Next Time;

Nobody Knows My Name
Chapman, Abraham. New Bock Voices
Du Bois, W. E. B. The Souts of Black F:olk.
Ellison, Ralph. Invisible Man
,Frazier E. Franklin: Black Bourgeoisie
Gaines, Ernest J. The Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman

. Gregory, Dick. Nigger; The Shadow That Scares Me
Hansberry, Lorraine. 7b Be Young, Gifted. and Black; A

Raisin in the Sun ,
Hentoff, Nat. The NeW Equality
Lomax, Louis E. The Negro Revolt- .

Parts, Gordon. The Learning Tree
Teague, Bob. Letters to a Black Boy: ..

Washington, Booker T. Up from Slavery
Wright, Richard. Native Son

C: Non-textua) 'materials [can] include records, films, and
videotapes.
i,: A selection of records including major black poets
2. On tape: Black History: Lost, Stolen or Strayed (a book

by Otto Lindenmeyer)
3. Othei'selections depend on availability..

V. Course requirements
A: Assigned short stories and poetry for each unit-
B. An-independent reading project of longer works

VI. Evaluation
Evaluation of each student is based on three unit tests, a
paper resulting. from the independent reading, and class
participation. ......
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Chapman, Abraham, ed. Pew Black Voices. NAL, pail. n.d.
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pap., WSP, 1970:
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. pap., Bantam, 1972.
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1964, pap., PB, 1965.
Wmr..... The Shadow That Scares Me.,PB,
Hansberry, Lorraine. A Raisin in the.Sun. sRandom, 1969; pap., NAL\

1961.
. To Be Young, Gifted and black: Lorraine Hanaberry in Her Own

Words, Oita' by Robert Nemiroff. P-H, 1969f pap.,*NAL, 1970.
Hentoff,'Nit- 271e New Equality. Viking PP; cloth & pap., 1965.
James, Charles L, ed. From' the Roots: Short Stories by Black Americans.

Har-Row, pap., 1970.
Lindenmeyer, OW. Black History: Lost, Stolen or Strayed. Avon,' pap.,

1970.
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1975.
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1970.
Wright, Richard. Waive Son. Reprint of 1940 edition, Har-Row, 1969;

pap., n.d,
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Concepts. of what a teacher can do in class to involve studenta"
actively in the roil jest they are studying have expanded grortatly in

-- recent years: This chapter offers suggestions for several kinds of
classroom activities that can encourage pstudents to shed \ self-
consciousness and express ideas and feelings triggered by -their

r. reading. Included are ideas for both formal and informal class-
- -roams that encourage students to examine many facets of-black

literature on 'several levels.
'The "Composition and Discussion Motivators" are designed to" ci ..---I

help student's (and teacheri) reach a depth of understanding that is
essential to the study of literature by black writers. In addition,
these motivators should enrich vocabularies through speech and..
writing, and should encourage students to form and express
,opinions based on some degree of logical reasoning and critigil
thinking. . ... . . .

The "Ideas for Role-Playing" are flexible and providd vehicles
for freely and creatively expressing feelings and attitudes:Through
these improvised scenes and the discussions which may follow the

Acting, studetts can also beleci to understand and appreciate the

l;''
feelings of of ers. ,

Games in the classroom can be entertaining and enlightening
. for both steklents and tearters. Tie games mentioned. in this

.section provide a break in. the routine that allows students to have
some fun while discovering more about the black experience.
InCreased knolledge ot:the experience" will undoubtedly lead to
a better understandingof black literatu6 its. 1 . i i.

, -
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N..Composition an Dd scuision motivators
,...

The following provocative quotations provide topics which may be
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used for composition aisigninents, for discussions by an entire
class,- by small'groups, by panels, or for -debate: ,

n

:1. "If young whites can change, then there is hope for
Aiiierica" (Eldridge Cleaver, Soul on.Ice, Dell, 1970, p. 84).

2. "The negro race here,and now is inferior to the white race.
The negro is a beast" (Charles Carroll, The Negro, a ;Beast, 1.t.

. Arno, 1900); - ',

3. 'Slues belongs to the black man. No white man can sing ,

the blues and really know what he's talking about" (Ray '1 ,

.: Charles, narrator of the film "Soul," Part II of "Body'and. i

,Soul," produced`by BEA Educational Media, a division of; I..
, CBS, in 1970).
4. rBlack is beautiful" (a slogan popularized during. the

!1960s).
5. 1"Blricx Woman" by Don L Lee (Haki R. Madhubuti), in

Don L Lee, Dont Cry, Scream, Broadside, 1969, p. 55.
/ blackwoman:

0

11.1.110111
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6. "Each Negro is a little bit white, and every white is a little
bit Negro.-- Both are caught in a common human pre-
dicament. Each 'needs the other ..." (Kenneth B. C ,lark,
Dark ghetto, Har-Row, 1965, p. 223).

7.:, -14 the white man said we were free ...but, he never let
us practice freedoni'l (from' the poem "Midi-Mad!" by
Ernest White., In Alnia Murray and Robert Thomas, eds.,
The Seareh, Schol Bk Serv, 1974 p. 27).

.

8. "The strong men keep coming" (from the poem "Strong
Men" be Sterling Brown. In Alma 'array and Robert
Thomas, c.:.; ., The Search,. Schol Bk Serv, 1971,, p. 86).

9. Comments on. the television nioduction of Alex Haley's
Roots ("Why 'Roots' Hit Home," nine, Feb. 14, 1977, .

pp. 68-71):
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a: "We now know our roots are inextricably bound with
the roots of blacks and cannot be separated", (John
Callahan, professor of American literature, Lewis and
Clark College, Portland, Oregon; p. 70).

b. "It sounded like us, it looked like us, it was us. ,We've
always wanted whites to understand how our bick-
grounds are different from theirs. Now ;they should

. understand a little better where we are coming from"
(Allen Coillter, bioldgisk Harvard Univrrsity, p. 71);

c. "It helps people identify and gets conversations started,
but I can't see any lasting effect" (Charles .Rangel,
U.S. Congressman frotri New York, p./71).

d. "Everything convergedthe right times the right story
and the right form. The country, I fee , was ready for
it ;.. in the 60's ... it might havespaw ed resentments
and apprehensions the country coul n't have taken"
(Therbara Jordan, U. S. Congresswoitianlrom Texas,
p. 71). /

10. "And now we're ready to change a system, a system where
a white man can destroy a black Man with a single word.

--.-Nigger" (Dick Gregory, Nigger, Dutto , 1964, p. 209).
11. "... I thinkthere's a way to deal with this society's racial

madness, peacefully and effectively, it Mister Charlie (the
white man) is man enough to face it. But, as you realite by
now, facing things squarely is not: how Mister Charlie
made .his reputation" (Bob Teague, Letters to a Rack Boy,

. Walker & Co, 1968, p. 194).
12. "Axiom: White folks do nothing that is not to their advan-

tage.
Correction: White folks do nothing that they think is not to

their advantage.
Conclusion: White folks cid nothing that is not to the disad-

vantage of blacks" 1

(Julius tester,, Look Out Whitey, Black Power's Gon' Get
Four Mama!, Grove, 1969, p. R.

13. Quotations from Wine in the Wilderness, a play by Alice
Childress (In Alma Murr and Robert Thomas, eds.,
Major Black Writers, Schol B Serv, 19711. Ibmmy speaks:
a. "Niggers, niggers, nigge 4 I'm sick .a-niggers ain't

Air you? A nigger will mess ii every/time ..." (p. 146).
b. "Just you wait, one hundtd yeats from now all the

. `.
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1i 10. An incident involving the "Klan" .
.

4. Encourage a friend to recognize the importance of study-
ing black literature.

: \

. .

. Supplementary Activities

honkys gonna claim our poets just like they stole our
"blues' 0. 178). . .

c. "Straightened hair, naturals, wigs are accessories like
shoes, hats, and bags. The real thing is taking place on
the inside"; (p. 184). .

14. Quotations fro Five on"the,Black Hand Sidi, a play by
LCharlie Ru ell In Murray and Thomas, eds., Black

Perspectives, Sehol Bk Serv, 1971): .

a. Gideon: "The family is the basic unit in a society"
(p. 62).

b; Booker T.: "Different strokes ford nt folks" (p. 68).
c. Stormy Monday: "..': when you...get into a

thing, more is expected of you. It's not only about how
you look, it's also about how you live. Being black
means being involved in the struggle" (p. 188).

d. Sim: "... blackie's already got enough religion. It's
whitey who needs to be turned on to God" (p. 92). -

e. Gideon: "As long as we think only of ourselves (indi-
vidually) we'll always be a weak people" (p. 63)..

f. Sweetmeat: "Can't nobody tell me about black women,
man. They're evil!" (p. 92).

Ideas for Role-Playing

1. An incident showing master-slave relationship
2. A slave being sold on the block
3. A slave learning to read and write in secret
4. "All black folks got rhythm!"
5. "Some of my best friends are colored!"
6. Brief reenactment of a scene from a short story or play

read in class
7. Invite someone to your home for their first "soul food"

dinner:
& "Jim Crowism":.

a. Blacks are refused restaurant service.
I
l

b. A black person is expected to give his seat to a white,
person on a bus. ,

9. A person who -.is white awakens to discover that he has
\ turned black overnight, or vice versa.

249
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12.. A scene based on the idea expressed in the poem "We Wear
the Mask" by Paul Laurence Dunbar:
"The BI k Experience!:

ck student, white teacher (or vice versa)
b.. Black customer, whit/ salesperson
c. Black welfare recipient, white caseworker
d. Black employee, white employer (or vice versa)
e. Black student, white student

. f. Black doctor, white patient
g. Black child, white child (both age 5)
h. Black youth, white policeman
i. 'Black housekeeper, white employer
j. Black celebrity, white interviewer

Students may give impromptu presentations or may be given
time for advance planning. The time limit for delivery is best kept
at three to five minutes, and groups should include two to four
people. If time is provided for advance planning, the instructor
should encourage group effort. Each member of a group should
understand that he or she is to be an active contributor in the
preparatory stage before delivery. Better results will be achieved
also if students prepare without writing out and memorizing
complete scripts; preparation should instead provide a degree of

,.structure and control for some ad libbing. The instructor should
also encourage imaginative approaches. The situations suggested
above may be modified in an unlimited number of way% A decision
should also be made regarding whether a piesentation is to be
serious or humorous; , in either case, it should exhibit logical
development with a clear premise and a reasonable conclusion.
Also consider the use of props and partial costuming.,

For the purpose of evaluation, the following may be appraised:

1. Organization
2. Voice
3. Gestures
4. Audience contact
5. Choice of language
6. Imagination

A Word 'about Games'

te,
.

Many teachers who have experimented with games in the
classroom have found that they help motivate students to take an
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active part in learning. This is especially true for students who
react with anxiety to more formal reading and writing assign-
ments. Besides adding an element of fun to the classroom atmo-
sphere, a well designed game undoubtedly helps develop students' .

thinking, decision-making, and problem-solving abilities. When
selecting gaMes, teachers should consider the ages and person-
alities of the students who will be involved. Teachers should also
recognize that game-playing requires that they shift their role,
from authority figure to facilitator and resource. person.

Simulation games are especially useful, because they provide an
approach to learning which is primarily affective, dealing with the
emotions that surround ideas. A few simulation game are briefly
described in this section. When studying literature, students
certainly need to learn something of the artistic techniques
involved in creating a work of fction,, for example. But to
appiediate that work fully,, they-also need to know some of the
personal experiences which shape and color such a work. This
becoines more necessary if the reader's and the writer's experi-
ences differ widely. Simulation games may encourage such .
probing into the black experience, if the teacher is careful to select
games which minimize competitiveness and emphasize coopera-
tion and reflection. Through such. games, students can gain
greater awareness of their own personal feelings.

Two books deal In general with the use of simulation games in
the classroom:

Inventing and Playing Games in the English Classroom: A
Handbook for naehers, edited by Kenneth Davis and John
Hollowell (NCTE, pap., 1977), discusses the value of simulation
games as a teaching method, the best ways to integrate them into
the framework of a course, and guidelines for designing your own
classroom gime. The book dealsfrankly with the challenges to the
teacher posed by classroom activities in which students are not
asked for cut-and-dried, right-or-wrong answers. It discusses ways
for teachers to prepare themselves and 'their students for playing
gam% While the original games described in detail do not include
one on black literature, several of the game designs could be
adapted to it.

Simulation Games: An Approach to Learning by Dennis M..
Adams (C A Jones, 1973) is another useful guide for educators who
are interested in using games in the classroom. It also comments
on the usefulness of simulation games and potential problems with
gaming, and offers guidelines for teachers who want to design
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their own games. The book cites several games that are potentially
Useful for classes on black literature.

"The Ghetto Game," developed at Johns Hopkins University, is
described-as "a fairly advanced boird game simulating what it is
like to live n an urban ghetto" (p. 39). Eight to ten players using
the game board must role-play innercity characters accordjng to
game rules. The game has a playing time of one to three flours.
( Source: Schoql and Library Department, Western Publishing Co.,
Inc.)

"Blacks and Whites," designed by Communications Research
Machin , Inc., also simulates ghetto life. Four to eight players are
"black people" and "white people" who "play on the same board
while living in different worlds .. : " (p. 41). The plakers in vent new
strategies and make changes, redistributing power and money.
(Source: Psychology. Today Games.) .

"Simulating Events Found in Literature," described in Chapter
4 of Simulation Games, is a teacher-made, non-competitive game.
After reading a selection, students role-play new scenes in which
they may alter events which occur later in the plot, insert an event
that fits the plot but is not depicted in the work, simply change a
scene, or, after discussion, add a scene which makes the author's
work more understandable. The text 'also suggests follow-up
discussions relating the fictional story line to similar real-life

.

behavior .and its motivations.
Teachers might also check in their communities for commer-

cially distributed games relating to the.black experience, although
games not produced by the masS manufacturers are often not
widely available. One of these, "The Black Community Game,"
invented by Malik Ali, a former chemical engineer and teacher,
simulates the lifestyle of black ,people in the ghetto. A classroom
module requiring two to three class periods has been developed'
from it. The game puts up to seven players, ages eight through
adult, in situations common to ghetto life. For example: "Your car
breaks down. Get one brother or sister to help you." Or: "Your
slumlord refuses to fix your heater." The game develops problem- .

solving and communications skills as it teaches the political, social,
and economic forces at work in the black community. The players
try to survive the rigors of the ghetto through interaction and
cooperation. The game enables both teachers and students to
better understand some of the ideas expressed by black writers.
(Source: Motherland; Inc.)
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Book and Game Publishers
:

Africans. Holmes & Meier Africans Pub. Imprint of Holmes & Meier
'; Pubs:, Inc.. --

. -" .AMS Pr AMS Press, Inc., 56 E. 13th St., Nehork, NY 10003
Midi. Doubleday Anchor Books. Iinprint of Doubleday & Co., Inc.
Apollo Eds Apollo Editions, Orders to: Harper & Row Pubs., Inc.,

Scranton, PA 18512 -. . -_

ApPleto*Century-Crofts Appleton- Century - Crofts, 292 Madison Ave.,
. New York, NY 10017
Archway Archway Paperbacks, 630 Fifth Ave., New York; NY 10020.

-- Arno Anib Press, 3 lark Ave., New York, NY 10017
Ashby Bks Ashley Books, Inc., 223 Main St., Port Washington, NY

1106)
-Avon Avon Books, 959 Eighth Ave., New York, NY 10019 '
Badger Press No business address aavailable. '
-Ballantine Ballantine Books, Inc., Div. of Random House, Inc. Orders to

Westminster, MD 21157'
Bantam Bantam Books, Inc. Orders to 414 E. Golf Rd., Des Plaines,

IL 60016 -
_ . Barron Barron's Educatiorial Series, Inc., 113 Crossways Park Dr.,

Woodbury, NY 11797 '
'-,', Beacon Pi Beacon Press, Inc., 25 Beacon St., Boston, MA 02108; Key-

ston Industrial Park, Shranton, PA 18512
BObbs Bobbe- Merrill Co., Inc., A Thomas Audel Co., 4300 W, 62nd St.,

Indianapolis, IN 46206
Bremais---No-businesi-address-aVailSbfe: . -
Broadside Broadside Crummell Press, 74 Glendale Ave., Highland.

Park, MI -48203
C A Jones No business address available.
-Cambridge U Pr Cambridge Univ. Press. Orders to: 510 North Ave.,

New Rochelle, NY 10801
Chatham Bkseller Chatham Bookseller, 38 Maple St., Chatham, NJ

07928
Collier. Macmillan Collier Book& Imprint of Macmillan Publishing

Co., Inc, .
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Columbia U Pr Columbia Univ. Press. Orders to: 136 B. Broadway,
Irvington-on-Hudson, NY 10533

Corinth Bks Corinth Books. Dist. by: Book Organization, Elm St.,
Millerton. NY "12546 .

.

'Coward .Cinkard, McCann & Geoghegan, Inc. Orders to 390 Murray
Hill Ficwy.. East Rutherford, NJ 07073.

Criterion Bks Criterion Books, Inc.. 666 Fifth Ave... New York,
NY 10019 .

Crown Crown Pubs., Inc.. 419 i'aik Ave:, S., New York, NY 10016
Cultural Institute Press No business address available.
Da Capo Da Capo Preis, Inc., 227 W. 17th St., New York, NY 10011.
Dell Dell Publishing Co., Inc., 1 Dag Hammarskjold Plaza, 245 E. 47th

St., New York, NY 10017
Dial Dial Press. I Dag Hammarikjold Plaza, 245 E. 47th St., New York.

NY 1001,7
Dodd Dodd, Mead & Co., 79 Madison Ave., New York NY 10016
Doubleday Doubleday & Co., Inc. Orders to: 501 Franklin Ave.. Garden

City; NY 11530 .

Dover Dover Ptibns.; Inc., 180 Varick St., New York, NY 10014
Dutton E. P. Dutton & Co., Inc., 201 Park Ave., S., New York, NY 10003
East Afric in Publishing House East African Publishing House, Koin

age Street. P. MI Box 30571, Nairobi, Kenya
EMC EMC Corp. j 180 E. 'Sixth St., St. Paul; MN 55101,
Falcon Pr No bliness address available.
Fawcett World awcett World Library; 1515 Broadway, New York,

NY 10036
Follett Follett Publishing Co., Div. of Follett Corp., 1010 W. Washington

Blvd., Chicago, IL 60607
Free Pr Free Press. Dist. by: Macmillan Co., Riverside, NJ 08075
FS&G Farrar. Straus & Giroux. Inc.. 19 Union Square. W., New York

NY 10003 .

GAD Grosset & Dunlap, Inc. 51 Madison Ave., New York, NY 10019

i

Ginn Ginn & Co.. A Xerox Publishing Co., 191 Spring St., Lexington.
MA 02173

1 Globe Globe Book Co., Inc., 175 Fifth Ave. New York, NY 10010
Greenwood Greenwood Press, Inc., 51 Riverside Ave. Westport. CT

06880 .
Grove Grove Press, Inc., 196 W. Houston St., New York, NY 10014
Hale E. M. Hale & Co., 128 W. River St., Chippewa Falls:WI 54729
Har-Row Harper & Row Pubs., Inc. Orders to: Scranton, PA 18512
HarBraceJ Harcourt. Brace Jovanoiich, Inc., 757 Third Ave., New

1 York, NY 10017
Harcourt Brice. Harcourt, Brace & World Predecessors of Harcourt

. Brace Jovanovich (HarBracej)
Harper Harper & Brothers. Piedecessor of Harper & Row (HarRow)
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Harvard U Pr Hirvard Univ. Press, 79 Garden SL. Cambridge.
,MA 02138

Hayden Hayden Book Co., Inc., 50 Essex St., Rochelle Park, NJ 07662
Hemphill Hemphill Publishing Co., 1400 Wathen Ave., Austin, TX

78703
Henry Holt Predecessor of Holt. Rinehari. & Winston (HR&W)
Herald Pr Herald Press, 616 Walnut Ave.. Scottdale, PA 15683

' Hill & Wang Hill & Wang, Inc., Div. of Farrar, Straus & Giroux, Inc.,
19 Union Square. New .York, NY 10003 -

-
HM Houghton *Mifflin Co., 2 Park St., Boston, MA 02107; 551 Fifth

Ave., New York, NY 10017
Holloway Holloway House Publishing Co., 8060 Melrose Ave., Los

Angeles. CA 90046
Howard U Pr Howard Univ. Press, 2935 Upton St. N. W., Washington,

DC 20008
HR&W Holt, ISinehart & Winston. Inc., 383 Madison Ave., New York,

NY 10017 '
Humanities. Humanitiei Press. Inc., Atlantic Highlands, NJ 07716
Ina U Pr Indiana Univ. Press. Tenth & Morton Sts.. Bloomington, IN

47401
.

Independence Pr Independence Press. Div. of Herald House. Drawer
HH. Independence. MO 64055

Intl Pub Co International Pubs. Co., 381 Park Ave., S., Suite 1301, New
York, NY 10036,

Irvington Irvington Pubs., 551 Fifth Ave., New York. NY 10017
Jihad No business address available.
Johnson Chi Johnson Publishing Co., Inc., 820 S. Michigan Ave.,

Chicago, IL 60605 .

Knopf Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., Subs. of Random House, Inc. Orders to
400 Hahn Rd.. Westminster, MD 21157

Kraus Reps' Kraus Reprint Co., Div. of fraus-Thompson Organization,
Ltd., Rte. 100, Millwood, Nt10546
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